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Abstract
To date, studies of management accounting change suggest that a large body of research has
been published using institutional theory. The majority of management accounting change
studies in the literature that adopt institutional theory and institutional logics were conducted
looking at organisation practices and the ‘organisation-organisational-field’ level of
analysis, i.e. macro and meso levels. However, old institutional theory does not take into
consideration different aspects for analysis whereas, institutional logics takes into account a
combination of different aspects which informs a better understanding of the change concept
in organisations. Therefore, scholars demonstrate the importance of positioning institutional
logics within the scope of institutional theory and institutional analysis.
The main aim of this thesis is relative to the implementation of a management control system,
and in particular, to shed light on the interaction of multiple institutional logics at micro
level, i.e. how organisational actors employ available institutional logics in certain situations.
For this, an institutional perspective supported by interpretivism is adopted to examine the
process of change with a specific focus on the active role of organisational actors. To conduct
the research, a public sector organisation (The General Board of Tourism) in an emerging
nation (The Kurdistan Region) is explored as the case study of this research. The case study
has been developed using an action research perspective in which the total of 31 interviews
and two focus groups were conducted. The case organisation decided to adopt a tool for
strategy implementation which was an interesting topic for study; thus, this research started
to contribute to the organisational change. Accordingly, Balanced Scorecard was adopted
and implemented as the setting for this research.
Overall, the empirical research has helped to refine the idea of processes of change at micro
level through the interaction of institutional logics adopted by individual actors, and the
emergence of compromises between contradicting institutional logics. It was further found
that the emerging compromises made the process to persist through showing the conditions
for future compromises if the current compromises came to an end. Specifically, as
contributions, this research helps to understand how different institutional logics became
more or less available and accessible, and become activated in specific situations; understand
how different logics at the individual and organisation levels compromise; and understand
the development of management accounting change theory through the adopted framework.
On a practical note, this research can potentially support public sector organisations in how
to improve their performance with the adoption of systematic tools such as the Balanced
Scorecard. Regardless of these contributions, there are some limitations; for example, the
research period was relatively short for studies of institutions and institutional logics; the
collected data might be biased and skewed towards the case study organisation; the research
findings might be skewed towards the adopted organisation; and qualitative studies are not
concerned with generalisability.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
This chapter sets out the scope and background of the empirical research developed in the
thesis. The following sections shed light on the study background, the research problems,
questions and aims, and research contribution. Later sections present the researcher’s
personal motivation for this endeavour. Finally, the thesis structure and a summary of the
chapter are presented.

1.1 Background of the Study
The institutional theory perspective has been widely adopted in the social sciences in order
to analyse social and institutional changes as well as their causes and consequences
(Lounsbury, 2008). Management Accounting (MA) research based on an interpretive aspect
has also been influenced by institutional theory (Scapens, 1994; Brignall and Modell, 2000;
Burns and Scapens, 2000; Major and Hopper, 2005; Cooper and Hopper, 2006; Hopper and
Major, 2007; Lukka, 2007; Lounsbury, 2008). Hence, by adopting an institutional
perspective, the thesis investigates beyond the managerial techniques’ technicalities and
attempts to study the social and institutional factors which shape the processes and dynamics
of changes.
Literature on MA studies drawing on the Institutional Logics (ILs) perspective
historically focused on the macro and meso levels; however, current literature emphasises
the importance of the micro (individual) level (Thornton et al., 2012; ter Bogt and Scapens,
2014). These studies aimed at understanding the specific situations in which multiple ILs
interact. For instance, Amans et al. (2015) studied the political and managerial logics in the
context of performing arts which shape their perspective in using budgets in the two cases
they adopted. They concluded that specific factors of the situation influence organisations
and become “particularly sensitive to certain logics and less so to others” (Amans et al.,
2015, p. 49). Meanwhile, Carlsson-Wall et al. (2016) researched conflicting ILs in a Swedish
football organisation and noted the situation-specific nature of the way in which business
and sports ILs combine in specific circumstances for decision making. Other scholars of
accounting researched how conflicting ILs interact in other situations/contexts such as
Ezzamel et al. (2012), Covaleski et al. (2013) and Wiesel and Modell (2014).
In the last decades some MA research has been built on case studies in different
contexts although the majority of these studies considered the research ‘context’ as merely
1
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a ‘location’ where the MA is studied or the ‘background’ against which researchers tend to
identify samples to develop theories of MA. However, the current attention to situations
demonstrates that more important than the context, the specifics of the situation have to be
given more emphasis. This means that the context is not only the location or background but
should be the focus of the study. Further, studies which adopt the IL perspective to
investigate the situated nature of MA practices consider the ILs as established at the
organisational field level. Afterwards, they study how the logics interact in the specific
organisation. This perspective is similar to a large number of the existing studies in the area
of institutional theory. For example, Zilber (2016, p. 140) stated that “institutional logics are
conceived as mainly given, predetermined, and hardly changing in their travel through
organisations”, while Quattrone (2015) said that ILs are “situated and flexible” and that the
current perspectives of ILs are “inattentive to the places and times in which order is formed
and logics operate” (Quattrone, 2015, p. 436). He made an assumption about institutional
theory in which changes (dynamism of institutional theory) in ILs emerge due to tensions
and conflicts between logics at the organisational field level. On the other hand, Modell
(2015) discussed that the prevalent institutional studies in MA lack a clear distinction
between existing and emerging structures and a framework for understanding how structures
condition the actions of the agents. It is essential to demonstrate that it is the agents who
actually create the structures.
In contrast to the above-mentioned studies of Amans et al. (2015) and Carlsson-Wall
et al. (2016) which focused on the field-level ILs and the way they interact within specific
organisations, the studies adopted Burns and Scapens’ (2000) framework focused on specific
institutions within organisations and the way they shape MA practices. However, Burns and
Scapens’ (2000) framework has been criticised for not explicitly recognising the role of
actors and the influence of the organisational field level. Moreover, recent studies on the IL
perspective have investigated how multiple and competing ILs can lead to “practice
variation” (Thornton et al., 2012). These studies considered social orders resulting from a
network of interrelated logics at society level in general and organisation level in particular.
The studies tended to primarily focus on IL at the organisational field level; however, recent
calls were made to investigate how ILs interact within individual organisations (Pache and
Santos, 2010; Besharov and Smith, 2014; Zilber, 2016).
Drawing upon these gaps in the literature, this research investigates the ways in which
ILs interact within individual organisations (Pache and Santos, 2010; Besharov and Smith,
2014; Zilber, 2016). Also, the research will emphasise the significant role of the micro level
2
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(i.e. individual level) to understand the way in which ILs interact with each other in certain
specific situations (Thornton et al., 2012; ter Bogt and Scapens, 2014).

1.2 Research Questions and Aims
This research employs an interpretivism perspective to analyse the process of change within
MA through the application of the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) as a Performance Management
and Measurement (PMM) tool in a Public Sector (PS) organisation in an emerging context.
The main question of this research study is “How do the changes occur with the introduction
and application of the BSC as a PMM tool in an emerging nation’s PS organisation?” As a
result, it is anticipated that the tool application will allow new ILs to emerge, to interact, and
also to conflict. Existing literature emphasises studies at the macro and meso levels
(Thornton et al., 2012; ter Bogt and Scapens, 2014); however, this research focuses on the
micro level and considers how ILs interact with each other. Further, the focus is on an
individual organisation due to recent calls in the area (Pache and Santos, 2010; Besharov
and Smith, 2014; Zilber, 2016). In order to address these gaps in the literature and to further
understand how the ILs interact at the micro level, the following specific questions are
addressed empirically:
1. What are the changes that occur, and how do these take place, through the
application of the BSC in the General Board of Tourism (GBT) of the Kurdistan
Regional Government (KRG)?
2. How do the individual actors of the GBT interact along with the application of the
BSC? What are the consequences of their interaction?
3. How and to what extent do the aspects of the BSC bring benefit to the GBT and how
does it influence the prevalent culture in the organisation?
In addition to these questions, there are a number of aims which are achieved in this research
study. The major aim is “to investigate the process of change that occurs within the
Management Accounting Change (MAC) perspective in a PS organisation through the
implementation of the BSC as a PMM tool”. To achieve this aim, the following sub-aims are
necessary:
1. To analyse the process of change using an institutional perspective and to study the
interaction of different logics at the individual level, i.e. micro level; and

3
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2. To define suitable principles for the applied PMM tool in the KR’s GBT as a specific
environment that can be generalised across the government and, further, to draw
some principles that could be applied in developing countries.
These questions and aims are investigated within this research through the application of the
BSC in the GBT as a PS organisation as the first applied PMM tool aiming to improve the
organisation’s performance. The tool application, interaction between the tool and the
culture, the emergence of ILs at the micro (individual) level, and their interaction together
are all consistent with the literature review and the discussion undertaken in this research. In
general, this research empirically explores the application of the BSC and aims to understand
the role of organisational actors in the process and how the ILs interact with each other. In
order to manage the complex perspective of these research questions and aims, an in-depth
case study method is adopted. Literature revealed that case studies are fundamentally
consistent with the assumption of ontological and epistemological positions which are
adopted in this research (constructivism and interpretivism, respectively). These positions
suit exploratory, in-depth case study; contextualised research using both inductive and
deductive approaches; utilising multiple methods for data collection; and including an
iterative process to allow ongoing analysis and essential adjustments (Hartley, 2004; Yin,
2014; Bryman and Bell, 2015).
As the selected organisation, the GBT established their strategy in 2012 up to 2025.
They were not successful in adopting a system or tool for their strategy implementation and
performance assessment. Therefore, it was an appropriate organisation to adopt as the thesis
case study and to start applying the BSC to observe how changes emerge throughout the
process. This thesis is a longitudinal research study that started in October 2014 and ran until
early October 2016. The Action Research Perspective (ARP) is adopted to ensure that the
process continues without interruption at any stage. Accordingly, four “three-week” and one
“three-month” physical visits were conducted for observation and data collection in addition
to another “three-week” visit for data verification and confirmation. Alongside the visits and
observations, field notes were taken and informal meetings and communications were held
with the team responsible for the process. During the visits, meetings and sessions about the
BSC were attended by the researcher. The three-month visit was conducted for the main data
collection. In total, 31 interviews were undertaken with two focus groups. Interviewees were
from the three levels of upper, middle and lower management and from four different
provinces. Interviews were conducted in person or via Skype. Most of the physical
interviews were held in Erbil, Sulaymaniyah and Garmiyan provinces while the Duhok
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province staff were interviewed via Skype except for the Director General of Duhok Tourism
(DGDT) who was interviewed in Erbil (detailed protocol of the case study is presented in
the methodology and case study chapters).
Afterwards, all the interviews were recorded and the collected data were transcribed
in full. Atlas.ti, Qualitative Data Analysis software was used to organise the data. Data
analysis was processed having the overarching research questions in mind throughout in
accordance with the research aims. It was undertaken in different steps in which each step
uses the type of coding and method which is more appropriate to that specific step (Miles et
al., 2014; Patton, 2015), as the following,
First step: ter Bogt and Scapens’ (2014) framework and Thornton et al.’s (2012)
revised institutional systems’ ideal types are used to identify the main themes for coding.
This is aimed at refining the comprehension of the existing themes and logics in the GBT.
Second step: Content analysis (Neuendorf, 2016) was conducted to find further themes
and logics from the scripted data. This is to build more general ideas about the context and
finding linkages between the codes.
Third step: Friese’s (2014) method was used to refine and classify the themes. This is
to investigate how the logics emerged and how they were observed. Further, how the logics
were deployed along the process of adopting the BSC was explored.
These steps assist in conceptualising the process more precisely; identifying the prevalent
ILs; and, the interaction of ILs throughout the process.

1.3 Research Unfolding and Originality
Literature revealed that, to date, the majority of MAC studies adopted institutional theory
and institutional logics to look at organisations’ practices and the ‘organisationorganisational-field’ level of analysis – i.e. macro and meso levels. This research investigates
the interaction of multiple institutional logics at the micro level i.e. how organisational actors
employ available institutional logics in certain situations. This means how institutional
logics are employed by organisational actors in specific instances. In particular, using an
institutional perspective, multiple institutional logics are examined at the micro level. This
is achieved through employing the institutional theory and in particular, the ter Bogt and
Scapens (2014) framework. The framework is designed to study processes of change in
organisations. Throughout the processes in which change occurs, it was found that
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organisational actors interact with each other and behave in different ways from each other
based on their institutional logics. Thus, IL theory is adopted as a complementary theory to
the institutional theory to facilitate an understanding of how these interactions take place and
what ILs are employed in each specific situation. The combination of both institutional
theory and institutional logics forms the originality of this research.
Given this originality, the GBT of the KRG which is a public sector organisation in an
emerging nation is explored as this research case study. This is conducted based on an
institutional perspective supported by interpretivism to examine the process of change with
a specific focus on the active role of organisational actors. As an entity within the Ministry
of Municipalities and Tourism, the GBT was established in 2010. Since then, the top
management team has made every endeavour to build the organisation on a robust
foundation. Accordingly, they employed different ways and methods to develop the
organisation. Given that the researcher is employed by the PS in the KRG, she always
perceived that there are difficulties and challenges in strategy implementation and
performance management across KRG organisations. Hence, this was an interesting topic to
understand, particularly given that the GBT had their strategy published and strove towards
its implementation. But it was difficult to properly implement the strategy due to the lack of
required skills and capabilities. Thus, this has stimulated the researcher to investigate the
situation in order to understand how management reached this objective. Therefore, an
agreement was entered into between the GBT and the researcher to conduct this research.
This has also stimulated the GBT to practically and virtually improve their organisation
through a proper implementation with the employment of a PMM tool. Therefore, the case
study has been developed using an ARP in which interviews and focus groups were
conducted.
Based on the ARP, the researcher has to involve herself to a certain level in the process
operations and, sometimes, in the decision making. Due to the fact that she is an Executive
Director with more than 13 year experience in public sector organisations, the task was very
challenging. From a theoretical point of view, action researcher usually begins with an initial
enquiry such as ‘How do I improve my work?’ (Whitehead, 1989; McNiff and Whitehead,
2000). At the same time, scholars caution about the possibility for research bias stating that
“Research is not a wholly objective activity carried out by detached scientists. It is … a
social activity powerfully affected by the researchers own motivations and values” (Blaxter
et al., 2010, p.15). Thus, scholars have concerns over adopting ARP due to the fact that the
researcher may lose her focus on the main objective, i.e. ‘researching’. In fact, ARP supports
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the ‘Insider Researcher’ (Coghlan, 2003, p.452) to undertake research within the chosen
context. One of the insider researcher characteristics is the need to maintain a level of
objectivity. Thus, the researcher was determined and careful to maintain her main role as a
researcher. For this purpose, one of the methods she employed to avoid subjectivity was the
use of Atlas.ti as Qualitative Content Analysis (QCA) software. It is evident that digital
software increases objectivity as researchers do not have much control over the software.
Another method was the frequent discussions held with the three supervisors (as external
reviewers). The discussions included all the aspects of this thesis, which eventually helped
in achieving a good level of objectivity (Coghlan, 2003; Blaxter et al., 2010). In short, it was
necessary to adopt the ARP as it enabled the researcher to gather more accurate trusted data
and information. She was also able to understand the micro logics employed by each
organisational actor in the day-to-day practices through the direct interaction with them.
From a theoretical perspective, the selection of the case study was based on the fact
that there are numerous studies in the literature about the change process and public sector
organisations. However, none of organisations in these studies comes from that specific
context and environment. Therefore, this research is an endeavour to contribute through
providing a new study using a new and different framework but in a totally different context.
Further, because this research is adopting a constructionism approach, it is investigating a
case in an environment where social relations could be different from the typical social
relations in the other Western countries where such studies have already been conducted. It
offers a different context and a different environment where even the logics could be
perceived by people in a different way than provided in the Western countries. As a result,
the empirical research helped to enhance the existing idea of processes of change at the micro
level through the interaction of institutional logics adopted by individual actors. The findings
revealed that different organisational actors depended on different institutional logics which
worked well together most of the times although they sometimes created conflicts.
Eventually, when the conflicts reach the highest level, it was found that compromises
emerge. This research has revealed that it is possible for a third party (organisational actor)
to introduce compromises. These compromises are introduced as a means of rationality
which could be presented at any time and at any stage of the process of change.
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1.4 Research Contributions
This research study contributes to both literature and practice. Starting with the contributions
to the literature, they are the following:

1. Contributed to an understanding of how different ILs became more or less available and
accessible, and become activated in specific situations.
The first contribution is related to the fact that this thesis is an empirical study conducted in
an individual organisation (Pache and Santos, 2010; Besharov and Smith, 2014; Zilber,
2016). It puts emphasis on the individual level and various micro contexts of groups and
teams (Thornton et al., 2012). Throughout the research, organisational actors were observed
in which the research findings revealed that individuals have depended on specific ILs in
certain circumstances. The ILs revealed from the data analysis varied from one individual to
another according to their personal experiences, current position in the organisation, and
interaction with other members. The analysis also showed that an individual’s identification
with a logic is a precondition for deploying it. Therefore, different individuals with different
ILs were present in the GBT. Some of these different logics were working well together,
while some others created conflicts.

2. Contribution to understanding how different logics at the individual and organization
field levels compromise.
The second contribution is related to the different ILs and how they settle if they are in
conflict. Thornton et al. (2012, p. 58) suggested that “one way individuals and organisations
deal with the pressures of conflicting logics of different institutional orders is to loosely
couple or decouple who they are from how they act”. However, this research focused on a
different way to manage situations of conflicting logics. Research analysis revealed that
when ILs conflict, they could compromise and work together; compromising in the sense
that they temporarily agree on a solution (Boltanski and Thévenot, 2006; Annisette and
Richardson, 2011) and explore an area exterior to their structure which benefits both sides
with conflicting logics (Monfardini et al., 2013). It was found that compromising works very
well in circumstances where conflicts resist processes of MAC. It was also found that
compromise could be initiated by one of the conflicting sides or from a third party. The
finding also revealed that when individuals’ logics are conflicting, the outcomes are
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negative, which results in individuals’ embarrassment and fear of failure among peers.
Inversely, when the conflicting logics are compromised, the outcomes are relatively positive.

3. Contribution to the development of management accounting change theory.
The third contribution to the theory is through the theoretical framework adopted in this
research study. Given that it is an empirical study, it contributed to the development of MAC
theory. Previous studies investigated MAC at macro and meso levels (ter Bogt and Scapens,
2014). However, this research focused on the micro level – i.e. the individual level.
Individuals were concluded to have a big role in MAC processes. It is the individual actors
who create routines out of the rules and take actions through the interaction of rules and
routines (ter Bogt and Scapens, 2014). They could make any process successful or
unsuccessful through which they interact and decide. Research findings also revealed that
closer and stronger communications are essential factors for the process to persist and
succeed.

4. Contribution to PS organisations.
This research contributes to KRG PS organisations in general and the GBT in particular to
reorganise their management procedure perspective. First of all, they should have a strategy
in place and second, they should adopt a tool or system for its implementation. This will
guarantee that organisations achieve their optimal goals. Further, this research provides
suggestions for the KRG, as a developing country, to improve through the adoption of the
BSC. If the experience was successful, it would be the first country in the region to adopt a
systematic tool for strategy implementation. Consequently, it could be generalised across the
Iraqi Federal Government as the KRG is part of it. Thus, the contribution is mainly for PS
organisations in developing countries.

1.5 Personal Motivation
Prior to commencing this research study, the researcher spent 13 years in PS organisations
and has been involved in strategic projects with international organisations. The international
organisations were established in developed countries and so they adopted modern systems
and structures similar to those in the private sector. As a practitioner working with two
9
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different bodies, she realised clear differences between both in terms of strategies and
management perspectives in general. It was challenging for the researcher to identify the
different criteria and connect all the related perspectives of management together as she had
a different academic background. Therefore, she decided to study for a Master’s degree in
Business Management (MSc) to build an academic basis. The MSc was useful to some extent
in classifying the knowledge parallel to the experience she had. However, to precisely
understand management and be able to have a comprehensive perspective from theoretical
points of view, she embarked upon a PhD.
The noticeable difference between PS and international organisations in terms of their
systems and strategies has always been a question mark. There was a realisation that strategy
is missing in the PS and, hence, the majority of the daily activities were short-term
operations. It was more challenging to take part in a project implemented jointly by two
different bodies in which one is systematised in contrast to the other one. As part of the
responsibilities was to assess the progress of the projects, PS members were frequently
opposing the processes. It was not clear how organisational members across all levels in the
two bodies embedded and used specific logics to support their daily actions and how they
affected the organisation. PSs were always process-oriented while the international
organisations were result-oriented.
The more the researcher was involved in such circumstances the more she became
puzzled over the distinctions and, hence, she tried to find ways to resolve them. What
surprised her most was that there were actually a few members in the PS who recognised the
huge impact of this problem; however, they were not in positions of power because these
issues require decisions from higher authorities. Therefore, the researcher decided to
understand the circumstance and investigate practical solutions. So, the first action was to
investigate whether there is a PS organisation in the KRG that has a set strategy in place.
From there, this research journey started. The acknowledgement that there is something
missing which should be further investigated was the main motivation behind this research.
More importantly, this research is potentially an opportunity to aid the case study
organisation to improve their performance through their strategy implementation. In return,
this example might become a model to be generalised across the other organisations.
Learning about these deficiencies and understanding how members act depending on a
specific taken-for-granted behaviour in certain circumstances broadens the knowledge about
how some logics are predictable, although learning about the logics behind their actions
would pave the way to avoid resistance and conflicts. Even though conflict emerges, they
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can manage to cohabit and move forward. Given that the results of this research is positive,
this should motivate other organisations to set strategies and seek methods to properly
implement them in order to achieve the organisational objectives efficiently.

1.6 Structure of the Thesis
For the purpose of clarity, this thesis adopts a straightforward structure. Chapter one is the
introduction, chapter two is the literature review, chapter three is the theoretical framework,
chapter four is the methodology, chapter five is the research case study, chapter six is the
analysis, chapter seven is the discussion, and chapter eight offers concluding remarks. The
thesis structure is shown in the figure below.
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Chapter One:

Introduction Part

Introduction

Chapter Two:
Literature Review

Chapter Three:
Theoretical Part

Theoretical Framework

Chapter Four:
Research Methodology

Chapter Five:
Case Study
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Research Analysis

Chapter Seven:
Discussion
Concluding Part
Chapter Eight:
Concluding Remarks

Figure 1.1: Structure of the Thesis
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Chapter two includes an introduction to the key concepts that underpin this thesis. It starts
with MA and MAC, which is the core concept in this research. Then the Management
Control System (MCS) is introduced as an interrelated concept with MAC in terms of change
processes. Next, PMM is discussed as part of the MCS. Later, the BSC as one of the PMM
tools is presented and discussed in detail. These are the main concepts of this research
although the focus is on PS organisations. Hence, a historical overview of PS is presented
and discussed specifically in terms of PS reform. Afterwards, culture is explained in detail
in the literature with an attention to the specific culture of this research case organisation
context. Chapter three presents the theoretical aspect of this research which is the
institutional perspective. Ter Bogt and Scapens’ (2014) framework is adopted along with
ILs as a complementary theory. There is discussion on how this thesis contributes to studies
of MAC and, in particular, an individual PS organisation is studied in which the focus is on
the micro level.
Chapter four presents the research aims and questions. It demonstrates the methods
and how a case study enables the set questions to be answered. An introduction to the
constructivism ontological and interpretivism epistemological positions as well as the
research design is detailed. In addition, the case study is discussed as the main method
supported by an ARP. The case study is developed through further methods such as
observation, questionnaires, interviews, and focus groups. Afterwards, the quality
perspective in qualitative research is discussed specifically related to validity, reliability, and
generalisability. Further, ethical issues specific to this research study are explained.
Afterwards, the strategy for research analysis is presented. Then, reflections on the research
findings and checking data are explicated. Finally, the position and role of the researcher
according to ARP is presented. In short, adopting an in-depth case study and the other
utilised methods are to guarantee the quality of this research and to obtain required data for
analysis.
Chapter five provides a general overview of the case study context, the KR. The
structure of the KR is presented and narrowed down to the GBT as the case study
organisation. Following this, the empirical research is presented to provide an overview of
the protocol of data collection. Finally, an introduction on how to commence the analysis
from specific perspectives is provided, taking into consideration the ontological aspect of
the process starting from October 2014 and running until late October 2016. The period is
divided based on the introduction of the BSC at the strategy level and then at the operation
level. In this chapter, multiple ILs are identified which are adopted by different
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organisational actors. In particular, in the transitional period in which the multiple logics
were presented reference was made to Thornton et al.’s (2012) classification of the logics.
Chapter six continues to provide detailed analysis about the concepts introduced in the
case study chapter. In addition, the specific characteristics of the GBT which distinguishes
it from other organisations are discussed. Afterwards, as the thesis is about MAC, it provides
an analysis of the circumstances prior to the research period (named pre-transitional) in order
to obtain the criteria on how and the extent to which change happens. Drawing on ter Bogt
and Scapens’ framework, the entire process with a specific focus on the rules and routines is
presented; the ways in which the rules and routines interact which gives rise to resistance
and eventually to conflicts between different logics. The chapter thoroughly analyses the
existence of ILs among the team members involved in the process. Insights into how these
ILs are practiced and under what conditions they create conflict are discussed. More
importantly, how the emergent conflicts are managed through compromising is presented at
the end of the chapter.
Chapter seven sets out detailed discussion of the research findings, and the
distinguishing features of the case study context are presented. A general overview of the
BSC introduction with the emerging changes to the tool are identified, also the changes that
occurred as a result of the regular performance assessments which were undertaken by the
GBT are presented. Discussion about the existing and emerging ILs at individual level is
highlighted. Further, the IL’s influence over the rules, routines, and actions which emerged
with the BSC implementation is discussed thoroughly. Afterwards, the emerging challenges
and conflicts are explicated in detail and the ways to handle them are addressed. It is
concluded that when conflicts impede the process, compromising emerges which plays a
significant role in the process persistence. In addition, the change perspective across the
process is assessed. Finally, based on the research findings, in-depth reflections on the
research questions are provided.
Chapter eight recapitulates the thesis and the research findings. Building on gaps and
problems discussed in the literature review chapter, the main contributions of this research
to the literature and practice are highlighted. The practical implications are also elaborated
drawing on the researcher’s personal motivation to research a PS organisation in the first
place. Further, the practical implications from the research findings are specified for
policymakers and organisation. The chapter concludes by reflecting on the identified
limitations of this research and suggesting additional paths for future research on the topic.
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Further to the above, an introduction is included at the beginning of each chapter to
inform the reader. Likewise, each chapter ends with a brief summary. Additional material
and further information about specific areas of this research study are presented as
appendices.

1.7 Summary
This chapter gives the reader a comprehensive overview of the research study that follows
and hopes to stimulate them to delve more into the MAC field of study and specifically into
how various individual ILs interact in organisations.
Investigating how ILs interact at the individual level is crucial for processes of change
within the MA field of study. ILs at societal and organisational levels and their roles in
processes of change have attracted attention in the MAC literature. However, understanding
how they interact at individual levels and how conflicts emerge between them is a gap in the
literature which requires researching. The findings assist scholars and practitioners to resolve
conflicts easily before they are turned to major obstacles. Organisations in general and PS in
particular aim to apply PMM systems and specifically the BSC through which they diagnose
conflicts and have them resolved before they become too complicated. The researcher hopes
that, first, the narrative presented in this research study provided useful, interesting, and
influential theories and that, second, she was successful in bringing to light overlooked
details which potentially aid practitioners and scholars in the area of MA.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction
This part provides a general overview of MAC in the literature. It offers a thorough
explanation of the major concepts related to this research. Section Two presents an in-depth
discussion related to the discourse in the literature on MA in general and MAC in particular
as the major topic of this research. Further, other related concepts are critically presented
such as the change concept, and Organisational Change (OCH). Then, a detailed critical
explanation of MAC follows to afford an understanding of the concept from various
scholars’ perspectives. Further, the phases and perspectives of accounting change are
provided for a better understanding of the concept’s different stages from different
perspectives.
Section three discusses MCS as a concept that is closely interrelated with MAC. Both
terms “management” and “control” are explained in order to clarify their interrelationship in
forming the broader concept of MCS, and functions of MCS are also presented. Next, section
four sets out a critical explanation about the concept of PMM by defining each of the
concepts “performance”, “performance management”, and “performance measurement”.
Following this, PMM system is explained with supporting evidence from the literature.
Narrowing down the concept, PMM tools are then presented with a specific focus on BSC
which is the adopted tool in the case study organisation.
Due to the specification of this research which is conducted in a PS organisation,
section five provides a historical overview of the reform process known as Public Sector
Reform (PSR) which has emerged in the last century. Further, New Public Management
(NPM) is explained with supporting evidences from developed and developing countries
derived from the literature. Lastly, PSR is presented from different perspectives to
understand its status, specifically in developing countries. Afterwards, considering the key
concepts of MAC, MCS and PMM, section six reviews these concepts from different
perspectives in the literature, particularly in the PS. The focus is on MAC and particularly
BSC as the adopted tool in the case organisation. Further, as this research is conducted in a
specific new context, a thorough discussion is provided about the culture concept and its
significance to organisations in general and accounting practices in particular. Then, the
specific context of this research is explained showing the reason why it is more important
than any other context. Section eight presents a brief summary of the chapter.
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2.2 Management Accounting
MA was defined as the following,
…a value adding continuous improvement process of planning, designing, measuring
and operating non-financial and financial information systems that guides management
action, motivates behaviour, and supports and creates the cultural values necessary to
achieve an organisation’s strategic, tactical and operating objectives (Atkinson et al.,
2001, p. 5).

This definition was a revision of an earlier one where the introduction of the term “nonfinancial” was evident and considered a significant change. Kaplan and Norton (1992) stated
that the use and introduction of non-financial information is regarded as a crucial component
for a more comprehensive understanding of organisational efficiency and effectiveness. It
plays a significant role in the performance measurement perspective in organisations such
as the BSC (which is explained in detail in later sections). Further, in a broader scope, MA
should provide all the information that the decision-makers require (Armitage and
Nicholson, 1993).
In 2007, the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA) provided a more
comprehensive definition for MA, as
…the process of identification, measurement, accumulation, analysis, preparation,
interpretation and communication of information used by management to plan, evaluate
and control within an entity and to assure appropriate use of and accountability for its
resources; furthermore, management accounting also comprises the preparation of
financial reports for non-management groups such as shareholders, creditors, regulatory
agencies and tax authorities (Atkinson et al., 2007, p. 3).

In 2008, however, the first definition was revised by the Institute of Management
Accountants as the following:
Management accounting is a profession that involves partnering in management decision
making, devising planning and performance management systems, and providing
expertise in financial reporting and control to assist management in the formulation and
implementation of an organisation’s strategy (Crosson and Needles, 2013, p. 4).

Overall, MA as a manager oriented perspective is a concept concerned with providing
significant information to organisational managers (Seal et al., 2015), i.e. those who direct
and control the organisation’s operations. However, because MAC lies at the core of this
research, it will be emphasised along with the relevant concepts. MAC is interrelated with
other concepts in a way that any change in MA will certainly influence the others such as
“change”. Thus, it is necessary to understand what “change” originally means, which is
presented in the following section.
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2.2.1 The Concept of Change
Burke (2014) posited that change takes place in organisations all the time. Changes are either
planned or unplanned; for the most part, changes are unplanned and gradual while planned
change occurs on a large scale, affects the whole system and is not a daily occurrence.
Further, there is revolutionary change versus evolutionary change. Revolutionary change
(which rarely occurs) is defined as a major overhaul which results in a modified or a
completely new mission, and a modification in strategy, leadership and culture. Burke (2014)
stated that most of the changes are evolutionary whereby modifications and adjustments are
taking place in the organisation. Haveman (1992) examined change, and questioned whether
it is “detrimental to organisational performance and survival chances” (1992, p. 48). She
concluded that changes in organisations mostly enhance financial performance. Fernandez
and Rainey (2006) discussed change thoroughly from different perspectives. They explained
the causes of change in which some scholars downplayed the importance of human actors as
a source of change (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Hannan and Freeman, 1984; Scott, 2003).
Others postulated that the determined actions of managers are driving change (Lawrence and
Lorsch, 1986; Pfeffer and Salancik, 2003); however environmental and resource constraints
limit these actions (Van de Ven and Poole, 1995). There are various models of change
presented in a stream of research mostly based on Lewin’s (1947) phases or steps of change
(Fernandez and Rainey, 2006) which are unfreeze, transition and freeze (Armenakis and
Bedeian, 1999). These studies explained the implementation of the process of change within
organisations by focusing on the success factors (Greiner, 1967; Rainey and Rainey, 1986;
Kotter, 1995; 1996; Bingham and Wise, 1996; Armenakis et al., 2001; Thompson and Fulla,
2001; Burke, 2014).
Moreover, change in an organisation’s MA results in OCH in one way or another.
Thus, it is also essential to provide an overview of the OCH concept from different
perspectives in the following section.

2.2.2 The Concept of Organisational Change
Current studies regard OCH as a main concept in identifying and recognising organisations
along with their common constraints and problems (Fernandez and Rainey, 2006; Gomes et
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al., 2008). According to the increase of competitive advantage1 in the organisational
environment and in order to empower their organisations and survive, the majority of both
public (McNulty and Ferlie, 2004; Fernandez and Rainey, 2006; Noblet et al., 2006;
Ashworth et al., 2007) and private (Busco et al., 2001; Quattrone and Hopper, 2001;
Dawson, 2003; Buchanan and Huczynski, 2004; Siti-Nabiha and Scapens, 2005; Burnes,
2009; Hayes, 2014) organisations adopt and embrace change processes. OCH has a
significant impact on the organisational environment, both internally and externally. In
addition, the three perspectives of OCH are strategy and structure, operational system, and
Performance Management System (PMS), which are interrelated. OCH is further regarded
as a shift from a specific position to another one within a particular time and space or it is a
new way, habit and routine of working in organisations (Busco et al., 2001; Quattrone and
Hopper, 2001; Dawson, 2003; Buchanan and Huczynski, 2004; Hayes, 2014). Moreover,
Dent (1991) described OCH as a process to detach particular culture activities and combine
them to adapt to another different culture.
OCH literature showed that there are various types of change which are interpreted
with different meanings. For instance, Cao et al. (2000) and Burnes (2009) identified
different categories which explain various approaches to OCH, such as changes in processes;
changes in functions including organisation, coordination and control; changes in values,
behaviours and beliefs; changes in power distribution; strategic and non-strategic change;
incremental and radical change; and planned and emergent change. Regardless of this
diversity, the various perspectives are interconnected as change is considered a dynamic
process (Leavitts, 1964; Nadler, 1993; Lancourt, 1994; Cao et al., 2000; Burnes, 2009). Due
to the fact that the process of change in organisations is unpredictable, not linear, and
difficult to understand, it is considered a complex process. Furthermore, OCH circumstances
and factors influence MA which is one of the organisational factors (Vaivio, 1999a; Andon
et al., 2007; Burnes, 2009). Quattrone and Hopper (2001) argued that despite the difference
between the individuals’ rational choice and contextualism streams towards “change”, they
depict change as a shift from one situation to another. They suggest that the organisation’s
conventional definitions and change should be replaced with “a-centred organisation” and
“drift”.

1

Competitive advantage is a function of either providing comparable buyer value more efficiently than
competitors (low cost), or performing activities at comparable cost but in unique ways that create more buyer
value than competitors and, hence, command a premium price (differentiation) (The Economist, 2018).
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Following the above-mentioned presentations about the “change” concept which is
considered the basis of MAC and the OCH concept which is evidently interrelated to MAC,
next sections provide a critical explanation of MAC with evidence from the literature.

2.2.3 Management Accounting Change
Different from the concept of “change” which refers to any transformation, alteration,
modification or variation, MAC is a concept without a clear definition. This topic has
attracted broad discussions in the management literature but its definition still remains
uncertain. Due to the changes in the frequent financial and economic perspectives, the
existing environment requires organisations to make alterations in their operational routines
by adopting MA. Hence, Burns and Scapens (2000) emphasised the need to perform MA at
various organisational levels. Scholars identified the significance of management tools in
this area such as accounting systems as well as economic, financial and non-financial
measurements which have been broadly used (Miller and O’Leary, 1993).
The debate about MAC and the nature of change have been widely researched, from
which different and contradictory conclusions emerged (Burns et al., 1999; 2003; Busco,
2006; Wanderley et al., 2011). One of the ideas was that “management accounting change
can be understood as the introduction of new management accounting techniques, such as
activity-based costing or the balanced scorecard” (Wanderley et al., 2011, p. 112). This
perspective is supported by the North American accounting researchers (Baker and Bettner,
1997; Hopper et al., 2001). Conversely, the other notion is that “management accounting
change can be understood as the process of change in the manner in which traditional and/or
new techniques are actually being used” (Wanderley et al., 2011, p. 112). Hence, MAC
emerges with the introduction and construction of new tools or with changes that occur while
managers utilise MA information produced by traditional systems (Wanderley et al., 2011).
In this research both ideas are considered as the study starts with the introduction of BSC as
a new tool and further investigates the process of change associated with using the tool.
Despite the fact that MAC has become an important area of study and is a field that
many scholars continue to investigate, it is still problematic to achieve an identified
comprehensive definition. For instance, Hopper et al. (2007) discussed and explained
accounting change as an ongoing process in the organisation which is developed or impeded
by daily events. This perspective support Hopwood (1987) who studied three examples of
accounting change and finally posited that little has been explored in the area. Further, he
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traced back aspects of accounting change to some conditions which can offer conceptions in
the accounting field of study such as “the forces that put accounting into motion”, “the
processes accompanying accounting elaboration and diffusion”, and “the varied human,
organisational and social consequences that can stem from changing accounting regimes”
(Hopwood, 1987, p. 207). Consequently, scholars have researched accounting change from
different points of view using various theoretical frameworks.
The reasons for focusing on the two above-mentioned conditions are due to the
existence of many internal and external forces that influence any process of change within
an organisation in general and accounting change in particular. This is due to the fact that
the main concern of this research is “change”. It is evident that these forces are considered
the social and policy issues which are available within and outside the organisational
environment. The other reason is that these aspects adjust the entire notion of accounting
change. Using the collected and analysed accounting information, “accounting change” is
altered from a perspective which is not able to transcend the accounting tools and methods
to a comprehensive aspect of “change” in which the latter is able to support the organisation
in terms of management (Hopwood, 1987; Andon et al., 2007).
In order to provide a critical presentation of the above-mentioned concept to
understand how MAC takes place in an organisation, the following section explains the
phases of accounting change and perspectives of MAC. This will enable an understanding
of MAC as well as its development in the case organisation.

2.2.3.1 Phases and Perspectives of Management Accounting Change
Following Hopwood’s 1987 seminal paper, scholars continued to explore the three phases
of accounting change represented as “predictions of change”, “processes of change” and
“organisational consequences of change”, which were reviewed as the following (Andon et
al., 2007). Regarding the first phase, researchers could not identify the conditioning elements
of accounting change. For instance, Andon et al. (2007) referred to several studies which
have examined organisational structure (Gosselin, 1997; Anderson, 2002), organisational
design (Baines and Langfield-Smith, 2003), catalysts and motivators of change (John and
Mitchell, 1991; Laitinen, 2001), top management support, relations with performance
evaluation and compensation, capacity building, training, and resource adequacy (Shields,
1995). These were considered aspects of predictors of change. Further, some research studies
perceived the impact of institutional influences on change aspect. These would potentially
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affect change through endeavours to legitimate actions and indicate conformance with the
organisation’s institutionalised rules and expectations (Covaleski et al., 1993; Andon et al.,
2007). The institutional environment of an organisation would certainly influence the role
of the emerging accounting practices (Abernethy and Chua, 1996). To study the influence
of institutional factors on accounting change, it is necessary to investigate the institutional
environment and the interactions between the entities (Covaleski et al., 1993; Amat et al.,
1994). In general, research about predictions of accounting change provided an
understanding of the complicated situations where accounting change, potentially, emerges
and the various contextual elements enabling and/or constraining such a change (Andon et
al., 2007).
In respect to the process of change, there is also interest in exploring the area further.
Such interest focuses on the actions that accompany these processes in general and on the
social and political factors in particular, especially those factors which influence the process
of change in the organisation in addition to the concept of “translation” which is clearly
shown in the literature (Briers and Chua, 2001). Technologies and accounting tools are also
major subjects in the phase of the change process - i.e. a clear observation of the diffusion
of accounting innovations. In this respect, Jun Lin and Yu (2002) studied Western MA
diffusion in a Chinese Iron and Steel Company. They realised that the traditional government
business administration influenced the Chinese companies’ cost control system. Other
studies investigated the resistance-to-change process. For instance, while studying resistance
to change in large companies, scholars indicated that resistance is always expected in any
kind of change; however it is important to comprehend the prevailing historical and
organisational environments (Scapens and Roberts, 1993; Andon et al., 2007). Moreover,
considered as support factors in the process of change, the consultant’s and agents’ roles
have also been investigated (Andon et al., 2007).
Regarding the final phase of accounting change – that is, the organisational
consequences of change – research studies mainly described the impact of accounting
change on organisational purposes, culture, strategy and vision (Cao et al., 2000).
Researchers could demonstrate this phase through a comprehensive process of performance
measurement. This current research thoroughly studies the process of change and, as a result,
the consequences become more evident at the end of the analysis. In addition, the
consequence of change could affect the organisational functioning through introducing new
accounting areas (Andon et al., 2007). It is also presumed that MAC can emerge informally
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due to the impact of external forces which leads to an organisation’s shift (Burns and Vaivio,
2001; Andon et al., 2007).
On the other hand, related to perspectives on MAC, literature revealed that
investigation of MAC is a complicated task due to the challenges associated with the
processes and the ambiguity of the outcomes. Burns and Vaivio (2001) posited that “change”
as a concept is both interesting and problematic as a result of the conflicting definition and
structured analysis. Accordingly, they introduced three perspectives on change aiming to
classify and compare the complicated questions and multiple aspects of analysis which make
the change concept plagued. These perspectives could provide clarity to scholars in the field
of MAC even if they are overlapping and ambiguous, also addressing the most urgently
needed area of research. The perspectives are listed next.
The first perspective is the epistemological nature of change. It begins with
questioning, “What is the epistemological nature of change?” This is because what emerges
like change at the beginning, “really is change” (Burns and Vaivio, 2001, p. 392-3). A closer
scrutiny shows change as an illusion or a type of “organisational mirage”. This makes change
in the MA phenomenon more complicated. In this respect, the question “does non-financial
measurement in the BSC really bring a new measurement system to the shop-floor?” (Burns
and Vaivio, 2001, p. 393; see also Vaivio, 1999a; 1999b) is raised, as well as, “does activitybased costing in fact provide a new appreciation of product costs?” (Burns and Vaivio, 2001,
p. 393; see also Malmi, 1997). The epistemology of change encompasses other elements; for
example, the classic dichotomy compares change and stability as two critical elements of
reality (Giddens, 1979; Granlund, 1998; 2001; Burns and Vaivio, 2001). Further, a final
debate concerns the questions about whether change is a distinct observable phenomenon
and whether MAC is a persistent organisational process. In this case, the process of change
should consider a broader perspective to take external influences into account. In addition,
the change concept should be considered with another dimension, which poses the question:
Is MAC a disruptive revolutionary phenomenon that has shattering impacts within
organisations, or should it be conceived as a more incremental evolutionary chain of
development? (Scapens, 1994; Burns and Scapens, 2000; Burns and Vaivio, 2001).
The second perspective is the logic of change. The core of this perspective is to
consider the logic of change while researching MAC. Change, from an earlier point of view,
was a series of formal managed organisational processes and events. Hence, change in MA
was presumed to be predominant in organisations (Burns and Vaivio, 2001). This logic of
change confers a main role to the motivated organisational actors who initiate and take
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responsibility for changes in the MA. However, there is a completely opposing logic which
assumes that change from the MA perspective is not a “consciously planned and rationally
executed part of reality” (Burns and Vaivio, 2001, p. 394). Organisations encounter
accidental influences and, hence, are unprepared for the change. As a result, MAC is more
likely to be unmanaged and informal. MAC logic can also be classified as linear or nonlinear based on the path of change – whether the change is a systematic endeavour with
specific objectives or whether it is unsystematic and unpredictable. Further, as a critical
dimension and a subject of study, is MAC considered a functional logic or is it an inherently
political activity? It is noteworthy that MAC is seldom a consensual or neutral activity. All
these are elements to consider while researching MAC (Hopwood, 1987; Malmi, 1999;
Burns and Vaivio, 2001).
The third perspective is the management of change. This perspective deals with
understanding MAC as a concept which has to be managed proactively. Research papers can
be published following normative undertones and borrowing from the above two
perspectives of epistemology and logic of change. A critical question of two axis encounters
change in this perspective; first, change is considered a centrally driven aspect in which top
management has a major role while other organisational agents have secondary roles.
Second, MAC can be considered a principally local concern in which top management are
unable to identify the conditions for reform. Organisational actors within a decentralised
structure are the main agents and designers of change (Mintzberg, 1990; Mintzberg et al.,
2009). This perspective presumes another consideration which is “how is management
accounting change intertwined with a changing organisational culture?” (Burns and Vaivio,
2001, p. 395). Another question links MA with the “new economy” of Organisational
Culture (OCL) which is characterised by fast operations, innovation, and informal practices.
Moreover, from this perspective, an emphasis will remain on the diffusion of MA expertise.
MA is no longer considered a separate knowledge handled by a group of specialists; it has
become widespread knowledge within each unit of the organisation (Burns and Vaivio,
2001). Furthermore, MAC proposes considerable changes in the role and position of the
controller (the specialist staff) (Granlund and Lukka, 1997; 1998).
The above three perspectives are introduced to present an understanding of MAC
perspectives. For instance, Burns and Vaivio (2001) suggested that university scholars
should contribute by framing various theories in the field of MAC. Consequently, more
educated managers – as critical ‘minds’ of change – will perform better in the organisation.
Further, the MAC perspective could also provide guidance and consultation to organisations
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as they provide empirically demonstrated advice particularly on the tensions that occur
within accounting reform in organisations.
Overall, MAC is a concept which organisations should significantly consider for any
type of development and/or improvement in the organisation’s performance. MAC and OCH
are two closely interrelated concepts in which the occurrence of the former results in the
latter, although MAC requires other concepts to associate with such as MCS because
evaluating MA practices in any organisation would certainly require a control system to be
in place. In this respect Macintosh and Quattrone (2010, p. 5) combined MA and control
system as one form of control; namely “Management Accounting and Control Systems”.
They presumed that it is sometimes referred to as “planning and control systems”, “MCS”
or simply as “control systems”. MCS is used throughout this research. The following section
presents an in-depth discussion of MCS along with its importance to this research.

2.3 Management Control System
With reference to the previous section, there is a solid relationship between MA and MCS.
Chenhall (2003) stated that the terms MA, MCS, Management Accounting System (MAS)
and “Organisational Control” are used interchangeably, in which “MA refers to a collection
of practices such as budgeting or product costing” (Chenhall, 2003, p. 129). MAS is “the
systematic use of management accounting to achieve some goal”. MCS is considered a more
comprehensive term which “encompasses MAS and also includes other controls such as
personal or clan controls2”, whereas organisational control refers to “controls built into
activities and processes such as statistical quality control, just-in-time management”
(Chenhall, 2003, p. 129).
Further, Merchant and Otley (2007) suggested that control as a concept can include
some factors such as “strategic development”, “strategic control” and “learning processes”
which are beyond the MA scope. Accordingly “almost everything in the organisation is
included as part of the overall control system” (Merchant and Otley, 2007, p. 785). Scholars
concur that good MCS for organisations is significant. However, due to the fact that much
of the language of MCS is imprecise, comparing between written books and articles about

Clan control is a form of organisational control which “requires not only a norm of reciprocity and the idea
of legitimate authority … but also social agreement on a broad range of values and beliefs”. For the control it
relies “upon a deep level of common agreement between members on what constitutes proper behaviour”.
Further, “it requires a high level of commitment on the part of each individual to those socially prescribed
behaviours” (Ouchi, 1979, p. 838).
2
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management control is complicated (Merchant and Van der Stede, 2012). Essentially,
control, as an applied term to a management function, does not as yet have a definition which
is universally accepted.

2.3.1 Management and Control
Management and control are two significant concepts of MCS. Concerning the “control”,
Anthony and Govindarajan (2007) illustrated its elements in the following figure:

Figure 2.1: Elements of the Control Process (Anthony and Govindarajan, 2007, p. 3)

Four basic elements are shown which collectively constitute control elements. The detector
measures the process controlled; the assessor identifies the importance of what is happening
compared to the standards or expectations; the effector is a feedback device which alters
behaviour in case the assessor suggests so; and the communication network device transfers
“information between the detector and the assessor and between the assessor and the
effector” (Anthony and Govindarajan, 2007, p. 2).
While management in the literature includes various definitions which are all linked
to “processes of organizing resources and directing activities for the purpose of achieving
organisational objectives” (Merchant and Van der Stede, 2012, p. 6), scholars have broken
“management” into discernible elements as shown in Table 2.1 below.
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Functions

Resources

Processes

Product (or service) development
Operations
Marketing/sales
Finance

People
Money
Machines
Information

Objective setting
Strategy formulation
Management control

Table 2.1: Breaking down the management broad area (Merchant, 1998, p. 3)

The table above demonstrates a significant classification of management. The first column
shows the fundamental functions of management. Practically, management schools provide
courses which emphasise one or part of one of these fundamental management functions.
The second column shows the main kinds of resources which managers should work with.
Management schools utilise this classification while providing courses about “human
resource management”, “accounting and finance”, “production”, and “information systems”
which are called “support management functions” (Porter, 2011; Merchant and Van der
Stede, 2012).
“Management control” is considered part of the “processes” which constitutes the third
column. Thus, control could be considered the “back end” of the process of management.
Merchant and Van der Stede (2012) postulated that management control is the same as
execution and strategy implementation. They presumed organisations that focus on
improving their MCS will gain better results and outcomes rather than if they focus on
improving strategy. Studies reveal that failure of most of the organisations’ Chief Executive
Officers is due to the “bad execution of strategy” not because of “bad strategy” overall.
Various management courses such as, strategic management, business policy and MCS
emphasise the components of the management process (Merchant and Van der Stede, 2012).
A prerequisite for designing any MCS is to know the objectives which are considered
as determined activities. It is not necessary that these objectives are quantified or financial
in both for-profit and non-for-profit organisations, although, the employees should have
some information about the organisation’s objectives. Otherwise, the employees’ actions are
not purposive and no one could decide whether the organisation was successful or not.
However, the objectives are known in most organisations but it is not a condition that all the
employees agree upon the ways how to balance the organisation’s responsibilities to the
stakeholders. Organisations build compromise mechanisms to sort out conflicts among
stakeholders in order to get to an agreement regarding the objectives they set (Freeman,
2010; Merchant and Van der Stede, 2012).
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Concerning the second element of the third column, i.e. strategy, it is defined as how
organisations utilise their resources to achieve their goals and objectives. Strategies are
sometimes constraints on an organisation’s employees as they should work to achieve the
organisation’s goals. Well-conceived strategies help employees to obtain the organisation’s
objectives (Porter, 2008; 2011; Merchant and Van der Stede, 2012; Grant, 2015). Some
organisations have formal written strategies while others do not have formal strategies;
instead they respond in certain circumstances (Mintzberg, 1987; Merchant and Van der
Stede, 2012). Informal strategies emerge from the interaction between environment,
management and employees, from spontaneously made decisions, and from the
organisations’ experimentations to explore what kind of activities lead to the best success.
Overall, it could be concluded that the organisation is conditioned to have a written
strategy in place. Employees, also, have a significant role in strategy implementation through
fully understanding the organisation’s objectives and strategy. However, a strategy without
implementation will not add any value to the organisation. Thus, related to this research, it
is necessary to consider MCS in order to provide a scientific evaluation of the process
throughout the research. Further to the above-mentioned, the following section presents the
key functions of MCS in organisations.

2.3.2 Functions of the Management Control System
A control system is to have two fundamental functions in place – “strategic control” and
“management control”. Strategic control is about managers raising the question: “is our
strategy valid?” Or, more precisely while environments are changing, “is our strategy still
valid, and if not, how should it be changed?” (Merchant and Van der Stede, 2012, p. 8). All
organisations should consider strategic control issues; however, there is a greater possibility
that strategies become abandoned in organisations working in more dynamic environments
(Horovitz, 1979; Schreyogg and Steinmann, 1987; Preble, 1992; Tavakoli and Perks, 2001;
Van Veen-Dirks and Wijn, 2002).
In this respect, Merchant and Van der Stede (2012, p.9) state that,
From a management control perspective, strategies should be viewed as useful, but not
absolutely necessary, guides to the proper design of MCSs. When strategies are
formulated more clearly, more control alternatives become feasible, and it becomes
easier to implement each form of management control effectively. Managers can,
however, design and operate some types of MCSs without having a clear strategy in
mind.
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Scholars presumed that strategy is not always the unique factor for success but knowing the
organisational objectives and how to deliver will certainly help achieve success (Merchant
and Van der Stede, 2012). Moreover, to make the strategy more meaningful and achievable,
it is necessary to move towards the wider process of strategic management (Poister, 2010)
including planning, implementation, follow-up and evaluation which are parts of MCS.
This is on one hand: on the other hand, Anthony and Govindarajan (2007) posited that
management control is one of the tools that managers use for implementing desired
strategies. Further, strategies are executed through three other tools; these are organisation’s
structure, human resource management, and the organisation’s culture. In the same context,
Macintosh and Quattrone (2010) designed a figure to show the relationship between
environment, strategy and control. Considering strategy formulation, currently, as the most
important task of the top management, they state,
…the strategic planning school of management proclaims that strategy and strategic
planning are the keys to the governance and control of organisations, big and small,
private and public. Strategy deals with both mission and governance. Mission reflects
the major aims of the organisation and the tasks to be performed to attain them.
Governance is the means by which the organisation is controlled and regulated. While
strategy and the organisation’s structure dictate the appropriate type of control, MCSs
are used to enhance and influence the strategic planning process. The basic premise is
that there are important links between environment, strategy, organisation structure, and
MCS and that a congruent matching of these variables is essential to performance
(Macintosh and Quattrone, 2010, p. 129).

To provide a better understanding of MCS role and functions, it is necessary to refer to the
three interrelated aspects identified by Macintosh and Quattrone (2010). Figure 2.2 below
shows the relationship between the three aspects of environment, strategy and control.

Figure 2.2: Environment, Strategy and Control (Macintosh and Quattrone, 2010, p. 130)
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It is shown from the figure that a well-functioning control is closely interrelated with other
factors. For instance, the key factor is the existence of a firm organisational structure as well
as a strategy in place. Consequently, it is possible to properly implement control with the
objective to evaluate performance. However, it is always possible that the surrounding
environment influences the organisation’s strategy and structure based on the current needs.
It is necessary to mention that the circle of the interaction and influences (shown in the
figure) continues day-by-day while being performed in the organisation. It is also shown that
control is part of the organisational strategy (Anthony and Govindarajan, 2007; Macintosh
and Quattrone, 2010). However, it is to be emphasised that performance has a key role in
the relationship between strategy and control. It is the organisational performance which
identifies whether the strategy is well designed, applicable and updated due to the fact that
control provides feedback to understand if the strategy and objectives are appropriate.
Ultimately, strategic and management control provide certainty to the organisation’s top
management regarding their strategy and success. Therefore, MCS is a key concept for this
research and it is important to employ it in the case study organisation to evaluate the process
throughout the research.
Following the above-mentioned, it is necessary to move to another concept, PMM,
which is the key factor for undertaking control. Performance enables measuring
organisations if they are implementing their tasks properly and going towards their
objectives. Due to its significance to this research, the following section provides a critical
overview about PMM.

2.4 Performance Management and Measurement
2.4.1 Performance, Performance Management, and Performance Measurement
The term “performance” is found extensively in the literature. For instance, Lebas (1995)
posited that “few people agree on what performance really means: it can mean anything from
efficiency, to robustness or resistance or return on investment, or plenty of other definitions
never fully specified” (1995, p. 993). Literature about performance showed that the term is
widely used. However, there are other terms that appear alongside “performance” which are
similar to it such as “effectiveness”, “success” and “value”. For instance, success is always
a positive notion while performance is either positive or negative (Ritter and Gemunden,
2004). Further, performance encompasses some form of achievement while value is not
related to the achievement (Cormican and O’Sullivan, 2004; Porter, 2011). Fundamentally,
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performance measures include financial and non-financial aspects (Chenhall, 2005). Related
to the financial aspects, it is the traditional concept of performance which earlier scholars
focused on in their research.
There is a considerable body literature on MA in this field focussing on profit and
productivity indicated in monetary terms (Barlev, 1995). For example, Ridgway (1956)
studied financial measures, particularly return on investment (ROI). Later, Ferguson and
Leistikow (1998) investigated the “different quantitative economic value added”.
Afterwards, Hendricks and Singhal (2003) researched the supply chain glitches’ effect. In
respect to the non-financial aspects, the development of literature on performance witnessed
a shift from a study of financial performance alone to a broader study of non-financial
(sometimes called operational) aspects of performance. The non-financial aspect includes
various measures, of which organisations intend to manage larger numbers (Ittner and
Larcker, 2003). For instance, Bull (2007) focused on both financial and non-financial
measures in describing an organisation’s effectiveness and efficiency. A major development
in this respect was the design of BSC as a strategic management and measurement tool
(Kaplan and Norton, 2005; Holmes et al., 2006).
In general, literature emphasises that performance can be understood differently, both
internally and externally, by customers and suppliers (Chenhall and Langfield-Smith, 2007).
Further, literature conceptualises non-financial aspects of performance at various parts of
the transformation processes (Godwin et al., 1989) happening within and between
organisations. These aspects are outputs, such as “delivery reliability” to the organisation’s
customer (Slack et al., 2010, pp. 39-54), inputs such as “timely delivery” from suppliers
(Duffy and Fearne, 2004) and the transformation process – for example, capacity (Graham,
2005). Additionally, scholars have discussed non-financial aspects of performance at
different levels of analysis such as organisational (Ritter and Gemunden, 2004), processes
(Bendoly and Jacobs, 2004), dyadic relationship (Carr and Pearson, 1999), supply chain
(Gunasekaran et al., 2004) and supply network (Straub et al., 2004).
It is necessary to understand the different aspects of performance although the focus
of this study is on the non-financial aspects in a PS organisation. Further, in order to
understand how to manage performance in organisations, a review of the “performance
management” concept in the literature is presented. According to Armstrong (2006),
performance management is
… a systematic process for improving organisational performance by developing the
performance of individuals and teams. It is a means of getting better results from the
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organisation, teams and individuals by understanding and managing performance within
an agreed framework of planned goals, standards and competence requirements
(Armstrong, 2006, p. 1)

Further, Melnyk et al. (2014) define performance management as a construct that
encompasses the process (or processes) of assessing the differences between actual and
desired outcomes, identifying and flagging those differences that are critical (thereby
warranting management intervention), understanding if and why the deficiencies have
taken place, and, when necessary, introducing (and monitoring) corrective actions aimed
at closing the significant performance gaps (Melnyk et al., 2014, p. 175).

Melnyk et al.’s (2014) definition is more comprehensive than Armstrong’s as it demonstrates
evaluating the current outcomes in comparison to the desired outcomes. This assists in
understanding processes of change so as to compare two different instances. On the other
hand, the U.S. Office of Personnel and Management described performance management as
something that “is more than the end of the year appraisal. It is about translating goals into
results” and also posited that performance management “focuses not only on individual
employees, but also on teams, programs, processes and the organisation as a whole” (U.S.
Office of Personnel Management, 2016). A well-developed performance management, for
them, should address individual and organisational performance issues which are necessary
to duly build and support an effective and healthy result-oriented culture.
Furthermore compared to “performance” and “performance management” which were
explained above, “performance measurement” is discussed slightly differently in the
literature. For example, Kloot and Martin (2000) stated that literature on performance
measurement “is much more extensive than the literature on performance management”
(2000, p. 233). They assumed that, rather than the focus on individuals and organisation, the
emphasis of performance management is more on individuals’ performance or the appraisal
scheme, while literature on performance measurement theme “is preoccupied with the
measurement process with less reference to the context within which measurement is carried
out” (Kloot and Martin, 2000, p. 233). Regardless of the interchangeable usage of the two
phrases, other scholars assumed that the two themes are different. Performance management
provides future information whereas performance measurement is related to the past (Lebas,
1995; Fryer et al., 2009).
Radnor and Barnes (2007, p. 393) defined performance measurement as “quantifying,
either quantitatively or qualitatively, the input, output or level of activity of an event or
process”. Ongaro (2009, p. 94) stated that “the development of performance measurement
has only to a certain extent been driven by top-down reform initiatives stemming from
central reformers”. The main function of performance measurement is to clearly identify
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comprehensive and abstract missions and goals in order to enable evaluation (Wang and
Berman, 2001); and the performance measurement system should be integrated, unified,
purposeful and fluid (Fryer et al., 2009). It is necessary to introduce performance measure
which is defined as “the instrument used to quantify the efficiency and/or effectiveness of
action” (Melnyk et al., 2014, p. 175) and, hence, measure is considered both quantifiable
and verifiable.
Performance measurement includes four aspects such as “deciding what to measure”,
“how to measure it”, “interpreting the data” and “communicating the results” (Fryer et al.,
2009, p. 481). Identifying the measures is closely related to performance indicators in which
early indicators were mainly financial but other non-financial and quality measures have
been introduced over time. This has resulted in an increase in the number of indicators
(Carlin, 2004; Modell, 2004). However, it does not necessarily mean an improvement in the
indicators’ quality (Lemieux-Charles et al., 2003; Lonti and Gregory, 2007) as “devising
good indicators of quality is hard” (Zineldin, 2006, p. 71). Related to “how to measure” the
indicators, research is limited on this topic (Isgrove and Patel, 1993; Fryer et al., 2009), but,
Fryer et al. (2009) identified different characteristics for indicators so that organisations
become effective and reach the desired objectives. Also, aligned with “how”, it is necessary
to know “when” to measure.
Furthermore, Vakkuri and Meklin (2003) demonstrated that there are two problems
related to the third aspect such as how to obtain data and how to translate them into
information in order to use them for management decision-making. For example, Brown
(2005) referred to the lack of statistical precision and testing performed on performance
indicator data as the major problems. The results were later audited but were not often
validated or reliability tested (Carlin, 2004; Evans, 2004). The last aspect is communicating
the results in which, traditionally, performance indicators’ lists were published in the annual
reports. Suggestions for this stage is the use of “dashboards” (Feit, 2003; Greatbanks and
Tapp, 2007), using “weighting factor” to integrate indicators (Pidd, 2005), and adopting the
“performance information portfolio” (Wisniewski and Stewart, 2004) which can be linked
to the BSC for better and more accurate results.
It is concluded from the above-mentioned that “performance”, “performance
management”, and “performance measurement” are closely interrelated and complement
each other. Therefore, scholars (and practitioners) largely adopted the PMM aspect in
organisations in order to provide a comprehensive picture about the organisation’s
performance with attention to its management and measurement. Eventually, it became more
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logical and successful to conduct research about processes of change with these concepts
taken into consideration. Accordingly, the following section provides an explanation about
the PMM system in organisations, with a particular focus on research studies adopting an
institutional perspective as it is the adopted theory in this research.

2.4.2 Performance Management and Measurement System
The concept of PMM was considered one of the most extensive areas that has been
researched in the accounting literature during the last three decades (Van Helden, 2005;
Broadbent and Guthrie, 2008; Modell, 2009). The PMM System comprises two components,
“performance measurement system” and “PMS”. As discussed earlier, the performance
measurement system “encompasses the process (or processes) for setting goals (developing
the metric set) and collecting, analysing, and interpreting performance data” (Melnyk et al.,
2014, p. 175). The main objective of the process is to translate data into information in order
to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the various actions (Neely et al., 1995).
Regardless of its importance, performance measurement is not adequate to manage a
business. Thus, PMS is required as a complementary tool. These two components compose
one integrated system. Any changes in the organisational strategy, culture, structure or
environment should have an immediate result for the PMM system. However, Melnyk et al.
(2014) realised that the reaction of PMM to a change in the environment is affected by the
OCL, strategy and structure. Figure 2.3 below is a framework to show the relationship
between culture, strategy, environment and the PMM system.
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Figure 2.3: Theoretical Framework of the Interfaces with the PMM System (Melnyk et al., 2014, p.
175)

In order to highlight the role of strategy and PMSs, Busco and Quattrone posited that
“strategy and PMSs do not necessarily serve only the interests of top management, but they
also have enabling and unplanned effects” (2015, p. 1238). Moreover, based on FrancoSantos et al. (2007), and Bourne and Bourne (2007), Melnyk et al. (2014) identified the role
feature that PMM system has in managing an organisation as the following: “establishing
position – current levels of performance”, “communicating direction – what is to be
achieved”, “influencing behaviour – good and bad performance”, “stimulating action –
identifying when to intervene”, “facilitating learning – both single3 and double loop4” and
“implementation of strategy – ensuring change happens” (Melnyk et al., 2014, p. 176).
It is noteworthy that all the six functions are significant however, this research mainly
focuses on the last one “implementation of strategy – ensuring change happens”. Literature
stated that, developing an integral and effective PMM system is not an easy task (Butler et
al., 1997; Bourne et al., 2000; Ahn, 2001; Papalexandris et al., 2004; Tuomela, 2005; Cruz
et al., 2011). In this respect Chenhall et al. (2017, p. 60) used PMS within organisations “to
Single-loop tries “to mitigate the implementation problems of performance management”. Its major argument
“is that better results in performance management can be obtained by better implementation” (Van Dooren,
2011, pp. 240-241).
4
Double-loop “proposes to change (parts of) the system. The message is not just to try it again, but to do it
differently” (Van Dooren, 2011, p. 241).
3
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express the values and beliefs of organisational members”. Further, De Harlez and
Malagueno (2016) study the performance effects of PMS, strategic priorities, and the role of
the upper-level manager specifically the personal background. Their study suggested that
the personal background of the upper-level manager brings to fore the benefits of PMS
aligned with strategic priorities. Due to the significance of the leader’s personal background
in processes in general, and that this research studies the process of change, this perspective
is further investigated in the empirical chapters.
Due to the fact that this research is institutional-oriented, the search focus is mainly on
PMM research works adopting an institutional perspective. As one of the most well-known
scholars in this area, Modell (2009) listed an overview of institutional research on PMM in
the PS (this is explained in later sections). He offered a systematic review of the institutional
research literature on PMM particularly in the PS’s accounting literature which more broadly
complemented other studies about PMM in the PS literature (Johnsen, 2005; Modell, 2005;
Johnsen and Vakkuri, 2006; Van Helden et al., 2006) through providing an intensive and
theoretical discussion of the accomplishments, limitations and potential future directions of
this field of study. In the article, Modell (2009) focused on 28 research studies which mainly
adopted institutional theory for analysis. Modell (2009) posited that the emergence of NPM
and the shift from action-based to result-based processes have encouraged and resulted in
the diffusion of tools and techniques such as the BSC.
Brignall and Modell (2000) have investigated “the implications of institutional theory
for the successful implementation of multidimensional PMM in the public sector” (Brignall
and Modell, 2000, p. 281). They identified three key stakeholders in the research – “funders”,
“professional service providers” and “purchasers”. The results showed that the diverse
features of the interrelationships between the three stakeholders influence the extent of
balance and integration of performance measurement in the central service provider
organisations. They concluded by advancing five research propositions, of which three
concern the relationships between “focal organisations”, “funders” and “professional service
providers”, respectively. The other two relate to the central organisation’s relations with
purchasers. They suggested further empirical longitudinal case study research in order to
track various ways of development and their influences across time (Brignall and Modell,
2000).
Finally, it is necessary to state that the institutionalisation process of emerging new
institutions requires time as well as some changes in the habits and norms of the
organisational actors. Hence, Yetano (2013) showed that PMM is more likely to benefit from
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incremental changes than from radical changes. This is due to the fact that radical change is
potentially stimulating resistance to change, which results in abandoning PMM as a whole.
The initial step in such cases is to develop a new language, PMM objectives, and to design
planning and reporting regulations. Changes with more effect on resource distribution and
power relations are the last changes that occur but generate determined use of PMM (Yetano,
2013).
Related to this, this research studies the process of change in the GBT and, hence, it
was significant to understand what PMM means and how to conduct research in this respect,
although, it is more significant to investigate PMM tools to ensure how PMM systems are
properly established in organisations. Further, the focus is on the BSC as the tool adopted
by the case study organisation which is explained thoroughly in the next sections.

2.4.3 Performance Management and Measurement Tools
With reference to the previous section, it is concluded that organisations are required to adopt
a tool in order to ensure there is a proper PMM system in place. This research focuses in
detail on the BSC due to the fact that it considers both financial and non-financial
perspectives and is considered the most effective tool. However, the idea of BSC is originally
derived from another tool – the Tableau de Bord (TDB). The TDB is a dashboard similar to
those “which plane pilots and car drivers can observe the speed at which they are going, how
many miles they have covered so far, and how much fuel they are consuming” (Epstein and
Manzoni, 1998, p. 191). It emerged in France around the middle of the last century and was
developed by process engineers who were seeking methods to improve their production
process. This principle has more recently been employed at top management levels for
monitoring, comparing, and taking corrective actions. The TDB provides an overview of key
parameters to managers to assist in decision-making in which the premier objective of this
has two significant implications; that (i) the TDB “cannot be a single document applying
equally well to the whole firm” and (ii) the various TDBs “used within the firm should not
be limited to financial indicators” (Epstein and Manzoni, 1998, pp. 191-192).
Figure 2.4 below represents a nested TDB.
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Figure 2.4: Nested Tableaux de Bord (Epstein and Manzoni, 1998, p. 192; Adopted from, Guerny et
al., 1990)

One of the common TDB characteristics was that it had to be designed according to the
context of each unit’s “mission” and “objectives” (French writers do not often use the term
“strategy” but in principle they are similar). Thus, the development of the TDB was about
translating the vision and mission of each unit into a set of achievable objectives. From these
objectives, the units identified their Key Success Factors (KSF), which were later translated
into a set of quantitative Key Performance Indicators (KPI)5 as per the following (Epstein
and Manzoni, 1997; 1998),

The TDB document had to concretely report actual performance of the units and sub-units
including a small number of indicators. French writers considered TDB more than a simple
document as they placed it within an inclusive management approach (Epstein and Manzoni,
1997; 1998). In general, TDB document and the related process had four advantages:
“provide each manager with a periodic succinct overview of the performance of its unit to
guide decision making”, “inform the next level up of the sub-unit’s performance (a

5

Key Performance Indicator (KPI) is a set of quantifiable measures that an organisation uses to measure or
compare performance with their strategic and operational goals. Depending on their priorities or performance
criteria, KPIs vary between organisations (Parmenter, 2015). KPIs “focus on critical aspects of outputs or
outcomes” (Chan and Chan, 2004, p. 209).
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complement to decentralization of responsibilities)”, “force each sub-unit to (a) position
itself within the context of the firm’s overall strategy and the responsibilities of other subunits, and (b) identify corresponding KSF and KPI”, and “the company’s overall TDB and
its sub-unit applications contribute to structuring management’s agenda and directing
managerial focus and discussions” (Epstein and Manzoni, 1998, p. 193). However, this tool
is only prevalent in the French literature. Contrastingly, there is a broad literature on the BSC
which is widespread and adopted by various countries. The following section provides a
thorough explanation about the BSC and its significance to this research.

2.4.3.1 Balanced Scorecard
The BSC was first introduced in the US Harvard Business School by Robert Kaplan and
David Norton in the early 1990s. From the beginning of this century BSC has been suggested
as the basis for “strategic management system” which has been broadly known and adopted
across the world (Rigby, 2001; Cobbold and Lawrie, 2002). BSC emerged as a result of the
realisation that one performance indicator alone is unable to capture the full package of the
organisation’s performance (Epstein and Manzoni, 1998). For instance, financial indicators
are considered, typically, as “lagging indicators of performance” due to the fact that these
indicators “record the effect of decisions not when the decisions are made, but rather as the
financial impact of these decisions materialize, which can be long after the decision was
made” (Epstein and Manzoni, 1998, p. 193). For instance Kaplan and Norton (1992) posited
that at a time where some managers and academic researchers were focusing on the financial
measures, others conversely said “forget the financial measures; improve operational
measures like cycle time and defect rates. The financial results will follow” (Kaplan and
Norton, 1992, p. 172). Following this stimulus from both profession and academia, the BSC
emerged, enabling managers to observe any business from four different perspectives –
customer perspective, internal business perspective, innovation and learning perspective and
financial perspective – as per the following figure.
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Figure 2.5: The BSC; Links Performance Measures (Kaplan and Norton, 1992, p. 174)

The BSC, as shown in the figure above,
should translate a business unit’s mission and strategy into tangible objectives and
measures. The measures represent a balance between external measures for shareholders
and customers, and internal measures of critical business processes, innovation, and
learning and growth. The measures are balanced between the outcome measures-the
results from past efforts-and the measures that drive future performance. And the
scorecard is balanced between objective, easily quantified outcome measures and
subjective, somewhat judgmental, performance drivers of the outcome measures
(Kaplan and Norton, 1996b, p. 10).

Furthermore, the four perspectives of customer, internal business, innovation and learning
and financial provide answers to managers to the following four basic questions: as “How
do customers see us?”, “What must we excel at?”, “Can we improve and create value?” and
“How do we look to shareholders?” respectively (Kaplan and Norton, 1992, p. 174). In
addition, Epstein and Manzoni (1998) identified the following four significant
characteristics for BSC: “it presents on a single document”, “[it is] supposed to be short and
connected to the company’s6 information system for further detail”, “instead of listing
indicators in an ad hoc manner, the BSC groups the indicators into four ‘boxes’, each
capturing a distinct perspective on the company’s performance” and, most importantly,
6

It might be any public or private organisation.
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“performance indicators presented in the BSC must be chosen on the basis of their link with
the vision and strategy … Rather than starting from the set of performance measures”
(Epstein and Manzoni, 1998, p. 193).
Referencing the above-mentioned tools, a number of scholars critically researched
about the similarities (Mendoza and Zrihen, 1999; Bourguignon et al., 2004) and differences
(Bourguignon et al., 2004; see also Porter, 1980; Kaplan and Norton, 1996a; 1996b; Alvarez,
1998) between TDB and BSC. For instance, Bessire and Baker (2005) critically studied the
BSC and TDB from a constructive approach. They concluded that there is a complementarity
between the two tools. While, the TDB endeavoured to design reliable theoretical
foundations for its presumption, it did not generally pay adequate attention to build
consensus. On the other hand, however, the BSC had a complicated and vague understanding
of the political dimension of management control, BSC in general is more pragmatic, but it
did not have a theoretical underpinning. Meanwhile, Bourguignon and colleagues researched
“the cultural and ideological hypotheses founding both methods” (2001, p. 1). Their
investigation has expanded the common perspective considering PMS which are generally
performed with regard to the strategic and organisational relevance whereas, the ideological
and backgrounds were mainly ignored. Further, in the latter research, the same writers
studied in greater detail the underlying ideological assumptions of the two tools. Their aim
was “to explain the differences between them and investigate the extent to which the
ideological assumptions are coherent with the local ideologies of American and French
society, respectively” (Bourguignon et al., 2004, p. 107). The research paper concluded that
the major differences between the two tools are probably illuminated in terms of ideological
assumptions. This means that, BSC and TDB are coherent with the local ideologies of the
United States of America (USA) and France, respectively.
Literature showed that, at the beginning of its introduction, BSC underwent three
phases of development which are explained as the following (Cobbold and Lawrie, 2002).
First-generation BSC: an earlier example of BSC was described as a “four box”
approach to the concept of performance measurement (Kaplan and Norton, 1992).
Additionally to the financial measures, managers were required to consider measures related
to three other perspectives; these are – internal business processes, learning and growth, and
customers who represent the main stakeholders to the organisation (Mooraj et al., 1999). The
definition of BSC was focused on the tool’s high-level structure. For instance, “causality”
was illustrated among the four perspectives but not used specifically. The focus of the
original papers of Kaplan and Norton was on the selection of a limited number of measures
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in the perspectives (Kaplan and Norton, 1992). Further, Kaplan and Norton’s work does not
present specific observations regarding how the BSC could improve the organisation’s
performance. The idea was that provision of relevant measurement data will prompt
improved organisation’s performance, although they suggest that “changes in behaviour” is
the source of these improvements. In their first paper, Kaplan and Norton (1992) explain
little about developing the BSC in practice apart from a general affirmation about the design
which involved the assertion that “vision and strategy have to be placed at the centre of the
measurement system” (Cobbold and Lawrie, 2002, p. 2).
Second-generation BSC was associated with significant practical difficulties. Filtering
“the process of choosing specific measures to report” and clustering “deciding how to group
measures into perspectives” (Cobbold and Lawrie, 2002, p. 2) were two important areas of
concern. Clustering discussions were widely present in the literature (Butler et al., 1997;
Kennerley and Neely, 2002) whereas filtering discussions were less common. They tended
to emerge as part of the BSC design methods (Kaplan and Norton, 1996a; Olve et al., 1999).
One of the solutions regarding measures was the introduction of the “strategic objectives”
concept (Kaplan and Norton, 1995). This was attached as a short sentence to the four
perspectives which were used to connect the strategy material to each perspective. Further,
causality developed more during this generation. In general, Kaplan and Norton
characterised the impact of the changes in 1996 as improving the BSC from “an improved
measurement system” to “a core management system” and consequently as a main element
of “a strategic management system”. Another consequence was the increased attention paid
to develop “strategic alignment” between various management units through designing BSC
at the business-unit level as part of a “cascade” (Kaplan and Norton, 1996a; Olve et al., 1999;
Cobbold and Lawrie, 2002).
Third-generation BSC was mainly a refinement of the second-generation design
mechanisms and characteristics to provide more strategic relevance and better functionality.
Development originally stemmed from the two issues of “target setting” and “validation of
strategic objective selection”. This encouraged the designing of the “destination statement”7
in the late 1990s, the purpose of which was to check the chosen objectives, measures and
targets. The first destination statements were built “as a final consensus estimate of the
consequences at a particular future date … of implementing the strategic objectives
previously selected for a strategic linkage model” for instance, in three years time (Cobbold
Based on Olve et al. (1999) and Shulver et al. (2000), a destination statement refers to “what the organisation
is likely to look like at an agreed future date” (Cobbold and Lawrie, 2002, p. 5).
7
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and Lawrie, 2002, p. 4). This facilitates an understanding of to what extent the key issues
have been achieved during this specific time aiming for an easier checking system for a set
of annual targets. It was noticed that it is easier to discuss and create management terms and
relate them to the destination statements without reference to the chosen objectives. In
addition, selecting strategic objectives and articulating the assumptions of causality was
easier by working from destination statements. It is noteworthy that the key components of
this generation were “destination statement”, “strategic objectives”, “strategic linkage model
and perspectives” and “measures and initiatives” (Cobbold and Lawrie, 2002, p. 5).
Furthermore, the BSC from different perspectives is presented in later sections; a
critical overview is provided particularly in PS. However, a broader explanations about
designing BSC and its implication is presented in the empirical chapters.
On the other hand, due to the fact that this research is conducted in a PS organisation,
it is necessary to highlight these concepts in the PS. The following section provides a
historical overview of PSR and the emergence of NPM for the PS.

2.5 Public Sector Reform
2.5.1 Historical Overview
PSR as a common movement started in the last quarter of the twentieth century. It emerged
in several developed countries and later in a number of developing countries (O’Flynn, 2007;
Pollitt and Bouckaert, 2011; Hughes, 2012). The movement was mainly about
transformation in the management system of the PS. The change movement was relatively
greater in some countries than in others; for instance, the reform in New Zealand, Australia
and the United Kingdom (UK) was better than in the United States and Germany. The idea
was to introduce a suitable new paradigm or model for the PS. Regardless, PSR challenged
several principles such as, bureaucracy, one-best-way of working, bureaucratic delivery,
dichotomy between political and administrative issues, employees’ motivation which had to
be of the public interest, and the nature and tasks in the PS were all administrative (Hughes,
2012, p. 1). Further, Ongaro (2009) postulated that NPM in its “originated countries” such
as “Australia, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom … together with the USA and other
Anglo-Saxon or North European countries” received great attention from academics, while
other countries have been relatively neglected (Ongaro, 2009, p. 1).
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Ostrom’s (1989) argument about the two opposing types of organisation – bureaucracy
and market – has resulted in the fundamental paradigm of PS management. To permit the
market organisation, it is either to suggest an agreed result or to enforce it by a bureaucratic
hierarchy. Concisely, “the traditional model of administration is based on bureaucracy;
public management is based on markets” (Hughes, 2012, p. 3). Scholars in the management
field of study were extensively engaged in studying the difference between “administration”
and “management”. The Oxford Dictionary (2010) records that “administration essentially
involves following instructions and services” whereas “management involves: first, the
achievement of results, and secondly, personal responsibility by the manager for results
being achieved”. Therefore, the two terms are not synonyms; neither is their application in
the PS the same. In brief, the focus of public administration is on procedures, processes and
discipline, whereas public management involves more than this. Rather than only following
instructions, a public manager focuses on attaining results and at the same time taking
responsibility for achieving them (Mullins, 2007; Hughes, 2012). Accordingly, the case
study as a PS organisation will be examined if it follows a public administration or public
management perspective.
Transforming traditional public administration (referred to as Old Public
Administration [OPA]) to the NPM involves “changes to accountability, external relations,
internal systems and the conception of government itself” (Hughes, 2012, p. 7). In the same
context, Rosenbloom (1986) discussed that
Public administration is the use of managerial, political, and legal theories and processes
to fulfil legislative, executive and judicial governmental mandates for the provision of
regulatory and service functions for the society as a whole or for some segments of it
(Rosenbloom, 1986, p. 25)

Ott et al. (1991) considered public management as part of the wider area of public
administration – what is also called public affairs. The branch
overviews the art and science of applied methodologies for public administrative
program design and organisational restructuring, policy and management planning,
resource allocations through budgeting systems, financial management, human
resources management, and program evaluation and audit (Ott et al., 1991, p. ix).

Earlier studies, particularly in the US, assumed the public management concept to represent
a technical sub-field of the wider concept of public administration or OPA. The term was
replaced by public management or NPM; however, the word “new” has to be dropped since
it is no longer a novel construct (Bozeman, 1993; Hughes, 2012), although Hyndman and
Lapsley (2016, p. 385) contrasted the idea that “NPM is a passé” and seek to “determine the
contemporary status of NPM in … one of the early adopters of NPM”. Furthermore, Osborne
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(2010) presented a clear distinction between “Public Administration” and “Public
Management” in which public management overcomes the problems that occur with the
public administration.
In brief, NPM emerged to overcome the limitations of OPA which attracted wide
debate in the literature. Regardless, theorists developed different theories for studying NPM;
in particular, four critical theoretical perspectives were proposed – principal-agent theory,
public choice theory, transaction cost economics theory, and competition theory (Kaboolian,
1998; O’Flynn, 2005; 2007). Each of these theories assisted in the analysis and
conceptualising of the perspective under study. However, these theories are not presented in
detail herein because they are out of the scope of this research (see Coase, 1937; Niskanen,
1971; Savas, 1982; Hensher and Beesley, 1989; Mascarenhas, 1993; Self, 1993; Stretton and
Orchard, 1994; Foss, 1995; Rowley, 1995; Townsend, 1995; Walsh, 1995; Althaus, 1997;
de Laine, 1997; Boyne, 1998; Williamson, 1999; Hodge, 2000; Boyne et al., 2003; O’Flynn,
2007). Regardless, NPM was not the best phenomena of the period and hence has been
largely criticized by scholars (see Pollitt and Bouckaert, 2004; Lapsley, 2009; Bellé and
Ongaro, 2014).
As this research investigates a PS organisation, it is essential to understand the extent
to which the case study organisation employs NPM principles. Further, it is necessary to
investigate the main concepts (MAC and BSC) in the literature with attention to PS. Thus,
later sections critically explain these concepts from different perspectives in the literature
specifically in the PS. In order to clearly understand NPM and employ it in the analysis
chapter, the following section presents PSR and NPM from different perspectives in the
literature.

2.5.2 Public Sector Reform from Different Perspectives
Hood (1991) researched the origins of NPM as a doctrine that consists of a set of ideas
explaining its usage and applicability in the 1980s. There was the idea of NPM as an “allpurpose” key in the PS for a better provision of services. In order to investigate the NPM
from different perspectives, Dunleavy and Hood (1994), for instance, presumed that NPM
is a consistent firm agenda in the case of managerial reform which is a major element in the
NPM, whereas Hood and Lodge (2004) focused more on the improvement of the
competency framework which was designed for senior public servants working in the
government at the national level. Hood et al. (1998) investigated the development of the
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regulation within the government, particularly in the UK. Additionally, Pollitt (1995)
investigated the degree to which NPM has witnessed serious and systematic evolution.
However, Rhodes (2016, p. 638) stated that “the pendulum has swung too far toward the …
NPM ... It needs to swing back toward bureaucracy and the traditional skills of bureaucrats”.
On the other hand, Hood and Peters (2004) viewed the issue through standard analytic lenses
in their research such as Mertonian tradition8, cultural theories of surprise and the analysis
unexpected couplings. Bouckaert (2009), meanwhile, started his research with the question
of “Why Public Management Reform (PMR)?” in which he discussed the starting points
along with the challenges and the potential changes which occur with the NPM practice in
the countries of Central and Eastern Europe compared to the case of the Western European
countries. Moreover, Ongaro studied reform in several European countries in which he found
that the NPM-inspired reforms have been attempted albeit not completely (Ongaro, 2015).
Further, he identified several factors affecting the implementation of the Italian public
management reform (Ongaro and Valotti, 2008).
Due to several internal and external factors in addition to various cultural perspectives
and institutions, NPM was applied differently in the countries which adopted the concept in
general. For instance, Pollitt and Summa (1997) highlighted that a unique “one-track” model
is never accurate. Researching 15 years of change in different European countries
particularly Finland, New Zealand, Sweden and the UK, the authors discussed that not all
the countries are significantly different but there are constant common differences between
the UK and New Zealand and the two Nordic countries9. This signifies that the countries
which share similar cultural contexts are more likely to reflect the same way during the
practice of any management model. On the same aspect, Pollitt et al. (2007) presumed that
PSR potentially has a similar label in various countries; however, it needs to be practiced the
same way. Both concepts of convergence and divergence would potentially arise. Moreover,
Pollitt (2001) presented a solution to the extent to which there is convergence in the practices
of public management. Bouckaert (2007) broadened the investigation in this respect and
argued the cultural characteristics of the PMR at various levels – namely macro, meso and
micro – taking into consideration the cultural aspect from an analytical perspective. For
example, Kartalis et al. (2016) studied the conflicting organisational objectives which
resulted in creating conflict between key actors; they also investigated the cultural

Mertonian tradition belongs to the well-known sociologist Robert Merton (1936) who “made the unintended
effects of social action a central element of sociological analysis” and is “the analysis of unintended
consequences of human action” (Hood and Peters, 2004, p. 269).
9
Nordic countries here refer to Finland and Sweden.
8
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interactions at different levels with the public management concept in general and the reform
perspective in particular from both theoretical and practical points of view.
Additionally, more scholars investigated the NPM from various aspects such as the
impact of NPM and its findings (Pollitt and Dan, 2011; Pollitt, 2013). Barzelay (2000)
investigated the characteristics of practice and practical argumentation and presumed that
practical argumentation and social scientific studies should be differentiated. After reaching
a constant stage of NPM which was widely introduced across governments, the question
addressed by authors was: “What is the next stage of NPM?” Although the developed version
of NPM is not a key topic of this research, it is necessary to refer to it in brief. In this context,
researchers attempted to envision the future of the model given the current facts and figures
(Barzelay, 2000; Alford and Hughes, 2008). Consequently, scholars presented a newer
model for managing organisations called Post-NPM. Different scholars have investigated
the new concept from different angles which is based on different perspectives although
Post-NPM is contradicting NPM that it is an “all-purpose key in the public sector” and in
agreement with the “one-track model is never accurate” statement. To investigate it in detail
Lodge and Gill (2011) studied the shift from NPM to the new concept of Post-NPM in New
Zealand. Dent (2005) researched about the new era of Post-NPM in the health sectors of
three different countries in which he thoroughly explained governance with all its aspects in
the field of study. Other researchers studied the reasons behind the move towards the new
concept (Bhatta, 2003; Christensen, 2012) and the interrelationships among internal and
external resources in the Post-NPM (Brunetto and Farr-Wharton, 2005; Jun, 2009).
It could be concluded that the application of new models within the NPM stream is
applicable in emerging nations. Furthermore to the aforementioned concepts, the following
section provides a critical overview about them in the literature with a specific focus on the
PS adopting an institutional perspective. The section also presents how they are applied in
this research’s case study as a PS organisation in the KR.

2.6 Key Concepts from Different Perspectives
This section presents MAC and BSC tool under the broader concept of MCS in the literature,
specifically in the PS. Accordingly, it addresses how they are related to this research case
study and how they are applied in the empirical research.
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2.6.1 Management Accounting Change
Scholars have researched MAC by adopting different theories, frameworks, tools and
techniques. They studied the interactions and impacts of the tools and techniques on the
entire process of MAC as well as the outcomes of adopting these techniques. Based upon
Scapens’ framework (1994) and Burns and Scapens (2000) – Johansson and Siverbo (2009)
studied the evolutionary basis of MAC guided by the Old Institutional Economics (OIE)
perspective. They discussed that MAC research studies should necessarily be based on
evolutionary theory although the potential of evolutionary theory has not been fully used in
researching MAC. They presumed that developing the evolutionary approach beyond the
common belief gradually and slowly changes; then the conceptualisation of MAC could be
expanded and improved. They demonstrated that continuity and change are considered
evolutionary outcomes as their study asserted that the evolutionary perception of MAC
suggests that the development of MA is described as the interaction between retention,
variation and selection which are the evolutionary sub-processes (Johansson and Siverbo,
2009).
In respect to change, Taylor and Scapens (2016, p. 1075) stated that studies “have
shown how taken-for-granted assumptions can be successfully challenged (or not) over time
in order for institutional change to take place”. However, regarding the applied techniques,
Burns and Vaivio (2001) posited that most of the evidence shows that the traditional MA
techniques continue in a popular way particularly budgeting (Ezzamel et al., 1995; Burns
and Yazdifar, 2001). Further, these traditional techniques were used along with the new
“advanced” ones; namely, activity-based costing, rolling forecasts, six-sigma and BSC
(Scapens, 1996). That is regardless of the clues that new information technology is causing
“routine” accounting tasks in various organisations to become centralised or even
outsourced, MAC on the other hand is becoming more decentralised and being disseminated
into core business areas in these organisations (Granlund and Lukka, 1998; Burns and
Vaivio, 2001). This means that the majority of MA is being conducted by business managers
instead of accountants. Hence, business managers are planning and managing their budgets
instead of giving the numbers to accountants so that they plan and manage the budgets for
them (Burns and Vaivio, 2001). In their study, Kartalis et al. (2016) revealed the role of
accounting in managing instances of complexity and struggle between actors in different
organisations.
In this context, Busco et al. (2001) adopted six-sigma to study and examine the nature,
roles and dynamics of MAC. They aimed to find out “the potential of measurement-based
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systems of management for aligning business processes with corporate strategies” (Busco et
al., 2001, p. 2). They investigated the interaction between the function of accounting
(including finance) and the organisations’ implementation of six-sigma, as the motive for
OCH. As aforementioned, MAC is strongly interrelated with OCH. Further, they posited that
organisational leaders should interpret the strategies’ broad vision to particular goals and
related performance measures in order to communicate them to all the organisational actors.
Therefore, those organisational leaders are depending more increasingly on new initiatives
of OCH and performance measurement systems (Hennestad, 1999; Scapens, 1999; Busco et
al., 2001). Driven by this perspective, it is evident that performance measurement systems
have a major role in linking the different dimensions of change due to their ability “to
organise, monitor, and manage the alignment of macro corporate strategies with micro
business processes” (Busco et al., 2001, p. 4). Macro corporate strategies are mainly the
financial-driven and customer-oriented dimensions, while micro-business processes have to
be persistently redesigned to improve the organisational learning and growth.
In order to investigate the relationship between “stability” and “change” within the
process of accounting change, Siti-Nabiha and Scapens (2005) adopted the value-based
management technique and the ways in which KPIs were introduced. The KPIs were
imposed as a requirement for the new technique and to enable measuring the organisation’s
performance. The aim was not only to introduce a new technique but rather to also show
how change was taking place in the organisational actors’ day-to-day activities and norms
(Burns and Vaivio, 2001; Siti-Nabiha and Scapens, 2005). Although the newly introduced
performance measurement system was performed in the adopted organisation using KPIs
but it did not have the potential impact to motivate managers to think about the organisation’s
operations. Nonetheless, it helped in introducing a new performance measurement system in
which KPIs are adopted for evaluating individual performance although the KPIs designed
for the measurement system were different from the required KPIs for the value-based
management technique. Regardless of the failure to change the managers’ thinking about
operations, the new KPIs helped in accounting change and simultaneously there was also
stability. Consequently, KPIs were decoupled from the organisation’s daily activities.
Further to the above-mentioned studies, in MA and performance measurement
literature, there are several research papers that discuss the BSC as a technique/tool adopted
for the performance measurement system and eventually for MAC. For instance, Andon et
al., (2007) explained the tool and its role in the organisation’s performance measurement
system and how it affected the concept of accounting change, in which change was “situated
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in a loosely coupled and shifting collectives that conditioned change-work” (Andon et al.,
2007, p. 303). However, for a broader investigation of the literature, the following section
elaborates on the BSC in the literature with a particular focus on PS organisations.

2.6.2 Balanced Scorecard Tool
Following the NPM movement and the shift that took place from an action-oriented
perspective to a result-oriented perspective, in addition, there was a clear need to improve
performance and specifically develop tools to achieve the organisational goals and
objectives. In this research, BSC is selected and studied as a PMM (or a MCS) tool. In order
to conduct a comprehensive search in the literature, 17 journals in the areas of MA, PS, and
performance management were searched, as shown in the table below.
Journal Type

Journal Name
Accounting Organisation and Society
Management Accounting Research
Accounting, Auditing and Accountability Journal

Accounting Journals

Critical Perspective on Accounting
Contemporary Accounting Research
The British Accounting Review
Abacus
Journal of Human Resource Costing and Accounting
Financial Accountability and Management
Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory
Public Administration (UK)

Public Sector Journals

Public Administration Review
International Journal of Public Administration
Public Management Review (UK)
Public Money and Management (UK)

Performance Management
Journals

International Journal of Public Sector Management
Public Performance and Management Review

Table 2.2: Journals searched for this research

The search included the period from 2005 to the end of March 2018. Several keywords were
used in the search engine such as, MAS, MCS, management and measurement,
organisational performance, governance, accounting theory, institutional theory, PS, PMM,
MAC and BSC. The search specifically focused on the PS in which around 800 articles were
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found. Narrowing down the topics in the literature related to this research, BSC was
concluded to be used less in the PS than in the private sector. Further, using the two terms
BSC and PSs, 17 articles were shown to discuss BSC in different countries’ PSs. Most of
the studies were conducted in developed countries; which demonstrates that BSC was more
prevalent in the developed countries than in the developing countries. However, three of the
articles studied BSC in developing countries, which is highlighted and discussed later in this
section. These articles and studies are presented in the table below.
Journal Title

Article and Year

Sector

Country(-ies)

PS

UK

PS - city council local government

Spain

PS

Australia

Dyball, Cummings
and Yu (2011)

- How perceived usefulness and perceived ease of
use of the BSC are related to attitudes toward, and
consequent intention to use the BSC.
- How job level, functional speciality and degree of
participation predict the perceived usefulness and
perceived ease of use of the BSC.

PS - Health

Australia

Bracci, Maran and
Inglis (2017)

To consider the question of whether the BSC
development process can be effectively translated
into the PS context.

PS

Italy

Wiersma (2009)

Why managers use the BSC.

19 For-profit and
non-for-profit
firms

Dutch

Kraus and Lind
(2010)

The adoption of the corporate BSC and its impact
on corporate control of business units.

15 Public
multinational
companies

Sweden

Farneti (2009)

To explain how action research was used to analyse
the implementation of the BSC model.

Local government

Italy

Dreveton (2013)

To describe the introduction of a management
control device (a BSC) in which the focus is on the
scorecard creation process itself.

PS

France

Johanson, Skoog,
Backlund and
Almqvist (2006)

To debate various critical issues in the
implementation and use of the BSC as a
management control tool.

PS - Health

Ethiopia

Woods and
Grubnic (2008)

Kasperskaya
(2008)

Financial
Accountability and
Management

Hoque and Adams
(2011)

Aim
- To demonstrate the theoretical linkages between
the Comprehensive Performance Assessment of
local government and the BSC.
- To demonstrate how these linkages work in
practice and provide evidence of the beneficial
effects of the BSC upon performance.
To describe the experience of two city councils
using the BSC framework and to analyse the
outcomes they obtained.
- To examine the extent to which government
departments implement BSC performance
measurement.
- To investigate to what extent government
departments make use of BSC performance
measures for internal managerial decisions and for
external reporting purposes.
- To assess whether or not government departments
perceive BSC performance measures as beneficial.
- To examine whether the development of BSC
performance measurement systems is related to
government departments’ perceived benefits of
BSC systems.

Management
Accounting
Research

Public Money and
Management

Accounting,
Auditing and
Accountability
Journal

Bobe, Mihret and
Obo (2017)

- To examine adoption of the BSC by a large
organisation.
- The organisation to implement a unified sectorwide SP and performance monitoring system.
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Journal Title

Article and Year

Aim

Sector

Country(-ies)

- To explain how this trans-organisational role of
the BSC is constituted.
- To explore how it operates in practice at the
sector-and organisation-levels.
Accounting,
Organisations and
Society

Wong-On-Wing,
Guo, Li and Yang
(2007)

Hypothesise that individuals in the top-manager
role do not take into account strategy effectiveness.
In contrast, lower-level individuals automatically
consider the quality of strategy.

National
University

China

International
Journal of Public
Sector
Management

Northcott and
Ma'amora
Taulapapa (2012)

To examine the use of the BSC as a performance
management tool in the PS.

Local government
organisations and
PS

New Zealand

International
Journal of Public
Administration

Holmes, Amin
Gutiérrez de
Piñeres and
Douglas Kiel
(2006)

To explore the applicability of the model to
government organisations in developing countries.

PS in developed
and developing
countries

USA, UK,
Sweden,
New Zealand
and Australia

Journal of Human
Resource Costing
and Accounting

Farneti and
Guthrie (2008)

To illustrate how the BSC has been used in both
Italian and Australian local government
organisations, focusing on implementation and
practice.

Local government

Italy and
Australia

The British
Accounting
Review

Hoque (2014)

To review the state of research on the BSC, to
highlight gaps in that research.

Critical
Perspective on
Accounting

Sutheewasinnon,
Hoque and
Nyamori (2016)

To analyse how a ‘new’ performance management
system was developed by the Thailand
Government.

Government

Thailand

Table 2.3: The BSC in different journals

It is shown in the above table that the focus of the tool implementation was in the developed
countries and mostly by the local governments. The studies included the USA, Australia,
New Zealand, China and European countries such as the UK, Spain, Dutch, Sweden, Italy
and France. Further, it is shown that the studies focused on investigating the tool and to what
extent it was successful in these contexts. However, this research differs from these studies
from a number of perspectives; first it begins with the application of the tool in a PS
organisation specifically the GBT of KR as a developing country. Second, the GBT is part
of the central government. Third, these previous studies have not been researched in the
tourism sector. Throughout the research period, the application of the tool, its applicability,
and the interaction of the tool with the organisational context are investigated. This process
is expected to result in a change in the organisation’s performance which is thoroughly
studied and analysed.
In order to provide a brief critical comparison between developed and developing
countries, Holmes et al. (2006) investigated the application of the tool in the developed
countries and then its applicability in the developing countries. After discussing the BSC
and its local and foreign use in the developed countries, they researched the applicability of
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the tool in the governmental organisations of the developing countries. They assumed that
BSC as an advanced tool can facilitate improvement, corruption and politicisation of public
administration. For the purpose of effectiveness, organisations have to align their Strategic
Planning (SP) process to particular goals in order to identify proper perspectives. In both
developed and developing countries, public agencies are affected by the increased financial
efficiency. In reality, the push factors for reform are mainly fiscal crisis10 and political will.
Hence, the strategic processes of building BSC may stimulate reform in the public
organisations in order to meet citizens’ needs more effectively and achieve their
organisations’ missions. In general, BSC is able to increase institutional capital in terms of
human capital and internal work processes. Further, it enables the organisation to support
more long-term planning and to create better well-rounded objectives. Despite the fact that
BSC is not the only solution for all organisations, “successful implementation is likely to be
limited to complex, mature and transparent public agencies” (Holmes et al., 2006, p. 1125).
In respect to the usage of BSC, Nørreklit (2003) investigated and analysed the means
through which the BSC authors have created the considerable attention that the tool received
in the last decades. The result was obtained through answering a question addressed by
Nørreklit in which she enquired if it was the result of an innovative and convincing theory,
“or is it merely the result of persuasive rhetoric, where convincing theory differs from solely
persuasive rhetoric in that concepts and claims are based on sound argumentation?”
(Nørreklit, 2003, p. 591). She concluded the article by assuming that the tool “is not so
convincing as persuasive” and at the end she “discusses the reasons for and appropriateness
of such a genre and the consequences that should follow from the results of the analysis”
(Nørreklit, 2003, p. 591).
In respect to the studies of BSC in developing countries, Wong-On-Wing et al. (2007)
undertook research using 63 MBA students in a national university in order to support the
propositions. They proposed that top manager individuals do not consider strategy
effectiveness if they are not required to do so. In contrast, middle manager individuals take
into account the quality of strategy without being encouraged to do so. They concluded with
implications for evaluation biases in BSC and in performance measurement systems, and
identified means to mitigate them. On the other hand, Sutheewasinnon et al. (2016) studied
“how a new performance management system was developed by the Thailand Government”
adopting an institutional theory (Sutheewasinnon et al., 2016, p. 26). They revealed that the
Fiscal crisis is a situation in which a government is unable to finance its regular activities, such as “providing
social services”, “paying for defence”, and “managing other government functions” (O'Connor, 2017).
10
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PMS developed in four stages each with different institutional pressures and how the
pressures interact to cause change. The last study on the developing country’s PS is
conducted by Bobe et al. (2017) in which they had multiple aims among which was to
examine how the BSC is adopted by an Ethiopian PS health organisation. For this purpose,
the organisation had to implement a unified SP across the sector with a performance
monitoring system. The study expounded how the BSC was instituted and investigated how
it operated in practice. The authors found that the BSC has undergone a “pragmatic shift”
and that it was used as a system for improving strategic alignment via integrated planning,
with an anticipated balanced emphasis between the concepts of planning and performance
monitoring.
It could be concluded from the above-mentioned that SP is a key factor for PMM in
general and BSC in particular. Therefore, scholars address this concept in the research
studies they conduct. This means that it is not possible to adopt or implement the BSC
without having a strategy along with a SP in place.
On the other hand, OCL plays a major role in any type of change. It is the main factor
which determines how the process of change proceeds. Therefore, the following section
provides a general overview about culture. Afterwards, the specific culture of the KR and
the OCL of the GBT are explained, and the reasons why this context was selected rather than
other contexts.

2.7 Culture and Management Accounting
Culture is defined as “social or normative glue that holds an organisation together”
(Smircich, 1983, p. 344). It expresses the social ideals and the beliefs or values that
organisation members share (Louis, 1981; Siehl and Martin, 1982; Tichy, 1982, Smircich,
1983). The patterns of beliefs or values are demonstrated by symbolic devices such as myths,
rituals, stories, legends, and specialised language (Mitroff and Kilmann, 1976; Wilkins and
Martin, 1980; Boje et al., 1982; Deal and Kennedy, 1982; Hirsch and Andrews, 1983;
Smircich, 1983). The ways in which culture has been developed in studies of organisations
is traced to two types – these are “culture as a critical variable” and “culture as a root
metaphor” (Smircich, 1983). Based on the specification of this research, culture as a critical
variable is adopted. As such, it is highlighted more in the literature of organisational
development (Jacques and Edmond, 1952; Harrison, 1972). In this respect Smircich (1983)
stated that,
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Practitioners of organisation development are, for the most part, concerned with
enhancing the adaptive mechanisms within organisations. Organisation development
interventions are often directed at the cultural subsystem to allow for the questioning of
values and norms under which people operate (Smircich, 1983, p. 345).

Therefore, these activities avail to make the culture receive change more easily, “facilitating
the realignment of the total organisational system into a more viable and satisfying
configuration” (Smircich, 1983, p. 345). Further, when culture is a critical variable, the
researcher’s attention is drawn to “concerns about what do organisations accomplish and
how may they accomplish it more efficiently?” (Smircich, 1983, p. 353). Within this stream,
Hofstede (1983) conducted cross-cultural research among 53 different cultures. The findings
revealed that there are four dimensions of culture; these are power distance, individualism
vs collectivism, masculinity vs femininity, and uncertainty avoidance (Hofstede and Bond,
1988). However, in later works that examined the practices and management of different
cultures, Hofstede and colleagues identified the fifth and sixth dimensions as long-term vs
short-term Confucian dynamism, and indulgence vs restraint dimensions (Hofstede et al.,
1990). Further, Hofstede et al. (1990) stated that the national culture is different from the
OCL.
Barney (1986, p. 657) defined OCL as “a complex set of values, beliefs, assumptions,
and symbols that define the way in which an organisation11 conducts its business”. Thus,
culture has widespread impacts on an organisation because it does not only identify who its
employees, customers, and stakeholders are, but it also defines how an organisation interacts
with these key actors (Louis, 1983). Hofstede et al. (1990) identified six dimensions of OCL
practices as “process-oriented versus results-oriented”, “job-oriented versus employeeoriented”, “professional versus parochial”, “open systems versus closed systems”, “tightly
versus loosely controlled”, and “pragmatic versus normative”. Further, OCL is defined as
“holistic, historically determined, related to anthropological concepts, socially constructed,
soft and difficult to change” (Hofstede et al., 1990, p. 286).
Regarding the culture related to accounting, research in international accounting has
recognised culture as a vital influence on accounting in organisations as well as on the
process of accounting change (McKinnon, 1986; Gray, 1988; Meek and Saudagaran, 1990).
In the anthropological and sociological literature, Kroeber and Klukhohn (1952) provided a
generally accepted definition of culture as the following.
Culture consists of patterns, explicit and implicit, of and for behaviour acquired and
transmitted by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievements of human groups,
11

Barney (1986) used the word ‘firm’ instead of ‘organisation’.
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including their embodiments in artefacts; the essential core of culture consists of
traditional (i.e. historically derived and selected) ideas and especially their attached
values; cultural systems may on one hand be considered as products of action, on the
other hand as conditioning elements of future action (Kroeber and Kluckhohn, 1952, p.
181).

Culture is considered an acquired behaviour which results from the person’s response to the
environment in which, when acquired, conditions the person’s response to the social
environment. Ongaro (2009, p. 88) stated that the accounting system “refers to the way the
collection and elaboration of all the relevant data concerning the economic and financial
dimensions of the operations are carried out within the organisation” (Mussari and
Caperchione, 2000; Anessi Pessina, 2002). Further, it is regarded as a social system in the
country performing the social function by individual, organisation and national entities
through providing financial information for decision-making, as well as providing a
significant tool for economic and social management (Burchell et al., 1985; McKinnon,
1986). Therefore, culture affects all the processes and systems in a nation, including the
accounting system. Like any social process, the development of accounting is affected by
the institutional environment and national culture because culture influences “the norms and
values of such systems” and “the behaviour of groups in their interactions within and across
the system” (Harrison and McKinnon, 1986, p. 239).
Research studies were undertaken to understand the influence of culture on
accounting; for example, McKinnon (1986) carried out an in-depth historical study in Japan
to investigate the influence of culture on accounting change. He proposed a framework for
undertaking historical studies of accounting change. Based on the work of Hofstede, Gray
(1988) – linked culture and accounting in a proposed theoretical framework within which
the impact of both culture and accounting could be assessed. Since then, some crosssectional analysis of Gray’s designed framework has been undertaken (Salter and Doupnik,
1992; Salter and Niswander, 1995; Zarzeski, 1996). Nevertheless, researchers proposed that
more research on culture and accounting is necessary, both cross-sectional research of both
culture and accounting. Further, in-depth historical research in single countries to study the
influence of culture on accounting is necessary (Hanns-martin, 1981; McKinnon, 1986;
Wallace and Gernon, 1991; Gray, 1992). It is worth mentioning that culture in this research
study is adopted as a concept to provide justifications for certain circumstances in the
analysis chapter.
In the literature, there have been some historical research studies of “accounting
systems”, “accounting change” and “key accountants” in various countries which mainly
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focused on Western, Anglo-Saxon12 countries (Zeff, 1972; 1978; Parker, 1989; Carnegie and
Parker, 1999). Further, there have been a few in-depth research studies of culture and
accounting in countries which are non-Western and non-Anglo-Saxon; for instance,
McKinnon (1986) studied accounting change in Japan. However, there have been few indepth historical studies about the influence of culture on accounting change in developing
countries which, ultimately, is very necessary and considered as extensions to the previous
studies on Western countries’ accounting systems (Previts, 1975; Hanns-martin, 1981;
McKinnon, 1986; Wallace and Gernon, 1991; Gray, 1992). This research attempts to fill in
this gap in the literature.
With further regard to the culture, the leader of any organisation has a crucial role in
developing, promoting, managing and changing the organisational culture (Kouzes et al.,
1987; Schein, 1993; Levin and Sanger, 1994; Khademian, 2002; Sanger, 2008).
Transforming an OCL “requires a bold and sustained leadership of cultural change-not
simply changes in structures and practices” (Sanger, 2008, p. 621) and that leadership in an
organisation in the formative years is pivotal (Wilson, 1989; Levin and Sanger, 1994). This
is because leaders tend to create culture in newly established organisations, and embody and
transform culture in existing organisations (Sanger, 2008; Rainey, 2009). In this context Van
der Voet et al. (2016) refer to the importance of leaders’ direct supervision that “contribute[s]
to processes of OCH, thereby increasing affective commitment to change among employees”
(Van der Voet et al., 2016, p. 842).
The literature on the adopted approach in this research supposes that the OCL and
historical conditions have influences on MAC as a process (Previts, 1975; McKinnon, 1986;
Gray, 1992, Wanderley and Cullin, 2013). Further, in order to understand MA practices in
detail, it is essential to locate practice in its historical, social, economic and organisational
contexts (Scapens, 1994). In return, the MA represented by a strategic tool will have an
influence on the culture. Furthermore, research studies demonstrated that MA practices, if
duly implemented in a proper culture, bring forward some significant performance
management characteristics such as decentralisation, task delegation, planning, budgeting
and decision-making (Granlund and Lukka, 1998; Burns and Vaivio, 2001). Further, Thomas
(2016, p. 1) suggested that “providing feedback about the success of short-run MAS changes
can motivate continued change efforts”. In other words, interaction of performance

12

It is also called the Anglo-Saxon model or Anglo-Saxon capitalism. It is a capitalist model that appeared in
the 1970s which is based on the “Chicago School of Economics”. It is practiced in English-speaking countries
such as the UK, the United States, Canada, New Zealand, Australia and Ireland.
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measurement tools with the organisational environment will certainly produce influences
each on the other which will influence the organisations’ MAS. Consequently, the influences
caused by the interactions will result in change of MA. This implies that a newly modified
OCL leads to improved circumstances.
Related to the culture of the case study organisation, it is necessary to state that it is
specific and different from other contexts. For example, literature, as explained in the
previous sections, revealed that changes in developing countries are always happening due
to enforced systems from upper-level management while in the GBT, the attempt for change
was not forced by the upper management but based on an internal force only. A number of
organisational actors had a different perspective that they should develop their organisation
in order to cope with the global development. Without thinking about the tools and
techniques, they were trying to become more institutionalised, different than the other
organisations across the KRG. However, this perspective may convey the idea that the GBT
is similar to organisations in developed countries where which sometimes change happen in
individual organisations without being enforced by higher authorities. It is essential to state
that the case of the GBT is totally different from organisations in developed countries for
two reasons. First is that people in developed countries are intrinsically institutionalised to
systems and developments while in the GBT, they are not institutionalised to systems.
Second is that, in the developed countries, initiations and new ideas for development are
appreciated while in the KRG and the GBT new ideas are resisted and challenged even from
lower organisational actors. Simply, initiations and new ideas are like starting a revolution.

2.8 Summary
This chapter undertook a critical review of the literature regarding the main concepts of this
research study. The presented concepts are MA, MAC, MCS, PMM, and BSC. It started
with the status of these concepts in the literature. Later, a historical overview of PSR and the
adoption of NPM in both developed and developing countries was presented. The section
followed with a critical presentation about PSR from different perspectives. Afterwards, the
main concepts were also critically presented from different perspectives in the literature,
specifically in the PS. Finally, due to the specification of the case study context, the last
section provided a critical explanation about culture in general and KR culture in particular.
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CHAPTER THREE: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the research perspective regarding the relevant theories
adopted which help to design the theoretical framework of this research. The following
section explains institutional theory which has been widely applied for studying and
analysing MAC in organisations, whether public or private. Later, institutional theory is
defined and an explanation about its usage in different fields of study is presented. OIE as
one of the streams of institutional theory is presented to clarify its importance in studies of
organisations. In addition, New Institutional Sociology (NIS) as another stream of the theory
is elaborated on. Section three presents structuration theory as an alternative for institutional
theory which is broadly used for management accounting systems, change processes, and
institutionalisation processes. Justification is provided to show why it is not adopted in this
research.
Section four elaborates on institutional theory in MAC. Burns and Scapens’ framework
as one of the most frequently adopted frameworks in studying OCH is also explained. Later,
the limitations or critiques of the theory are illustrated. Section six introduces IL and clarifies
its importance to overcome the limitations of institutional theory in the MAC field of study.
The rationale of adopting IL as a complementary theory is because institutional theory is
unable to operationalise different logics in practice at the micro-individual level. Based on
Thornton et al.’s (2012) perspective, logics are classified to seven different types. This
classification assists in identifying different logics at both macro and micro levels. Section
seven provides a critical explanation of ILs in accounting change.
Section eight recapitulates the previous sections and provides an explanation with
justification for selecting the theoretical framework in this research study. The Extended
Burns and Scapens framework (2014) is the adopted framework which will be elaborated
on. The section illuminates the intertwining of both institutional theory and IL and how they
are going to be used within the research. Finally, a brief summary is presented to recap this
chapter.
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3.2 Institutional Theory
Veblen (1961) described institutions as settled habits of thought. Vandenberg (2002)
continued to expand it to the settled habits and thoughts that comprise social norms, habits
and culture. Barley and Tolbert (1997, p. 96) defined institutions as “the shared rules and
typifications which identify categories of human actors and their appropriate activities and
relationships”. Burns and Scapens (2000) have demonstrated the same definition but used
“taken-for-granted assumptions” instead of “rules and typifications”. These two writers
identify that institutions are separated from their specific historical circumstances and that
they lie within the actors’ understanding and stocks of knowledge. Moreover, institutions
are means of action or thought of some prevalence and permanence that is embedded in the
habits or customs of a person or habits of a group (Burns and Scapens, 2000). Institutions
are also regarded as a driver of the human being’s thought processes that have an influence
on the behaviour and the way of behaving, and eventually leads to the institutionalisation of
actions. On the other hand, other scholars have a different perspective in which they assume
a wider thought considering that institutions consistently exist before any attempt by the
actors to introduce change; hence, the institutions shape the processes of change and they
also themselves change in character and strength across time (Bhaskar, 1998; Dacin et al.,
2002). Related to the nature of institutions, Scott (2001) provided a broader definition:
Social structures that have attained a high degree of resilience. They are composed of
cultural-cognitive, normative, and regulative elements that, together with associated
activities and resources, provide stability and meaning to social life (Scott, 2001, p. 48).

Moreover, Scott (1987) referred to institutionalisation as the adaptive process. Selznick
(1957, p. 17) stated that “in what is perhaps its most significant meaning, ‘to institutionalize’
is to infuse with value beyond the technical requirements of the task at hand”.
Institutionalisation is explained by other scholars as a principal process in the creation and
continuation of persistent social groups (Berger and Luckmann, 1966; Tolbert and Zucker,
1999). At this point, an institution, the consequence of an institutionalization process, is
defined as “a reciprocal typification of habitualised action by types of actors” (Schutz, 1967,
p. 54). Habitualised action in this definition, refers to behaviours that emerged practically
and are adopted by an actor or group of actors in order to solve repeating problems which
occur in day-to-day practices (Tolbert and Zucker, 1999). In this respect, there is a possibility
that an institution becomes institutionalised activity when an actor is obligated to practice
something which he/she does not have trust in. In return, this results in the decoupling of the
organisation where decoupling is practicing an institution/behaviour while not believing in
that institution/behaviour. This is because using an institution is different from trusting it.
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For instance, an institution is a taken-for-granted assumption for an actor but the actor is not
using the institution or sometimes it is taken-for-granted but a totally different institution is
practiced. Therefore, an institution might exist in the actor’s mind but not in the behaviour
or vice versa or it is in both. Institutionalised activity is also happening when an actor
believes in an institution and puts the institutionalised activity into practice. In this case the
result is without decoupling from one’s own beliefs and ideas. Early institutionalists
explained that decoupling is principally an organisational response to external institutions,
and to separate external institutions from internal institutions (Weick, 1976; Meyer and
Rowan, 1977) while Scott (2001) and Modell (2003) argued that the nature of decoupling is
an empirical question. Nevertheless, Siti-Nabiha and Scapens (2005) showed how
decoupling can emerge due to resistance to accounting change by different groups inside the
organisation, rather than as a particular organisational response to institutional demands.
Decoupling is an approach to explain a reality in practice that is different from expectations.
Following on from the above discussion, various writers studied institutionalised
actions which were believed to preserve over long periods of time. They require no further
reasoning or explanation, and are exceedingly resistant to change (Zucker, 1987). The
resilience of the institutionalised activities originates from their taken-for-granted character
as they are defined as the “way things are to be done” or the “way things are” (Scott, 1987;
Zucker, 1988; Oliver, 1992). Meyer and Rowan (1977) argued that institutionalised
organisational actions are essentially valued, taken-for-granted and rule-like forms of
organisational behaviour which develop from conformity to shared definitions of social
reality and consensus. Moreover, the most important consequence that institutional theorists
assign to the institutionalisation of an organisational activity is comparative perpetuity. This
means that once organisational activities are institutionalised, they are presumed to become
relatively unchanging, persistent, reproducible and sustainable over periods of time without
justifications (Zucker, 1987). The term “institution” adopted in this research is any “takenfor-granted” assumption that is embedded in actors’ behaviour and practiced in the day-today work without any question or justification. Therefore, it could be concluded that
institutions are either about stability and act as constraints in organisations or act as change
factors in the organisation. In either case, institutions are the main constituents of
institutional theory.
Institutional theory has been applied in various fields of study like sociology,
economics, politics and MA. Institutional theory was first derived from society in the
nineteenth century by Karl Marx, Max Weber and Emile Durkheim, where the society
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consisted of different aristocrat and labour classes. In the field of sociology, Scott (2003)
discussed that institutional theory highlights the impact of the organisation’s cultural
environment on the organisational structure and behaviour, and it also tries to understand the
ways in which organisational actions are shaped or constrained by cultural rules from the
environment. Institutional theory explains how organisations are responsive to the demands
of the institutional environment (Meyer and Rowan, 1977; Meyer et al., 1980; Huerta and
Zuckerman, 2009). Therefore, institutional theory challenges rational consistent concepts of
organisations as they are internally goal-driven and technically efficient. Moreover,
institutional theorists attested that legitimacy results from conformity to the held rules and
scripts of the institutional environment, rather than from instructional effectiveness (Meyer
et al., 1980).
Political theorists have a different notion of institutions and, in this respect, as leading
scientists in this area, March and Olsen (1989) defined institutions as “arenas within which
political behaviour, driven by more fundamental factors, occurs” (1989, p. 1). Peters (2012)
argued that an institution for March and Olsen is not defined as a formal structure but is
rather seen as a collection of rules, norms, understandings, and most essentially, routines.
Based on March and Olsen’s (1989, pp. 1-21) explanation of institution in the political arena,
Peters (2012) concluded a definition for the political institution as a
Collection of interrelated rules and routines that define appropriate actions in terms of
relations between roles and situations. The process involves determining what the
situation is, what role is being fulfilled, and what obligation of that role in that situation
is (Peters, 2012, p. 30).

Moreover, upholding the same argument, Peters (2012) defined political institutions as
“collections of interrelated rules and routines that define appropriate action in terms of
relations between roles and situations” (2012, p. 30). Institutional perspectives is considered
as an empirically based preconception, an affirmation that what is observed in the world is
conflicting with the ways in which political theories ask people to think, and that the
organisation of political life will make a difference (March and Olsen, 1979; 1984; 1989).
Concerns about political institutions have increased in the literature of politics and
particularly in the studies of legislatures (Shepsle and Weingast, 1982; 1987; March and
Olsen, 1989), public law (Smith, 1988), local government (Kjellberg, 1975), political
economy (Kiser and Ostrom, 2000), political culture (Wildavsky, 1987), public policy
making (Scharpf, 1977; Ashford, 1978), budgets (Padgett, 1981), rational choice (Ferejohn,
1987), and political elites (Robins, 1976). Political scientists and political philosophers have
considered political institutions as specific independent elements to the organisation and
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understanding of collective life (Heller, 1957; March and Olsen, 1989). However, more
attention is paid to the character of institutional structures, particularly when they are formed,
how they are changed (Skocpol and Finegold, 1982; Roy, 1983).
In the economics field, Rutherford (2001) posited that “institutional economics” has
been applied to a diversity of economic approaches. Institutional economics focuses on
understanding the role of institutions in shaping economic behaviour. It highlights a broader
study of institutions and views markets as a result of the complicated interaction of different
institutions such as individuals, firms, social norms and states. Commons (1931) stated that
institution has an ambiguous meaning. It is sometimes a framework of laws or natural rights
in which actors act like inmates; on other occasions it appears to be the behaviour of the
inmates themselves. However, he defined institution as “a collective action in control,
liberation and expansion of individual action” (Commons, 1931, p. 648) although Veblen
(1961), as other institutionalists, demonstrated that an institution is more than simply a
constraint on individual actions but rather accepted ways of thinking and behaving. To
elaborate on the meaning of ‘institution’ and what ‘institutional’ means, it is assumed that
anything additional to the classical economics is believed to be institutional (Commons,
1931; Akerlof, 1983; North, 1986a; 1986b). Sometimes, any economic behaviour is
considered institutional. Therefore, institutional economics could be anything “dynamic”
instead of “static”; or “activity” instead of “feelings”; or “process” instead of
“commodities”; or “group action” instead of “individual action”; or “management” instead
of “equilibrium”; or “control” instead of “laissez faire”13 (Commons, 1931).
Continuing the above thread of discussion, Institutional Theory consists of two streams
– Institutional Economic and Institutional Sociology. The Institutional Economic approach
is divided into New Institutional Economics and OIE, whereas the Institutional Sociology
approach consists of NIS only. The focus in this research is on the OIE and NIS because
they are used in the adopted framework. In this respect, the following two sections provide
detailed explanations about the two highlighted streams – namely, OIE and NIS.

3.2.1 Old Institutional Economics
As the leader in institutional theory, Veblen has created the Old Institution Theory. He
defined institution as “settled habits of thought common to the generality of men” (Veblen,
13

A French word that refers to an economic theory from the eighteenth century that is opposed to any
government intervention in free market and business affairs.
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1961, p. 239), assuming that it is individuals’ “conventional standards, ideas, and canons of
conduct that make up the community’s scheme of life” (p. 243). Institutions are normative
elements determining what is considered legitimate, convenient and expected behaviour
(Parsons, 1940). Veblen called on economic theorists to study the institution’s customs and
habits in order to elucidate economic actions and decisions (Hutchison, 1991). Parsons
(1940) argued that the behaviour of people is driven by self-interest; however, these ways of
self-interest vary in content. The content is organised by social institutions and these social
institutions influence the direction of self-interested behaviours. This notion questions the
fundamental assumption of “utility maximisation”14 and the rational behaviour of
neoclassical economics perspective. Old Institutional Theory assumes that the individual
behaviour is difficult to understand adequately based on assumptions of neoclassical
economics; but rather, institutions have a significant role in influencing individuals and
consequently the organisational behaviour. In this respect, OIE considers the influences of
social norms, customs, habits, and culture (Vandenberg, 2002) on organisations which are
focused on as the unit of analysis (Wisman and Rozansky, 1991).
OIE concentrates on the relationship between institutions and actions represented by
individual’s behaviour, expounding the role of social standard on both individuals and
organisations (Fleetwood, 2008). Furthermore, old economic theorists focus on the
explanation of social reality, presuming that individual actions and social standards could
alter each other; also demonstrating the impact of each element on the other. For instance,
any change in individual action could cause a change in norms and social standards, and as
a result the individual’s action would comply (Dugger, 1990; Johnson, 1996; Hodgson,
1998). Scholars of OIE would rather use the notion of institutions in their studies because
the institutional characteristic of permanency would last for longer than the individuals
concerned. In respect of values, Old Institutional Theorists apply a “value-driven”15 process
of analysis in their scholarly works – i.e. value-free analysis is not acceptable (Klein, 1993).
OIE scholars generally adopt a holistic method to the institutional analysis. Hodgson
(1993) posited that the holistic approach also includes political and sociological aspects.
Scholars adopting this theory supposed that these social standards are undergoing a change
process. Hence, they apply a holistic method in order to obtain a clear understanding of the
different elements relevant to social standards such as power and conflict. The holistic

14

An economics concept that, when making a purchase decision, a consumer attempts to get the greatest value
possible from expenditure of least amount of money.
15
Value-driven means there are subjective values and standards in the process of analysis.
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method increases the limit of interpretation about how social standards influence the
individual actors. This opinion supports the concept of OIE theory which pays little attention
to individuals. It also supports the adoption of the case study as the main method for
institutional and organisational analyses (Atkinson and Oleson, 1996; Hodgson, 1998).
Scholars choosing this method have to be careful to understand all the specific and relevant
factors while analysing an organisation which will consequently lead to a clearer explanation
(Dugger and Sherman, 1994). Moreover, it helps in the examination of other factors and in
formulating the hypothesis, which accordingly increases the credibility of the organisational
analysis.
Adopting OIE alone in this research is not sufficient for the purpose of analysis due to
some inseparable limitations which are elaborated on in later sections. Therefore, the
following section presents a comprehensive explanation about the NIS and the significance
of its adoption in this research study.

3.2.2 New Institutional Sociology
NIS or New Institutional Isomorphism (NII), as the OIE, is primarily based on institutions.
Zucker (1987) described two theoretical approaches in respect to the study of institutions
which are environment as institutions and organisation as institutions. Whereas OIE
emphasises organisations as institutions, NIS hypothesises that organisational structure and
activity are the consequences of broader environmental influences. Therefore, NIS regards
the organisation as an institution without disregarding the environment as an institution as
well. The rejection of individualism as a principal methodological notion in institutional
analysis, which is referred to in OIE, is similarly adopted in the NIS perspective (Zucker,
1987; Dillard et al., 2004). Selznick (1948) acknowledged formal rules and processes as
being institutionalised within an organisation and recognised informal processes, which
could become institutionalised through continuous use. The rational actor models within
NIS, like OIE, is disputable (i.e. the frameworks for understanding and modelling social
behaviour) (Hutchison, 1991; Powell and DiMaggio, 1991; Scapens, 1994).
In NIS, the level of analysis is expanded to comprise the organisational field; that is,
the broader organisational framework which influences the organisational structure and
strategy (Powell, 1988). The broader notion of “taken-for-granted” assumptions and rules
direct individual and organisational behaviours (Berger and Luckman, 1966). Further, the
conservation of institutional forms depends upon the incorporeal support of the majority of
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the society’s members (Parsons, 1940). The institutionalised norms and prospects of the
wider environment, within the NIS, are taken into consideration. Greening and Gray (1994)
posited that these institutional perspectives identify the impact that these wider institutions
have on the practices and on the structure of the organisation.
Furthermore, NIS underlines formal structure and the associated societal rules to
describe the role of power and professional groups within the organisation. In addition, it
considers the influence on change processes in the organisation of different features of the
external environment, such as government policies (Dillard et al., 2004). Therefore, NIS is
more suitable for explaining the implementation of structures and processes in the social
environment, particularly in PS organisations such as schools, higher education
organisations and hospitals (Dillard et al, 2004). Besides, NIS recognises two sorts of power
that help to increase people’s understanding of the power structure. The first type is
legitimation structure which focuses on determining the standards that have an influence on
shaping behaviour. The second type is signification structure which concentrates on
determining models regarding structure and policy that become institutionalised (DiMaggio
and Powell, 1983; Dillard et al., 2004).
Moreover, within the same theory there are two different interpretations of the actions
taken by the organisation in dealing with accounting practices such as isomorphism and
decoupling. Isomorphism focuses on the adoption of institutional practice performed by the
organisation and is classified into three types: coercive isomorphism, mimetic isomorphism
and normative isomorphism (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Scapens, 2006). Coercive
isomorphism takes place when an organisation has to practice something under pressure. It
is generally forced to do so by a dependent actor of the organisation. This type of adoption
occurs in various organisations as a result of political impact and legitimate government
action that is formed to regulate organisational practices. Mimetic isomorphism arises when
the organisation tends to adopt a practice that has been previously implemented successfully
by another organisation without presuming assumptions concerning structure and meaning.
Normative isomorphism is the procedure of specialised and qualified practice
implementation, which can be defined as realising the social responsibility to reach certain
goals. Decoupling, in contrast to isomorphism, indicates the separation of realities of practice
from the formal managerial and organisational processes (Dillard et al., 2004; Hopper and
Major, 2007).
Isomorphism is more relevant to practice which occurs when an organisation tends to
imitate other successful organisations without taking into consideration the specification of
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each single organisation. When an organisation is repeating the practice of another
organisation this indicates that they trust in the organisation and the prevailing institutions
of that organisation. However, the organisation should legitimate its actions and behaviours
in order to cope with others and also for its sustainability. On the other hand, decoupling
occurs when an organisation tends to be legitimated due to the fact that the organisation is
applying the same practice as another organisation as a taken-for-granted assumption
although it does not trust the institutions within the process. In some cases, decoupling means
that an organisation claims the adoption of a certain method in day-to-day practices; but at
the same time it does not practice that method; this infers showing something while doing
something totally different. Therefore, it is concluded that NIS was a theory to analyse
organisations where they concentrated on sustainability; however, recent studies focus more
on change in organisations and their prevalent institutions.
After explaining the two streams of institutional theory, OIE and NIS, it is essential to
narrow down the theory’s usage in the core field of MAC as the main area of this research.
The next section highlights institutional theory in the MAC field of study.

3.3 Structuration Theory
Structuration theory is mainly used to study the institutionalisation process along with the
process of change (Barley and Tolbert, 1997; Dillard et al., 2004). Scholars identified
institutionalisation as a synonym for structuration where it is a process that could be noticed
across time. Structuration theory also explains the insights of ethnomethodology which are
combined in Anthony Giddens’ (1979, 1984, 1986) multidimensional framework (DiMaggio
and Powell, 1983). Garfinkel’s notion of ethnomethodology is shown in Giddens’ model of
structuration where ethnomethodology is a sociological method used to understand the social
orders that people practice in order to give meaning to the world through analysing people’s
accounts of their daily activities. It is also evident in the persistent reproduction process of
social structures by experienced actors in daily life and “the reciprocal indexing of their
actions to shared typifications” (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983, p. 22). Particularly, in
highlighting the “reflexive monitoring of conduct in the day-to-day continuity of social life”
(Giddens, 1984, p. 44), differentiation between discursive and practical consciousness, or
between conscious and tacit reflexivity (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983).
Giddens’ core of the structuration theory comprises the three concepts of structure,
system and duality of structure (Giddens, 1984). Macintosh and Scapens (1990, p. 456) are
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inspired by Giddens’ notion about structuration theory and define it as the theory “concerned
with understanding the relationship between the activities of knowledgeable human actors
and the structuring of social systems”. Giddens’ explanation for structure is the “recursively
organized sets of rules and resources, is out of time and space, save in its institutions and coordination as memory traces”. He also describes a social system as a context “in which
structure is recursively implicated, comprises the situated activities of human agents, [and]
reproduces across time and space” (Giddens, 1984, p. 25). Burns and Scapens (2000) adopt
the same stance as Giddens (1984) and posit that structuration theory is related to the
relationship between the actions of knowledgeable human actors and the prevalent
structuring of social systems. They argue that Giddens distinguished between systems, which
include perceptibly similar social practices that are reproduced by human actions through
time and space, while structures bind those existing social practices into systems.
In respect to the structuration theory practices in the field of management accounting,
Macintosh and Scapens (1990) highlighted the importance of Giddens’ structuration theory
in a slightly different way and stated that it embraces two concepts – the duality of structure
and structuration that brightens the significant role of management accounting systems in
organizations. Duality of structure for Macintosh and Scapens (1990, p. 456) “means that
social structures are both constituted by human actions (agency) and at the same time are the
medium of this constitution”, while structuration is “the process whereby agents reproduce
social practices across time and space, sometimes almost intact while in other instances in
radically different form” (p. 456). The role of the structuration theory in management
accounting change is better understood through Giddens’ structuration model which is a
significant framework for the study of management accounting systems and organisational
change (Macintosh and Scapens, 1990; Barley and Tolbert, 1997; Conrad, 2005).
Structuration theory in management accounting research is studied at three dimensions of (i)
signification (meaning), (ii) domination (power) and (iii) legitimation (sanction) (Giddens,
1984, Macintosh and Scapens, 1990; Conrad, 2005). The process of management accounting
is constrained between the institutional realm and the realm of action. The institutional realm
in the below figure represents an existing framework of rules and typifications obtained from
an accumulated archive of action and interaction. As stated by Giddens, institutional orders
comprise common principles that are the basis for studying the systems of signification,
domination and legitimation. On the other hand, the realm of action represents the real
arrangements of people, objects, and events in every flow of the social life detection (Ranson
et al., 1980; Barley and Tolbert, 1997). The dimensions of signification, domination and
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legitimation are positioned in the institutional realm in which they are communicated
through modalities as shown in Figure 3.1. These modalities represent the management
accounting systems in day-to-day practices.

Figure 3.1: Giddens’ Model of Structuration (Barley and Tolbert, 1997, p. 97)

The modalities of structuration in the above figure represented by interpretive schemes,
resources and norms are the procedures which act as intermediaries between the realistic
(virtual) structure and the existing (situated) interaction. Of greater significance is the need
to understand that while structuration indicates the process by which social systems
generally operate to reproduce the real current situations, they sometimes may go through
radical change (Giddens, 1984; Conrad, 2005). In respect of signification, the cognitive
means or modalities by which each agent makes sense of what other agents say and do are
the interpretive schemes. In the legitimation dimension, norms and beliefs are the modalities
that connect sanction with legitimation. As for domination, the facilities or resources of
power that agents practice at the action level is related to domination at the institutional level
(Macintosh and Scapens, 1990; Conrad, 2005). Giddens (1984, p. 15) describes power as “it
is very often defined in terms of intent or the will, as the capacity to achieve desired and
intended outcomes”.
In addition to studying the institutionalisation process, structuration theory has been
used for many decades to analyse management accounting change in both public and private
organisations. In particular, Giddens’ model of structuration helps researchers to understand
how institutions emerged due to the production and reproduction across periods of time
(Barley and Tolbert, 1997; Dillard et al., 2004). It helps to investigate the emergence of new
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institutions or the institutionalisation process; however, it does not allow for the interaction
of different agents. Due to the agency approach, the theory recognises and allows for the fact
that different actors have different patterns of behaviour, but it does not help in studying how
different agents interact across time. In addition, the institutionalisation process requires a
relatively long time, which was not the aim or within the remit of this research. Therefore,
structuration theory has been excluded as the adopted theoretical framework whereas
institutional theory is adopted due to the fact that it is the most suitable theory for my
research. It is coherent with this research questions and, from a methodological point of
view, is able to answer the research questions effectively. Further, it allows for the
interaction of different agents through the rules, routines and actions. As a result, the theory
helps in understanding the interaction of different logics of individuals at the micro level.

3.4 Institutional Theory in Accounting Change
Moving to the core notion of this chapter, institutional theory has been applied in studies of
organisational behaviour (Meyer and Rowan, 1977; DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). Other
scholars posit that it has been used for studies of accounting and more specifically in the
MAC field of study (Covaleski et al., 1993; Collier, 2001; Dillard et al., 2004; Scapens,
2006). As mentioned above, institutional theory is classified into two approaches –
Institutional Economic and Institutional Sociology. The Institutional Economics field is
divided into two streams – NIE and OIE, while the Institutional Sociology includes only
NIS. Both OIE and NIS are explained above in detail; as mentioned, OIE focuses on the
internal institutions while NIE and NIS focus on the external institutions.
To elaborate on the usage of Institutional Theory in the MAC studies, Burns and
Scapens (2000) demonstrate that MA practices create the routines of organisation and these
routines become institutionalised over time through enactment and reproduction (Scapens,
1994; Siti-Nabiha and Scapens, 2005). Consequently, they convert to the taken-for-granted
assumptions and the way practices are applied in organisations. These institutionalised
routines are practiced in day-to-day work without consideration of the validity of the existing
rules. Hence, this perspective explains the stability and persistence of the organisational
practices in terms of the MA field of study. However, this theory has frequently been
criticised as mostly being used to describe both the persistence and the homogeneity (Dacin
et al., 2002).
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Institutional theory is also used to understand the external pressures exerted upon
organisations that are represented as institutions and how these organisations respond to
these pressures (Meyer and Rowan, 1977; DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Siti-Nabiha and
Scapens, 2005). These institutions are embodied in the norms, values and beliefs relevant to
a group of entities which work in the same area or practice the same activity. Such a group
is called the ‘organisational field’. In this respect, an organisation is obligated to embrace
specific practices in order to prove to the organisational field that they are accepted within
the field. It is essential to comply with the organisational field in order to survive for longer
periods. In this regard, most of the scholars who conducted research in this area have
investigated the OCH; however, they mostly ignored questioning “what change is”
(Quattrone and Hopper, 2001). Therefore and in this context, Busco et al. (2007) searched
more thoroughly on the issue of “what change” is, and its reflection on the nature of MA.
Oliver (1992) argued that scholars of MAC have developed wide-ranging explanations
of OCH on the basis of changing institutional resistance to essential organisational
transmutations, even though deinstitutionalisation of the existing norms and practices has
not received much attention in the institutional literature (Zucker, 1988; Dacin et al., 2002).
Oliver (1992) and Scott (2001) observed that major attention in the institutional theory
literature has been on institutional construction and on change processes, although
deinstitutionalisation as an equally important phenomenon has been less explored in the MA
field of study. Deinstitutionalisation is defined as “the processes by which institutions
weaken and disappear” (Scott, 2001, p. 182). Theorists have emphasised the importance of
deinstitutionalisation positing that it is necessary to undertake further and more extensive
studies of deinstitutionalisation in the context of institutional change, because the weakening
and vanishing of some beliefs and practices will be accompanied by the emergence of
another set of new beliefs and practices (Scott, 2001; Dacin et al., 2002).
Eventually, as a result of the institutionalised practices in the organisation, they
become accepted, embedded and performed without question by the organisation’s actors.
This is also due to the external institutions that control the organisational field compelling
the organisation to change in order to conform to other organisations in the field. Therefore,
it is substantiated that institutional theory is used to study and describe stability and change.
Brint and Karabel (1991) claimed that the main functions of institutional analysis are to
identify the field and to understand what the forces for development (change) are, and to
present how these fields form and restrict the type of change and/or its development.
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Institutional scholars have designed frameworks to help in studying and analysing
MAC. An example is the framework introduced by Burns and Scapens (2000) which has
received widespread attention and been applied in a large number of MA studies. This
framework is selected for two reasons. The first reason is that the framework helps in
studying processes of change in organisations which this research is about. The second
reason is that the adopted framework in this research is an extended framework to the one
that is explained in the following section.

3.4.1 Burns and Scapens’ Framework
Scapens (1994) is considered one of the major scholars of MA who mostly adopted OIE in
his research papers. He studied the institutionalisation of organisations through developing
a framework to explain the gap between theory and practice (Figure 3.2). The aim was to
understand the difference between the idealistic image drawn by theorists and the realistic
situation the practitioners experience in day-to-day work. This framework was later
reviewed by Burns and Scapens (2000). It was derived from Barley and Tolbert (1997) in
which they used scripts instead of rules and routines. Both frameworks of Burns and
Scapens, and Barley and Tolbert originated from Giddens’ model for structuration. In
contrast to Barley and Tolbert’s framework, Burns and Scapens’ framework has been used
broadly by researchers in the field of MA (ter Bogt and Scapens, 2014).

Figure 3.2: Burns and Scapens’ Process of Institutionalisation (Burns and Scapens, 2000, p. 9)
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It is noticed from the figure above that the institutionalisation process is bounded by two
realms; institutional realm and realm of action. Realm is the area that embraces the ways of
thinking and the fundamental assumptions that determine how people behave (Scapens,
2006; Wanderley et al., 2011). At the realm of action there are the actions that are performed
by organisational actors over a period of time. Further, both realms are connected by rules
and routines, which form the actions that people practice. The framework combines both
synchronic and diachronic elements and that “whereas institutions constrain and shape
actions synchronically (i.e. at a specific point in time), actions produce and reproduce
institutions diachronically (i.e. through their cumulative influence over time)” (Burns and
Scapens, 2000, p. 9).
The first process represented by “arrow a” necessitates the encoding of the institutional
principles into rules and routines. The second process is “arrow b” which includes the
enactment of rules and routines by actors that encode the institutional principles. The third
process, “arrow c”, is the frequently repeated behaviour by organisational actors that results
in the reproduction of routines. The last process in the figure, “arrow d”, represents the
institutionalisation of rules and routines that are reproduced by the actors’ individual
behaviour (Burns and Scapens, 2000).
Burns and Scapens’ framework which is derived from OIE has several limitations that
drew criticism and further investigation by theorists. The theory ignores the environmental
and organisational fields in terms of sociological, economic and political aspects and rather
focuses inside the organisation. There is an ambiguity in individuals’ actions to change the
organisational rules and routines. Finally, the theory focuses on stability rather than change,
and recent research highlights the complicated interconnection between stability and change
(Burns and Scapens, 2000; Burns et al., 2003; Siti-Nabiha and Scapens, 2005; Busco and
Scapens, 2011).
Regardless of the effectiveness and appropriate adoption of the institutional theory in
MAC research in general and both OIE and NIS in particular, they attract several critiques.
These critiques are presented in the following section.

3.5 The Critique of Institutional Theory
Despite the fact that institutional theory is a widespread theory used in analysing MAC
studies, at the same time it is not free from critique. The focus in this section is on
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Institutional Theory in general and on both OIE and NIS in particular. In respect to the OIE
theory, the limitations are the following; first, the relation between the organisational
practices and the organisational field is ambiguous and not clearly mentioned. Second, the
theory ignores the external institutions represented by sociological aspects. Third, it focuses
on the organisational level while ignoring environment as an external institution (Zucker,
1987). Fourth, the theory is not successful in explaining the higher levels represented by
political, economic and social aspects. These aspects have considerable influences on actors’
behaviour at both individual and organisational levels. Fifth, there is ambiguity in the actions
taken by individuals in the process of institutionalisation, i.e. to change the routines and rules
of the organisation (Dillard et al., 2004; Hopper et al., 2007).
The above limitations mean that the existing perspectives and ways of thinking located
out of the boundary of the organisation were not considered inside the organisation. Internal
institutions were explained in terms of the internal perspectives only without reference to the
external broader institutions. Thus, the organisational, economic, political and societal
institutions which are externals to the organisation were not perceived or taken into
consideration; although interaction of the organisation with the outer organisations would
certainly have an influence which is missing in the OIE. Further, the organisational actors
were perceived not to have roles in processes. Again, staff hold different institutions on
which they depend in their daily activities. Eventually, the institutions they hold will affect
the ways through which activities are implemented. Thus, these critiques emerged as a result
of research studies which adopted OIE.
The critiques about NIS theory are: first, the theory differentiates between specific
concepts such as public and private organisations as well as legitimacy and economic. So,
studying a PS organisation has to be undertaken differently than the study of a private sector
organisation. This is the reason why the theory is called vibrant theory. Second, there are
disadvantages in using the institutional isomorphism in studies related to private sector
organisations as posited by DiMaggio and Powell (1983) and Hopper and Major (2007).
These theorists support that private sector organisations have clear and measureable goals
while PS organisations have ambiguous and unclear objectives and, consequently, the latter
tend to adopt institutional isomorphism. Third, during the process of change, individual
actors who are resistant to change are threatened (Dillard et al., 2004; Hopper and Major,
2007). Thus, to ensure that staff are on the safe side, they had to accept the changes enforced
by their organisation.
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The above critiques stimulated the search for other theories and concepts to overcome
these limitations. Adopting other concepts as complementary theories will provide the
opportunity to apply an integral analysis to the case study throughout the research. The
appropriate choice in this case is the ILs perspective. Justifications for selecting ILs are
highlighted in the following section.

3.6 Institutional Logics
Thornton and Ocasio (2008) stated that in order to understand IL it is essential to position it
within the scope of institutional theory and institutional analysis. There are different
perspectives in respect to the IL; for instance, Alford and Friedland (1985) described the IL
as contradictory practices and beliefs ingrained in the institutions of various modern western
societies. Lounsbury (2008, p. 353) defined IL as “socially constructed, historical patterns
of material practices, assumptions, values, beliefs and rules”. Hence, this infers that logics
include both taken-for-granted assumptions represented by values and beliefs and actions
represented by historical patterns and material practices (ter Bogt and Scapens, 2014).
Thornton et al. (2012, p. 2) expanded the definition of IL as
socially constructed, historical patterns of cultural symbols and material practices,
including assumptions, values and beliefs, by which individuals and organisations
provide meaning to their daily activity, organise time and space, and reproduce their
lives and experiences.

The IL concept emerged as a consequence of the limitations of institutional theory and is a
way to find solutions to deal with these limitations. It helps to move away from isomorphism
and give way to more practice variations (Thornton and Ocasio, 1999; Lounsbury, 2007;
Ezzamel et al., 2012). In contrast to the institutional theory, IL considers the external
institutions (pressures) in the analysis such as sociological, economic and political aspects
(Thornton and Ocasio, 1999; 2008; Ezzamel et al., 2012). Further, one of the organisation
and institutional theory limitations is that both do not situate “actors” in a social context
(Thornton et al., 2012). However, IL overcame this by considering actors as significant
elements within its social context. Also, the assumption of IL is that institutions function at
multiple levels of analysis and that “actors are nested in higher order levels” that are
classified as macro, meso and micro (Thornton et al., 2012, p. 13). The macro level includes
the societal and field levels, the meso level comprises the organisational level, while the
micro includes the individual level. The IL perspective is recognised as a metatheory of
institutions which comprises organisations and has the capacity to explain homogeneity as
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well as heterogeneity at these different levels. By observing across multiple levels,
researchers are able to see a more accurate picture of the “workings of mechanisms and the
contradictory nature of IL” (Thornton et al., 2012, p. 14). These writers classify different IL
into seven classifications; these are family, community, religion, state, market, profession
and corporation as shown in Table 3.1 below.

Table 3.1: Revised institutional system ideal types (Thornton et al., 2012, p. 73)

The theorists presume that the dominant logic of rationality is to combine the state, market,
profession and corporation IL into one overarching logic, while family, religion and
community logics were less important. Essentially, the main distinguishing feature of IL
from neo-institutional theory is its capability to theorise the duality of “material-practicebased aspects” (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983) and “cultural-symbolic-based aspects” of
institutions (Meyer and Rowan, 1977; Thornton et al., 2012, p. 15).
In the 1990s, IL as a new approach to the institutional analysis emerged and has since
been proposed as an explanatory concept for the content and meaning of institutions. This is
due to the influential essay of Friedland and Alford (1991), and the empirical research by
Haveman and Rao (1997), Thornton and Ocasio (1999) and Scott (2000) (Thornton and
Ocasio, 2008). According to Thornton (2004), IL forms the rational conscious behaviour of
the individuals and groups. At the same time, changing IL is influenced by individuals and
organisational actors. IL is a perspective to explain the interrelationship between individuals,
organisations and environment. It elucidates the interpenetration of logics into multiple
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levels of analysis such as from the social level to the organisational field level and societal
sector. Holm (1995, p. 398) argued: “How can actors change institutions if their actions,
intentions, and rationality are all conditioned by the very institution they wish to change?”.
In this respect, DiMaggio (1997) explained that the IL concept illuminates the issue of
embedded agency by the conceptualisation of society as an inter-related system in which
logics is categorised by cultural differentiation, fragmentation and contradiction.
Thornton and Ocasio (2008) highlighted that what is currently called institutional
theory is not precisely institutional. It is more about resource dependencies, political
struggles, social movements and other mechanisms that are relevant to non-institutional
forces which are driving institutional changes. Thornton et al. (2012, p. 4) argued the
importance from an institutional perspective in which they assume that “more micro
processes of change are built from translations, analogies, combinations and adaptations of
more macro IL”. The potential of the IL to study the cultural dimensions of institutions is to
enable and constrain the social action. Thornton and Ocasio (2008) found that their approach
was based on the belief that the development of institutional analysis in the social sciences
needs an analytical not a descriptive approach. This, in return, clarifies the available relations
between individuals, organisations and associations. How logics could shape individual and
organisational actions is identified by collective identities and identifications, contests for
status and power, classification and categorisation, and attention (Thornton and Ocasio,
2008).
Based on the above-mentioned, and due to multiple reasons, IL is adopted to help in
analysing the case study organisation. The reasons are the following. First, the adopted case
study including the organisational actors is a combination of different macro and micro
logics. IL is able to easily draw a distinction between the three levels. Second, this research
is specifically investigating different logics at the individual level, i.e. micro level. It is worth
mentioning that the specific categorical elements of each IL (shown in Table 3.1 above) are
considered a rationale which provides the method to understand how the broader ILs are
translated at the micro level. This could be considered a theory which tries to explain why
something happens at micro and meso levels. The third reason is that this research aims to
understand how contradicting logics could compromise and cope (cohabit) which requires
going into detailed specifications of each IL. Institutional theory, as stated earlier, fails to
provide a comprehensive analysis for the case study taking into consideration the above
reasons. This is clarified and explicated in the analysis chapter
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Further to the above literature on IL, the following section presents the implications of
IL in the accounting change field of study.

3.7 Institutional Logics in Accounting Change
IL has been widely considered in the last two decades in studies of MA (Thornton, 2004;
Lounsbury, 2008; Reay and Hinings, 2009; ter Bogt and Scapens, 2009; Rautiainen and
Järvenpää, 2012). IL is able to provide principles for organising a field (Friedland and Alford
1991). These IL are considered as the basis of taken-for-granted rules which are guiding the
actors’ behaviours. In addition, Scott (2001, p. 139) stated that IL “refer to the belief systems
and related practices that predominate in an organisational field”. According to Reay and
Hinings (2009) logics can elucidate linkages that make sense of unity and common objective
in an organisation where this shows the significant role of logics in theoretical constructs.
Therefore, institutional theorists discussed that the organisational field is organised by the
prevalent IL regardless of the existent of two or more IL at the same time in an organisation
(Thornton and Ocasio, 1999; Scott, 2008). Related to MAC and the control system, Järvinen
(2016, p. 861) found that these concepts “serve as a medium through which organisations
negotiate between multiple and conflicting objectives and choose IL in the organisational
field”.
Moreover, logic is also a significant concept to understand institutional change due to
the fact that change in the area’s prevalent logic is essential to the conceptualisation of
institutional change. In this respect, scholars have addressed the issue of how new logics can
emerge in a field and become prevalent in their studies (Scott et al., 2000; Kitchener, 2002;
Hensmans, 2003; Quattrone, 2015). On the other hand, a number of studies have specified
circumstances where competing logics persisted in co-existing for long periods of time
(Reay and Hinings, 2005; 2009; Marquis and Lounsbury, 2007). Even though these studies
do not show how these co-existing logics are continued. According to Thornton (2004),
competing logics help to counterbalance determinants of power and create rivalry between
these powers; hence, it is not obvious how the organisational actors deal with multiple logics,
how these multiple logics are achieved in their daily activities, and how they are translated
into constancy for organisational actors. However, Quattrone (2015, p. 26) proposed “a
greater understanding of how individuals and organisations cope with institutional
complexity through institutional practices that are situated and flexible” (Anteby, 2010;
Dunn and Jones, 2010; Zietsma and Lawrence, 2010; Greenwood et al., 2011). Moreover,
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he demonstrated that MA is possible everywhere even in the religious places such as
churches. Quattrone (2015) indicated that people who are engaged in certain situations have
different logics. To reach an agreement, they have to negotiate and compromise. In this case,
people are justifying their actions and behaviours in front of each other. In other words, there
is no single logic but rather multiple logics which have to be subjected to compromise to get
to a final decision Quattrone (2015). Accordingly, this research investigates precisely what
the existing IL are – are they conflicting with each other, and if yes, do they compromise at
all?
Due to the above-mentioned and in order to provide an integral framework for analysis,
institutional theory is combined with IL to assist in the purpose of studying the process of
change in the case study organisation. The following section presents the adopted theoretical
framework in this research and the justifications for adoption.

3.8 The Adopted Theoretical Framework and Justification
The adopted framework in this research is called “The Expanded Burns and Scapens”
framework, introduced by ter Bogt and Scapens (2014). It is fundamentally an expanded
framework to the Burns and Scapens (2000) framework. The latter framework confronted
some critiques by institutional theorists in which the framework failed to consider the
external forces. Therefore, the extended framework resolved this limitation by capitalising
on IL and merging it with the institutional theory to produce a new framework for the study
of MAC in organisations.

3.8.1 ter Bogt and Scapens’ Framework
As aforementioned, NIS shows three different types of isomorphism (DiMaggio and Powell,
1983; Scapens, 2006) – coercive, mimetic and normative isomorphism. Early studies used
this theory to show why organisations seem to be similar (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983;
Scapens, 2006); however ter Bogt and Scapens (2014) identified that recent studies focus on
practice variation between organisations. Due to the limitations of OIE theory (the adopted
theory in Burns and Scapens’ framework) ter Bogt and Scapens (2014) developed an
extended framework which is able to resolve the limitations by taking advantage of the IL
principles to consider the external institutions in the analysis. Therefore the extended
framework takes into account both external and internal institutions exerted on the
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organisation, the important role of deliberation and the human agency’s significance, and
the role of specific individual’s (or group’s) power to enforce new rules. Deliberation is a
conscious, careful and slow action or behaviour in any situation. By including deliberation
in the framework, the significance of logics is highlighted. In reference to recent studies, ter
Bogt and Scapens (2014) have expanded the earlier framework of Burns and Scapens to
explore the required changes in institutional theory. While the former framework
emphasised isomorphism and legitimacy, the emphasis in the extended framework is on
practice variation and IL, as shown in the figure below.

Figure 3.3: Extended Burns and Scapens Framework (ter Bogt and Scapens, 2014, p. 12)

The extended Burns and Scapens framework (2014) is based on Burns and Scapens
framework (2000) and IL. Logic is a broader concept than institution. Logic refers to the
wider cultural beliefs and rules that construct perception and guide decision-making in a
field (Scott, 2000; Friedland, 2002; Thornton, 2004; Lounsbury, 2008). Organisational
responses to institutional pressures are formed by various logics and accordingly there can
be differences in the ways these organisations respond (Lounsbury, 2008; 2007; ter Bogt and
Scapens, 2014). Based on the specific logics within the organisation, it does not imply that
the organisational responses to the institutional pressures are not rational; rather they might
be reasonably rational. Therefore, due to different organisations’ specifications, the logics
would vary and consequently leads to diverse solutions and practices. Furthermore, this may
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give rise to Stark’s notion of “organizing dissonance” (2009, p. 27). This concept arises
when various principles occur in the organisation that assist the organisation to reintegrate
these perspectives in constructive and creative ways as there is no unique solution for all
organisations (Chenhall et al., 2013). On the other hand, this diversity may possibly
introduce the Sociology of Worth16 perspective in which individuals try to frame actions
supported by justification and to investigate the practical means so that individuals present
or withstand a specific order of worth (Stark, 2000; Boltanski and Thévenot, 2006; Annisette
and Richardson, 2011).
In the extended Burns and Scapens framework, rules and routines could be produced
habitually or are formed following proper deliberation. Deliberation, opposite to the
unthinking responses of individual agents, plays a role in agents’ behaviour and
consequently has an impact on the organisation’s response to change. Besides, there is a
clear distinction between internal and external institutions that impose pressure on the
organisation in terms of MAC. Just as Thornton et al. (2012) posited that institutions function
at different levels – individual, organisational, field and societal – institutions in the
Extended Burns and Scapens framework are also of four levels – individual level,
organisation level, field level and societal level (ter Bogt and Scapens, 2014). The internal
institutions comprise the individual and organisation levels while the field and societal levels
are included in the external institutions. These institutions, as stated by ter Bogt and Scapens
(2014), form the situated logics that are “the particular forms of rationality which are applied
by specific groups in specific situations” (ter Bogt and Scapens, 2014, p. 8).
In their extended framework, ter Bogt and Scapens (2014) adopted a combination of
both institutional theory and IL. The framework is therefore able to analyse MAC in both
private and public organisations taking into consideration the limitations in the Burns and
Scapens (2000) framework. Moreover, in formulating the extended framework, ter Bogt and
Scapens were reasonably successful in merging both OIE and NIS with IL and hence the
terminologies are a combination of the three. Rationality in the institutional notion is
described as the way to provide a basis for clarification of dissimilarities (Meyer and Rowan,
1977; DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). In the framework, rationality includes the IL that are
shaped by the internal and external institutions, whereas situated logics, which consists of
this multiplicity of institutions and logics, create the forms of rationality in the organisation.
An economic sociology term which “will be free to abandon the dualisms of value versus values and
economy versus embedded social relations”. It means that people “will no longer be locked into either side of
these dichotomies. In this realignment, the object of study for a new economic sociology becomes the sociology
of worth” (Stark, 2000, p. 5).
16
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Moreover, these forms of rationality shape the range of routines within the organisation in
order to be used in particular situations, and also shape the deliberation required in a case
where there are no proper routines in place (ter Bogt and Scapens, 2014).
On the other hand, generalised forms of practices which are located out of the
boundaries of the organisation are shaped by the external institutions (logics). Archetypes
are defined as the sets of comparatively coherent and concrete structures, ideas and practices
which have an influence on formal rules and procedures that guide daily practice (Miller and
Friesen, 1984; Greenwood and Hinings, 1988). The concept of archetypes – that is, a typical
set of coherent and concrete ideas, beliefs and practices which impact the available formal
rules and procedures in day-to-day practices – is occasionally used to define these
generalised forms of practice (ter Bogt and Scapens, 2014). These archetypes are forced on
organisations either by powerful external actors or by powerful actors within the
organisation. Powerful external actors could be other organisations within the field or
societal levels. For organisations to survive, they should respond to the external forces or
pressures exerted by the surrounding organisations in order to cope with the development in
the area, whereas powerful actors within organisations are those actors who are responsible
to set the organisation’s rules and regulations and are followed by other actors.
Ter Bogt and Scapens (2014) explain that there are some other links which are not
made explicit in the extended framework. For instance, the archetypes could influence
available routines in the organisation through the forms of rationality comprised within the
external institutions. The archetypes could also combine with internal institutions (logics) to
form the situated logics of the forms of rationality. The third link which is not made clear in
the figure to avoid complication is a direct link between rules and rationality translated by
the impact of powerful actors within the organisation who could influence other members’
rationality (ter Bogt and Scapens, 2014).

3.8.2 Justification for Adopting the Theoretical Framework
The theories discussed above, Institutional Theory (in particular, OIE and NIS) and IL,
which are presented from different theoretical perspectives, are collectively adopted as the
theoretical framework in this research. Institutional Theory focuses on the different aspects
of social structure. Scott (2004) regards these structures as processes comprising norms,
beliefs, rules and routines that become institutionalised across time. Institutionalisation
and/or deinstitutionalisation of these constituents depends on various factors within the
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organisation and the prevalent relations among organisational actors (Scapens, 1994; Burns
and Scapens, 2000; Scott, 2004).
The theory is widely used by theorists of MAC due to a number of reasons. For
instance, Burns and Scapens (2000) and Siti-Nabiha and Scapens (2005) determined that
MA practices produce the routines of organisation and that these routines become
institutionalised over time through enactment and reproduction. It is also used to recognise
the exerted external forces represented by institutions embodied in the people’s norms and
beliefs upon organisations and how the organisational response to these forces takes place
(Meyer and Rowan, 1977; DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Siti-Nabiha and Scapens, 2005).
Moreover, theorists of MAC have established comprehensive clarifications of OCH on the
basis of changing institutional resistance to essential organisational transformations (Oliver,
1992). Consequently, institutional theory is mainly used to identify the organisation and to
recognise what the forces for transformation are and to demonstrate how these fields shape
and restrict these transformations (Brint and Karabel, 1991).
As one of the divisions of Institutional Theory, OIE is used by different scholars in the
study of MAC. Burns and Scapens (2000) framework was a broadly accepted framework for
a decade for researchers in this area. However, the framework had limitations which drew
criticism from several theorists. The first point is that the relationship between the
organisation and the organisational field is not clear. Second, the theory’s main focus is
inside the organisation but it does not pay attention to the environmental and organisational
fields in terms of sociological, economic and political aspects. Third, there is an uncertainty
in individuals’ actions regarding the change in organisational rules and routines. The fourth
point is that the theory underlines stability rather than change and that recent research
emphasises the complicated interconnection between stability and change. Finally, OIE
failed to consider the political and economic aspects (Burns and Scapens, 2000; Burns et al.,
2003; Siti-Nabiha and Scapens, 2005; Busco and Scapens, 2011).
In contrast to OIE, NIS considers environment as a significant institution to the
organisation. Therefore, this theory is mostly adopted in research papers where scholars
study the process of change between organisations without analysing the change process
inside the organisations. Moreover, it emphasises the formal structures of rules in order to
explain the role of power and professional groups in an organisation (Dillard et al., 2004).
While previous scholars emphasised isomorphism, new scholars in contrast expect practice
variation (Scapens, 2006). However, there are also some critiques as the following. First, it
distinguishes between public and private sectors as well as legitimacy and economic.
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Second, using institutional isomorphism in the private sector has disadvantages (DiMaggio
and Powell, 1983; Hopper and Major, 2007). Third, the theory ignores a number of important
concepts and there are threats relating to individuals’ resistance to change (Dillard et al.,
2004; Hopper and Major, 2007).
The above-mentioned critiques in respect to the Institutional Theory encouraged
adopting the concept of IL as a complementary theory to overcome these limitations
(Thornton and Ocasio, 2008) as well as to provide a more competent theory for analysis. IL
presumes that there is no single unique model adopted by all organisations. Each
organisation should have a specific model to apply in their daily practices taking into
consideration the organisation’s specification and characterisation. Furthermore, IL helps to
shape the rational behaviour of individuals and groups. It also identifies the relationship
between individuals, organisations and the surrounding environment (Thornton, 2004). The
capitalisation of IL in this research is due to the fact that it considers broader sociological,
economic and political aspects that influence the organisational analysis (Thornton and
Ocasio, 1999; 2008; Ezzamel et al., 2012). Furthermore, IL classifies the world logics into
seven different logics – family, community, religion, state, market, profession and
corporation (Thornton et al., 2012). This precise classification of categorical elements assists
in operationalising the broader logics at the micro level. In particular, this research studies
how changes occur due to contradicting different logics at the individual level and how the
contradicting logics are dealt with. Hence, without the IL, it is very difficult to identify
different logics or institutions at individual levels and the way to operationalise them at the
micro level.
These critiques about the theories motivated scholars to revise the existing frameworks
and, consequently, ter Bogt and Scapens (2014) extended Burns and Scapens’ framework.
In the extended framework, they take into consideration external forces in addition to the
process of change in the MA field of study. The theorists have adopted both OIE and NIS
incorporated with IL in the new framework. The framework is able to better analyse the
change process inside organisations while at the same time, considering external pressures
as these external pressures are potential sources of change processes within organisations.
To conclude, ter Bogt and Scapens’ framework (2014) is adopted to study and analyse
the process of change within an organisation. Further, IL is adopted as a complementary
theory to help in the identification of different logics and operationalising them at the micro
level. Finally, the aim is to contribute to the development of the adopted framework through
studying the different logics at the individual- and organisation-institutional-field levels. To
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reach this aim, this research is confronted with some questions such as: What is the expected
development to the current (adopted) framework? What are the individual-institutional level
logics in the case study organisation? What are the contradicting logics? How they are
managed and settled? These questions are discussed in the case study and analysis chapters.
To summarise, in order to present a comprehensive analysis for the introduction of a
new MCS in a PS organisation in an emerging nation, ter Bogt and Scapens’ framework is
adopted. It provides necessary understanding of the process of change at a macro level of
the organisation although, in order to present detailed specific analysis of the process at
micro level, IL is adopted which certainly helps this purpose.

3.9 Summary
This chapter presented and explained the theories related to this research. It identified the
adopted framework for analysing the case study based on the collected data and information.
Different than the structuration theory, institutional theory is adopted as it is the most proper
theory for the purpose of this research. In particular, ter Bogt and Scapens (2014) framework
is used for data analysis. Due to the fact that the institutional theory is unable to
operationalise the logics in practice, therefore, the institutional system ideal types of
Thornton et al. (2012) is adopted as a complementary framework. Further, justifications
behind the selected framework were presented.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

4.1 Introduction
This chapter completes the discussion started in the theoretical framework chapter. It first
explains the research philosophy on the basis of epistemological and ontological
assumptions formed by the research questions, aims and objectives. To set a better
understanding of the aims, this chapter focuses on the adopted methods, perspectives and
approaches as well as the reasons behind using them. This chapter is set out as follows: it
presents research questions, aims and objectives followed by a general overview of the
research approach. The fifth section includes a thorough explanation of the philosophical
perspective related to the research ontology and epistemology. From the ontological point
of view, this research takes a constructionism stance whereas interpretivism is from the
epistemological point of view. The sixth section presents the theoretical perspective which
this research follows – an institutional perspective supported by the interpretivism approach.
Section seven discusses the research approach in which MA scholars suggest that there is no
merely inductive or deductive approach. Thus, this research follows a deductive stance at
the outset and then moves to an inductive approach.
The eighth section addresses the methods and techniques used in the research. It
presents the “case study” as the main method which is supported by ARP. Further, other
adopted supporting methods are discussed which assist the main method in conducting the
empirical research. The other methods are observation, questionnaire, interviews, and focus
group. Each method is explained as well as the way it is utilised in the research. Next, quality
in qualitative research is discussed in terms of validity, reliability and generalisability.
Section ten presents the ethical issues with the necessary arrangements in this respect.
Section eleven demonstrates the strategy adopted for data analysis followed by a section for
reflecting and checking on the research findings. Finally, the position and role of the
researcher is explained. This chapter ends with a short summary to recap the presented
sections.

4.2 Research Questions
The research’s main question is: How do the changes occur with the introduction and
application of the BSC as a PMM tool in an emerging nation’s PS organisation?
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The following sub-questions support the main question:
1. What are the changes that occur, and how do these take place, through the application
of the BSC in the GBT of the KRG?
2. How do the individual actors of the GBT interact along with the application of the
BSC? What are the consequences of their interaction?
3. How and to what extent do the aspects of the BSC bring benefit to the GBT and how
does it influence the prevalent culture in the organisation?

4.3 Research Aims and Objectives
The major aim of the research is “to investigate the process of change that occurs within the
MAC perspective in a PS organisation through the implementation of the BSC as a PMM
tool”. The fundamental sub-aims to achieve the main aim are the following:
1. To analyse the process of change using an institutional perspective and to study the
interaction of different logics at the individual level, i.e. micro level; and
2. To define suitable principles for the applied PMM tool in the KR’s GBT as a specific
environment that can be generalised across the government and, further, to draw
some principles that could be applied in developing countries.
To achieve the above-mentioned aims, the following methodological instruments are
employed:
•

Conducting case study research using ARP in which interviews, questionnaire and
focus group methods are used in order to better understand the change which occurs
throughout the process.

•

Reviewing definitions and types of MAC, MCS, and PMM;

•

Reviewing PSR in the last decades and explaining its emergence in general;

•

Investigating how the process of change accompanies the implementation of a PMM
tool such as the BSC.
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4.4 Research Approach
This research is concerned with making a difference in terms of theory and practice. It aims
to investigate a real-life issue in the workplace, which involves improving PMM in a PS
organisation through the implementation of the BSC.
Kane and O’Reilly-de-Brún (2001) declared that research in general is guided by either
a paradigm or a theory, in much the same way that someone is guided by a set of directions
to an unfamiliar location. Crotty (1998) offered a similar idea to assist in guiding the
researcher to appropriate theoretical and practical approaches for designing, planning and
carrying out a research project. He identified four main elements such as ontology and
epistemology, theoretical perspective, methodology and methods. The elements are depicted
in Figure 4.1 and are employed to illuminate the methodological perspectives adopted in this
research.

Ontology

Epistemology

Ontology

Theoretical Perspective

Methodology

Methods

Figure 4.1: The Four Elements of Social Research (Crotty, 1998, p. 4)

4.5 Philosophy of Science
The philosophical basis in each research process is key. Philosophers concluded that, in
research, there are two sorts of relationship between theory and research; either theory guides
and influences the research (deductive approach) or theory is a consequence of the research
through answering the research questions (inductive approach) (Bryman and Bell, 2015).
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Therefore, there are two fundamental approaches to the development of theory; these are
deductive and inductive (Parkhe, 1993).
Literature revealed that philosophy of science is concerned with the nature of truth,
science, knowledge, and reality which informs a variety of paradigms. Epistemology,
ontology, theoretical perspective, methodology and methods are all rationally interrelated.
Combining these paradigms together without giving adequate explanation and how they are
linked with each other would result in a weak philosophical foundation. Further, Crotty
(1998) indicated that collecting research elements together without clear variation is a bit
like mixing tomato sauce, condiments and groceries in one basket. Regardless of their
relevance, they should be put in a separable manner. Therefore, the paradigms have to be
positioned relatedly to one another, rather than simply setting them all side by side as the
same.
Similar to skyscrapers which rest on strong pillars and good foundation, research
philosophy is like these pillars and the good foundation on which the whole research rests.
Hence, if the foundation is not strong then the research will be unsystematic and uninformed.
Easterby-Smith et al. (2012) discussed that understanding the knowledge of research
philosophy is essential for three reasons; first, it helps to explain the research designs.
Second, it helps to understand which designs will work. Third, it helps to create new designs.
Beliefs about ontology, epistemology, axiology, rhetorical structure, and methodology are
also incorporated within the philosophy of science (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000; Ponterotto,
2005, p. 127).
According to Easterby-Smith et al. (2012), the relationships between the concepts of
ontology, epistemology, methodology, and methods and techniques are illustrated as a
metaphor of a tree as shown in Figure 4.2. They compared the research philosophy to the
tree trunk which has four rings. Research methods and techniques such as interviews and
questionnaires are represented by the outer ring of the trunk, the bark. However, these are
the obvious features of the research but they are dependent on assumptions and decisions
regarding methodology, epistemology and ontology where they are set out of sight and hence
are less visible. It would be logical to start elaborating on ontology that occupies the core
centre or the heartwood of the tree and then move outwards from the trunk.
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Figure 4.2: Research Philosophy (Easterby-Smith et al., 2012, p. 2)

As aforementioned, research depends on five philosophical assumptions (or paradigmatic
positions) such as ontology, epistemology, axiology, rhetorical, and methodological
assumptions. The philosophical assumptions adopted in this research are illustrated in Table
4.1 below.
Philosophical Assumption

Type

Ontology

Constructivism

Epistemology

Interpretivism

Theoretical perspective/paradigm

Institutional Perspective supported by Interpretivism

Axiology

Value-laden

Rhetorical Assumptions

Language of Qualitative Research

Research Reasoning

Inductive and Deductive

Research Methods

Case Study (supported by action research perspective),
Observation, Questionnaire, Interviews, Focus Group

Table 4.1: Overview of the Research Philosophical Assumptions

4.5.1 Ontology: Beliefs about Reality
Ontology as the assumption about the nature of reality has received tremendous
consideration in the research arena by scholars and philosophers. The basic concern of
ontology is the possibility of whether the reality researched is objective, singular and
external, and therefore out of the control of the humans who investigate it or whether it is
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multiple and occurs due to human reasoning through daily interaction and sense-making
procedures (Bryman and Bell, 2015). The notion of ontology to research in general and its
link to epistemology and methodology is quite important “because ontology generates
theories about what can be known (epistemology), how knowledge can be produced
(methodology), and what research practices can be employed (methods)” (Raadschelders,
2011, p. 920).
Bryman and Bell (2015) discussed that social ontology as a concept is relevant to the
nature of social entities. The main question they raised is whether these social entities are
considered objective entities that have a reality extraneous to social actors, or whether they
are able to be and are considered as social constructions formed by social actors’
comprehensions and actions. These positions define the two types of ontology – namely,
objectivism and constructionism. The differences between these two positions can be
highlighted in terms of two major entities in social science – organisation and culture.
Objectivism as the first ontological position “implies that social phenomena confront
us as external facts beyond our reach or influence” (Bryman and Bell, 2015, p. 32). This
means that an organisation is a tangible entity which has rules, regulations, standardised
procedures, and hierarchy with a mission statement. Organisational actors are appointed to
various tasks due to their job description. These characteristics vary from one organisation
to another, but it could be observed that there is a reality specific to the organisation that is
external and out of the human’s control. Here, people are like a machine, doing what they
should do, in order to conform to the organisation’s mission statement. They are guided by
unquestioned rules and regulations. The organisation signifies a social order by putting
pressure on its actors to conform to the set requirements. If they failed to act the way the
organisation wants, they will be threatened or fired. The same is applicable in the context of
culture. Cultures and subcultures are like warehouse of shared values, customs and beliefs.
People who act according to common shared values are considered good citizens; if they do
not, they are not considered as such. Therefore, it is believed that cultures and subcultures
are constraining due to the fact that the values and beliefs are internalised by inhabitants
(Bryman and Bell, 2015).
The second ontological position, constructionism, “challenges the suggestion that
categories such as organisation and culture are pre-given and therefore confront social actors
as external realities that they have no role in fashioning” (Bryman and Bell, 2015, p. 32). To
explain constructionism (sometimes referred to as constructivism) it is necessary to refer to
the same two categories – organisation and culture. Within this ontological position,
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considering the symbolic interactions’ perception, an organisation is conceived as a
“negotiated order” (Strauss et al., 1973; Bryman and Bell, 2015). An organisation is argued
to consist of its daily processes and interactions instead of considering that “order” in the
organisation is a pre-existing feature. The organisation’s orders are the outcome of
negotiations between actors involved in the day-to-day practices and consequently these
negotiations produce agreed-upon patterns of actions. In this position, the social order is in
a persistent state of change. The rules, regulations and procedures are all there but most
importantly the actors choose the way they interact and behave. Therefore, the social order
is not independent from the organisation’s actors. In respect to culture, social order is
considered as an emergent reality in a persistent manner of construction and reconstruction
(Bryman and Bell, 2015). In contrast to the objectivism, cultural norms and beliefs are like
references for people. However, they are undergoing a consistent process of formation; thus,
they are not only a source of constraints. It is essential to value the fact that culture has a
reality which persists within people’s behaviour and shapes their perspectives, but it is not
the only objective reality that constrains people’s actions. Eventually the important role of
individuals is highlighted in the social construction of social reality (Strauss et al., 1973;
Becker, 1982; Bryman and Bell, 2015).
This research is concerned with a lived experience of an organisation in the PS. It is
mainly about how interaction between culture represented by organisational actors and the
application of BSC could cause changes to occur in the organisation. In this regard, it is true
that there is a reality in which the process of MA is proceeding in a certain manner; however,
the actor’s role is very important in adjusting to the organisation’s processes. Therefore, the
adopted ontological position in this research is constructionism. There are several viewpoints
about reality “truth” due to various cultural, historical and linguistic understandings, which
is always dynamic. The constructionism position in this research depicts human experience
as formed by explanations of life experience as “we live in our stories, not statistics” (Gilbert,
2002, p. 223). Recalling their experience in their own words can better convey the meaning
embedded in the informant’s experience (Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998). Belief at the
ontological level exists in various socially constructed realities. Therefore, the study would
search for reality through understanding knowledge from different viewpoints of truth
(Lincoln et al., 2011) in a potential changing entity such as the GBT – i.e. in a real-life setting
taking into consideration that different individuals have different experiences and
understandings of reality.
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The major belief of social constructivism is that the social world is made by human’s
actions: in return, humans’ actions reproduce beliefs, norms, concepts, languages, and
conversations in which they are themselves social constructs. Therefore, each concept is
influencing and at the same time influenced by the other. Based on the meaning of ‘holism’,
the interaction between the two concepts results in building the reality; i.e. our adopted
beliefs and concepts are not merely given to us by the world as it is. Rather, we construct
them specifically relying on our previous theories in an attempt to classify, elucidate, and
narrate our experiences.

4.5.2 Epistemology: Beliefs about Knowledge
Epistemology is related to “the question of what is (or should be) regarded as acceptable
knowledge in a discipline” (Bryman and Bell, 2015, p. 26). The significant issue in this
regard is whether or not the social world and the natural sciences can and should be studied
due to similar principles, procedures and ethos. The epistemological position that asserts
imitating the natural sciences is called positivism; while interpretivism is the second position
of epistemology which contrasts with positivism. To elaborate on the first position, Bryman
and Bell (2015) discussed that it is difficult to narrow down and outline the positivism
doctrine due to the fact that it is used in various ways. Positivism is a concept developed by
philosophers such as Comte, Mill and Durkheim in the nineteenth century. It is constructed
from the natural science which rests “on the assumption that social reality is singular and
objective, and is not affected by the act of investigating it” and that the research adopting
this position “involves a deductive process with a view to providing explanatory theories to
understand social phenomena” (Collis and Hussey, 2014, p. 43). Positivist philosophers
believe that both deductive approach and inductive strategy elements are included in this
position. Moreover, the debate between theory and research is made clear as philosophers
considered that the research function is to test theories. Therefore, the relationship between
theory and research results in the possibility to collect data and observations in a way not
influenced by previous theories. However, observation in positivism is given major
epistemological status than theoretical status (Bryman and Bell, 2015).
The second epistemological position is interpretivism within which theorists are
critical to adopt scientific models in order to conduct research about the social world. They
have a view towards the subject matter which is essentially different in social sciences from
that of the natural sciences. Therefore, research about the social world has to be carried out
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in a different way describing the human as a distinctive creature who is opposing the natural
order. While positivism is concerned with the explanation of the human being, interpretivism
is more about the understanding of human behaviour as it “is concerned with the emphatic
understanding of human action rather than with the forces that act on it” (Bryman and Bell,
2015, p. 28). This definition contradicts the modern social sciences development perspective
represented by Verstehen and supported by Max Weber. The latter defined sociology as a
“science which attempts the interpretive understanding of social action in order to arrive at
a causal explanation of its course and effects” (Weber, 1947, p. 88). This definition covers
both explanation and understanding; however, “causal explanation” should point out
“interpretive understanding of social action” instead of non-meaningful external forces for
people who are taking part in social action (Bryman and Bell, 2015). Moreover, Collis and
Hussey (2014, p. 44) posited that interpretivism “rests on the assumption that social reality
is in our minds, and in subjective and multiple”. Hence, the act of investigation is affecting
social reality. Research using this position includes “an inductive process with a view to
providing interpretive understanding of social phenomena within a particular context”
(Collis and Hussey, 2014, p. 44).
Accordingly, the interpretivism position is followed in this research. Due to the fact
that this research is a qualitative study in an organisation, interaction with the organisational
actors is essential. Thus, this research will be conducted in the case study field, the place
where the actors work, interact and live (Creswell, 2013; 2014). Further, one of the
epistemological assumptions in this research is to create an environment with the opportunity
to directly interact with organisational actors. This would happen through reducing the
distance between the organisational actors and the researcher. This is one of the reasons
behind adopting ARP. In addition, the case study is main method of this research in which
BSC is introduced and consequently the process of change is studied and analysed.
Therefore, interpretivism properly suits this research analysis because interpretivism
“suggests that knowledge is derived from the meaning of events and not the events
themselves and so emphasizes the act of interpretation as the key means of justifying
knowledge claims” (Richardson, 2012, p. 84). Moreover, this study requires an intensive
complex observation for which interpretive research is usually adopted in “under-developed
theoretical constructs, or where complex observation is required” (Irani et al., 2008, p. 157).
Furthermore, the phenomenon researched within this case study should have an
organisational and social emphasis and thus the interpretivist epistemological position would
be a suitable choice. Subsequently, a case-based research method is selected that is consistent
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with the explanation, exploration and understanding of the process of evaluation in the PS
(Irani et al., 2008).
This is on one hand; on the other hand, Raadschelders (2011, p. 918) posited that “...government in its multiple relationships with society- attracts interest from scholars across
the social sciences”. This research, in a broader meaning, is investigating MAC in an
organisation and hence it deals with the government process of change. This process is
closely related to organisational actors who are part of the society. Therefore,
epistemologically, the knowledge in this research is built upon various viewpoints.
Interpretivist philosophers suppose that knowledge of reality is a social construction created
by human actors in that society. Hence, while studying this reality, researchers interact with
actors from the society, which leads to changes in both parties’ perceptions on an
intersubjectivity basis rather than on an objectivity basis (Walsham, 2006). The implicit
epistemological assumption in interpretivism is stated in phenomenology in which lived
experience is regarded as the basis of human interaction.

4.6 Theoretical Perspective/Research Paradigm
Philosophers

differ

in

using

“paradigm”

and

“theoretical

perspective”

terms

interchangeably. Crotty (1998), for instance, tended to use theoretical perspective more often
than paradigm. Theoretical perspective is defined as a “set of interrelated assumptions about
the social world which provides a philosophical and conceptual framework for the organised
study of that world” (Filstead, 1979, p. 34). The adopted theoretical perspective or paradigm
guides the researcher to select the philosophical assumptions, instruments, tools, methods
and participants in the research study (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000). Due to the fact that natural
science and social science are two dissimilar schemes from a theoretical perspective, hence
studying organisations including people requires exploration about how organisational
actors think and act in day-to-day natural contexts. In this regard, the interpretivist
perspective is derived from the perspective that various responses are produced from the
same stimulus determined by the interpretation of the stimulus.
Moreover, Collis and Hussey (2014) explain that interpretivism is about the idea that
social reality is not objective but subjective and it is formed by people’s perceptions. This
notion is more relevant to the IL perspective since it is about individuals’ perceptions.
Besides, pure research is more curiosity-driven and emphasises the development of new
ideas or obtaining new knowledge, applied research tends to be more concerned with
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practical problem solving, taking actions and producing proper solutions for distinct
organisational settings. In conducting any research, the researcher faces several questions of
which two stand out. First, the link depends on the theory type used in this research, and
second, on whether theories are tested or built by collected data (discussed in later sections).
As discussed above, this research is built on an institutional perspective, specifically
institutional theory and ILs; thus it is an institutional perspective supported by an
interpretivist stance.

4.6.1 Axiology/ The Role of Value
Axiology is derived from the Greek language and means value or worth, i.e. it is the
philosophical analysis of value in research studies. In general, it is relevant to the
researcher’s values and their role in the research process and more specifically the
philosophical consideration of value (Geach, 1976; Ponterotto, 2005). Researchers are never
in a value-neutral position as their previous beliefs, customs, assumptions and values are
always a base for constructing their investigations (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991). Creswell
(2013, p. 20) elaborated further: “all researchers bring values to a study, but qualitative
researchers make their values known in a study. This is the axiological assumption that
characterizes qualitative research”.
Therefore, due to the fact that it is determined by human norms, customs, beliefs and
experience, this research follows a value-laden stance (Easterby-Smith et al., 2012). The
researcher’s experience in the PS with her prior beliefs and values has certainly affected the
construction of this research. The researcher’s prior experience and her knowledge about
reform and change processes which are difficult in PS formed a certain set of dilemmas and
values that accompany her throughout the research. However adopting ARP will provide the
opportunity to interact with organisational actors, and consequently it can be confirmed that
value biases is eliminated (Ponterotto, 2005).

4.6.2 Rhetorical Assumptions/ Research Language
Rhetoric is a concept related to the research writing style. Rhetorical assumptions’ design
and structure are constructed by the research’s epistemological and axiological positions.
Ponterotto (2005, p. 132) defined rhetoric as “the language used to present the procedures
and results of research to one’s intended audience”. However scholars assumed that the used
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assumption from the interpretivists’ perspective is the personal voice. However, to avoid
using the personal pronouns “I” and “we”, the passive voice is used throughout this research
(Creswell, 2013; 2014; Collis and Hussey, 2014).
As a qualitative research study, the use of thorough description and ample verbatim
quotations to offer perspective is important. This is due to the fact that this research is
conducted in a natural setting in which the reality of that environment is shown. This
certainly includes both participants’ and researcher’s interpretations and words (Fetterman,
1989; Creswell, 2014). The collected information and statements during the empirical
research are written as they are articulated, i.e. the personal voice – although, all the other
sections are written in the passive voice.

4.7 Research Approach/ Reasoning
It is necessary to indicate the approach taken for analysis due to the specification of this
research. Scholars suppose that distinction among qualitative perspective, inductive
approach, and case study research is confusing (Eisenhardt, 1989). There are arguments
within the MA field of study over whether there is a solely inductive or deductive research.
Most of the propositions support the idea that research studies in this area are a mix of
inductive and deductive. The two main approaches are supported by a general paradigm on
enquiries of deductive and inductive approaches (Romano, 1989; Parkhe, 1993; Bryman and
Bell, 2015). The deductive theory is mostly adopted in quantitative studies while the
inductive theory is generally used in qualitative studies. However, most of the scholars
indicate that there is no research in MAC which is purely inductive or purely deductive.
Instead, these types of research always lie somewhere between the two perspectives where
they differ in “to what extent it is inductive or deductive”. This research starts with using an
inductive case study in which the objective is to study and analyse whether the adopted
theories can be totally or partially applied within the case study context. Afterwards, if the
case requires amendments or change then the question is “what are these changes”.
The research approach is to explore a case study based on both deductive and inductive
reasoning incorporated in the interpretivist epistemological perspective. Its direction can be
split along two paths. The first involves a move from a general stance to a specific one
(deductive) while the second is a move from a specific stance to a general setting (inductive)
(Collis and Hussey, 2014). Therefore, adopting the case study method is a distinctive scheme
to explore the real-life world in an organisation setting based on contextual generalisation.
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This type of research is characterised by perceiving the interest in the context not in the
variables defined in the hypotheses. Collis and Hussey (2014, p. 7) defined inductive
research as “a study in which theory is developed from the observation of empirical reality”
and hence general conclusions are induced from a specific pattern, while Bryman and Bell
(2015, p. 23) asserted that “the findings are fed back into the stock of theory”.
This type of research studies and explores PMM in the PS context in terms of beliefs,
values, tradition, process and dilemmas in which culture shapes a key consideration.
Specifically, the idea starts with a deductive approach which is the implementation of BSC
in the GBT as a PS organisation. In order to analyse this, ter Bogt and Scapens’ (2014)
framework is used which adopts both institutional theory and ILs. It is evident that this
process is a dynamic one and the analysis continues to build and to present more ideas. The
presentation of the new concepts as deep, accurate and detailed is merely practical
particularly because ARP is adopted. Based on the researcher’s close interaction with the
case organisation and from the inductive point of view, the aim is to contribute to the
development of the adopted theory. To better analyse the case study, the interpretive
epistemology perspective is completely appropriate with the inductive approach (Ritchie et
al., 2014). Both concepts are perfectly interlinked with each other in a way they interfere to
various details and obtain meaningful discussions. The inductive approach helps research
results to develop from the important topic based in raw data and information. This is through
repeatedly reading and analysing documents to search for potential meaning and ignoring
the constraints imposed by methodologies. Afterwards, these data and information undergo
a thorough discussion and analysis and consequently they become conceptualised into broad
themes at the end of the research (Jain and Ogden, 1999; Marshall, 1999). In this research,
official documents and transcripts were recurrently read and analysed in order to build the
developing themes. The aim was to collect data, build the themes and categorise them to end
up with a logical understanding of meaning-construction.

4.8 Research Methods
Initially, researchers find it difficult to select the most appropriate methods for data analysis
as long as the existing data are not sufficient for answering the research questions.
Researchers should seek to take a reasonable decision regarding the methods they use rather
than be bound by the epistemological standards (Patton, 2002). Hence, Ritchie et al. (2014)
posited that there is no unique way to carry out a qualitative research. Rather, it depends on
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several factors such as ontology, epistemology, purposes and goals, participants, audience,
funders, and the researcher’s position and environment (2014, p. 2). They recommend that
researchers should take into consideration all the methods which are able to properly answer
the research questions and explain each method’s contexts.
Due to the fact that this research is dealing with people in a specific organisation and
concerned with understanding their beliefs, values, behaviours, customs, attitudes and
perspective, it is therefore more convenient to adopt a qualitative aspect. Ritchie and Lewis
(2003, p. 5) stated that qualitative methods “are particularly well suited to exploring issues
that hold some complexity and to studying processes that occur over time”. In this respect,
the qualitative method is significantly useful to study and analyse the case study. In addition,
the qualitative method provides a wider and richer variety of data and information as its
major emphasis is on experience, understanding and meaning (Corbetta, 2003).
Yin (2014) discussed that earlier definitions of case studies repeated the research focus
such as institutions, decision, individuals, organisations, processes, programmes, and
neighbourhoods. However, it is not adequate to set up the integral basis for case studies as
research method, because the case studies’ emphasis is “by interest in an individual case, not
by the methods of inquiry used” (Stake, 2005, p. 443). Hence, it is possible that researchers
conduct studies using multiple methods. However, the case study is regarded as the
exploratory stage of other methods; for instance, using a case study within an experiment or
a survey method. Supporting this idea, Gray (2014) stated that the major action research
medium is the case study. Thus, the strategy of this research is to consider the selected
organisation as the case study supported by ARP. The case study is informed by other
research methods in order to present, as a whole, a good model for this research.
To achieve the aim of this research, the case study is adopted as the main method although,
as mentioned above, this research adopts an institutional perspective supported by the
interpretivist stance. Therefore, it requires a closer investigation about human beings
regarding their beliefs, understanding and values relating to social activities and
organisational processes in circumstances where individuals have roles in changing the
existing processes. In order to have a clear understanding about human beings’ actions, it is
necessary to select a methodology perspective which better explains their viewpoints and
rationales in day-to-day activities; thus, ARP is adopted as a suitable choice. Action research
has become a popular method in small-scale research studies in the social sciences
particularly among those who are working in professional areas (Blaxter et al., 2010). There
are various definitions by different authors. Costello’s (2003) definition is:
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Action research is referred to variously as a term, process, enquiry, approach, flexible
spiral process, and as cyclic. It has a practical, problem-solving emphasis. It is carried
out by individuals, professionals and educators. It involves research, systematic, critical
reflection and action. It aims to improve educational practice. Action is undertaken to
understand, evaluate and change (Costello, 2003, p. 5).

The above definition infers that the final-end objective in a study adopting action research
methodology is “change”. However, to reach this objective, there is a long demanding period
of interacting, understanding, analysing and evaluating the organisational processes and
hence, it is significant to undertake research in the workplace and consequently to improve
the organisation’s individuals and team practices (Blaxter et al., 2010). A drawback of action
research is that it requires a long time to obtain tangible results through the researcher’s
direct interaction with individuals at the case study organisation. Therefore, a “perspective”
of the methodology is adopted.
In addition to the case study method supported by an ARP, observation,
questionnaires, interviews and focus groups are used as supporting methods to enable a
broad data collection. These methods are explained in detail below.

4.8.1 Case Study
Ragin and Becker (1992) discussed the prevalent usage of “case” and different terms related
to case, despite the fact that the terms are not properly defined in the area. Further, the terms’
important roles in the social scientific discourse are not clearly determined. In answering the
question “What is a case?” these authors demonstrated that the meaning of comparable cases
is conveyed by the boundaries between the dominant structure of social science and other
aspects of social life discourse. Ragin and Becker (1992, p. 2) stated that “every study is a
case study because it is an analysis of social phenomena specific to time and place”. Stake
(1998, p. 86) declared that a “case study is not a methodological choice, but a choice of
object to be studied. We choose to study the case. We could study it in many ways”, while
Yin defined the case study as “a particular kind of research inquiry” (2014, p. 24). He
indicated that the term “case study” parallels “experiment”, “survey” and “history” which
are used to refer to other inquiries. Further, in this context, “case study research” is a more
formal term than “case study” which is parallel to “experimental research”, “survey
research” and “historical research” (Yin, 2014). Yin’s twofold definition of case study is,
An empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon (the “case”) in depth
and within its real-world context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon
and context may not be clearly evident (Yin, 2014, p. 16).
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The above definition is perceived to contain two parts. The first part guides researchers to
differentiate between case study method and other types of methods (experiment, survey,
archival analysis and history) whereas the second part emerges due to the fact that
phenomenon and context are not always completely differentiated (Yin, 2014, pp. 6-17).
Accordingly, other methodological characteristics become pertinent because of the features
of the case study inquiry which
copes with the technically distinctive situation in which there will be many more
variables of interest than data points, and as one result. Relies on multiple sources of
evidence, with data needing to converge in a triangulating fashion, and as another result.
And, benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data
collection and analysis (Yin, 2014, p. 17).

Moreover, McNeill (1990, p. 87) stated: “A case study can be carried out using almost any
method of research, though the less statistical methods are usual”. However, Lapsley and
Llewellyn (1995, p. 223) posited that in order to understand how organisations actually use
accounting information “accounting researchers have increasingly been carrying out
qualitative research through case study”. In this context Yin (2014, p. 105) classified six
sources of evidence as the following;
•

Documentation such as letters, emails, agendas, minutes of meetings, proposals,
progress reports, formal studies and evaluations, mass media newspapers;

•

Archival records such as budgets, personnel records, computer files and records,
service records, survey data;

•

Interviews such as prolonged interview, shorter interview, survey interviews;

•

Direct observations such as meetings, fieldwork, evidence from interviews;

•

Participant observation where the researcher is not a “passive observer” whereas
to participate in the studied actions; and

•

Physical artefacts such as technological devices, instruments, work of arts (Yin,
2014, pp. 105-118)

All the six sources of evidence are used in this research in one way or another. Burns (2000,
p. 473) explained that “one of the major strengths of a case study is to trace changes over
time and relate these changes to previously enunciated theoretical propositions”. Therefore,
the adoption of the case study method is to measure the organisational progress in terms of
time-series analysis using a single case design. This is closely related to the institutional
perspective where the aim is to study the process of change in an individual organisation.
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Reference to the above-mentioned, the KRG’s GBT as a PS organisation in an
emerging nation is adopted as the case study of this research. The rationale behind this
selection stems from the following: Apart from the other organisations, GBT has a welldocumented strategy up to 2025 and are aiming for its implementation; the GBT did not have
a specific proper PMM tool or MCS in place for their strategy implementation; and the
GBT’s urgent need to achieve the objectives and strategies in a professional manner. Further,
a list including the participants in this research study is found in Appendix I.
Although, due to the ARP and to collect more data, it is necessary to adopt a
longitudinal method, the following section elaborates on observation as the second method.

4.8.2 Observation
Bryman and Bell (2015) indicated that it is difficult to provide a distinguishing definition for
“participant observation” and “ethnography” because both terms refer to the researcher’s
involvement in a group for a certain period of time. Patton (2002) explained that the social
observation setting for ethnographers is a cultural setting while for researchers of qualitative
organisational development the observation setting is the organisation. In addition, there are
more terms that refer to the field-based observations such as fieldwork, direct observation,
qualitative observation and field research. These terms refer to circumstances of ongoing
social settings aimed to carry out a qualitative analysis of that specific setting (Lofland, 1971;
Patton, 2003). It is necessary to observe individuals’ behaviour, listening to conversations
between individuals themselves and in the fieldwork, and asking questions. This supports
Lapsley and Llewellyn’s viewpoint that “well-established methods for case study research
include participant observation, semi-structured interviews and scrutiny of documents”
(1995, p. 223). Further, Patton (2002, p. 262) assumed that “the quality of the observational
reports is judged by the extent to which that observation permits the reader to enter and
understand the described situation”. Normally, observers collect more data through
individual interviews and collection of the organisation’s documents (Bryman and Bell,
2015, p. 444).
Among the above terms, “direct observation” is used in this research due to the fact
that personal direct contact with the “social setting of observation” has some advantages.
First, direct observation enables the researcher to better understand and capture the social
setting context where which individuals interact and communicate. Second, being on-site,
the researcher will rely less on previous perceptions of the social setting whether from verbal
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reports or from written documents. Third, the researcher will be able to see issues that are
routinely missed among people in the social setting. Fourth, direct observation affords an
opportunity to learn more things than from interviews with people who are not willing to
provide sensitive information to strangers. Fifth, it enables the move beyond other’s selective
perceptions. Finally, interacting directly with people helps the researcher to depend on
personal knowledge during the formal analysis and interpretation stage of the research study
(Patton, 2002, pp. 262-264).
According to the above-mentioned and due to the adopted methodology perspective,
direct observation was used to assist in closely understanding the organisational individual’s
behaviour in their context in the day-to-day practices. Observations were held through
revising formal documents of the organisation and regular interactions with the
organisation’s staff, and in particular the team involved in the process and BSC. There were
continuous regular observations during the research period. For the purpose of observation,
the researcher made five visits to the GBT. In addition, she used communication tools such
as emails, Skype, WhatsApp and Viber calls for further follow-up. The aim was to gain an
in-depth image about the process. The table below shows the visits made during the study
for the purpose of observation;
Visit #

From

To

Main Purpose

First visit

13/12/2014

03/01/2015

Second visit

14/03/2015

04/04/2015

- Discuss the formats, KPIs and the entire process

Third visit

04/07/2015

25/07/2015

- Revise the formats, KPIs and the entire process

Fourth visit

08/12/2015

23/12/2015

- Attend the general meeting

Fifth visit

02/07/2016

07/10/2016

- Collect data

- Discuss the adoption and inception of BSC tool
- Obtain an official letter for GBT’s collaboration

Table 4.2: Researcher’s Visits to the Kurdistan Region

Usually, observation, meetings (individual and groups) and communication took place
during all these visits. Further, the GBT team and the research team (including the lead
supervisor) held a Skype meeting in order to better understand the situation and the progress
of the process. Further details about the content of the visits are discussed in the following
sections.
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4.8.3 Questionnaire
The questionnaire is sometimes called the self-completion questionnaire or selfadministered questionnaire (Bourque and Fielder, 2003; Bryman and Bell, 2015). It is
considered “one of the most frequently used methods for collecting data in research studies”
(Bourque and Fielder, 2003, p. 1). The method is seen in various areas of life, for instance,
testing strategies from kindergarten to universities and colleges. When applying for a job
one needs to fill out a form or even a driving licence form, which are all examples of everyday life questionnaires (Bourque and Fielder, 2003). To conduct a research in which explicit
information is required, Peterson (2000) suggested structuring a questionnaire. The
questionnaire is considered a prevalent accurate and critical research method used by
scholars to collect data. It is more relevant to quantitative research however; in qualitative
studies the pattern of questions are more open (Peterson, 2000; Easterby-Smith et al., 2012;
Bryman and Bell, 2015). Researchers should consider asking the right questions in order to
obtain reliable and valid data for research investigation, testing a theory or making a decision
(Peterson, 2000). The questionnaire has fewer open questions than interviews, its design is
easy to follow in order to ensure respondents’ answers, and it is shorter to prevent
respondents from being tired of answering the questions (Bryman and Bell, 2015).
Moreover, it has several advantages; for example, it is quicker to manage, respondents
answer more freely, there is not the problem of interviewer variability, and it is more suitable
for respondents (Bryman and Bell, 2015).
In designing a questionnaire, the researcher should be aware of five principles for how
to structure the questions. First, each question has to include one idea to ensure clarity and
reliable answers. Second, slang or colloquial language should be avoided to ensure that the
questions are understood by all the respondents. The third principle is to use simple sentences
and expressions, preferably in active voice. The fourth is to avoid negative tenses in the
questions. Negative questions are sometimes misleading and hence the respondent will not
be able to provide an accountable answer. Fifth, the researcher must avoid using any leading
questions; this approach “comes from a legal setting, where the way that a question is
phrased gives a strong lead on what answer is expected” (Easterby-Smith et al., 2012, p.
239). Questionnaires could be sent by post, mail, or distributed in a meeting (Peterson, 2000;
Bourque and Fielder, 2003; Easterby-Smith et al., 2012; Bryman and Bell, 2015).
In this research two types of questionnaire were distributed. The first one was used at
the beginning of the research and the second one was administered during the main data
collection. The aim of the first questionnaire was to evaluate the status of the KRG’s PS in
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terms of its development and PMM across the government. For this purpose, 101
questionnaires were distributed as hard copies or via email. The sample consisted of PS staff
at different levels, positions, and governmental organisations to ensure reliability. On
completion, they were collected either in hard copy or digitally. Personal connections were
used to collect as many questionnaires as possible. The list of the questions is found in
Appendix II.
In respect to the second questionnaire, the aim was to evaluate the validity and
reliability of the questions to be used for the interviews while conducting the empirical
research. This questionnaire was distributed among the staff most involved in the process;
they were the most effective people in the organisation. Due to the specification of this
research, data collection was undertaken in two rounds (this is explained in later sections).
The first method to start each round was to distribute a questionnaire or what Yin (2014)
calls “a pilot test”. It was essential to check the validity and effectiveness of the questions’
list before proceeding to the other methods. Therefore, for the first round of data collection,
a pilot test took place in the form of a questionnaire with two of the most effective people in
the process, the HGBT and the Director of Quality Management (DQM). HGBT is
considered the main person in the whole process and is the most powerful person in the GBT.
This is due to his position as a leader in addition to his professionism and enthusiasm for
improvements, while the DQM, as part of her role, was the first person involved in the new
PMM system, specifically BSC. According to the pilot test, which was held to examine the
list of the questions for the interviews, some modifications were concluded necessary. These
modifications were made and a list of the questions was ready for the next method to be
conducted.
Following the first round, another pilot test took place at the beginning of the second
round. Again, the purpose was to examine the list of questions with specific attention to the
results of the first round data collection (this is explained in later sections). Accordingly, the
person Responsible for Follow-up and BSC (RFBSC) Software from the GBT, and the
Director of Planning and Follow-up from the GDET (DPET) were interviewed. The first one
is a key staff member in terms of interaction with all the departments within the process
while the second person is a key staff member at the operational level. As with the first
round, some modifications were necessary to the list of questions. In order to provide an
open space to get as much information as possible, the main question to start this
questionnaire with was asking the interviewees to “talk about the process of BSC adoption
and implementation, as a new PMM tool, shedding light on every detail in the organisation
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during and after the tool”. Accordingly, it was necessary to undertake a number of
modifications. The modified list of the questions was ready for the next stage.
Following the questionnaires, interviews were conducted as explained in the following
section.

4.8.4 Interviews
The interview method in qualitative research is different from quantitative research. In
quantitative research it is more structured, includes certain questions, and is easily
transcribed and analysed (Bryman and Bell, 2015). In contrast, in qualitative research, it is
less structured, includes open-ended questions and is more flexible (Patton, 2002; Ritchie et
al., 2014; Bryman and Bell, 2015). Patton (2003) argued that qualitative interviews enable
understanding other individual’s perspectives as it “begins with the assumption that the
perspective of others is meaningful, knowable, and able to be made explicit” (2003, p. 341).
He supposed that the aim is to know what is in the other person’s mind as they record their
stories. Qualitative interviews are also called unstructured interviews, non-directive
interviews, and in-depth interviews (Patton, 2002; Ritchie et al., 2014; Bryman and Bell,
2015). Furthermore, it is divided into three main types, where each is used for a different
purpose such as “informal conversational interview”, “general interview guide approach”
and “standardized open-ended interview” (Patton, 2002, p. 342). In this research, the term
‘qualitative interviews’ is used which is characterised by a careful framing of each question
prepared for the interviews. The questions have to be very detailed to ensure that each
interviewee is asked the same set of questions.
Related to this research case study, the interviews are regarded as a form of
conversation in order to create a good rapport between the researcher and interviewees.
However, these “conversation-like” interviews have major purposes (Webb and Webb,
1932; Burgess, 1982; 1984; Lofland and Lofland, 1995; Ritchie et al., 2014). In order to take
the greatest advantage of the interviews, they have to be in a naturalistic manner in order to
show trust and confidence to interviewees. Further, “a good in-depth interview” is similar to
everyday conversation (Ritchie et al., 2014). It is necessary to understand that researchers in
qualitative interviews are instruments, so they should have certain characteristics such as the
ability to be a good listener and to keep the order of the topics in mind; to have a quickthinking logical mind and to distil critical points easily; and, the ability to make mental notes
and connect all the ideas together in order not to lose focus and disrupt the interview (Kvale,
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1996; Marshall and Rossman, 1999; Thompson, 2000; Rubin and Rubin, 2011; Ritchie et
al., 2014).
In addition to the above-mentioned characteristics, there are some key technical
features that should be present in the interview. First, structure is combined with flexibility
in interviews – for instance, the interview guide or schedule is flexible. This is to allow the
interviewee to present and cover other topics according to the interviewee’s preference.
Second, the nature of interviews is interactive. Interaction between the researcher and
interviewee generates the materials and data that the study requires. The third feature is based
on the researcher’s ability to go beyond questions to explore more, go further with followup questions, and obtain more responses. The first answers are usually very simple and hence
the techniques used by the researcher assist in achieving the goal of the interview to collect
more data. The fourth feature is that the interview is mainly generative, in which, at a certain
stage, new thought or knowledge is probably created (Ritchie et al., 2014).
Accordingly, two sets of interviews were conducted in this research. The first was
during the exploratory survey in December 2014. The researcher interviewed nine high-level
officials (parliamentarian, minister, deputy minister, governor, advisors, and experts) from
different governmental organisations. The purpose of the survey was to understand the
KRG’s status relevant to PSR, MAC, and PMM. A list of the questions for the semistructured interviews is found in Appendix II. It is to be mentioned that the exploratory
research included a number of face-to-face interviews with upper-level management as
shown in the following table.
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#

Organisation

1

Ministry of Planning

2
3

GBT
Ministry of Planning
Department of
Coordination and
Follow-up - Council
of Ministers (CoM)

4

Name
Dr Mohammed AlYasin
Mr Mawlawi Jabbar
Prof Jamal Ameen
Dr Noori Osman

5

Presidency of
Parliament

Mr Umed
Khoshnaw

6

Presidency of
Parliament

Mrs Begard
Talabani

7

Ministry of Economic
and Finance

Mr Nader Majeed
Nader

8

Erbil Governorate

Mr Nawzad Hadi

9

Erbil Governorate

Mr Tahir Abdulla

Position Title

Meeting
Date

Advisor of Management

14/12/2014

60

HGBT
Advisor of Economics

15/12/2014
18/12/2014

90
45

Head of the Department Minister Level

24/12/2014

60

28/12/2014

30

28/12/2014

30

30/12/2014

60

31/12/2014

20

31/12/2014

90

Head of the Kurdistan
Democratic Party
Fraction in the Parliament
Head of the Patriotic
Union of Kurdistan
Fraction in the Parliament
Director of Accounting Expert of Accounting
Governor Deputy Minister Level
Deputy Governor for
Local Administration Director General Level

Duration
(Minutes)

Table 4.3: List of the Interviewees - Exploratory Research

Details about these interviewees are presented in the case study and analysis chapters.
On the other hand and after the introduction of the BSC in the GBT it was necessary
to conduct the empirical research which was undertaken in July to October 2016. The aim
was to keep track of the process, follow-up on progress, collect necessary data for analysis,
and engage in direct communications in order to avoid fallacy, errors, and obtain reliable
results. Thus, recalling the first round of data collection in which the questionnaire (list of
the questions) was modified, the researcher followed the snowball sampling approach
(Bryman and Bell, 2015) to proceed towards the interviews. Therefore, in discussion with
the HGBT and DQM, the interviewees were chosen from upper, middle and lower levels of
management from the strategy body only. This round of interviews was held between 26 th
and 31st July, where the modified list of questions was used (Appendix III). On average, each
interview lasted for about 36 minutes where the minimum was 21 minutes and the maximum
was one hour and 30 minutes as shown in the table below.
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Department

GBT

Total

Upper-level
Management

Middle-level
Management

Lower-level Management

Time Period

Duration
(Minutes)

- Two Staff of Planning and
Follow-up (SP1 and SP2)
- One Staff of Quality
Management (SQM)
- RFBSC

Interviews:
26-31 July

21-90

HGBT

- Director of Planning
(DP)
- DQM
- Director of
Information Technology
(DIT)

Focus Group:
8 August

40

3

4

1

Grand
Total

8

Table 4.4: Detail of the First Round Interviewees and Focus Group Attendees

The results of these interviews were processed and subjected to another method for
replication and verification which is discussed in the following section.
Furthermore, more interviews were conducted in the second round of data collection
using the modified list of question after the pilot questionnaire (Appendix IV). Again,
snowball sampling was followed (Bryman and Bell, 2015) and discussions were held with
the HGBT and Director of Planning (DP) for selecting the interviewees. As a result, 23
members of staff were selected from different management levels for interviewing. The
focus was more on staff at the operations level in which 19 were selected while the other
four were from the strategy level as shown in Table 4.5 below. Most of the interviews were
conducted face-to-face in different provinces, while some were conducted via Skype. The
second-round interviews took place from 30th August to 8th September. Each interview lasted
for about 39 minutes on average, where the minimum was 19 minutes and the maximum was
one hour and 40 minutes.
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Level

Department

Upper-Level
Management

Middle-Level
Management

Lower-Level Management

DP
Strategy

GBT

HGBT

RFBSC
DQM

Operation

General Directorate
of Erbil Tourism
(GDET)

Director General
(DGET)17

Director of Planning
and Follow-up
(DPET)

General Directorate
of Sulaymaniyah
Tourism (GDST)

Director General
(DGST)

Director of Planning
and Follow-up
(DPST)

General Directorate
of Duhok Tourism
(GDDT)

Director General
(DGDT)

Director of Planning
and Follow-up
(DPDT)

General Directorate
of Garmiyan
Tourism (GDGT)

Director General
(DGGT)

Director of Planning
and Follow-up
(DPGT)

1. Director of Soran Tourism (DSET)
2. Director of Shaqlawa Tourism
(DSHET)
3. Director of Koya Tourism (DKET)
1. Director of Halabja Tourism (DHST)
2. Director of Dukan Tourism (DDST)
3. Director of Darbandikhan Tourism
(DDAST)
1. Director of Zakho Tourism (DZDT)
2. Director of Akre Tourism (DADT)
3. Director of Shekhan Tourism
(DSHDT)
1. Director of Khanaqin Tourism
(DKHGT)
2. Director of Kifri Tourism (DKGT)

Total

5

6

12

Grand Total

23

Table 4.5: Detail of the Second Round Interviewees

As mentioned, all 23 interviews were carried out in ten days. However, to interview staff in
provinces other than Erbil, the researcher’s trip to Sulaymaniyah and Garmiyan took place
on 5th and 6th of September 2016 to meet the DGs and the Directors of Planning and Followup18. However, the DGDT was interviewed in the GBT during one of his regular visits to
Erbil.
Related to the interviews with the other directors via Skype, they were organised by
the Information Technology department and conducted in the GBT on 31st August to 4th
September. However, due to the fact that Garmiyan is not very developed in terms of
technology, the two directors of Kifri and Khanaqin were interviewed in person during the
researcher’s visit to the province. The interviews ranged between 23 minutes to one hour
and 15 minutes with an average of 37 minutes as shown in the table below.

17

The HGBT is also the Acting Director General of Erbil Tourism (DGET). Hence, he was interviewed twice.
In the Kurdish culture, communication and meeting with upper-level management is a sensitive issue and
most of them are not very flexible, so the researcher’s travelling and meeting the DGs in person was a must.
18
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Interviewee

Province

Date

Scheduled Time

Director of Soran Tourism (DSET)

Erbil

31 August

09:00 - 10:30

Director of Shaqlawa Tourism (DSHET)

Erbil

31 August

10:30 - 12:00

Director of Koya Tourism (DKET)

Erbil

31 August

12:00 - 13:30

Director of Planning and Follow-up (DPDT)

Duhok

1 September

08:30 - 10:00

Director of Zakho Tourism (DZDT)

Duhok

1 September

10:00 - 11:30

Director of Shekhan Tourism (DSHDT)

Duhok

1 September

11:30 - 13:00

Director of Akre Tourism (DADT)

Duhok

1 September

13:00 - 14:30

Director of Halabja Tourism (DHST)

Sulaymaniyah

4 September

09:00 - 10:30

Director of Darbandikhan Tourism (DDAST)

Sulaymaniyah

4 September

10:30 - 12:00

Director of Dukan Tourism (DDST)

Sulaymaniyah

4 September

12:00 - 13:30

Table 4.6: Skype Interview Sessions

Again, the results of these interviews were processed by the researcher and were discussed
with some of the interviewees via another method which is discussed in the following
section.

4.8.5 Focus Group
Bryman and Bell (2015) defined the focus group as “a form of group interview in which
there are several participants in addition to the moderator/facilitator” (2015, p. 513). Scholars
vary in using “focus group interview” and/or “focus group discussion”. In this respect,
Bryman and Bell (2015) distinguished between the two terms and discussed that in focus
group discussion the facilitator (or the researcher) is generally directing the session by
gathering a group of relevant people interested in a certain subject in order to discuss this
among themselves. Although it is conducted in a friendly manner it could include arguments,
disputes and disagreements. In focus group interviews, however, the facilitator has more
control over the session in a way that the communication is between the facilitator and the
other members of the group instead of among the attendees themselves (Bryman and Bell,
2015, p. 513). On the other hand, Ritchie et al. (2014) used the term focus group discussion
as synonymous of the focus group interview for they postulate that the aim of the two terms
is to encourage interaction between the group members. The authors explained that focus
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group was earlier related to market research while group discussion was connected with
social research, so the distinction remains unclear to this day (Ritchie et al., 2014, p. 212).
Due to the specificity of this research, ‘focus group interview’ is used.
The focus group method has become popular among scholars in the social science field
undertaking academic and applied research settings. The first usage of a focus group dates
back to the Second World War in which Paul Lazarsfeld and Robert K. Merton utilised it to
encourage army morale (Merton et al., 1956; Merton, 1987; Ritchie et al., 2014). In the midtwentieth century, focus groups were used in market research (Krueger and Casey, 2009,
Ritchie et al., 2014); however, it is nowadays considered a mainstream method for
qualitative social research. Related to this research, the fact that the research team and the
case study organisation are located in different places, it was a good option that technology
is used for running the focus group. In respect to the size, Patton (2002) who described the
focus group interview as “an interview with a small group of people on a specific topic”
(2002, p. 385) suggested that groups are generally six to ten people of similar background.
It is preferred that the group meets for one hour and a half to two hours. Participants are
expected to interact and provide much trusted data and insights during the interview.
Moreover, it is preferable to record focus group sessions in order to transcribe them as it
eases the analysis (Patton, 2002; Berg and Lune, 2012; Ritchie et al., 2014; Bryman and
Bell, 2015).
In this method, groups tend to go through five ordered procedures as identified by
Tuckman and Jenson (Tuckman, 1965; Tuckman and Jenson, 1977; Ritchie et al., 2014).
The procedures are illustrated in the following figure.
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Figure 4.3: A Model of Group Phases based on Tuckman and Jenson (1977) (Ritchie et al., 2014, p.
216)

As shown in the above figure, the process includes “forming” where participants are anxious
and worried about inclusion into the discussion and acceptance by other individuals. The
second procedure, “storming”, refers to the period where criticism or fear may appear in
different ways. “Norming” refers to the state where the group norms are established. Then
the fourth phase, “performing”, follows where the group individuals are interactively and
openly discussing the research subject. The final stage is “adjourning” where individuals are
approaching the end of the session and are trying to emphasise some points they made earlier
in the session or presenting their final viewpoints (Ritchie et al., 2014, pp. 215-217).
Richard Krueger emphasised that the focus group has to be planned carefully in order
to attain perceptions (Krueger, 1994; Patton, 2002). In this respect, Ritchie et al. (2014)
introduced five stages of a focus group in which presenting moderation of the group
discussion involves the role of the researcher. The first introductory stage is “scene-setting
and ground rules”, in which the researcher has to inform the participants what is expected
from them as well as about the general rules of the session. The second stage is “individual
introduction” in which participants introduce themselves to provide an opportunity for the
researcher to grasp an idea about their status and background. The third stage is “the opening
topic” to introduce the main topic for discussion in the session. The fourth stage is
“discussion” which refers to the main body of the session in which the important issues are
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discussed and that participants direct the discussion into new areas or present their thoughts.
The last stage is “ending the discussion” where the focus is relaxed as the discussion is
drawing towards its close. In this stage, the researcher should present some points and make
space for participants’ questions. It is essential to inform them what is going to happen next
and to show appreciation for their contribution (Ritchie et al., 2014, pp. 217-221).
This method was applied during the empirical research. It was used after the interviews
in both rounds of data collection. For instance, taking into consideration the eight interviews’
results of the first-round data collection, a focus group was necessary to be held in the
presence of all the eight interviewees (Table 4.4 above). The aim was to replicate the
collected data and information from the first-round interviews, create a contradicting
discussion among participants and to confirm the critical points/events throughout the
process (Bloor et al., 2001). Therefore, at the beginning of the focus group meeting, the
researcher introduced the purpose of the session and presented some results of the interviews
in order to generate a discussion where contradicting ideas emerge. This session was held
on 8th August and lasted for 40 minutes.
During the focus group session arguments and discussions took place. More detail
about the results is presented in the case study and analysis chapters.
In respect to the second round, after conducting all the interviews and taking all the
recordings and transcripts, some more results were concluded and so another focus group
took place on 4th October. The aim was again to replicate the collected data and information
from the interviews through the discussion and contradicting points that arise among
participants during the session (Bloor et al., 2001). At the beginning, the researcher gave an
introduction to the attendees and presented some contradicting points in order to create a
discussion and obtain more information. The focus group session was attended by eight
interviewees from the second round in addition to the researcher as shown in the table below.
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Level

Department

Strategy

GBT

Operation

GDs

Attendees
- Head of the General Board of Tourism (HGBT)
- Director of Planning and Follow-up (DP)
- Director of Quality Management (DQM)
- Responsible for Follow-up and BSC Software (DFBSC)
- Director General of Erbil Tourism19 (DGET)
- Director General of Sulaymaniyah Tourism (DGST)
- Director General of Duhok Tourism (DGDT)
- Director General of Garmiyan Tourism (DGGT)
- Director of Erbil Planning and Follow-up (DPET)

Total Number

8

Table 4.7: Second Round Focus Group Attendees

Further to the aforementioned methods, it is essential to explain how to ensure quality in this
study as a pure qualitative research. Thus, the following section elaborates on this concept.

4.9 Quality in Qualitative Research
As mentioned above in this chapter, constructivism and interpretivism positions comprehend
reality and knowledge aspects as socially constructed. Therefore, the boundaries between
the researcher and the researched are thinner. This closer involvement and interaction
between both has frequently been the source of criticism for qualitative research’s rigour
(Pink, 2004; Gioia et al., 2013). Therefore, the measures taken to guarantee the quality of
this research are discussed in this section. A specific focus is given to validity, reliability and
generalisability20.

4.9.1 Validity (or Trustworthiness)
In qualitative research, validity refers to “whether the researchers see what they think they
see” (Flick, 2014, p. 387); in other words, whether the research conveys the experiences and
perspectives of organisational actors. This was achieved by considering a number of

19

Recalling that HGBT is the acting DGET.
These terms have been questioned as positivist (LeCompte and Goetz, 1982; Lincoln et al., 2011; Silverman,
2015) although it is not intended to enter this debate. Quality in qualitative research has been broadly discussed
using different terms (Kirk and Miller, 1986; Denzin and Lincoln, 2000; 2011; Silverman, 2015). So, validity,
reliability and generalisability are applied in this research with similar understanding.
20
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measures. The first measure was complying with methodological fit (Edmondson and
McManus, 2007; Lincoln et al., 2011), i.e. maintaining coherency between research
questions, ontological and epistemological positions, and decisions made throughout the
process. This was a repeated process where decisions were considered in discussions with
other researchers to ensure that consistence is maintained. Second, instead of size, focusing
on richness (Patton, 2002, p. 245) related to the selection of case study and sampling of
participants. For instance, the GBT was chosen because they had the potential for
undertaking the study and provided the opportunity to observe organisational actors
deploying different logics. Third, multiple data collection method is used to generate
sufficient appropriate data to the research questions (Silverman, 2015, p. 92). For instance,
observation was adopted to understand how organisational actors interact and deploy ILs in
the GBT. Semi-structured interviews with open questions were conducted to obtain wider
participants’ views (Patton, 2002). Also, focus groups were held to replicate the obtained
results and to obtain further information. Fourth, it was necessary to ensure reflexivity
throughout the research to account for the influence of participants, audience and the
researcher. For example, all the interviews and focus groups were recorded. There was no
research diary (Flick, 2014) per se but all the researcher’s comments, emotions, and insights
were constantly registered in transcripts and field notes. They were later included in the data
and considered in the analysis. Fifth, a specific approach was used to analyse the data to
align with the characteristics of the research study (Patton, 2002), although this was based
on earlier works perceived as having rigour and being concerned with quality (Thornton et
al., 2012; Gioia et al., 2013). The aim was to answer each question and investigate the aims
adequately. The last measure involved writing the researcher into the thesis (Kilduff and
Mehra, 1997) to make her own presence and constructivism perspective evident to the
audience.

4.9.2 Reliability (or Credibility)
Reliability is closely related to maintaining a “higher-level perspective necessary for
informed theorizing” (Gioia et al., 2013, 19). In order to do so, close attention was paid to
the research process. In particular; first, clear procedures were followed during data
collection using multiple methods. For instance, the interviews and focus groups were
digitally recorded and transcribed by the researcher (Silverman, 2015). Documents were
chosen according to their representativeness and meaning (Flick, 2014). Also, detailed field
notes were made in a way that observations and personal comments were distinguished (Kirk
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and Miller, 1986; Flick, 2009; Silverman, 2015). Second, a clear procedure for data analysis
and report findings was followed. For instance, the researcher often checked for consistency
in relation to coding, discussed the process and challenges with peer researchers, and made
required adjustments (Gioia et al., 2013; Richards, 2014). Further, extracts from the data
were used and additional examples were provided in tables to avoid anecdotalism
(Silverman, 2015). Last, detailed information is provided and each step of the process has
been transparent (Goldbart and Hustler, 2005; Silverman, 2015). For instance, some
examples were included which were directly extracted from the data in order to illustrate the
process and additional information in the appendices.

4.9.3 Generalisability (or External Validity)
Generalisability is related to the ability to replicate the research study in other settings
(LeCompte and Goetz, 1982). This is particularly difficult depending on the “researcher
status position, informant choices, social situations and conditions, analytic constructs and
premises, and methods of data collection and analysis” (LeCompte and Goetz, 1982, p. 37).
Therefore, case studies are not relatively about identifying typical cases (Yin, 2014; Bryman
and Bell, 2015); rather generalisability is possibly derived from producing principles,
concepts, explanations or theories which are relatively important for other contexts (Gioia
et al., 2013). In this respect, Scapens (1990) considers that researchers who believe that case
studies are only statistical generalisations are not completely exploiting their potential.
Rather, “management accounting research will be greatly strengthened if case studies focus
on explanation and theoretical generalisation” (Scapens, 1990, p. 278). Furthermore, Lukka
and Kasanen (1995) support other scholars’ proposition that case study results are not
generalisable. They clearly demonstrate that “the potential for generalizing from (high
quality) case studies is greater than commonly considered” (Lukka and Kasanen, 1995, p.
71). Therefore, the results of this thesis can be generalised to similar settings and contexts.
In addition and in order to attain the desired richness, the researcher was particularly
attentive to using exploratory research questions which are potentially approached in other
contexts. She also ensured that she made suitable choices of the setting, case study, sampling,
data collection, and analysis.
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4.10 Ethical Issues
In in-depth case studies, qualitative research requires a close relationship between
participants and researcher which possibly affects the research in various ways. This is
particularly the case related to ethical issues. In this respect, Hennink et al. (2010) posited
that qualitative researcher has significant ethical responsibility due to the close relationship
with participants which possibly lead to the disclosure of personal or informal information
(Hennink et al., 2010, pp. 63-64). In such cases, guaranteeing confidentiality and/or
anonymity (Burgess, 2002; Ryen, 2004; Kvale, 2008) would be even more important.
Although this research and the setting were not very sensitive, the researcher nonetheless
spent sufficient time observing the organisational actors and also did touch on personal
information during interviews and focus groups. Thus, several measures were taken to deal
with possible ethical issues. Firstly, the researcher made her role overt although some
scholars suppose that covert research can potentially improve observation quality (Ferdinand
et al., 2007; Van Maanen, 2011) as the researcher is unlikely to be unnoticed. However,
covert research has often been criticised as unethical (Bulmer, 1982; Hammersley and
Atkinson, 2007; Brannan and Oultram, 2012). Therefore, the researcher was formally
introduced to organisational actors. For this purpose, an official letter (Appendix V) was
issued and signed by HGBT stating the provision of all facilities and assistance throughout
the research period. The letter has also included the researcher’s name and her lead
supervisor’s to avoid conflict in terms of role (Oliver, 2010).
The researcher was further attentive to other ethical issues. For instance, the objective
of the research was repeated for participants. Further, permission for recording and using the
obtained information was asked before the interviews and focus groups (Hennink et al.,
2010; Oliver, 2010). In addition, conflict of interest, authorship, plagiarism and limitations
were taken into consideration (Oliver, 2010). Accordingly, it is necessary to mention that
this thesis is the product of the researcher’s own work. Further, this research has been built
upon other existing research, although such works were referenced following the University
of Brighton guidelines. Furthermore, although this doctoral research study is sponsored by
the KRG’s Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research, they did not interfere at
any stage of the study. In the conclusion chapter, all the research limitations are addressed.
From a broader perspective, the UK government enforces foreign travel advice for
research students who conduct research and/or collect data in other countries. It is mandatory
that the universities conform to the regulation. Based on this regulation, the University of
Brighton bans all its students from travelling to the areas highlighted in amber or red colours
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(GOV.UK, 2019). As part of Iraq, the same regulation is applicable to the KR. Thus, the
researcher was banned from travelling to the KR (her home country) in June 2016, twenty
months after starting the programme and after a successful transfer from MPhil to PhD.

4.11 Research Analysis Strategy
To present the research analysis strategy, it is essential to refer to the fact that this is a pure
qualitative research in which the case study method is supported by interviews, focus groups,
questionnaires and documentations. Therefore, Atlas.ti as QCA software was used to
intensively analyse the collected data. QCA is widely used in the health sector but has been
lately used in the social science area (Graneheim and Lundman, 2004; Hsieh and Shannon,
2005; Elo and Kyngäs, 2008). Hsieh and Shannon (2005) stated that QCA is a technique
rather than a single method. They classified three approaches to QCA as conventional,
directed and summative. The directed approach is the most appropriate to this research
because the goal “is to validate or extend conceptually a theoretical framework or theory”
(Hsieh and Shannon, 2005, p. 1281). Table 4.8 below shows the major coding variations
among the approaches to content analysis.

Table 4.8: Major Coding Differences (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005, p. 1286)

Furthermore, Hsieh and Shannon (2005) stated that,
The question of whether a study needs to use a conventional, directed, or summative
approach to content analysis can be answered by matching the specific research purpose
and the state of science in the area of interest with the appropriate analysis technique (p.
1286).

Therefore and based on this research specification, directed approach is adopted and
particularly the strategy of the analysis which begins the process of coding immediately with
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consideration to the predominated codes. Data that are not coded are identified and analysed
afterwards to find out if they represent a subcategory of an existing code or a new category.
Moreover, Elo and Kyngäs (2008) posited that regardless of utilising QCA in qualitative
research studies, but not much has been published on the method of how to use the technique.
Scholars identified three phases of QCA process. The phases are similar in both inductive
and deductive research studies which are preparation, organizing and reporting. Below figure
represents these phases.

Figure 4.4: The Three Phases in the Content Analysis Process (Elo and Kyngäs, 2008, p. 110)

Figure 4.4 shows that the organising phase differs in inductive and deductive approaches.
However, because this research study is both inductive and deductive, the process has been
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modified to suit the purpose of both approaches. The analysis will start with several codes
derived from the adopted theoretical framework. Afterwards, there will be other new codes
which will be obtained from the data transcripts. Furthermore, due to the fact that the case
study of this research is a single organisation comprises only a few departments, it is an
exploratory research. In other words, it is an embedded single case study because the analysis
includes other subunits to focus on (Yin, 2014). In addition, according to this research
specification, the organisational-level logic model (Yin, 2014) is adopted as an analytic
technique to divide the period into two different periods because it is studying the process
of change (Funnell and Rogers, 2011).
During the empirical research, all the meetings and focus groups were recorded and
documents were retained. Afterwards, all the collected data such as questionnaires,
interviews and focus groups were transcribed in the Kurdish language. One sample of the
transcribed interviews and one focus group sample are found in Appendices VI and VII,
respectively. Coding, which is a heuristic or a method of discovery (Miles et al., 2014), was
done in two cycles by Atlas.ti software. The first cycle was to identify the main themes from
the adopted theoretical framework as well as other emerging themes. The total number of
first-cycle codes was 75 as found in Appendix VIII. The second cycle classified the
identified themes and codes from the first cycle. Reorganising the codes resulted in only 17
codes as found in Appendix IX. The two cycles assisted in achieving a classified and
organised set of data for analysis (Miles et al., 2014).

4.12 Reflection and Checking Data
After processing and analysing the collected data according to the adopted strategy and
obtaining the required findings, the results should have been confirmed. Confirmation was
necessary to be made by participants in this research who are GBT staff. Therefore, the
researcher made the arrangements for her sixth visit to the organisation; she visited the GBT
in the second week of June 2018 and met with key members in the process. The purpose was
to present the main findings from the data analysis for discussion which they would confirm
or otherwise based on their reflection and recall. The table below shows the organisational
actors met for this purpose, duration and whether they confirmed or not.
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Organisational Staff

Confirmation

Meeting Duration

Head of the General Board of Tourism (HGBT)

Confirmed

40 minutes

Director of Planning and Follow-up (DP)

Confirmed

32 minutes

Director of Quality Management (DQM)

Confirmed

35 minutes

Staff of Quality Management (SQM)

Confirmed

37 minutes

Responsible for Follow-up and BSC (RFBSC)

Confirmed

30 minutes

Table 4.9: List of the Staff - Reflection and Confirmation

As shown in the table, they were all key members in the process from the beginning up to
now. Specifically, among those who met for confirmation were members with different
perspectives and were in conflict at a certain point of time. Regardless, they all confirmed
the findings of the research analysis.
Further to the above-mentioned, it is necessary to understand the role of the researcher
in the empirical research. Therefore, the following section elaborates on this.

4.13 The Position and Role of the Researcher
Due to the fact that this research is based on ARP, the researcher had to begin with “How do
I improve my work?” (Whitehead, 1989; McNiff and Whitehead, 2000). This question was
the practical reason behind undertaking this research in a context where MA is neglected to
a large extent. The adopted perspective enabled the researcher to represent an “Insider
Researcher” (Coghlan, 2003, p. 452) to undertake research in this specific context. However,
Blaxter et al. (2010, p. 15) caution about the possibility for research bias:
Research is not a wholly objective activity carried out by detached scientists. It is ….a
social activity powerfully affected by the researchers own motivations and values. It also
takes place within a broader social context, within which politics and power relations
influence what research is undertaken, how it is carried out and whether and how it is
reported and acted upon.

One of the insider researcher characteristics is the need to maintain a level of objectivity. It
is essential as part of the research requirement to engage with all the organisational levels in
all the directorates. In this context, Coghlan and Brannick (2014) described organisations as
complicated entities which lead two lives;
Their formal or public life is presented in terms of formal documentation: mission
statement, goals, assets, resources, annual reports, organisational chart, and so on. Their
informal or private life is experiential, the life as experienced by its members: its
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cultures, norms, traditions, power blocs, and so on. In their informal lives, organisations
are centres of love, hate, envy, jealousy, goodwill and ill-will, politics, in-fighting,
cliques political factions, and so on - a stark contrast to the formal, rational image
organisations tend to portray (Coghlan and Brannick, 2014, pp. 133-134).

Based on the above-mentioned, this research studies the establishment of the organisational
actor’s understanding and knowledge of PMM, in particular BSC, as a phenomenon and
shows how it is translated into action in the organisation’s day-to-day natural working
environment.
Further, the researcher had to collaborate with the team to ensure the process is going
on. Hence, she provided a number of academic resources and summaries about BSC to the
organisation. Further, she maintained regular communications to keep on track and to be
informed about the progress. Further explanation of this is presented in the case study and
analysis chapters.

4.14 Summary
This chapter presented the research’s questions and aims. It demonstrated the research
philosophical assumptions related to ontology, epistemology, theoretical perspectives, and
research reasoning. In addition, based on the adopted theoretical framework, the main
methods and techniques to assist in the empirical research and achieve the research aim and
objectives are presented in detail. Due to the specific context of the case study organisation,
the case study is adopted and supported by ARP. This is to ensure that the organisation
continues on the process and to make the collaboration more efficient for the purpose of data
collection. The case study method is supported by complimentary methods such as
observation, questionnaire, interviews and focus group. The methodology perspective and
methods all together provided the necessary techniques for data collection and analysis.
Further, the quality perspective in qualitative research is discussed in detail specifically
related to validity, reliability and generalisability. Ethical issues as a significant aspect is
also elaborated in regard to this research study. Moreover, the adopted research analysis
strategy is explained and identified, following which the findings are reflected on and
presented. Finally, the role and position of the researcher is explained.
The aforementioned chapters comprise the theoretical part of the research while the
following chapters represent the empirical part which complements and provides the
supporting evidence for the discussion and conclusion chapters.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CASE STUDY

5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents detailed information about the empirical research, particularly the case
study organisation context, data collection protocol, and procedures. It starts with an
overview of KR which is an emerging nation and has been relatively ignored in the literature.
Section three presents more specific information about GBT as the adopted case study which
is a PS organisation. Afterwards, section four presents the empirical research related to the
protocol of data collection. In addition, a thorough presentation is provided about the main
session of data collection in which adequate data and information were collected. Section
five is specified for detailed presentation of the case study. Due to this research specification,
the section presents two periods – the pre-transitional period and transitional period.
Although the transitional period is covered in this research, the pre-transitional is also
explained in order to provide understanding about the emerging changes throughout the
process. The designed MCS in each period is explained in detail. In the pre-transitional
period, perspectives as communication, investigations for a proper tool, building the action
plan and assessment formats, and cascading BSC, are implemented. In presenting MCS in
the transitional period, the adopted perspectives are role of key departments in the process,
assessment process, results and consequences, and communication perspective. Finally, the
existing multiple ILs are presented in detail. Based on Thornton et al. (2012), the seven ILs
are observed although with different ratios. This chapter also concludes with a short
summary.

5.2 Profile of the Kurdistan Region
The Kurdistan Region is
a democratic republic with a parliamentary political system that is based on political
pluralism, the principle of separation of powers, and the peaceful transfer of power
through direct, general, and periodic elections that use a secret ballot (Draft Constitution
of Kurdistan Region - Iraq, article 1).

It was part of the Republic of Iraq until the Kurdish uprising in spring 1991 which resulted
in an autonomous status for the region. However, in 2009, the Region gained more power
due to the change of the system in Iraq to a Federal Government. Since then, KR has been a
semi-independent region within the Federal Government of Iraq. It has four provinces in
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which the capital is Erbil and is located in the middle of the Region. Sulaymaniyah, Duhok
and Halabja21 are the three other provinces. There are other areas called “disputed areas”
which are administered by both the KRG and the Federal Government of Iraq, such as Kirkuk
province22 (Cabinet.gov.krd, 2016). The region is blessed with plentiful natural resources
such as oil, minerals and a fertile land. The natural resources, along with the Region’s
strategic location, have resulted in the neighbouring countries engaging in continuous
persecution and conflict. Nevertheless, Kurdistan is a developing region due to the bad
governance system and poor management style.
The KR system is based on civil law which comprises legislative, executive and
judicial authorities. The legislative authority is represented by the Parliament (sometimes
called “National Assembly”), the executive authority is represented by the KRG Cabinet,
and the judicial authority is represented by the Judicial Council of the KR. To elaborate on
these three authorities, Kurdistan Parliament Members are elected directly by people in
elections which are held (at least) every four calendar years (National Assembly of Kurdistan
- Iraq, article 1-2). The first election was in 1992 which was a democratically elected
Parliament in KR “following the no-fly zone designed to protect the KR from the violence
of Iraq’s former Ba’ath regime” (Cabinet.gov.krd, 2018). The other parliamentary elections
were held in 2005 and 2009, and the last election was on 21st September 2013 (Table 5.1).
Anyone aged 18 or over who is a citizen of the KR and is on the electoral register is eligible
to vote in a direct, universal and secret ballot (Kurdistan-parliament.org, 2018). There are
111 Members of Parliament (MP)23. The Parliament is led by a speaker who is assisted by a
deputy speaker and a secretary (National Assembly of Kurdistan - Iraq, Article 48).
Kurdistan Parliament’s three main functions are, to study proposals for new laws, to
scrutinise government policy and administration, and to debate the major issues of the day.
Further, the Parliament’s main principles are “liberty, pluralism, accountability,
inclusiveness, openness and the representation of all peoples in the KR” (Kurdistanparliament.org, 2018).

21

Halabja was approved by KRG as the fourth province in March 2014.
It is the most disputed area due to its oil-rich land.
23
The 111 MPs represent the following political parties; KDP, 38 seats; Gorran Movement, 24 seats; PUK, 18
seats; Islamic Union of Kurdistan, ten seats; Islamic Brotherhood of Kurdistan, six seats; Islamic Movement,
one seat; Socialist Party, one seat; Communist Party, one seat. Also, a number of parliamentary seats reserved
for minority groups; Turkoman Development, two seats; Erbil Turkoman, one seat; Turkoman Change and
Reform, one seat; Turkoman Movement, one seat; Al-Rafidain, two seats; Chaldean-Assyrian-Syriac Council,
two seats; Abna Al-Nahrain, one seat; Barwan Isan Mergoz Batros, one seat; and Arman, one seat (Kurdistanparliament.org, 2018).
22
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In regard to the executive authority, the first KRG was formed in 1992 by the Kurdistan
Parliament. Throughout successive cabinets (shown in Table 5.1), the KRG developed
experience and expertise particularly after the fall of the former Iraqi regime in 2003. All the
cabinets were either run by the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP)24 or the Patriotic Union
of Kurdistan (PUK)25. This continuous transfer between the KDP and the PUK had an
evident influence on the KRG policies and strategies. The influence was because the two
political parties had different perspectives and orientation which caused each subsequent
cabinet to discontinue the former cabinet’s strategies and general plans. Further, the “one in
power” has advantaged the political party which belonged to and at the same time
disadvantaged the other, in one way or another.
Parliament
Term

First

Cabinet
no.

From

To

Political
Party

First

1992, July

1993, April

PUK

Second

1993, April

1996, August

PUK

Third26

Fourth
Second
Third
Fourth*

Fifth
Sixth
Seventh

Note

1996, September 1999, October KDP

Erbil administration

1996, September 2001, October PUK

Sulaymaniyah administration

1999, October

2005, July

KDP

Erbil administration

2001, October

2005, July

PUK

Sulaymaniyah administration

2005, December

2009, August

KDP

2009, September 2012, January PUK
27

Eighth28

2012, January

2014, June

PUK

2014, June

Up to now

KDP

*

Parliament election was in
2013

Table 5.1: The Cabinets Kurdistan Regional Government (Cabinet.gov.krd, 2018)

According to an agreement between the largest political parties, the two separate
administrations unified late 2005 to form the fifth Cabinet of Government. In order to present
an idea about the economic and infrastructure aspects of the KR a few years before the period
covered in this research, a brief explanation is presented to show how the context was. The
The KDP’s ideology is liberalism, conservatism, populism, self-determination, social democracy,
regionalism, democratic socialism and Kurdish nationalism. Its political position is right-wing politics
(Kdp.info, 2018).
25
The PUK’s ideology is social democracy, regionalism, democratic socialism and Kurdish nationalism. Its
political position is centre-left politics (Puknow.com, 2018).
26
Due to the civil war between the two major political parties KDP and PUK in 1996, KRG had two separate
Parliaments and Government cabinets in Erbil and Sulaymaniyah. This has lasted for ten successive years.
27
Based on a political agreement, the seventh cabinet was for two years and then the Prime Minister position
was transferred from the PUK to the KDP. Therefore, it was the shortest period cabinet.
28
The eighth cabinet was supposed to be for two years but also due to the critical crisis which KR encountered,
the next cabinet election is postponed to September 2018.
24
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fifth Cabinet embarked upon several unprecedented policies and projects which were not
possible in previous cabinets. For instance, the projects included construction of
international airports, a proactive oil and gas policy, reconstruction of the Region’s
infrastructure, promotion of relations with members of the international community, and
greater funding for social and economic projects within the Region (Cabinet.gov.krd, 2018).
The sixth Cabinet continued the successes of the fifth Cabinet, promoting a number of
significant domestic sectors related to housing, higher education, and government
transparency. The seventh Cabinet has accomplished some important strategic successes,
“none more important than developments in the field of oil and gas and a rapid influx of
foreign investment” (Cabinet.gov.krd, 2018). At the formation of the eighth Cabinet in 2014
the equation has reversed and the KR has encountered a number of problems such as the
protective war29 with ISIS, cuts in the budget from the Federal Government, and the global
drop in oil prices30. While the previous cabinets have managed enormous improvements in
the delivery of basic services such as provision of electricity, infrastructure development,
improvement in provision of health and education, and an unprecedented growth in per
capita GDP31 and standards of living, the eighth Cabinet is experiencing a tough fiscal crisis
which has a massive impact on the Region and citizens.
The KRG’s cabinet as the executive authority is formed by a parliamentary order
which is usually for four years. The cabinet is normally headed by the candidate of the largest
political party, i.e. the Prime Minister (PM) whereas, the Deputy PM is from the second
largest political party. In special cases where political agreements are in place, the two top
positions alter after two years such as the seventh cabinet. The current cabinet is the eighth
KRG’s cabinet which was formed by a national unity. Five major political parties have
participated in the formation of “the broad-based coalition32, which was designed to reflect
the rich political diversity of KR and to represent and serve the public” in 2014
(Cabinet.gov.krd, 2018). The different political, economic, and cultural views of the various
parties participating in the government are expected to “generate new ideas and healthy
domestic debate”. Further, the cabinet is entitled to speak with a unified voice on issues of

The researcher named it “protective” because the ISIS war was not originally with the KR but with the
Federal Government of Iraq. Because the region shares the border with Iraq, Kurdish forces had to protect the
borders and collaborate with the Iraqi forces in fighting the ISIS.
30
KR’s main revenue comes from the oil.
31
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) “measures the total value of all of the goods made, and services provided,
during a specific period of time” (GOV.UK, 2018).
32
The political parties were the following in order; KDP, Gorran Movement, PUK, Islamic Union of Kurdistan,
and Islamic Brotherhood of Kurdistan (Cabinet.gov.krd, 2018).
29
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strategic concern for KRG, such as relations with the Federal Government of Iraq and the
international community (Cabinet.gov.krd, 2018).
The current Cabinet consists of the PM, Deputy PM, 19 Ministers, two Ministers of
State, Chief of Staff of KR Presidency, Head of the Department of Foreign Relations,
Government’s Spokesman, President of Divan of the Council of Ministers (CoM),
Secretariat of the CoM, Head of the Board of Investment, and Head of the Department of
Coordination and Follow-up (Cabinet.gov.krd, 2018). Apart from the existing critical
circumstances33, the cabinet should meet on a monthly basis. The important issues are
discussed and decided upon in the Cabinet’s meetings. Later, and for further action, the
issues are transferred to the relevant ministries and bodies. Due to the fact that the cabinets
are for four years, most of the government’s plans are either short-term or mid-term plans.
There were attempts to produce a cross-government strategy such as the Regional
Development Strategy for KR for the period of 2013-2017 (Ministry of Planning, 2012), and
the KR of Iraq 2020 – A Vision for the Future (Ministry of Planning, 2013). However, these
plans have not and will not be implemented to achieve the set objectives. This is based on
the statements of some of the top management members who were interviewed during the
exploratory research. The main potential reason was inferred from the exploratory research
and survey which stated the lack of knowledge about having a performance measurement
and management system (or a management control system) for strategy and/or plan
implementation.
Concerning the judicial council, the international common norm is to be independent
from the legislative and executive authorities although in the KR it is not completely
independent as it is under the authority of the KR’s President34. This has caused disputes and
dissatisfaction among people and political parties in the last years. People, in general, have
experienced injustice, oppression and inequality as clearly stated in the Fourth Estate of
political power35. As a result, enormous opposing voices were raised for transparency, justice
and equality. Now, people have unquestionable trust that judicial authority has to be neutral
and fully independent.
For a clear understanding,

33

Since August 2015, there was a conflict between KDP and Gorran Movement which caused the Parliament
to suspend and accordingly the government to be deactivated. The conflict was resolved in October 2017.
34
The President of the KR is also the Head of the KDP.
35
Fourth Estate of political power refers to Media (Van Aelst et al., 2008).
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Figure 5.1 below shows the structure where the GBT is located within the broader
structure of the KR.

Kurdistan Region

Legislative
Authority

Executive
Authority

Judicial
Authority

Structure of
Kurdistan Region

Kurdistan Region
Presidency

Council of
Ministers

Structure of the
Council of Ministers

Ministries (19)

Ministry of Municipalities
and Tourism

Structure of the
Ministry of
Municipalities and
Tourism

General Board
of Tourism

General Directorate of
Erbil Tourism

General Directorate of
Sulaymaniyah
Tourism

General Directorate of
Duhok Tourism

General Directorate of
Garmiyan Tourism

Structure of the
General Board of
Tourism

Figure 5.1: Organisational Structure of the KR through the GBT (Compiled by the Researcher36)

The above figure is a broad structure of the KR which shows the hierarchy from the top of
the KR down to the CoM, the ministry and then the GBT. The black rectangle in the figure
represents the KR structure which consists of three authorities. The CoM is located at the
bottom of the KR structure which is inside the green rectangle. It comprises 19 ministries in
which the ministry of municipalities and tourism is one of them. The yellow rectangle
includes the ministry structure in which the GBT is one of its departments. The last rectangle,
the blue, represents the GBT. All of the authorities and bodies have specific broad
36

The organisational structures are obtained individually from the websites of the KR
(http://www.presidency.krd/english/default.aspx), CoM (http://cabinet.gov.krd/?l=12), Ministry of
Municipalities and Tourism and the GBT (http://bot.gov.krd/).
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organisational structures but they are not presented here in detail as they are out of the scope
of this research.
The above-mentioned was a brief explanation about the general structure of the KR
through the GBT. The following sections provide detailed explanation about the GBT
because it is the case study of this research.

5.3 The General Board of Tourism
The GBT is “an independent entity working under the Ministry of Municipalities and
Tourism” (General Board of Tourism, 2013, p. 13). It was found by legislation number 12
for the year 2010. The main office of the GBT consists of nine directorates and seven major
units which are represented in the below figure.
Directorate of Planning and
Follow-up

Office
Director
Environment
Unit

Directorate of Administrative
Affairs

Audit Unit

Directorate of Legal Affairs

IT Unit

Directorate of Marketing

Relations Unit

Directorate of Quality
Management

Media Unit

Directorate of Technical
Affairs

Properties
Unit

Directorate of Engineering
Affairs

HR Unit

Directorate of Financial
Affairs

HGBT

Figure 5.2: Organisational Structure of the General Board of Tourism’s Main Office (General Board
of Tourism, 2013, p. 33)
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Furthermore, the GBT consists of five General Directorates (GD): four GDs for Tourism
and one GD for Antiques37. The DGs are supposed to have a deputy DG and a secretary.
Each GD consists of eight directorates, three units, and two to four Directorates of Tourism
in different districts. Figure 5.3 below is the organisational structure of the General
Directorate of Erbil Tourism (GDET). It is worth mentioning that the other three GDs of
tourism have the same organisational structure except the directorates of tourism which are
different in each province. Therefore, they will not be presented.

Directorate of Planning and
Follow-up
Deputy DG

Directorate of Administration
and Personnel
Secretary

Directorate of Legal Affairs
Airports Tourism
Unit

Directorate of Technical Affairs
Audit Unit

GD of Erbil
Tourism

Directorate of Media and
Marketing
Directorate of Koya
Tourism

Directorate of Engineering
Affairs
Directorate of Soran
Tourism

Directorate of Tourism Inspection
and Quality Management
Directorate of
Choman Tourism

Directorate of Financial Affairs
Directorate of
Shaqlawa Tourism

IT Unit

Figure 5.3: Organisational Structure of the General Directorate of Erbil Tourism (General Board of
Tourism - Directorate of Administrative Affairs38)

37

The GDs of in the GBT are, GD of Erbil Tourism, GD of Sulaymaniyah Tourism, GD of Duhok Tourism,
and GD of Garmiyan Tourism. The GD of Antiques is not included in this research because the tourism strategy
do not cover the antiques.
38
This organisational structure was received directly by the researcher from the GBT.
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Since its establishment, the GBT formed a high-level committee called the Board
Management Council (BMC) aimed at strategic issues’ discussions and decision making.
Table 5.2 below presents the BMC members and their organisations.
Members of the BMC

Role

Organisation

Head of the GBT (HGBT)

Chair

General Board of Tourism

Director General of Erbil Tourism (DGET)

Member

General Board of Tourism

Director General of Sulaymaniyah Tourism (DGST)

Member

General Board of Tourism

Director General of Duhok Tourism (DGDT)

Member

General Board of Tourism

Director General of Garmiyan Tourism (DGGT)

Member

General Board of Tourism

Director General of Antiques

Member

General Board of Tourism

Advisors (two)

Members

Ministry of Municipalities and Tourism

Table 5.2: Board Management Council Members

Usually, the BMC meets every month except for urgent issues which require immediate
meetings. Due to the importance of the tourism sector for the economic growth and as
initiated by the Government, the GBT set their strategy in 2013. The strategic plan aims to
undertake a massive development in the tourism sector by 2025.

5.3.1 Vision, Mission, Values and Strategic Objectives of the GBT
In order to set the vision and mission, GBT have depended upon several significant values
and principles. These values, which represent the foundation for building the future culture
of tourism in KR are respect, ethics, transparency, cooperation and teamwork, and justice
(General Board of Tourism, 2013, p. 22), whereas the principles include focus on results,
sustainable development, achieve benefits to society, optimise the use of resources, maintain
the historical heritage, and adoption of international quality standards. Based on these values
and principles, the GBT’s vision is: “Kurdistan Region is a global tourist destination
characterized by natural beauty and authenticity of culture” (General Board of Tourism,
2013, p. 21). The mission is to
‘develop the administrative framework for marketing and planning of the tourism
sector, strengthening partnerships with the private sector and local communities, to
develop services, destinations and tourism facilities in accordance with international
quality standards’ (General Board of Tourism, 2013, p. 21).
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Furthermore, GBT had to conduct SWOT analysis39 to identify the internal Strengths and
Weaknesses, as well as the external Opportunities and Threats. As part of their
responsibilities, the directorate of Quality Management (QM) scheduled internal workshops
with the other directorates of GBT to undertake the analysis. In the workshops, intensive
discussions were going on to identify as many factors as possible. All were compiled by the
QM team. For validation, another workshop was held in the presence of all the directorates
to finalise the final draft of the SWOT analysis. The result of the SWOT analysis was later
used for identifying the main strategic axis for developing the tourism sector. Thus, GBT set
ten objectives and policies for the development of tourism sector (General Board of Tourism,
2013, p. 22). Figure 5.4 below shows the strategy map of tourism sector development.

Figure 5.4: Map of the Tourism Development Strategy in the Kurdistan Region (General Board of
Tourism, 2013, p. 28)

The above figure shows the values and principles which form the basis for the GBT’s vision
and mission. Also, the strategic phases are organised in a way which collectively lead to the
achievement of the strategic objectives.

39

SWOT analysis is “an established method for assisting the formulation of strategy” (Dyson, 2004).
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Further to the above-mentioned sections related to the setting of the GBT in the wider
context of the KR, it is essential to move to the empirical research which is thoroughly
explained in the following section.

5.4 The Empirical Research
It is mentioned in the methodology chapter that this research adopted ARP, therefore, regular
field visits to the case study organisation were conducted as explained in the methodology
chapter. In addition to the five visits to observe the process in general, the main empirical
research for data collection was planned for the twenty first until the twenty fourth month of
the PhD programme. For this purpose, the researcher conducted a visit in the period of 2nd
July to 7th October 2016. According to the adopted methodology – that is, case study using
ARP – the researcher was constantly observing the process and was acting as a member of
the team in terms of knowledge (information) sharing and participating in the important
events which, sometimes, required decision-making (Yin, 2014). This research covered the
period starting from discussing the adoption of a strategic PMM tool in October 2014 and
continued until October 201640.
As mentioned above, the four GDs of tourism are included in this research while the
GD of Antiques is excluded as it is beyond the tourism strategy plan. Further, the following
section elaborates on the protocol of the case study in which a summary of the empirical
research is presented.

5.4.1 The Case Study Protocol
As aforementioned in the methodology chapter, observation, questionnaire, interviews and
focus groups are the selected techniques to support the case study method in the data
collection process. Based on the adopted ARP methodology, it was necessary that the
researcher observes and participates in the process along with the GBT team. In addition to
the constant observation since the beginning of the study, the main data collection process
during the three months was designed in two different rounds. In these rounds,
questionnaires, interviews and focus groups were the main techniques used for data
collection to support the case study method.

40

The period was extended until June 2018 for the verification of data.
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As explained in methodology chapter, the first-round data collection started with
designing a questionnaire. The aim was to check its validity prior to conducting the
interviews. The questionnaire went through a pilot test (Yin, 2014) which resulted in a
number of modifications. After the modifications, the next stage was to undertake interviews
in which eight most relevant staff were selected following snowball sampling (Bryman and
Bell, 2015). All the interviewees were at the strategy level because the introduction of the
BSC started there. The aim was to have a clear image of BSC implementation process and
to identify the most important incidents throughout the process. The interviews were
conducted and recorded following which they were transcribed and processed and some
preliminary results were concluded. These preliminary results were replicated in a focus
group session in the presence of all the eight interviewees.
The main conclusion from the focus group session was to broaden the sample size with
a focus on the operational level. The reason was that the operation level was more involved
with service provision, hence the plan for the second round completely changed to include
more people from the operation level. Due to the fact that interviewees were from different
provinces, the arrangements for this round were challenging. The interviews with the GBT
and the GDET staff were easy as both organisations were based in Erbil, the capital of the
KR, where the researcher stayed during the data collection period. As for the other three
GDs, the GBT provided transportation facilities for the researcher to travel to Sulaymaniyah
and Garmiyan provinces whereas the DGDT was interviewed at the GBT as he was used to
travelling once a week to follow up on his department’s issues in Erbil (GBT and Ministry
of Municipalities and Tourism as their superior bodies).
Hence, the second round of data collection started taking into consideration the results
from the first round. The aim was to understand the whole process of BSC introduction and
how changes emerge along with the implementation of the tool. Accordingly, the questions
were designed to obtain more specific and detailed information about the concepts of the
adopted theoretical framework which moves around the process of change. Therefore, with
a focus on the operation level which is represented by the four GDs of Tourism more detailed
information was expected to be collected about the process of change. Again, snowball
sampling was adopted to select this round of interviewees. Meanwhile, a questionnaire was
designed including a number of questions and was distributed to two staff to check their
validity. Afterwards, the list of the questions had to be modified to help the purpose of this
round. In total, 23 staff were interviewed, four of which were at strategy level while the
remaining 19 were at operation level. The interviewees included staff at different provinces,
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different positions, and different levels. However, the HGBT was interviewed for two roles
as his actual position of HGBT and as the acting DGET. As the case with the first-round
interviews, all the interviews were recorded and transcribed later; recall that some of the
interviews were conducted face-to-face while others took place via Skype.
After the interviews were processed, further results were concluded. Similar to the first
round, these results were replicated in a focus group session. Out of the 23 interviewees,
only eight were selected to attend the focus group session as shown in Table 4.7.
After presenting a summary about the empirical research and case study protocol, the
following sections elaborate detailed presentation of the case study.

5.5 Presentation of the Case Study
As stated in the methodology chapter, due to the adopted analytical technique which is the
organisational-level logic model (Yin, 2014), the research process is divided into two
different periods (Funnell and Rogers, 2011). The aim is to understand the process of change
taking into consideration two different points of time. Therefore, this section provides a
comprehensive description of the case study since the GBT’s establishment in late 2010.
However, the period starting from October 2014 (the researcher starting her PhD and the
GBT’s inception to adopt a new MCS, specifically BSC) up to October 2016 is highlighted.
In order to provide an understanding of the situation before the MCS, the case study
organisation will be presented in detail. Figure 5.5 below shows the different periods of this
research study.
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Pre-Transitional
Period

Transitional Period

Post-Transitional
Period

2010 - Oct. 2014

Oct. 2014 - Oct. 2016

Oct. 2016 -

Before BSC

BSC Introduction/Adoption

BSC Establishment

Research Period
Figure 5.5: The Research Study Period

The periods shown in the figure above are explained in detail in the following sections.
Afterwards, a section thoroughly presents the endeavours of the GBT to adopt the BSC as a
new MCS. The pre-transitional section presents the context in terms of the events, the team
involved in the process and the communications that took place, whereas the transitional
period presents the process at the two levels of strategy and operation. The MCS at each
level is presented taking into consideration the discussions at the senior management level,
the process of decision making, cascading the new system, the involved teams, and the
different practices of the system. So, in both sections, there is a discussion about what
happened, who was involved, what each one’s role was, what they did in each specific
circumstance, and how they performed. Later sections present some of the findings and
results of the two rounds of interviews as well as the focus groups held at the end of each
round. The following section is a presentation of the GBT before deciding on the adoption
of the BSC.

5.5.1 Pre-transitional Period
Within the fifth cabinet of the Government formed in 2005, there was a Ministry for Tourism
but it did not last long. The current HGBT was the Director General for Erbil Tourism under
that Ministry. In 2009 when the sixth cabinet was formed, the fifth cabinet structure
downsized and, hence, the Ministry of Tourism has been reduced to a General Board41 under
the umbrella of the new Ministry of Municipalities and Tourism. Since then, the HGBT was
appointed to be in charge of the GBT. Based on his professional background and expertise,

41

Same structure of the GBT in the following Cabinets, i.e. seventh and eighth.
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the HGBT’s priority was to set a strategy for tourism; therefore, the planning department
prepared a project proposal to secure budget for designing their strategy. The project was
submitted to the Ministry of Planning under the investment budget. To ensure that they get
their project proposal approved, HGBT and the DP went in person to the relevant
organisations to communicate with the staff who had the power to approve the project. They
both explained the importance of the project and the impact it would have for their
organisation. They were successful in convincing the people in charge. In this respect, the
DP said,
If we did not go to the Ministry of Municipalities and Tourism, Ministry of Planning,
and the CoM, our project would have been disregarded. The communications we made
with them resulted in the approval of the project late 2011 (Director of Planning [DP],
2016).

In order to proceed with the project, the GBT had to announce a tender. Usually, tens of
companies apply to compete for such projects. In addition to the local companies, there are
international companies operating in KR; therefore, they are allowed by law to apply for
tenders. Ultimately, the tender was assigned to two companies in 2012. The groups were the
Lebanese “TEAM International”42 and the Austrian “KOHL and Partner”43. They were
jointly assigned to develop a strategy for tourism development. Under the supervision of the
GBT and the direct involvement of the HGBT, the departments of QM and DP “Tourism
Strategic Plan for Kurdistan Region (Iraq)” was published in 2013 as a result of one year’s
persistent work (General Board of Tourism, 2013).
The other GDs and key directorates were involved in developing the strategy but to a
lesser extent and, hence, each department had to compose its SWOT analysis. To develop
the SWOT, each department had to hold a workshop for all the staff in order to create a
participatory environment and involve them in the project. Simultaneously, the HGBT
initiated working towards ISO44 to standardise their management processes and to obtain the
certification. Due to her job specification, the DQM was assigned by the HGBT to be in
charge of this task. She took the responsibility and started communicating with SAI Global45
for this purpose. They set an intensive action plan to revise the management processes of the
GBT’s main office, i.e. the strategy level only. The QM team held persistent meetings with
all the departments in order to communicate and enforce ISO standards to be applied.
42

Further information is found at their website at; http://www.team-international.com/
Further information is found at their website at; http://www.kohl-int.com/en/consulting/1-0.html
44
ISO is the abbreviation for the International Standard Organisation.
45
SAI Global is a leading source for the ISO and other management systems registration and certification
(https://www.saiglobal.com/). The company’s headquarter is located in Australia, Sydney but the GBT made
a contract with their office of the Middle East in Lebanon (DQM, 2016).
43
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Usually, heads of department with key staff were attending these meetings. They, in turn,
were transferring the rules and standards to all the staff members in the departments. While
applying the standards, there were always concerns and questions from various staff
regarding the standards, so the DQM was responsible to communicate them to the company
for guidance and suggestions.
Due to the commencement to apply ISO standards, they realised the urgent need to
follow up on the strategy to ensure the achievement of the objectives and, hence, they
requested the same groups to continue together for the implementation of their strategy. So,
after long periods of communication they made a verbal agreement to proceed with the
formalities and make a contract. However, at the beginning of 2014 the situation has totally
changed and that the KRG started to experience a tough fiscal crisis. Therefore, the GBT’s
informal agreement with these groups did not proceed to become a formal contract.
Regardless, the Lebanese and Austrian Consultative Groups helped the GBT in developing
the Quality Standards for Hotels as a complement and free of charge (Director of Quality
Management [DQM], 2016).
Moreover, the GBT entered into other agreements with local groups for different
objectives of the strategic plan. For instance, a contract was made with STER Group46 for
developing the GBT’s website and designing the tourism guide. During the project, STER
Group team members working on the project were provided an office at the GBT. The GBT’s
Media Department was the main point of contact with the STER group team. So, for STER,
the director of the Media Department was the source of information and the main
collaborator although the team had to meet directly with other departments such as
administration, human resources, public relations, and quality management. To name some
of the achievements; for example, GBT’s website was developed and is now available in
five languages – Kurdish, English, Arabic, Turkish and Persian. To serve tourists, they
published the tourism guide in seven languages – Kurdish, English, Arabic, Turkish, Persian,
German and French. Further, tourism information was made available to the public via
different social media channels of Facebook (in Kurdish, English, Arabic, Turkish, and
Persian languages), Twitter, Google Plus and YouTube. Also, the “Kurdistan Guide”
application was made available for free for both iOS and Android users in which massive
volumes of information regarding maps, hotels, restaurants, attractions, shopping areas and
events were provided for tourists (DQM, 2016; Responsible for Follow-up and BSC
46

STER Group is a local commercial enterprise. More information is found on their website at;
http://www.stergroup.com/
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Software [RFBSC], 2016). Different from other applications, the “Kurdistan Guide” is
distinct in the sense that it is functioning in the offline mode. The application is also available
in Kurdish, English, Arabic, Turkish and Persian languages (RFBSC, 2016). Moreover, four
guides (for Erbil, Sulaymaniyah, Duhok and Garmiyan provinces), 18 types of brochure (for
different districts), and two types of tourism map were made available in Kurdish, English
and Arabic languages. In addition to the tourism album which includes 100 pictures, ten
short movies about tourism, yearly magazines in Kurdish, English and Arabic languages,
tourism packages for guests, and different souvenirs are available (RFBSC, 2016).
Regardless of the fiscal crisis, the GBT did not suspend their activities and continued
to improve towards achieving the strategic objectives. Therefore, they mainly depended on
the GBT’s human resources and other local expertise across the government. They continued
to work on their basic action plans and persistent follow-up to ensure that activities are taking
place. The reality was that they did not aim to only continue but also to develop. Evidence
was the HGBT’s communications with his key staff about the possibilities to standardise
their processes. For this purpose, “HGBT wrote a booklet about the standards of Quality
Management in organisations” (DQM, 2016). From a professional point of view, they were
always consulting the universities and academics. Further, the DP was appointed to represent
the GBT in the university’s committee47 and used to attend regular meetings. The meetings
were to share information about how to develop the tourism sector from scientific and
academic points of view. In respect to the control system and assessment, back before
strategy was in place, the DQM said,
Other organisations were setting their annual plans as simple bullet points. But different
from them, we were developing relatively organised annual action plans. We had a
simple format48 including the objectives, timeline and responsible departments. The
format sheets were always modified on a yearly basis. In 2013, drawing upon the
strategic plan we made substantial improvements to these format sheets to include the
strategic axis, tactics, and other dimensions (DQM, 2016).

Further in the same context,

47

A high committee was formed in 2012 between the GBT and the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific
Research (MHESR) including senior management members and academics from different universities. The
decree was signed by HE the Minister of HESR. The committee consisted of the Advisor to HE the Minister
of HESR for Higher Education Affairs, Pro-Vice-Chancellor of Erbil Polytechnic University, Dean of the
Administration and Economic School of Salahaddin University, Dean of Administration and Economic School
of Duhok University, and other members from these universities. The DP was representing GBT in the
committee which was meeting monthly to discuss tourism issues and present recommendations for tourism
development. More than 25 meetings were held but, due to the fiscal crisis, they were forced to stop the
meetings later in 2015. Therefore, the committee started communicating more via official letters (DP, 2016).
48
Format means basic Microsoft Excel documents which were circulated among the departments to be filled
and returned for compilation.
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Before the BSC, we were performing the assessments in a simple disorganised way
without utilising any specific tool. It was only about listing the achieved tasks in bullet
points” (DP, 2016).

Hence, it was evident that the GBT did not have a specific tool or system for strategy
implementation as confirmed by all the interviewees. On the other hand, also at the GDs’
level, there was a consensus among interviewees about lacking an identified system for such
a purpose. For example, the DPET said,
There was no procedure for monitoring and evaluations. Staff were not required to report
their achieved tasks and hence, we, as the planning department, did not know what the
other departments were doing and how their performance was assessed. Simply, we
neither had plans nor data and so, the process was not clear (Director of Planning - GDET
[DPET], 2016)

Further, the Director of Shaqlawa Tourism - Erbil Tourism (DSHET) said, “Before BSC, it
was dependant on the individual staff how much effort they put into the processes or how
accountable they were for developing the tourism sector” (2016) because there was no
system in place. The DZDT (2016) claimed that there was a quarterly “indirect” assessment
during the meetings held in the GBT. The previous performance assessment reports might
have included incorrect information (Director General of Garmiyan Tourism [DGGT],
2016).
Therefore, due to the importance of assessment and evaluation and to ensure the
achievement of the strategic objectives, the HGBT implemented a verbal rule to require the
planning team to take responsibility for this task. Planning team started brainstorming how
to make this process happen. So, the first step was to develop a format for this purpose.
Therefore, as part of their responsibilities, the QM department developed a specific format
for management control in order to carry out performance assessments. During the pretransitional period, the main task of the planning team was to coordinate collecting and
combining the departments’ activities across the GBT. The process was to contact all the
GDs and directorates to submit their activity reports at the end of each year. This was because
the control system was designed by the CoM to be on a yearly basis (DP, 2016), so the entire
annual process was taking up to four months. Accordingly, late January or early February of
each year, the planning team was producing a simple report presenting each department’s
annual performance and achievements although the report included basic descriptive
information with little numerical results (DQM, 2016). Afterwards, the activity reports were
sent to the CoM.
The QM team was persistently working to improve the GBT processes to comply with
ISO standards at the strategy level only. This is on the one hand; on the other hand,
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communications were taking place with SAI Global as the ISO awarding company. One of
the points that the company was always asking the GBT was “what are your assessment
criteria and what are your KPIs?” (DQM, 2016). In response, they were providing simple
answers and evidence which were not completely adequate for convincing the company.
Meanwhile, the HGBT was internally discussing the opportunities to adopt a tool for their
strategy implementation. He was highlighting the advantages if they adopt a tool; for
instance, first, they will achieve their strategic objectives systematically. Second, they could
manage and measure their performance with a defined control system. Third and last, they
could improve their organisation’s performance and ultimately the possibility to make a
change. In this way, they would be able to improve their activities and implement them more
properly. Ultimately, they “could standardise their performance and overcome the
continuous criticisms of SAI Global” (DQM, 2016).
Meanwhile, the researcher was investigating to identify an organisation to adopt as the
research case study. The organisation should have the strategy in place and should provide
consent to facilitate the research through providing all necessary data and information to the
researcher. Hence, she approached the GBT and communicated her request with the HGBT
who was understanding, and cooperative. In late September 2014, a verbal agreement was
made between the HGBT and the researcher to introduce a new MCS with attention to the
BSC. Accordingly, October 2014 could be considered the actual onset of the process as the
GBT began investigations for a modern scientific system. Although the BSC was suggested,
they had to study other alternatives to find a proper one in terms of properties, functionalities
and cost. The ensuing period to the pre-transitional period is presented in detail in the
following section.

5.5.2 Transitional Period
The transitional period starts from October 2014 and continues up until October 2016 (Figure
5.5). At the beginning of the period communications took place between the researcher and
HGBT over adopting a MCS tool. Due to the fact that the decision was made to first adopt
the system at the strategy level, and later cascade it to the operation level, this period is
divided into two sections as depicted in the figure below.
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Timeline
Oct. 2014

Dec. 2015

Oct. 2016

Introduction at strategy level
Cascading at operation level
Figure 5.6: Transitional Period (BSC Introduction/Adoption)

The above figure shows that working at the strategy level took place during October 2014 to
December 2015, whereas cascading the BSC to include the operation level started in January
2016 up until October 201649. Furthermore, the following section elaborates on the MCS at
the strategy level.

5.5.2.1 Management Control System at the Strategy Level
In October 2014, the HGBT started to raise the issue of adopting a MCS in the BMC
meetings50. The researcher was not allowed to have access to the minutes of the meetings
but, during the interviews, the HGBT revealed relevant information. So, in one of the
meetings the HGBT stated that early October 2014 they discussed this issue in one of the
BMC meetings. He added that throughout the discussions which were going on at the upper
level, there were proponents of and opponents to the idea of adopting a new MCS. However,
after a few meetings the idea was approved in a consensus (Head of the General Board of
Tourism [HGBT], 2016). It could be concluded that the approval did not take long as the
team started investigation about proper tool options in two months. For a comprehensive
presentation of the MCS, this section is divided into sub-sections to highlight the following:
the communications at all levels internally and externally; investigation for a proper
tool/system; the establishment of a unified action plan; the setting of a concrete performance
evaluation format; and the decision to hold a general meeting for cascading the BSC.

49

Based on the regular communications between the researcher and the GBT team, working on BSC is
continuous to date; however, the period and data collected for this research are until October 2016.
50
Not much could be learned about the content of these meetings due to their confidentiality.
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5.5.2.1.1 The Communication Perspective
In order to establish a concrete basis for a new MCS, it was essential to intensively
communicate it inside and outside the GBT. Hence, the first perspective utilised to adopt the
BSC was the different communications as one of the strategies that the HGBT depended on.
As a trial run, the adoption of a new MCS “was first decided to be at the strategy level”
(HGBT, 2016). For this purpose, the HGBT set a verbal rule for establishing a team
consisting of key staff (hereafter task force) to search for a proper MCS. The task force
members were the DQM, Director of Information Technology (DIT), the DP, and QM staff
who were relevant to the topic to a great extent. They started daily meetings to discuss
options of a proper tool for strategy implementation and performance measurement. The
meetings ranged from one hour to two hours (DQM, 2016). Each member was given a task
by the HGBT to handle. For example, the DIT was responsible for searching companies who
provide such services. The DQM was responsible for investigating the aptness of the
provided options by the DIT, and the DP was responsible to set up a mechanism for followup and evaluation. Discussions were about the destination and direction of where they want
to go and how they get there. Each member of the team was providing opinions about the
different options. The HGBT as the leader was motivating the team to contribute to the
process and have their inputs so that they made a good selection and strong decisions.
During the meetings, it was found that the understanding of both the DIT and the DQM
about the MCS was corresponding to the understanding of the HGBT (Director of
Information Technology [DIT], 2016; DQM, 2016). Therefore, there was agreement with
most of the discussions. However, the DP had a different perspective at the beginning
whereby he believed that the idea of a new MCS adoption will not succeed. Regardless of
the different perspectives, the HGBT was requiring active immediate reports from the task
force about all their activities. In return, he was providing them support, guidance and
possible facilities. In this context, he said, “the task force were actively undertaking the tasks
and responsibilities” (HGBT, 2016). However, while observing the process during her
second field visit, the researcher noticed that the DP was excluded to some extent from the
process; he was only asked to attend a limited number of task force meetings. This was due
to the existing culture of organisations which is related to the fact that the KRG has not yet
adopted e-government; therefore, organisational actors across the KRG including the GBT
are used to the old classical style of management (RFBSC, 2016). The RFBSC stated that
“staff tend to work manually and deal with hard copies of documents” so, any different style,
particularly electronic, is “not a preference and staff rarely adopt it” (RFBSC, 2016). Hence,
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as one of the old-generation staff, the DP was used to the manual processes. As a result, he
was covertly impeding and resisting the idea and therefore was partially excluded. However,
the DIT suggested that the existing old-fashioned culture of organisation management
requires an “administrative revolution” across the KRG. This is also the HGBT’s principle
to carry out an “administrative revolution” particularly in such critical circumstances.
Further to the communications with the task force, the HGBT established good
communication with all the other directors in the GBT. One of the existing rules was holding
weekly meetings with all the directors of the HGBT. The purpose of the meetings was to
present their activities in the last week, discuss the next week’s plans ahead, and exchange
information about the opportunities for development purposes. Therefore, it was a good
opportunity for the HGBT to introduce the idea of a new MCS adoption to them. The
perspective was based on the fact that these directors’ positions on the hierarchy were located
under the HGBT’s authority; they were responsible for running different functions, and also
they would be compelled to adopt the selected tool afterwards. These directors were not part
of the task force but were entitled to be involved in the adoption at later stages. Further, it
was a common habit that all the directors see the HGBT early every day for a ‘good morning’
meeting. If one of the directors did not go to see the HGBT to communicate his “to-do” list
for the day, then the HGBT, himself, would pick-up the phone and call the “absent” director
to say “Hello, I just wanted to know how you are today” (HGBT, 2016). In this way, the
leader was keeping the relations strong and could directly control everything in order. So,
the directors were certain that their everyday presence in front of the HGBT was a must;
therefore, they ensured that they adhered to this routine.
This was also related to the specific culture of the KRG. In other organisations, it is
difficult to see the DGs in person and, hence, influenced by their peers, the staff of the GBT
were expecting the same. The DP stated that it is very challenging to “persuade staff of a
particular organisation within a bigger sphere to perform differently than what they are used
to, or different from their peers in other organisations” (DIT, 2016; DPET, 2016), although
the HGBT had a different perspective in which he cut the distance between the staff and
himself maintaining the direct contact with them. Otherwise, they will never abide by new
systems and modifications. In this respect the HGBT stated that the surrounding environment
had a significant impact on the OCL as some staff compared themselves with staff from
other organisations and, so they did not have belief in the new system recently adopted in
the GBT. In support of this, he said,
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I held a survey in the GBT to find out the extent to which staff are persuaded with a new
system. It was revealed that 60% of the staff do not have a conviction about new systems
and tools. More than that some of them considered me “insane” as people are starving
whereas I am talking about such an idea (HGBT, 2016).

Simply, because staff were expecting their payments as before, the fact that the HGBT is
initiating a modern system was not an ordinary aspect for them. The HGBT further referred
to the people’s mindset which is different:
One of the biggest challenges is the existing OCL which is very difficult to change. The
challenges that the western organisations encounter are much less than ours. Western
people do not have such difficult mindsets to oppose planning processes and proper
implementations of plans (HGBT, 2016).

He believed that the western societies including governmental organisations are used to the
modern management. So, any business planning through implementation and evaluation are
fundamental aspects for them, whereas the case was different in the KRG and much more
complicated. They were not familiar with the modern management perspectives. However,
the DQM (2016) said, “such systems need modern mindsets, so, the existing staff’s mindsets
are very difficult to match new systems and eventually the implementation is impeded”.
Another issue related to the organisational staff’s mindsets was if they lack knowledge about
how to implement a task then they would blame the system for not being appropriately
designed (HGBT, 2016). Therefore, the HGBT believed that this should be overcome by
persistent direct contact with them, although the Director General of Garmiyan Tourism
(DGGT) suggested that KRG staff are never content with the relations. The more they are
connected with higher levels, the more they ask for further higher levels. Therefore, he said
that “simply, all Kurds51 suffer from psychological disorder” (DGGT, 2016).
In addition to the above-mentioned, the HGBT decided to hold introductory sessions
for more staff in the GBT and hence “there were weekly orientation sessions for the directors
and officers to introduce the importance of MCS for them” (DQM, 2016). The sessions were
planned to take up to one hour, in which explanation about the topic was presented by the
HGBT where the attendees were welcomed to interact and ask questions at any time. There
was not much discussion about criticising the idea but only queries about the functionality
and advantage of the system for them. The researcher attended two of these sessions in which
all the staff were eager to understand and learn more about it. In return, the directors and unit
officers who attended the orientation sessions were required to hold other orientation
sessions at lower levels. It was necessary to disseminate the idea across the GBT to ensure
that all staff are informed. These orientation sessions started in late October 2014 and
51

‘Kurds’ here refers to the governmental staff.
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continued until late January 2015. By then, all of the organisational actors were informed
about the MCS adoption plan. They were all equipped with adequate information for the
next stage which is the commencement of a new MCS. In short, the teams were made
updated and informed about the importance, seriousness, and high priority of the topic to the
GBT. In addition, the directors’ personal commitments to their tasks and responsibilities
have always compelled them to try their best and learn more (DQM, 2016; HGBT, 2016),
whereas the staff believed that without the determination and persistence of the HGBT this
system would not have been possible (DIT, 2016; DP, 2016; DQM, 2016; RFBSC, 2016;
Staff of Quality Management [SQM], 2016).
On the other hand, the task force was engaging in external communications with
universities and professional bodies. For example, in a meeting of the university committee,
the DP explained the BSC and received “very good feedback from them, who were
impressed by the competent tool we decided to adopt” (DP, 2016). Further, they consulted a
number of KRG organisations’ experts such as the Ministry of Planning, the Ministry of
Municipalities and Tourism, and CoM to discuss and receive feedback. The communications
were organised informally based on personal relations. All the feedback was positive, which
was a good motivation for the adoption. In this respect, the DP (2016) said “whereas the
World Bank was always asking other KRG organisations to set a comprehensive strategy,
they were happy with our strategy but only suggested we implement it systematically”. He
further added that the Ministry of Planning sent them an appreciation letter for their
outstanding efforts in writing the strategy. The following section presents the team’s
investigation to find a suitable tool/system for their strategy implementation and
performance assessment.

5.5.2.1.2 Investigations for a Proper Tool/System
In addition to the communications undertaken internally and externally, the second
perspective adopted was the technicalities and searches for a proper tool; it was significant
to focus on the role of the IT department. Meanwhile with the new MCS discussions at the
BMC level and before its approval in late November 2014, the HGBT assigned the
responsibility to the DIT to investigate options for a tool. Therefore, he started contacting a
number of professional companies that were specialised in this area. The DIT had a good
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background and expertise52 in the area which enabled him to effectively communicate with
the companies and accordingly to draw a logical comparison between the different options
they were offering. While searching, there was particular attention to the BSC. The purpose
of these contacts was mainly to ensure that they are willing to provide the service to KR. He
was carefully studying the companies in terms of price and functionality. As a result of two
months communications, he shortlisted three companies and made an agreement that the
companies’ representatives go to the GBT and make a presentation to the task force team.
The three companies were SAP53, TYCONZ54, and BSC Designer55. Eventually, DIT was
determined to identify a proper tool which helps satisfy their needs in terms of strategy
implementation and performance measurement. However, the DIT stated, “at the beginning,
the HGBT was personally searching for proper tools and comparing the available options
with each other” (DIT, 2016). So, after agreement, representatives from the three shortlisted
companies were scheduled to provide a presentation on specific dates in January 2015. In
this respect, the DIT said,
Identifying one of the tools and deciding upon the shortlisted tools took almost one
month and a half. SAP presented their offer but was very expensive. Representatives
from TYCONZ Company came and made a presentation to us. The system had so many
features but again was very expensive while the BSC was the best option among all
(2016).

Consequently, the GBT had come to a decision to adopt the BSC due to its functionality in
respect to the cost, flexibility and suitability (DIT, 2016). In the same context he added,
BSC was decided upon due to the fact that it is easy to deal with KPIs, and the software
functionality to present the data in graphs which is considered an advantage of the
software to ease things for those who are not very good computer users. This is via
identifying their performance in percentages and different colours which shows them
where they are and how to improve their performance (DIT, 2016).

The decision regarding the BSC in February 2015 is considered its concrete inception. At
this stage the software purchase was not yet made. However, BSC Designer, which is
specialized in KPIs, scorecards and strategy maps ensured the GBT that they are willing to
52

The DIT is an expert who has been working in the area of management and IT for over two decades in
Germany.
53
SAP is originally a German multinational software corporation that develops enterprise software to
efficiently manage business operations and customer. SAP stands for, Systeme, Anwendungen, Produkte,
which are German words for “Systems, Applications and Products”. More information is found at;
https://www.sap.com/index.html
54
TYCONZ is one of the SAP-certified consultancy firms. It has a solid track record in providing effective
expertise in “SAP implementation, development, training and support in the MENA region”. More information
is found at; https://tyconz.com/
55
BSC Designer is a consulting company and software development. It focuses on business intelligence
solutions and strategy management. The company’s major product is BSC Designer, which helps CEOs
and top-managers to set up and implement their strategy using BSC framework. More information is found at
https://bscdesigner.com/
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provide all support and information required to better understand the tool. In May 2015, a
trial version was downloaded to familiarise the team. In addition to the DIT, two of his staff
members were involved in the task to learn and familiarise themselves with the tool. It is
originally a digital system which enables professional organisation of all data and
information. The DIT and two of his staff members were working together to orient and
teach themselves (DIT, 2016). If the team encountered any challenge, they were directly
communicating with the company for guidance and solutions. The company were providing
limited support which enabled the DIT team to proceed with learning the system. Although
the task was not very challenging for the team, in general this process was going very slowly.
Further to their self-education, the team had to provide teaching sessions for another
team who were mainly responsible for evaluations and follow-up (this is elaborated on in
the next paragraphs). Therefore, the IT team set a schedule to meet with the evaluation team
twice a week to assist them in understanding the software and to provide opportunity for
further discussions. However, to ensure that the software was matching their objective, they
used some of the data obtained from the planning team and inserted them into the software
to examine their applicability. They all continued working on the trial versions until June
2015 where they decided to purchase the software. In this respect the DIT said,
We used the trial version for five months56 and were communicating with the company
showing how serious we are to work with them and therefore, they were understanding
and continued providing support (2016).

However, the HGBT referred to the general culture of the KR as a very difficult culture in
some aspects. For instance, he was questioned by higher authorities over why he purchased
the software57 during such a financial crisis that the KR is going through. Further, he
explained the influence of the general culture and resultant consequences:
One of the major challenges we have is the tough OCL which is very difficult to subject
to any kind of change. Compared to the foreign organisations, we have many more
difficulties than them. This is because we do not have adequate mindsets how to plan
and perform. Another difficulty is the surrounding OCL. For example, certain staff
compare themselves with other staff from different organisations which is a major
problem because most of them have no confidence in the new system (HGBT, 2016).

However, with the persistent work, effective communications and some compromises made
in certain circumstances (discussed in detail in later sections), the existing tough culture was
due for obvious changes.

56
57

They used trial versions with different accounts and on different computers.
BSC Designer software costing around £1,200 (HGBT, 2016).
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Throughout the period, the HGBT was consistently reported the updates by the DIT.
Also, after discussing the issue with the task force, they all came to the same decision to
purchase the software. Thus, based on his authority, the HGBT approved purchasing the
software in October 2015. After the approval was granted, it had to be internally processed
for budget allocation. Later, they communicated once again with the company to discuss
what packages they have. Based on their difficult financial circumstances, they were able to
purchase only one user license without paying for training and maintenance. The software
was installed on a PC in the GBT’s main office (RFBSC, 2016). The following section
provides an overview of the QM team in establishing the action plan.

5.5.2.1.3 Establishment of the Action Plan and Drawing-up the BSC
Further to the communications and the investigations to identify an appropriate tool, the QM
team – and particularly the DQM – was intensively engaged in the process from the very
beginning. The team had two major tasks – these were their endeavours to comply with ISO
standards to obtain the certification, and the preparations for the adoption of a new MCS,
specifically the BSC. In respect to the first task, after the approval of their strategy, the
HGBT verbally ordered them to work towards ISO standards. Therefore, in January 2014 he
assigned the DQM to start communications with a granting company. The DQM involved
one of her staff in this issue. Based on investigations, SAI Global was selected for this
purpose. Accordingly, communications started between the two sides to set a working plan58.
They collaborated for eleven months to ensure that the standards were complied with. The
procedure was agreed in a way that the company gives instructions to the DQM and in return,
she communicates them to the other GBT departments. When the task was accomplished in
collaboration with the departments, she had to share it with the company for revisions. If
required, further comments and suggestions were given by the company until they reach the
required objective and standard. As a result of the hard work that the team exerted for nearly
one year, their endeavours succeeded and, hence, they were awarded the ISO 9001:2008
Certification

59

(Appendix X) in early December 2014 which was an outstanding

achievement for them (DQM, 2016). For this occasion, the GBT organised an event to which
relevant organisations and representatives were invited60 (DQM, 2016).

58

This issue will not be discussed in detail because it did not take place within the period of this study.
ISO certification is awarded at the strategy level only, i.e. the GBT excluding the GDs (DQM, 2016).
60
The researcher as the Ex-Director of Quality Assurance at KRG Ministry of Planning was invited but she
could not attend because she started her PhD in the UK.
59
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In respect to the action plan and performance evaluation, since 2012 the GBT were
utilising specific format sheets for preparing these two tasks. As stated earlier, the format
sheet for the action plan was simply about listing the activities to be implemented in a year’s
time while the format sheet for performance evaluation included a number of questions
according to which departments have to submit their report including answers to all the
questions (DP, 2016). Afterwards, the GBT had to change both formats to comply with ISO
standards around mid 2014. In respect to the action plan, the HGBT requested that the DQM
modified the format, taking into consideration ISO standards. The DQM and her staff started
a rigorous search and communication to reach a proper effective format to be generalised
across the GBT’s main office. They were both investigating online resources and other
documents to improve the format sheet and make it more practical. During the field visits,
the researcher observed that there is an outstanding collaboration between the two members
of QM. This was confirmed by both of them when they were interviewed, although the
utilised action plan format has always been criticised by SAI Global.
In October 2014 when the decision was made by the HGBT to adopt a MCS, the QM
team, again, had to reconsider the action plan formats because they were not efficient enough
for the purpose. Further, the GBT were criticised by SAI Global for the lack of clear KPIs
along their working together for around a year. Thus, another order was made by the HGBT
to redesign the action plan format to comply with the potential new MCS. For this purpose,
the DQM once again had to go through persistent discussions and communications with her
staff. However, at the beginning it was not clear for them exactly what modifications are
required as they were not certain about which tool they would adopt. In January 2015, the
decision was made for the adoption of the BSC and, accordingly, the team focused their
attention to prepare a format which enabled collecting the required data for the tool. The
DQM and her staff were working on the format for one hour on a daily basis. As mentioned
earlier, there was an evident strong sense of team work which helped the smooth running of
the task. Therefore, in February 2015 they were able to prepare a slightly modified draft of
the action plan. Due to the adopted ARP (Shani and Pasmore, 1985; Noffke, 1997; Eden and
Huxham, 1999; Huxham, 2003; Coghlan and Brannick, 2014), as part of the team, the draft
was sent to the researcher for her input. Revising the draft in two weeks, it was found that
the action plan was still not very well organised. It included a number of limitations: for
instance, the activities’ timeline was not specific; there was a lack of a clear relationship
between the tactics; the strategic points in the format were not related to the GBT’s main
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strategic plan objectives; activities and tactics were not prioritised; repeating and
extraordinary activities were not classified; and KPIs were still not clearly identified.
In general, the team were not clear about how to draw-up the BSC due to their
insufficient knowledge. Therefore, they were working on preparing a format to include both
“draw-up” of the tool and “action plan”. Hence, at this stage the format included some
specific information as shown in the table below:
Strategy

Objectives

Tactics

Impact

Related

Axis

Department

Period

Estimated

KPI

Budget

Table 5.3: The First Modified Format of the Action Plan

The “strategy axes” were extracted from the GBT’s strategy. Each strategy axis comprised
a number of “objectives”. Each department had to identify all the strategy axes and
objectives related to their specification. Further, “tactics” were employed to determine the
action needed to perform the objectives. The “impact” was to identify whether each tactic is
considered high, medium or low while the responsible department for implementing the
activities was listed in the format as “related department”. The “period” was to identify the
timeline for each activity. The “budget” was also required to be estimated and included in
the format. Finally, “KPIs” represented the percentage of the achievement of the activities.
It is to be mentioned that none of the BSC four perspectives was identified in the format at
this stage.
On the other hand, in addition to the QM team, the HGBT was closely supervising the
process. As part of his leadership responsibilities, he was regularly meeting with the task
force team. By then, the meetings were being held two to three times a week. The purpose
was to discuss the action plan and provide guidance and instructions. At the early stage, not
many comments were made by the members. However, all of them were assigned by the
HGBT to prepare their action plans with their respective staff. Further, in the weekly
meetings with the directors and unit officers, he also made a verbal rule ordering all of them
to prepare their own departments’ action plans according to the draft prepared by the QM
team. They all had to conform to the rule as it was made by the top person in the organisation.
Again, a general orientation session was scheduled for all the lower management staff. The
session was delivered by the HGBT aiming to highlight the importance of the BSC and also
to provide support on how to prepare action plans. The session lasted for around two hours.
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During the session, much discussion took place which resulted in more clarification and
understandings. With the support provided by the leader and the QM team, along with the
team work and communications within departments, each department was able to prepare its
own action plan in a relatively short time.
In May 2015, due to the hard work put in by all GBT staff and departments, a compiled
draft of the action plans was again communicated with the researcher. A thorough revision
of the draft revealed that there are still limitations in the action plan draft. Therefore, the
researcher provided them with a number of comments for improvement purposes. The
comments were many; they included: politicians’ viewpoints are not considered in the
SWOT analysis; timing for each tactic/activity is not precisely identified; relationship
between tactics is missing; objectives and activities are not prioritised; repeating and
extraordinary activities are not classified; and the KPI for each activity is missing.
Additionally, a couple of suggestions were provided such as to relate strategic points in both
“action plan” and “strategic plan” in a way to create questions in terms of interrelating
strategies in both. Second, in order to do this task properly, they had to negotiate the action
plan more with other relevant departments. The assessment at the strategy level revealed that
the collected information is not adequate and hence they had to modify the action plan format
shown in the above table. At this stage they removed both the impact and KPI columns. They
assumed that the impact column should be deleted if they prioritise the objectives. Further,
identifying start and end dates of each activity would signify KPIs as insignificant and hence
they deleted them. It is necessary to recall that the action plan draft was solely designed by
the local expertise of internal organisational actors who lack adequate knowledge about the
tool.
After the receipt of the researcher’s comments and suggestions, the QM team had to
transfer them to the planning team as part of their responsibilities. The planning team, in
return, had to work on the modifications to the action plan format considering all the
provided comments and suggestions. These modifications were made in the GBT in two
months. To make it happen, planning team scheduled individual meetings which were held
with each department to explain the changes for their action plan. For instance, the
discussions with the directorates of administrative affairs and engineering were efficient in
terms of their understanding to the task in general; however, the discussions with directorates
of marketing, finance, legal affairs, and technical affairs were challenging. These latter
departments were resistant to modernising their work and were not able to easily enhance it.
Early in July 2015, a compiled revised draft of the action plan was prepared and submitted
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to the QM team. Once again, the QM team communicated with the researcher requesting
revisions and suggestions. It was evidently noticed that the draft is much more improved.
However, the GBT had to quantify the KPIs so that they are measurable and accessible.
Likewise, the researcher’s feedback was sent to the QM team around the middle of July. The
feedback was discussed between the QM team and the planning team until they reached a
final form. Afterwards, the planning team had to go through the same procedure of meeting
with the departments individually to discuss how to quantify the KPIs. The directorates were
acting the same way in terms of their comprehension of the task. As a result, in early August,
the action plan was adequately organised and was ready to be executed. The modified draft
included the items shown in the following table:
Strategy

Objectives

Tactics

Impact

Period

Axis

Estimated

Related

Coordination

Budget

Departments

Type

KPI

Table 5.4: The Second Modified Format of the Action Plan

The modifications were evident as they specified not only the responsible department to
implement an activity but all the related departments. Further, a column was added to
determine the type of coordination between the related departments. Also, the KPIs were
quantified and were divided into two columns each for six months.
As a result of the efforts exerted by the QM and planning teams to prepare the action
plan, they were finally able to generalise the modified version across the GBT for
application. The final draft was active until December 2015 where the BSC software was
purchased. Then, in December and as a requirement of the preparation for the general
meeting, the QM’s team added more columns to the action plan format which is discussed
in the MCS at the operation level sections. On the other side, in order to examine the
applicability of the action plan throughout all stages, they had to check it with a performance
evaluation mechanism to assess its efficiency. The design of the performance evaluation was
another task that the QM’s team was involved in as they were instructed by the HGBT. For
this purpose, the QM’s team had to collaborate with the planning team to design a format
for it. This issue is elaborated on in the following section which presents the setting up of
the performance evaluation format.
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5.5.2.1.4 Designing Performance Evaluation Format
In addition to the above-mentioned perspectives followed to identify a proper tool in which
the planning directorate team were involved in the process from the beginning, they were
intensively involved in two tasks. One of the tasks was to collaborate with the QM team to
work on the action plan. In January 2015, the HGBT made a verbal rule that all the
directorates were to write their action plans. Thus, the action plans were prepared according
to the format provided by the QM’s team. In May 2015, the QM team transferred the first
feedback of the researcher to the planning team so that they modify and spread them among
all the other departments. For this purpose, the planning team scheduled individual meetings
for around one hour with each department. Again, in July 2015, the second feedback from
the researcher was transferred to the planning team by the QM team. Like the previous time,
they met each department individually for around one hour to discuss the comments and
suggestions. As mentioned earlier, communications with the departments were not the same.
For example, directorates of administrative affairs and engineering were effectively
receiving the comments and doing the required amendments whereas the directorates of
marketing, finance, legal affairs, and technical affairs were intractable as they were resistant
to any change or modifications.
In respect to their second task, i.e. performance evaluation, the DP stated that since the
GBT establishment they were responsible for planning and follow-up. Their main
responsibility was to evaluate departments’ performance on a yearly basis. For this purpose,
they organised a specific checklist in which departments should submit a report taking into
consideration all the requirements of the checklist. The departments were contacted in
October each year. The arrangement was to submit the report to the GBT’s directorate of
planning at the end of December. No evidence was required as proof of task achievement.
Accordingly, there was no assurance or double-check of what each department submitted.
This mechanism continued until the end of 2015. When all departments’ reports were
received by the planning team, they were compiled and submitted to the CoM61.
In January 2015 after the decision was made for BSC adoption, the planning team was
instructed by the HGBT to organise a format for performance evaluation. It was evident that
the action plan application across the GBT required assessment to examine its practicality
and functionality. However, the planning team was not able to design a proper systematic
format. Therefore, they continued to utilise the existing formats: one format for assessing
61

There was a rule that each organisation had to organise and submit a report with the achieved tasks to the
CoM on a yearly basis.
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the GDs’ performance62 consisted of 21 points (Appendix XI) and another one for assessing
the Directorates consisted of 12 points (Appendix XII). The DP said that the formats were
not designed professionally as they only included questions in which the answers were based
on a Likert Scale (Allen and Seaman, 2007) ranging from one to five in which one is the
lowest and five is the highest. In order to effectively undertake the assessments, in early
April 2015, an administrative decree was signed by the HGBT for a team formation
including four members in the GBT. The team consisted of the DP and the directors of
technical affairs, engineering affairs, and media. In addition, one member from each of the
GDs of Erbil, Sulaymaniyah, Duhok and Garmiyan were included in the team which totalled
eight members. The procedure was to arrange field visits to GDs and Directorates to
undertake performance assessments on site. Accordingly, the team undertook their firstround assessment by the end of April 2015. During the assessments, they asked the
responsible staff the assessment criteria one by one and, based on the staff member’s
response, they scored the particular criteria/point (DP, 2016). In an interview with the
researcher, the DP stated that the process was not always fair as there was room for
corruption by scoring higher than the department deserved. This is because, during the
assessments, respondents were not required to provide evidence documents to support their
responses (DP, 2016). It was due to these assessments that the action plan formats had to
undergo modifications as explained above. It is worth mentioning that until the year-end of
2015 three rounds of assessments took place in April, July and October.
On the other hand, recalling the BSC trial version’s download in May 2015, the HGBT
issued a verbal rule for the establishment of a team to be in charge of the BSC software. The
team had to be supervised by the DP, two staff from planning, and one member of staff from
media. Apart from the DP, the other three members had to learn everything about the
software. Therefore, when the assessments were undertaken by the planning team, they were
inserting the data into the software. Alongside this process, it was realised that the format
used for performance evaluation was serving the purpose. It is worth mentioning that, in
addition to IT team, the HGBT63 was personally working on the software to broaden his
information and learn more about it. Because the trial version was installed on a laptop which
was used by the IT team during the working hours, later, the HGBT used to take the laptop
for further learning in order to teach the new functions to the team afterwards. This practice
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GDs were not applying BSC yet; however, they were included in the assessment as a procedure followed by
the GBT after they had their strategic plan.
63
The HGBT has a BSc in Engineering and a MBA with two decades’ experience working in the PS in addition
to his English Language proficiency.
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showed that the collected data from the evaluations were not enough for the software to
calculate the necessary results.
Accordingly, at the end of this stage and in December 2015, the planning team had to
undertake more modifications to the utilised formats according to the different feature
requirements of the BSC software (discussed in detail in later sections). The following
section provides a general overview about the general meeting for the purpose of cascading
the BSC across the GBT.

5.5.2.1.5 General Meeting and BSC Cascading
The final perspective to present in this section is cascading BSC across the GBT including
the GDs – i.e. operation level. After a few months of executing the BSC in October 2015, it
was evident to the task force that there was no possibility of obtaining effective results from
the tool. The tasks and activities were difficult to quantify and measure. Hence, for better
results, they were determined that it is essential to cascade BSC across the GDs. Because the
GBT is responsible for strategy setting while the GDs are responsible for these strategies’
execution, it was necessary to involve them in the process. Therefore, this issue has been
raised in the BMC for discussion. In their meeting in late October 2015, the HGBT
highlighted the importance of the tool to the respective GDs’ organisation and development.
Throughout the complete year of applying the tool in the GBT’s main office, the HGBT had
a reasonably clear perception about it. Recalling the members of the BMC, the DGs of
Sulaymaniyah and Duhok were not very keen on the idea. The DGGT was interested and
immediately gave consent (DGGT, 2016) while the DG of Antiques and the two advisors
from the Ministry had neutral viewpoints although after long discussions it was decided that
the BSC should be adopted at the operation level – i.e. the GDs. In order to have this decision
announced, they decided to hold a general meeting in December 2015.
After the BMC meeting, the task force were instructed once again by the HGBT to
make necessary arrangement for holding the general meeting for cascading the BSC. The
first action that the task force took was to set the date which was agreed as 16th and 17th of
December, 2015. It was decided that all the DGs, directors of planning and directors of
tourism in districts and sub-districts would attend. Further, with reference to the adopted
ARP, the researcher was invited to participate. For an effective organisation, tasks were
assigned to task force members; for example, the IT team were responsible for technology
arrangements and to prepare a presentation to explain the BSC software. The planning team
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were in charge of contacting and organising the potential attendees while the QM team were
responsible for working on the general meeting agenda and axes. Hence, the agenda was
drafted as following. The first day was divided into two sessions. The morning session
coincided with the opening ceremony of the GBT’s new Training Centre for capacity
building and vocational tourism training courses. The session was attended by
representatives from various ministries, universities and political bureaus in addition to the
other invitees. As a protocol, Her Excellency the Minister of Municipalities and Tourism
launched the centre64. The launching was followed by a session which was attended by all
the participants. In the session, there was a presentation by the HGBT in which he explained
the objective of the two-day meeting. He focused on the importance of the BSC and the
necessity for cascading.
In the first day’s second session, the attendees were divided into eight groups in which
each group discussed a different topic. Each group was headed by a member of the task force
or a key staff of the GBT. In addition, the groups included people from different backgrounds
such as the GBT, other ministries and universities. The perspective was to have a mixture of
professional and academic expertise around the same table (DQM, 2016; SQM, 2016). The
discussion topics were based on the strategic plan in which the objectives were divided along
eight axes as shown in Appendix XIII.
The discussions continued until the end of the second day in which a number of
recommendations were made by each group. The aim was to revise and improve the strategy
axes to make it more practical and to align with the critical circumstances that the KR is
going through65. However, the most significant topic of the general meeting was cascading
the BSC across the GBT. Therefore, the HGBT held a 30-minute orientation session for each
group to explain the BSC design and software. He started the orientations in the second
session of the first day. For more demonstration, he used some figures and examples from
the software. Questions were raised by attendees, afterwards. There was always opportunity
for more discussions and clarification so, by the end of the first day, each group gained an
overview about the BSC through the orientation sessions. On the second day, all the groups
continued to work on the revision of the strategy axes. In addition, they were given blank
formats of the action plan to practice how to fill it in. Each group’s facilitator was responsible
to answer their questions to enable them to prepare appropriate action plans. Further, the
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It is a common norm in KRG organisations that new buildings or departments are launched by high-officials
such as the PM, Deputy PM or Ministers.
65
Revision of the strategy is out of the scope of this research study; therefore it is not presented in detail.
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HGBT was moving around the different groups in case they had questions or needed more
clarification about the tool. At the end of the second day all the groups were familiar with
the action plan format and how to prepare it, to some extent. When the general meeting was
closed, the four GDs were officially required to apply the new action plan and informed that
there will be quarterly assessments.
This above section provided a detailed presentation about the new MCS, particularly
the BSC, at the strategy level, taking into consideration the communications at the BMC
meetings, communications of the HGBT with key staff, investigations for a proper tool, the
QM’s team to establish an action plan, the planning team to evaluate performance, and the
general meeting for cascading the BSC. The following section presents the new tool at the
operational level considering specific aspects.

5.5.2.2 Management Control System at the Operation Level
This stage starts from January 2016 up to the end of September the same year as shown in
Figure 5.6. Intensive efforts by a large team were made to efficiently implement the BSC.
The RFBSC said, “After cascading the BSC, there was a broader implementation of the tool
and hence more results were obtained” (RFBSC, 2016). Different from the process at
strategy level, “at this stage tangible results were achieved” (HGBT, 2016). All the team
members were knowledgeable enough to communicate, interact, practice, and implement the
BSC as confirmed by strategy-level interviewees. Differently, “now, everyone across the
GBT knows what to do, why they are doing it and how to do it” (DQM, 2016). Further
modifications were made to the action plan and cascaded across the GBT. Also, the
performance evaluation format has undergone modifications to comply with the BSC.
Accordingly, more data were collected and inserted into the software.
Recalling the general meeting in December 2015 in which all the attendees during the
two days were divided into eight groups; each group was facilitated by a key GBT staff
member, and the HGBT was providing short orientation sessions for each group
individually. As explained earlier, the aim was to introduce the BSC in which all attendees
gained sufficient information about it. The HGBT explained the mechanism by how they
prepare their action plan and how they should report their activities in order to insert them
into the software for processing. Further, he proclaimed the regulation which was approved
by the BMC to cascade the BSC as a new MCS. Further, the questions and discussions
provided the opportunity for the attendees to understand the tool in a relatively short time.
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The rest of this section is divided into sub-sections to present the main role of the key
departments in cascading the BSC, the process of assessment, the incurred results and
consequences of the assessment, and the communications’ implications.

5.5.2.2.1 The Role of Key Departments
The general meeting and cascading the BSC was considered the official commencement of
the tool and software. Then the new tool required including the operation level in addition
to the strategy level. Hence, further roles and responsibilities were given by the HGBT to
the relevant departments in the GBT. For instance, first of all, the QM team had to modify
the action plan and the assessment format in order to comply with the software. As explained
earlier, the QM team made major modifications to the action plan format which was also the
drawing-up of the BSC. At this stage they realised that they have to consider the four
perspectives of the BSC in order to list each objective under the relevant perspective. The

KPIs

Initiatives

Lag/Lead

Target

Frequency

Unit Type

Coordination Type

Implementer

Fund Source

Estimated Budget

Weight

Tactics

Perspective

Objective

Strategic Axis

modifications are shown in the table below.

Table 5.5: The Third Modified Format of the Action Plan

The above table shows that “Perspective” was added to identify one of the four perspectives
of the BSC; and “Weight” was to determine if the tactic is high, medium or low. In addition,
the “Fund Source” was to identify whether the fund is from the operation budget or the
project budget; “Unit Type” was to identify the measurement type whether score or
percentage; “Frequency” was to determine how often each tactic should be assessed;
“Lag/Lead” was to determine whether the activity is only operation- or result-oriented;
“Initiatives” was to define the steps that should be taken for each tactic; and finally, “KPIs”
was divided to 12 sub-columns representing the 12 months.
Thus, after all these major modifications, the teams had to train the staff in the four
GDs and directorates of tourism who were functioning at the operational level. Regarding
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the performance evaluation format, the HGBT instructed the QM team to collaborate with
the planning team for this purpose (this is elaborated on in a later paragraph). Meanwhile the
QM team were working with the GDs’ teams in order to support and teach them how to set
out proper action plans. The DQM said, “Our office turned to an operation room from late
December 2015 until the end of March 2016. We scheduled full-day meetings for training
them on the tool and formats” (DQM, 2016). In addition to the GBT’s main office, four GDs
including four Planning Directors, 13 Directors of Tourism in the districts, and four Tourism
Units in the sub-districts were involved in the process in general and the training in
particular.
In the meetings, they were instructed by the QM team in practicing how to fill out the
action plan format and were given assignments to do themselves in their own organisations.
Therefore, each GD and its directorates of tourism were scheduled to meet in the GBT once
a week to receive further instructions. The instructions they received had to be executed in
their departments in order to see reflections in that specific task. The following week, while
meeting with the GBT’s QM team, they were revising what they had prepared and
particularly focusing on the challenging issues and trying to find solutions for them. The
DQM (2016) stated that the teams varied in their comprehension of the tool. For example,
the DPET as a member of Erbil province was smart and easily understood the process with
all its requirements. The Duhok province team were, in general, keen to understand and
adopt the tool, whereas the Sulaymaniyah and Garmiyan teams were different in that they
were less keen to understand the tool and less interactive at the beginning (DQM, 2016;
RFBSC, 2016). Eventually, they all had to understand and implement it, although the
planning team were not intensively involved in this particular task.
It is worth mentioning that organisational staff abide by some specific organisational
cultural perspectives. As organisations are part of a larger context, so their cultures are
certainly influenced by the national culture. Drawing upon Hofstede’s seven dimensions of
national culture (Hofstede, 1983; Hofstede and Bond, 1988; Hofstede et al., 1990), and
Hofstede’s OCL (Hofstede et al., 1990), the GBT’s OCL was certainly influenced by the
wider environment of the KRG. In this respect, it is necessary to state that the KR depends
on a civil law system in which there is a legislative body as explained earlier in this chapter.
The prevalent norm is that all the laws are issued by the parliament including the laws to
enforce change in the MA, although the parliament was suspended from October 2015.
Further, the KRG does not adopt a technocrat system which is another distinguishing feature.
Therefore, the appointment of higher management positions such as DGs, advisors, deputy
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ministers and ministers are decided by the political parties. This is also reflected in the midand lower-level management but taking a different form. Mostly nepotism and personal
relations play a role in employment across KRG organisations. Moreover, during the time
of undertaking the research, the GBT was confronting difficult circumstances due to the
severe financial crisis. As a result, staff’s salaries were not paid regularly in full. This was a
big challenge to KRG organisations including the GBT.
In addition to the QM team, the planning team had other responsibilities. It was evident
that the BSC required the existing performance assessment format to have a new design and
process. Hence, in May 2016, the planning team were ordered by the HGBT to be in charge
of this task. The team included the DP, two of his staff and the RFBSC in coordination with
the QM’s team to assist them with improving the performance assessment format. They met
for two hours to discuss the required amendments for modifying the format. The meeting, as
stated by the interviewees, went smoothly and all the team members had convergent
viewpoints. The final draft was issued by the planning team in early January 2016.
Immediately afterwards, the QM’s team shared the revised draft of the action plan with the
researcher for her input. The draft was good enough to be circulated among departments
across the GBT although it was necessary to test the modified format in order to check its
applicability throughout the process. Therefore, in mid- January 2016, an official letter was
issued by the GBT addressed to the GDs and directorates of tourism requesting them to
submit their activity reports to the GBT’s directorate of planning every three months
according to the designed format for this purpose.

5.5.2.2.2 The Assessment Process
Although this section is about the operation level, the process was continuous at the strategy
level as well, as shown in Figure 5.6. Hence, this section (assessment process) covers both
strategy and operation levels. In the GBT’s main office, monthly assessments were carried
out starting from January 2016 (DP, 2016; DQM, 2016; RFBSC, 2016). As assessment was
the responsibility of the planning team; a team member had to make the arrangements
through contacting each department via phone to attend the assessment meeting at a specific
time. So, the director of each department and the staff had to attend the set meeting for
assessment. During the meetings, the planning team were going through all the activities and
principles one by one. Monthly assessments at strategy level were particularly difficult (DP,
2016; RFBSC, 2016). The meeting with each directorate was scheduled for up to three hours
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to go through all the points. Some of the directorates were not responsive to attending
assessment meetings while others did not provide adequate evidence. There were always
challenges in terms of the activities’ completion; however, all the directorates were enforced
to apply the BSC. Consequently, departments were given scores in return for their achieved
results. For example, the departments of the QM, administrative affairs, engineering affairs,
IT, HR, and media were scoring relatively highly, whereas the departments of marketing,
finance, legal affairs, technical affairs, relations, and audit were scoring low (Staff of
Planning – 2 [SP2], 2016). However, after three monthly assessments, the planning team
requested the HGBT to reset the assessments from a monthly basis to a quarterly basis.
Hence, the decision was made in March 2016.
Although, influenced by the existing individualism culture, there was evidence that
directorates would rather work individually than in groups. Individualism was the most
evident cultural aspect observed by the researcher and mentioned by most of the
interviewees. It was noticed that most of the staff were inclined to individual work rather
than working in teams. In this respect, the RFBSC said,
The relations between some of the departments are not according to the expectations.
Although, most of the tasks should be accomplished in teams they prefer to put in more
efforts to have the tasks achieved individually rather than working together. This is due
to their individualism mindsets which is prevalent in KRG organisations (RFBSC,
2016).

The assessment team were clear about the fact that departments and key staff preferred
individual work as they were used to. So, the RFBSC stated that,
Individualism was largely noticed in the quarterly assessment meetings while discussing
departments’ performance which is still valid. So, when we questioned them about the
reasons why the tasks are done individually, they always presented some unreliable
excuses (RFBSC, 2016).

In the same context, the DQM said, “there are always challenges among members when they
are required to work in groups. The way organisational actors used to work is difficult to
change instantly”, although “I am personally used to working with my team in groups as this
is the way I always follow” (DQM, 2016). These examples show that the prevalent mindset
in the organisation is based on an individualism culture. Further, the HGBT posited that
“before the BSC, except for a few of them, each staff member was going in a different
direction but not all of them are heading towards GBT’s set objectives” (HGBT, 2016).
Exercising the assessments at strategy level was a good learning process for them to
end up with a modified applicable action plan. Although, after cascading the BSC, the task
force team designed a format for assessment purposes which was aligned with the action
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plan format. So, for the first quarter assessment, they utilised a very long and timeconsuming format. However, after the results were issued, the assessment team stated that
they are in need of a better format for the assessments because the existing format “will be
difficult and challenging for conducting the assessments at operation level because they have
recently adopted BSC” (DP, 2016). Therefore, the team discussed this issue with the HGBT
who, based on his professional perspective, suggested finding a procedure to facilitate and
ease the process. In order to give more responsibilities and power to the GDs, he suggested
organising all the tasks and activities into groups. Because, for him, the tourism strategy was
their “Holy”66 document, he suggested that the team group the tasks aligned with the
strategic axes. This suggestion was accepted by the task force team because they considered
the suggestion rational and logical, as confirmed by the QM team. There would be greater
possibility that these groupings ensure the achievement of the strategy objectives.
Afterwards, the planning team in collaboration with the QM team prepared two different
formats for the assessment, one for the GDs including nine principles (Appendix XIV) and
another one for directorates of tourism consisting of eight principles (Appendix XV).
Specifications of each GD and directorate were taken into consideration in terms of KPIs
and percentages. Related to the directorates, there were claims from the majority of tourism
directors particularly in the Sulaymaniyah and Garmiyan GDs. The claims were about the
inequality in enforcing regulations without taking the specificities of each area into
consideration.
A major issue related to the specificity of each province was the “lease land”
problems67. Therefore, it has been the first objective at the directorates’ level. This issue was
related to the existing outdated laws which needed modification. In this respect, the Director
of Darbandikhan Tourism - GDST (DDAST) (2016) said, “we could not resolve the
problems related to the land leases in the past because there is no certain law to enforce
allocating such lands to tourism”. He added; “the existing governmental regulations are very
bureaucratic and hence processes are going on very slowly” (Director of Darbandikhan GDST [DDAST], 2016). There were always complaints from customers, investors and even
organisational actors about the obsolete laws and regulations, as confirmed by most of the
interviewees. This particular issue was impeding and challenging all the processes across the

“Holy” is used here to show the great values of the tourism strategy to the HGBT which he always had in
front of him to align all the daily activities with the strategy objectives, whereas if there is a plan/strategy in
other KRG organisations, they are always put on the shelves without being incorporated into their tasks and
activities.
67
Due to some administrative corruption in the Kurdistan Region, there are problems with touristic land leases
as they are seized by powerful people for other types of businesses.
66
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government in general. It also had a great impact on the GBT and consequently resulted in
a number of problems and challenges. In this respect, the DGGT said,
One of the substantial problems that the government organisations always encounter
especially the tourism sector is the laws and regulations. The existing laws are very
outdated in a way they became and are treated as the “Holy Quran”. Although, we have
parliament and have the right to amend them but the current circumstance is not so
promising for this particular issue (DGGT, 2016).

In order to overcome this problem, the HGBT (2016) said; “We drafted a law proposal and
raised it to the CoM. It was approved there and referred to parliament for resolution”. As
aforementioned, the parliament has been suspended since October 2015 due to conflict
between two political parties.
Further, other interviewees claimed that there is also inequality in finance allocations
for both national and religious events. For example, the DDAST said,
According to the existing plan, the HGBT allocated $7,000 for tourism directorates in
Erbil and Duhok provinces. But why did we, in Darbandikhan and Halabja, only receive
$2,000-$3,000? … Why do I underestimate myself and just do cleaning stuff? What are
the criteria for this? …We could organise seminars, invite people and provide them
accommodation but when the proposal is submitted to the GBT they say such activities
cost a lot, which is beyond the boundaries (DDAST, 2016).

In the same context, the Director of Halabja Tourism - GDST (DHST) said,
I believe that this is not the right time for such a tool because it requires funding and is
related to income. So, if we conduct a proper assessment, we will face problems. I got
the highest score among my peers in Sulaymaniyah and Garmiyan provinces. But, I was
the third highest among all provinces because they68 receive more funding; for example,
Soran and Zakho tourism (Director of Halabja Tourism - GDST [DHST], 2016).

Referencing the valid assessment formats at this stage, the planning team required each
department to add the following information to their action plan format: “Perspective”,
“Weight”, “Base-Line”, “Unit Type”, “Frequency”, “Target”, “Lag/Lead”, and “KPIs”.
KPIs were divided across 12 months – i.e. each task is due for completion in a specific period
from one month to 12 months. As stated above, the assessment team agreed upon a
mechanism for undertaking the assessments at both strategy and operation levels. At the
strategy level, it was decided that assessments are held on a monthly basis while at the
operation level it was to be held on a quarterly basis. However, in March 2016, it was decided
that all assessments would be held quarterly (DQM, 2016; RFBSC, 2016).
The quarterly assessments process was as the following: one week for the strategy
level and another week for the GDs. At the strategy level, each directorate was assessed by

68

He meant Erbil and Duhok provinces.
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the planning team on each individual activity, so it was time consuming. At the operation
level on the other hand, each GD was assessed on the nine principles (and eight for the
directorates of tourism). This is because the planning departments at the GDs were working
beforehand on the individual activities before grouping them and, hence, they were
providing the summary of the achieved tasks to the GBT’s planning team. Usually, the
assessment meetings were attended by the HGBT to provide updates and to listen to their
opportunities and challenges, so during that time, attendees were raising their issues; for
example, the problems related to insufficient funding and the areas’ specificities which
impeded the achievement of some tasks. The HGBT used to provide answers although the
problems were not easily sorted out. Then, he would have to leave the meeting before going
into the technicalities and details of the assessment. Afterwards, the DP had to chair the rest
of the meeting.
Further, in the assessment meetings, one of the three members of the assessment team
used to go through the assessment points. Another member was receiving the supporting
documents for or evidence of their achieved tasks. The third person was taking notes of the
points raised for action. If, for any reason, evidence was not provided, then the activity was
considered as a “not achieved” task (RFBSC, 2016). For quality assurance purposes, the
planning team were randomly contacting a number of customers who received the service to
double check the credibility of the evidence (DP, 206). After the assessment meetings, the
RFBSC would process the data and information which helped him to understand the
applicability and practicability of the software. The GBT’s planning team had to revise the
assessments to analyse their status and reflect on the process. The following section provides
some results of the assessments and the incurred consequences.

5.5.2.2.3 The Assessment of Results and Consequences
In early April 2016, the first quarter performance evaluation was conducted at operation
level. Data collection took the team two weeks. Afterwards, the RFBSC inserted all the
collected data into the software. After processing, he produced a report and submitted it to
the HGBT for comments and approval. Consequently, top performers among the GDs and
directorates of tourism were announced. While interviewing the tourism directors, the
importance of these scores to them was obvious to the researcher. For example, the Director
of Soran Tourism (DSET) (2016) demonstrated twice that he “was the first among all the
directorates”. Likewise, the DHST (2016) said, “I was the first among Sulaymaniyah and
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Garmiyan provinces”. On the other side, some of the directors were not happy about the
results in which they seemed to “feel shame” about their low score such as the Director of
Planning - GDGT (DPGT) and two of the Garmiyan province tourism directors. It was
evident that staff were more motivated to improve their performance so that they do not
experience such embarrassing situations.
However, one of the reasons why Garmiyan province scored low was due to their
different specific culture compared to that of the other provinces. In this respect the DGGT
said,
It is very difficult to convince a traditional society about the importance of tourism in
the development process. More difficult than this is to request one of the staff to go for
bar inspections. It is true that they have religious restrictions, but it is normal and part of
their responsibilities which they have to do (DGGT, 2016).

As a Muslim society, it is not unconditionally common in the KR that people go to bars for
any reason69. It is neither a culturally nor a socially accepted habit although it varies from
one area to another. In this respect, Garmiyan is considered the most conservative province
among them all. Further, the DGGT (2016) demonstrated that it is much more difficult to
convince the government to approve a project for the province which was not common in
the area. For example, “when I was appointed the DG in 2011 until the end of 2012 there
was no single hotel, restaurant, or cafe in the province” (DGGT, 2016), although after 2012
there was a big shift in people’s beliefs and mentalities which resulted in the building of
several hotels, restaurants and cafes in Garmiyan as confirmed by both the DGGT and the
DPGT
Recalling the team formed in May 2016 who were in charge of the BSC software,
which consisted of three members supervised by the DP, it was concluded that the member
who was originally a member of staff of the Media Unit was the most capable and effective
person among the three (DQM, 2016; HGBT, 2016) but he was facing challenges in
collecting data from other departments for various reasons. Hence, the HGBT officially
issued a decree in July 2016 to assign him as “Responsible for Follow-up and BSC Software”
to legitimise his position. As a result, the RFBSC became responsible for inserting all the
data into the software for processing after they were collected by the planning team.
However, at the beginning, he experienced some challenges in using the software properly;
hence he had to communicate with either the company to guide him on proper solutions or
with the HGBT. On the other hand, the HGBT continued to self-educate and train himself
69

Islamic principles are not practiced equally by all Muslims in the KR but this section mainly refers to a
traditional Muslim area.
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during break times and holidays so that he can train the RFBSC on the software functions
(HGBT, 2016; RFBSC, 2016). Further, the RFBSC said that the team in charge of the BSC
software were in constant communication with the designing company on one side and with
the QM and planning teams on the other side in order to build an efficient control system for
the assessment.
The second quarter’s assessment was “much better than the first one”, and “everyone
was much clearer about the responsibilities and what they are required to submit”, as
affirmed by all interviewees. It was mainly because they changed the assessment format to
a more applicable one. As a result, departments were clearer about the objectives and the
criteria they were assessed on. However, the Director of Kifri Tourism - GDGT (DKGT)
had a different perspective;
I do not understand why the previous assessment format has been ignored by the GBT.
According to the format which consisted of 17 points, we could better present our
activities as well as more spaces to explain why a specific task is not applicable (Director
of Kifri Tourism - GDGT [DKGT], 2016).

Her point was based on the fact that the new assessment format did not have room for writing
explanations or justifications. It only accepted a “Yes” or “No” while she needed to have
space in the format to write the reasons why the task has not been fulfilled.
It is worth mentioning that both quarters’ assessments were carried out in the GBT’s
main office. Scheduling was set in the same way as the first quarter, to meet each GD and
their respective directorates individually. For instance, a certain day was allocated for Erbil
GD in which the DPET and all the directors of tourism under the GDET had to attend and
submit their activity reports in a scheduled manner. During these meetings (of which a few
were attended by the researcher) there were many arguments going around related to the
inequality in imposing the same criteria upon all the directorates without taking
specifications of each area into consideration. This issue seemed to be available from the
first quarter. In this respect, the DP said, “at the end of the year we should revise our action
plan to exclude those objectives which are potentially not achievable” (DP, 2016). There
were also discussions about forms being wrongly filled in, and insufficient supporting
documents from operation-level departments (DP, 2016; RFBSC, 2016). In general,
improvements at all levels were noticed by the team and this was supported by the higher
scores they obtained in the second quarter assessment. This was because they had a more
organised format to work with on a daily basis which was similar to the assessment format.
In this respect, SP2 (2016) said that Erbil and Duhok retained their high ranks. Garmiyan
was slightly improved while Sulaymaniyah was the same as the first quarter. During the
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interview, the DP said; “We have decided to implement the third quarter assessments on site.
A team including the HGBT will visit the provinces for the accountability of the process”
(2016).
Probably one of the reasons behind their inefficient results was due to the processoriented cultural perspective. It is certainly challenging to change a group of people from a
process-oriented perspective to a result-oriented one in a short time. Several interviewees
referred to this specific perspective; for example, talking about the challenges they
encounter, the DQM said,
Even before, when we had stable circumstances and there was no evidence of financial
crisis, most of the staff had a wrong viewpoint; that is, they do not work to contribute
and achieve results but only tend to do routine works and receive their salaries at the end
of the month (DQM, 2016).

Based on their responsibilities to connect with all departments and staff, the QM was able
to perceive a clear understanding about staff’s attitudes and motives for working. In addition,
the HGBT posited that “there is a serious challenge in KRG organisations as we are only
working on processes while never worked on results” (HGBT, 2016). This was also
confirmed by the RFBSC who determined that “we used to work on processes only”
(RFBSC, 2016). Besides, according to the existing system across KRG organisations,
organisational actors have never been involved in plan setting or being responsible for
results; they were only required to do routine works so this specific aspect of the KRG’s
OCL was reflected in the GBT.
Based on the achieved scores and their performance, top performers among the GDs
and directorates of tourism were recognised. As the directorates were ranked from highest
to lowest, only the three top directorates were identified. They might be from different
provinces or the same province. Further, the collective scores of the directorates resulted in
the total score of each GD and, accordingly, the first GD among the four was identified. The
final report after processing the data of each quarter was produced by the planning and
assessment team and was submitted to the HGBT for approval. Accordingly, an appreciation
letter70 was signed by the HGBT to the top GD valuing all the efforts the teams collectively
put in which resulted in their high rank. This was a good motivation for staff to continuously
improve their performance and feel a sense of competition (DP, 2016; RFBSC, 2016). On
the other hand, at the strategy level, there was a rule followed for more than a year in which

An appreciation letter shifts the staff’s annual promotion by one month. The existing promotion rule in the
KRG is based on timeframe only. Hence, each staff gets an annual promotion automatically unless he/she is
sanctioned for a certain reason which delays the promotion by one year.
70
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“employee of the month” and “distinguished employee of the year” were recognised.
Aligned with ISO standards, there should be motivation mechanisms to ensure sustainable
development in the GBT. Based on his professional background, the HGBT in
communication with the QM, HR, and other key departments, decided to apply a motivation
and reward system in the GBT. For this purpose, they agreed on a certain process. Each
month, the HGBT was to request department directors and unit officers to identify their
distinguished staff to be entered into the competition. The identification was done through a
specific form with different criteria in which the line manager should fill out. All of the
forms were processed and accordingly the employee of the month was identified. Further,
more criteria and conditions were required for the distinguished employee of the year
although this underwent the same process. One of the significant influential perspectives at
this stage was the effective communication taking place across the different levels of the
GBT, which is presented in the following section.

5.5.2.2.4 The Communication Perspective and its Implications
An evident obstacle to cascading the BSC was the bureaucratic hierarchical structure. Drawn
on the structure, the directorates of tourism had to officially communicate with their
respective GDs as direct communication with the GBT was not allowed. Thus,
communication issues were raised in a BMC meeting. The HGBT suggested that directors
of tourism are permitted by the DGs to have direct communication with the GBT’s staff,
including himself. This issue was related to the DGs of Sulaymaniyah, Duhok and Garmiyan
tourism only but not the other members of the BMC; hence, they were neutral. The DGs of
Sulaymaniyah and Duhok did not approve the idea from the beginning while the DGGT
immediately gave approval. So, they were two proponents against two opponents. However,
the DGGT (2016) said, “as I am very much interested in BSC, I strongly supported the
HGBT’s suggestion in the BMC meeting” (DGGT, 2016). After a long debate, the
proponents succeeded in convincing the other two DGs. They reached an agreement that if
this was not helpful then they would return to their bureaucratic structure. As a matter of
fact, influenced by the previous two separate administrations during the third and fourth
cabinets of government, political sensitivities between the provinces was manifest
particularly from the Director General of Sulaymaniyah Tourism (DGST). Sulaymaniyah
province had more autonomy during these two cabinets although the government structure
changed in the fifth cabinet which resulted in Sulaymaniyah becoming dependent once
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again. Eventually, this was a source of resistance and challenge which is discussed in detail
in later sections.
After the consensus of BMC members that directors of tourism could have a direct link
with the GBT, the planning team were instructed by the HGBT to pass on the new rule to
the directors of tourism. This rule was made verbally without any official decree. The
support and guidance provided by the QM’s team to prepare the GDs’ action plans was the
first practice of the direct communication. Also, the GDs’ staff started to directly contact the
GBT’s planning team to enquire about any point related to the performance evaluation
format. All the interviewees from the GDs confirmed that they were permitted to contact the
GBT’s staff; however, for in-person visits, they had to inform their respective GDs. In this
context the DKGT said,
Based on the structure, our main contact is the GD but if the issue needed higher
authority’s approval then it is raised to the GBT. We are not completely allowed to
communicate with the GBT … however, if we have a question about the BSC, then we
could communicate via phone with the GBT’s planning team (DKGT, 2016).

There was empowerment and power devolution by the DGGT who was supporting the idea
of direct communications between different levels. Although the DPGT had a bureaucratic
perspective and because he was supervising the directors of tourism in the province, he was
still impeding the direct communications with the GBT. Regardless, other provinces were
admitting that they have more autonomy in this respect. For instance, the DADT said, “if we
have any question we can directly make a phone call to GBT’s planning team … they are
always ready to assist in understanding the process better” (Director of Akre - GDDT, 2016).
Also, the DHST (2016) stated that “the doors are always open”71 which means that planning
team are very flexible with direct phone calls and, hence, they could contact any time they
need their assistance.
On the other hand, as a leader, the HGBT created a direct channel for the lower-level
key staff to liase with himself in different ways. He said,
Further to the official meetings and formal communications, we have not followed only
one channel of communication to reach all the organisations across the GBT’s different
levels. We have adopted a number of mechanisms in order to create a good
understanding and we, all together, reach proper solutions aiming at the achievement of
our objectives (HGBT, 2016).

One of the ways was that staff across the GBT had the HGBT’s personal mobile number
which they were allowed to use to contact him any time. This attribute was much appreciated

71

A local expression meaning that there are no boundaries or obstacles in between for any kind of contact.
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by the staff; for example, the DSET (2016) said, “this direct contact motivates us to improve
our work to compete with other directorates” (Director of Soran - Erbil Tourism [DSET],
2016). The DKET (2016) said, “The HGBT’s support and the direct contact we have with
him is a real motive for moving forward”. Another channel was that he created a group on
Viber and added all directors of planning and directors of tourism in the four provinces. The
members were uploading all their activities and pictures on that group. During the interview
he said,
Communication for me is a key factor. I am certain that if there is no connection between
the top persons of the organisation with the subordinates then the organisation would not
move forward. In addition to the directors in the GBT, who I see on a daily basis, I
connected all the other directors on Viber where they present their daily activities
(HGBT, 2016).

He continued to say that all the group members on Viber were in competition to upload their
activities. Immediately after accomplishing any task they ensured they updated it with the
pictures on Viber. He showed the group to the researcher and while scrolling down he said,
For example, look! This is a director who met tourism companies, this is cleaning
touristic areas, this is on a field visit, this is holding a training course, this is visiting the
mayor, and this is on a field inspection. There is a great competition among them which
stimulates them to work harder. A bigger motivation is that they are sure I follow their
activities through the comments I make and valuing their activities (HGBT, 2016).

The above-mentioned is related to the process relations between the GBT with the GDs,
whereas the process relations of the GDs with their respective directorates of tourism took a
different form. For example, the DPET (2016) said, “due to the fact that we do not have a
permanent DG, I have a big responsibility which is a real burden on my shoulders” (DPET,
2016). The GDET used to have certain procedures to follow, thus the BSC was not easy to
be adopted there. She said, “Eventually, I am only a simple director and hence cannot enforce
any task on any other staff” (DPET, 2016). Other problems were due to the shortage of staff,
inadequate level of qualification and skills, and financial problems. At the beginning, she
was meeting them on a daily basis to provide more clarification and support related to the
BSC. However, to date, “some of the staff say; I do not understand the tool so explain it to
me” (DPET, 2016). Some of the staff endorsed by the GDET were originally moved from
the central government without their employment records72 yet. Hence, they claimed to have
different positions and are experts in tourism issues. For example, “one of the endorsed staff

72

The existing regulations allowed governmental staff to move from Iraqi central government to be endorsed
by KRG organisations before transferring their employment records. Afterwards, they could process the
formalities of transferring them officially.
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claimed he was an expert of the tourism sector, but later, when his record arrived at the
GDET, he was revealed to be a ‘chef’73” (DP, 2016).
The DPET added; “Some other staff have got the best positions and jobs in GDET but
they refused to work on BSC claiming that they have their own mechanism to follow”
(DPET, 2016): i.e. their work policy is different than the BSC. To overcome some of the
difficulties, she followed a different procedure. Based on her suggestion they were all
instructed by the Acting DG to meet every Monday. During every meeting she used to
allocate a task to the department officers and requested that they accomplished the task in a
week’s time. So, the following week, if the task was not accomplished, then the staff member
was reported to the Acting DG for instructions. It is to be mentioned here that she was
persistent in the process which helped her to affect other staff. In this respect, she said,
We still continue on this process as a result of two aspects, one is the large number of
meetings with key staff for three months, and second is the continuous explanation about
the importance of BSC for our organisation (DPET, 2016).

In addition to her support, she provided them necessary facilities. For example, she assigned
a staff member to be responsible to follow up with the departments, assist them, and receive
their reports. Also, those departments located in distant areas can send their reports
digitally74 along with all the documents scanned and sent with the report. Afterwards, they
can send the original documents via regular post. With the mechanisms she set in place,
“everyone has a number of responsibilities to do, but no time for sitting down or side talks”
(DPET, 2016).
One of the consequences of the financial crisis was the impact on the working hours.
It resulted in fewer working days and caused differences between provinces. Erbil and
Duhok provinces were working more hours than those in Sulaymaniyah and Garmiyan. The
policymakers among the higher-level authorities, particularly in the CoM, had to negotiate
this issue. For this purpose, they issued orders that organisations across the KRG should be
lenient with governmental staff in terms of their working hours75 although, in the decree,
power was devolved to province mayors to determine regulations for their own areas. As a
result, Erbil and Duhok provinces enforced more working hours than Sulaymaniyah and
Garmiyan provinces did. A major difference emerged between them in which in the former
two provinces’ working hours in general were reduced by two hours while in the latter
73

Chef is one of the employment titles/positions in the KR whose main responsibility is to cook.
The formal governmental communications are through classical manual hard copies of documents. So, Egovernment communications are not yet legitimised.
75
Working hours across the government used to be from 8am-3pm from Sunday to Wednesday, and from 8am2pm on Thursday. Friday and Saturday are weekend’s holiday.
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provinces they were reduced by three hours. Further, directors and key staff of the
departments in both Erbil and Duhok provinces were working a full five days but lowerlevel staff were working three full days in a week whereas in Sulaymaniyah and Garmiyan,
staff at all levels were only working two days. This difference in working hours was referred
to by most of the interviewees as a big problem of the process. For instance, the DP (2016)
said,
Frankly speaking … the problem is that working hours have been reduced in general and
particularly in Sulaymaniyah. They are working much less than Erbil and Duhok and are
not committed enough to the system. Therefore, they do not consider it is a suitable time
for the BSC … from my personal point of view, because I am doing my job properly,
then the BSC is suitable for me. It has facilitated my works much more than before but
because the Sulaymaniyah team are not able to prepare their reports on time then it is
not suitable for them [this was stated ironically] (DP, 2016).

Further to the above, the DDAST (2016) said,
Before everything, we should take one point into consideration which is the short
working hours in Sulaymaniyah and Garmiyan. The instruction was made by the mayor
and stated that governmental staff are to work only two days from 8:30 - 12:30, i.e. eight
hours in a week (DDAST, 2016).

So, the difference in working hours and its consequences was realised by everyone. Further,
in this context, the DGST (2016) said,
Due to the financial crisis, we cannot enforce staff to work full-time … the BSC only
accounts for the achieved tasks. If staff are provided with all the facilities including
finance, then they will perform better and get higher scores. But due to the current
problems, our departments are not able to reach the top ranks (Director General of
Sulaymaniyah Tourism [DGST], 2016).

Likewise, the DGGT said,
Frankly speaking, the BSC is very effective and would have been more effective if we
were not facing such a financial crisis. Given these circumstances, we cannot put
obligations on staff in terms of their working hours … Therefore, staff are not adequately
abiding by the existing legal regulations to work full-time. This is what we experience in
our province (DGGT, 2016).

Throughout data collection, it was evident that the inadequate working hours is a major
concern and challenge across the GBT, and particularly in Sulaymaniyah and Garmiyan
provinces. However, the DGST said, “I have divided the staff into two groups, A and B.
Group A is working Monday and Tuesday while group B is working Tuesday and
Wednesday” (DGST, 2016). This means that total working days in the General Directorate
of Sulaymaniyah Tourism (GDST) was only three days. On the other side, there were staff
at the strategy level who were working more than their full-time hours, and sometimes
working during weekends and holidays such as the HGBT and key staff at the GBT (DQM,
2016). In short, this specificity has caused difficulties across the GBT although some
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provinces were more affected than others due to some political and logical differences which
are explained in later sections.
Due to the fact that the GBT’s planning team were in direct contact with all the GDs
and directorates, they clearly realised the consequences of the insufficient working hours
which negatively impacted their performance. The DP (2016) said, “GDST are not working
enough to implement their tasks” (DP, 2016). This was confirmed by the SP2 (2016) who
said, “We struggle to have the GDST and respective directorates of tourism attend meetings
and submit their reports”. Therefore, “Sulaymaniyah province continued to get very low
scores in both first and second quarterly assessments” (RFBSC, 2016). Part of the
responsibility falls on the DGST who questioned the dilemma of “how much is it acceptable
that the GBT have a strategy while their superiors in the CoM do not have a strategy to
follow?” (DGST, 2016). His concern was about the existing fact that a relatively small part
(GBT) of a bigger constitution (CoM) to have a more advanced system. Further, he said,
The initiation and introduction of the BSC was from the GBT as they are responsible for
policy-making and we are responsible for execution. It is true that it was discussed with
us but eventually it is their own initiation and responsibility (DGST, 2016).

He supposed that all the initiations and orders should be made from upper levels and
generalised to lower levels. As for the Duhok province which was scoring relatively better,
it is likely to be due to the specific culture of the province. The evident fact is that Duhok
province individuals are in nature very committed to work. It was always observed by the
researcher and strategy-level members that they are more responsive and have a greater sense
of responsibility. The proof for the aforementioned is that the DGDT was driving around
100 miles every week to visit Erbil to follow up on their related issues. Further, SP2 stated
that “Duhok tourism are always the best to implement any task. They are also very
responsive for providing any type of information in a specific time” (SP2, 2016).
The above sections presented the transitional period in detail in which the period was
divided according to the different levels of strategy and operation. The following section
provides in-depth information about the existing ILs in the case study organisation.

5.5.3 Multiple Institutional Logics
This section presents the ILs drawing from Thornton et al. (2012). The focus is on the
transitional period from October 2014 to October 2016. From coding all the interviews and
focus groups, various ILs emerged. The seven different logics (Thornton et al., 2012) were
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detected but at different rates. The logics are profession, state, family, corporation, market,
community, and religion, in order, from the most prevalent to the least prevalent. Table 5.6
below shows the frequency with which each of the seven logics was detected in the
transcripts.
Institutional Logic

Frequency

Profession

24

State

16

Family

8

Corporation

7

Market

6

Community

4

Religion

2

Table 5.6: Frequency of the Institutional Logics Occurrences

These logics are elaborated on in the following sections. However, in this chapter only the
institutions are identified without any reference to the specific categorical elements, such as
schemas and identities (Thornton et al., 2012). In addition, a precise distinction between the
internal and external institutions related to the adopted framework is discussed in detail in
the following analysis chapter.

5.5.3.1 Profession Institutional Logics
Profession logics was the most frequently coded IL from the data. Starting with the HGBT
as the leader of the GBT, this logic can be observed from personal and professional
perspectives. From a personal perspective, he holds an engineering degree, a MBA, and is a
member of the Kurdistan Engineers Union76. While from a professional perspective, he has
around three decades of experience in the PS management. In addition, he is a member of
the Quality Assurance (QA) project77. Further, he has mastered the English and Arabic
languages in addition to the Kurdish language as his mother tongue. During data collection,
Kurdistan Engineers Union is the KRG’s non-governmental vocational syndicate for engineers.
The QA project was a joint project between the KRG and the UK National School of Government International (NSGI). The project started in June 2007 to adopt QA across KRG organisations and to
standardise administrative processes. For this purpose, a team was formed including a DG from each ministry
and board. They attended an intensive programme for 18 months. The aim was to establish a GD for QA in
each ministry and board but after the completion of the programme the aims and promises faded away due to
reasons out of the scope of this research.
76
77
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he was observed to emphasise some issues which are based on profession logics. For
example, while talking about the reasons behind adopting a new MCS, he said,
After having the tourism strategy in place in 2012 and getting the ISO certification in
2014, we started working towards EFQM78 standards. One of the tools they recommend
is the BSC as it is considered the cornerstone for organisational performance evaluation
which encouraged us to apply it (HGBT, 2016).

So, there were a number of reasons for enforcing the adoption of a new MCS specifically
for PMM. Further, the HGBT was observed to cut the distance with his subordinates short
and also to establish effective communications with them. During the interviews he was
emphasising the importance of building a strong relationship with staff at all levels. For
example, as mentioned above, he created a group on Viber to include all the DPs and
directors of tourism. The staff’s communication in that group was outstanding. Everyone
was proactive and implementing the activities and events. There was a great sense of
competition among them as confirmed by the HGBT. In return, he ensured he offered more
encouragement and motivation by commenting on the activities. Recalling that the members
were located in different areas across the KR, the Viber group was a channel to get all of
them together to share their achievements. In addition, the HGBT said,
I informed them that if anyone has an objective and finds it difficult to draw up a proper
plan for it or does not know how to implement it, I am ready to support it by all means.
No matter if it is via phone calls, emails or face-to-face communications. Most
importantly is that you try yourselves and present initiations (HGBT, 2016).

Regardless of the prevalent norm in the KRG in which leaders avoid direct contact with staff
except with the next lower level on the hierarchy, the HGBT’s attitude as the leader was
extraordinary as confirmed by all the interviewees. He was always providing the opportunity
for direct communications with the staff. Further, there was another point observed from the
HGBT that is relevant to the profession IL. It was related to his attitude in the process and
its quality when he stated that “BSC is always in my agenda although its importance to our
organisation varies from one staff member to another hence; all the staff do not implement
it similarly” (HGBT, 2016). Along with the process, he wrote a number of manuals79 and
published them for the organisational actors’ ease and usage.
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EFQM is the abbreviation for the European Foundation for Quality Management. There are serious
endeavours to become a member of EFQM through meetings and training sessions conducted by the HGBT in
which a committee is formed to work towards the standards.
79
For example, he wrote “Benchmarking, 2016” (jointly with the DQM and SQM), criteria for “Quality Award
for Tourism Accommodation Facilities (Four and Five stars), 2016” (jointly with the DQM), “Translation of
the International Standard Measures” (jointly with the DQM and SQM), and “EFQM, A Gate for
Administrative Development and Evaluation in Public and Private Sectors, 2015”.
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Moreover, due to certain external forces, some of the professional IL were noticed
among the interviewees. The main force was due to the incompatible existing system in the
GBT with ISO standards. While auditing, the granting company was always criticising the
lack of a scientific control system in general and the KPIs in particular. The SQM (2016)
said, “We were always questioned by the auditors about the level of activities’
achievements” to find out whether or not the GBT reached the ultimate strategic objectives.
Also, “our enthusiasm to comply with EFQM standards” was a reason behind BSC adoption
(SQM, 2016). From the same perspective, the DIT (2016) said, “when we had our strategy
approved we realised it requires a proper implementation and assessment and hence we had
to seek for a system or tool” (DIT, 2016). Likewise, the RFBSC (2016) suggested that ISO
enforced the obligation of adopting the BSC. Further, in respect to the forces for adopting
such a tool, the DP (2016) said, “strategies are not possible to be implemented randomly and
hence we had to adopt a new system especially after we obtained ISO certification” (DP,
2016). Further, the DQM elaborated on the same perspective;
The idea behind the adoption was to move away from the local (traditional) standards
and implement international standards. One of the reasons was that we obtained ISO but
we also wanted our action plans and performance assessments to be designed with a
modern international style. In short, in the GBT, we aim to be distinguished in all aspects
so the traditional style does not suit us anymore … particularly the BSC as a new system
will help me to succeed otherwise, I will be embarrassed among my colleagues (DQM,
2016).

It is inferred from the aforementioned that some of the profession logics emerged due to
stimuli such as the tourism strategy, ISO certification, and the endeavours towards EFQM
standards. On the other hand, a number of staff’s personal expertise was a factor to motivate
profession logics to emerge; for instance, the HGBT’s expertise in both professional and
academic areas, which always motivated him to introduce modern systems and tools to the
GBT. Designing the GBT’s strategy, obtaining ISO certification, complying with EFQM
standards, and the adoption of a new MCS were all initiations of the HGBT. The DGGT was
also one of the high-level management members observed to adopt profession logics in
management processes in general. Within his department, he formally devolved power to
the mid-level management staff to ensure that processes are in place and there is no delay if
he (as the leader) was not present. There was also other expertise in the board such as the
DP (2016) who said, “I hold a high diploma in planning and development, have over three
decades of experience in the area, and attended a large number of training courses about
strategy”. Hence, it was not challenging to adopt such a modern tool.
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Another key staff member who had personal expertise was the DIT. In addition to his
degree in engineering, he had two decades experience in IT area in Europe. So, he was
observed that he adopts profession logic perspective during the process. For example, he
established a team for IT-related issues for BSC software. He also dedicated two staff to
assist in the process to ensure the process is not affected during his absence. The DQM is
also noticed to apply profession logics in performing all her tasks. So, she was the only one
who adopted a relatively modern style of management compared to the others in the GBT.
The action plan before October 2014 was different than those in other organisations across
the KRG. She also used to document and register everything without being instructed to do
so. In addition, she was always encouraging team work in her department and was always
inclined to group decision-making. Moreover, the PDET was observed as an active member
who was determined to ensure that processes are in place. She was wise and skilful when
she enforced the team in the GDET to apply the BSC. Her determination and enthusiasm
were behind her achieving the aims and objectives. Due to her professionality, the HGBT
has completely empowered her “to sign on behalf of him” (DPET, 2016).
Other profession logics were noticed as a result of the consequences that the BSC will
have. For example, the Director of Planning - GDST (DPST) (2016) suggested that they
support the adoption of the new system because it leads to the development of tourism in the
region. The system also motivated them to “work harder and compete with other
departments” (Director of Planning - GDST [DPST], 2016; Director of Planning - GDGT
[DPGT], 2016). The DQM (2016) said “the BSC has resulted in framing and prioritising my
work”, although her style was more developed and professional than the other organisational
actors due to ISO standards. So, she was ensuring that every activity is documented and
every decision was made in group. On the other hand, “the BSC may bring about internal
advantages such as competing for better performance among the other departments”
(Director General of Duhok Tourism [DGDT], 2016). The DGDT also stated that the system
is compatible with the reality; otherwise its application will not be possible. Further, the DP
said “tasks are more professionally allocated to departments” because there was disorder to
some extent before the adoption of the BSC (DP, 2016). Finally, the GBT tried to broaden
the linkage and gain expertise through collaboration with universities to consult academics
in the area (DP, 2016). Further, drawing upon his expertise, the HGBT used to self-educate
on the system and support the RFBSC on the software. All of these instances demonstrated
profession logics’ perspectives in different circumstances, although during the second focus
group discussions, there was an evident conflict between the HGBT and the DGST due to
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their contradicting logics. The DGST indicated that the problems they encounter emerge due
to the centralisation structure and also because power is not devolved to the lower levels, i.e.
the GDs. Conversely, the HGBT had a different viewpoint and responded saying that “the
salient problems you mention are never related to centralisation but emerge merely in your
own department and can be solved internally with the power you have” (HGBT, 2016).

5.5.3.2 State Institutional Logics
Coding the transcripts in their entirety revealed that the state logic is the second prevalent
logic which was observed in certain circumstances. To illustrate this when interviewed the
DP, he emphasised the role of governmental originations in service provision. In this respect
he said,
In fact, this tool is not forcefully enforced upon us but if we aim to develop and improve
then we certainly need a tool that complies with our objectives. BSC is a tool which is
in our favour for re-organising processes and for providing better services for people
(DP, 2016).

The DP trusted that “the final objective as a PS organisation is to ensure providing good
services to citizens. Hence, having a strategy in place is not enough for this objective whereas
having a system in place will assist the purpose” (DP, 2016). In addition, the DQM stated
that “our enthusiasm is to reach the organisation’s goals, succeed, and provide a good-quality
service for people” (DQM, 2016). In the same context, the DHST posited,
I am now on the right path of working as I can provide good services for people. As long
as I am in this position I should be the “people’s servant” not the opposite. So, I provided
all support for the development of the tourism sector and for the staff’s good. I even
sometimes had to “implore” funding for projects (DHST, 2016).

He used the word “implore” as a metaphor because he was sometimes seeking sponsors or
guarantors to secure finance to perform their activities and tasks. This was to ensure the
process continued regardless of any financial problems. On the other hand, being at the core
of people’s suffering from the shortage of services, the DGGT said,
Tourism is a cross-sectional sector. One of the significant factors to develop this sector
is to amend the existing laws and regulations. A law to include all the empowerment for
the sector to become autonomous. The tourism sector should have the power to produce
regulations, take advantage of the land leases for tourism projects, and to revive the old
laws which are for the benefit of the sector. All the laws and regulations should be for
the benefit of the KR people (DGGT, 2016).

This statement infers that their final aim is people’s welfare through receiving the good
services they deserve. This was also demonstrated in the second focus group in which the
DGST (2016) said; “Government, by all means, is responsible to provide necessary services
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to people. It is essential that people are not dispossessed from the services”, although,
“unfortunately, the provided services are much less than the people’s needs” (DGST, 2016).
Relating to the same context, the DKGT said,
I would never stay in this position if I have ever known that I cannot provide a good
service and do not have my fingerprint on any task … with the adoption of the BSC all
the processes will improve and will end up with benefits for all people in the area
(DKGT, 2016).

Regardless of the financial crisis and the limited support she received, she was determined
to continue and ensure her job was completed. She assumed that serving people is the core
of their objectives.
Furthermore, the DGDT was one of the upper-level members who depended on a state
logic. As they were preparing for the third quarterly assessment, his concern was to develop
the tourism sector through improving the services they provide for people and customers.
As a result, they will be able to excel over other departments they compete with. To achieve
this, he was certain that the BSC is a good inducement to take this responsibility. He
elaborated on this aspect and said,
For example, one of the objectives of the BSC is to increase revenues and another is to
decrease expenditures. We should ensure that money is not spent on things which are
not for the public good or the tourism sector development. Therefore, the BSC and the
companion objectives stimulated us to take more responsibility especially because there
is evaluation and assessment (DGDT, 2016).

Another point which resulted from the BSC and assisted in a better provision of services was
the enforcement to work in teams. In this perspective, the DGDT said,
… it is not a condition that all the tasks are undertaken individually but there are various
tasks which require teamwork from multiple departments such as inspection, tourism
affairs, finance and administration … the departments are obliged to collaborate to get
the tasks done … therefore, they should all have a clear understanding to work together
so that they avoid problems and find solutions for the sector development (DGDT,
2016).

The DGDT suggested that the BSC regulated and organised all the management processes
in a way that all the organisational actors at all levels are clear what their responsibilities are
and how they achieve them. Before the BSC, processes were totally different and the
individualism perspective was more prevalent across the GBT. Previously, there were
activities undertaken in one department without having the other relevant department(s)
involved. Further, he demonstrated that teamwork would bring the various perspectives to
the same table and the contradicting ones would converge as a result.
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Another aspect that the interviewees considered under the state logic was the prevalent
bureaucracy in terms of power and how it is practiced. There were different viewpoints about
this aspect; for example, the lower-level departments believed that there is a high power
distance while the upper level were certain that they devolve power equally to lower levels.
From the top of the hierarchy, the HGBT was a strong proponent of the idea that power
should be located at the lower levels for processing operational tasks while the higher level
has to facilitate these processes and take strategic decisions. However, there was a common
understanding among the DGST and the DGDT in the perspective that all the decisions
should be within the top and that levels should not be bypassed. This means that the directors
within their GD do not have the power to bypass the DG and communicate directly with the
GBT, while the DGGT had a different perspective than the other two DGs held. He devolved
power in his GD and that all the key staff were given enough authority to process activities
and to directly communicate with the GBT. In this respect the DDAST said,
When we address a letter to the GBT through the GDST, we could only “informally”
ask the HGBT to press for the processing of our request; otherwise it will take ages to
have it responded to … the DGST intends a “legal”80 processing of tasks which is so
challenging and time-consuming (DDAST, 2016).

Likewise, the DDST was convinced that there is a dominant bureaucracy across the GBT.
He said,
Our superior is the GDST and, hence, we are entitled to communicate with as our first
point of contact. From there, it is addressed to the GBT which we do not have direct
contact with, although, in urgent cases, teams from the GBT directly contact us to request
a specific task to be done (Director of Dukan - GDST [DDST], 2016).

On the organisational hierarchy the GDST is in the middle between the GBT and the DDST.
Due to the prevalent bureaucracy, GDST did not empower the lower levels to bypass him
and contact the GBT. Moreover, the DKGT had the same perspective as the DDST although
she posited that they are allowed, to some extent, to directly call the GBT if they have
enquiries about a specific process or activity, although she said that, due to the bureaucratic
aspect they were not involved in the process before the decision making to adopt the new
system. It was “all of a sudden” enforced and they were instructed to adopt it without any
prior notification.
On the other hand, the DGDT had a proponent perspective and an opponent
perspective to the aforementioned. The proponent was that he never considered the direct
contact of directorates of tourism within his GD as legitimate, for any reason. For instance,

80

This word is used as a metaphor for routinely processing activities which usually takes a long time.
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his subordinates were not permitted to officially contact the GBT members such as the
director of administrative affairs. He strictly abided by the organisational structure levels for
formal affairs. Regardless, “for other enquiries, I advised them to communicate with the
GBT staff for obtaining accurate information. So, for informal issues they were permitted to
do so except for formal affairs” (DGDT, 2016) although, related to the opponent perspective,
he suggested that DGs should appreciate the lower levels and that DGs value their status.
For example,
It is not legitimate if a staff member of any directorate of tourism submits a request for
long leave and I approve the request without his line manager’s consent. So, before I
approve the request, I ask the staff to get his line manager’s approval. This should be
addressed to us in a signed and stamped official letter. Afterwards, I approve the request
(DGDT, 2016).

As mentioned earlier, this will value the directors below the GD, although he emphasised
that, for informal affairs, staff are free to communicate with higher authorities. Regardless,
the DGDT (2016) said “even in such circumstances the staff ask my permission to contact
the team members in the GBT”.

5.5.3.3 Family Institutional Logics
In addition to the above-mentioned two logics, family logic was observed from the data.
Coding via Atlas.ti software showed that the IL occurred eight times. The DGST was
observed to uphold this logic in different circumstances which contradicted the HGBT’s
profession logics. To elaborate, it is necessary to provide an overview of the province in
relation to the political parties. After the civil war in 1996, Erbil and Sulaymaniyah
administrations were separated; each had its own parliament and government. Erbil
(including Duhok) was ruled by the KDP while Sulaymaniyah was ruled by the PUK. This
has created some caucus groups among the proponents of different political parties. In
addition, people and culture are slightly different in terms of their norms and attitudes. So,
these differences continue up to date. From this angle, the DGST said,
Sometimes, there are differences in our81 interpretations and understandings. For
example, Sulaymaniyah circumstances differ from Erbil in terms of population,
freedom, and many other things. Probably people here are more open to revolt but it is
not the case in other areas. Therefore, these are reflections of the cultural, social, and
political aspects. We may not achieve 100% of the required objectives because there is
a difference in understandings, circumstances, and policies. Therefore, we may,
sometimes, observe contradictions in between (DGST, 2016).

81

He meant Sulaymaniyah and Erbil in general.
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This is related to his belief of the family logics. He assumes that they are different from Erbil
in all aspects including management of the governmental organisations. GDST’s
performance in general was low compared to the other GDs. The DG and all his staff were
certain that there is no justice between Sulaymaniyah and Erbil related to resource or finance
allocation. Therefore, any incompetency or failure to achieve a task successfully was
justified by the government’s unjust conduct among provinces. He added that “due to the
current circumstances especially in Sulaymaniyah, Halabja and Garmiyan provinces, which
is seriously bad, we cannot enforce administrative obligations on staff to work full time”
(DGST, 2016). There was a compromise between the government and staff because they
were not able to pay complete salaries on time so they would be permissive in terms of their
working hours.
On the other hand, the DGST suggested that they (GBT) are a small department in
comparison to the entire government, so there will be inconsistencies if they adopt a new
system that is different than the existing system across government.
You (the researcher) know that even an embryo would be raised in an environment that
is suitable for raising. We, in the GBT, cannot do a miracle in the government alone and
call it “the heaven of tourism”! There are probably beliefs among some individuals in
the GBT which is never transferable to other organisations. They, in the GBT, say “let
us do it anyway!” … This creates contradiction between the GBT and the other KRG
organisations (DGST, 2016).

It was observed from the interviews that the GDST staff were relatively sensible towards
their colleagues in Erbil and Duhok. For example, while interviewing the directors of tourism
within Sulaymaniyah GD, they were determined to show that there was evident unjust
allocation of finances between Erbil and Sulaymaniyah. The directors clearly mentioned that
the amount they receive is always less than what their peers receive in Erbil. So, they were
questioning the logic or regulation behind this. The DDAST held the GBT responsible for
the inequality of financial allocations which impeded their activities and eventually lowered
their performance. On the other hand, there was another aspect that the interviewees were
highlighting which was power domination. Mid-level management had concerns about their
communications with the GDST and the GBT. They would rather have direct contact with
the GBT but, according to the hierarchy, they have to contact the GDST first. In this context,
the DHST said, “willy-nilly we should go through the GDST if we need to communicate
with the GBT” (DHST, 2016). This instance has also resulted in an evident discussion in the
second focus group session when the DGST said,
There are a number of extra procedures required for processing project applications.
These procedures are all technical and I doubt that there is another person in the GBT
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who is more experienced than me in this area. Regardless, I have to send it to the GBT
for approval. For example, if a contracting company requests a change in the project, we
in the GDST process it properly and finally it has to be sent to the GBT for approval
(Director General for Sulaymaniyah Tourism, 2016).

The above-mentioned is listed under power domination in which the DGST is the key person
to refer to. Based on his position, he is in the middle between the upper level and the lower
level – i.e. the GBT and the directorates of tourism. He was inclined to retain power from
the upper level and at the same time not to devolve power to the lower-level staff. However,
he was observed to be caring about them when the issue was related to their performance
evaluation scores. As evidence, during the second focus group he defended his staff and
asked, “How do I evaluate my staff if I am not able to provide them with required facilities
to have the task done?” (DGST, 2016).

5.5.3.4 Corporation Institutional Logics
The fourth frequent logic observed from coding the data is the corporation logic. In addition
to the organisational hierarchy, the GBT established the BMC for strategic policies and
decision making. As mentioned earlier, the BMC was chaired by the HGBT with
memberships of all the GDs and two advisors from the ministry. Having a structured
management board, namely BMC, to handle the critical important issues is considered part
of the corporation logics. The existence and importance of BMC was confirmed by the
HGBT who said, “BMC is the highest board which includes all the GDs and is responsible
for all the strategic decisions” (HGBT, 2016). Further, the DGDT said,
Due to the fact that we are an organisation within a ministry, two advisors are members
in the BMC. They are so cooperative and supportive of our organisation. Although, in
addition, we had a number of external advisors who helped in designing our strategies
and policies (DGDT, 2016).

It was observed by the researcher that the GBT was not only relying on internal expertise
but were ensuring to have consultancies and advice from external expertise such as other
ministries, international organisations, and universities. Ultimately, all the strategic topics
were taken to the BMC for discussion and consideration. Related to a new MCS, the HGBT
(2016) said “the topic was discussed in detail in the BMC meetings and has been decided
upon in consensus”. As discussed earlier, there were proponents and opponents, but after
long discussions it was approved and became a new rule.
In addition to the above examples, other circumstances revealed that most of the senior
management level assumed that tasks should be delegated according to the roles held by
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middle- and lower-management levels. Regardless of the fact that task delegation was not
regulated in the KRG, these senior managers decided themselves to delegate tasks. For
instance, the DGGT was seen to emphasise this issue and demonstrated that he has delegated
tasks to his team members and, according to the delegated tasks, they were given power. For
example, he devolved administrative roles to the director of administration, engineering roles
to the director of engineering, and tourism roles to the directors of tourism; and so on. On
this aspect, the DGGT said,
Personally, I am 100% certain that monopolising power by the top person will turn to be
a big curse. As a result dictatorship will emerge and an endearment to the position will
arise … therefore, task delegation and devolving power to subordinates will cause the
leader to become a good supervisor for the subordinates who run the tasks and activities
(DGGT, 2016).

He suggested that task delegations and power devolution are officially regulated and
circulated across the GD. The directors are well informed about their roles and
responsibilities with all their implications. The managing style of the DGGT was compatible
with the HGBT who adopted an organised managerial perspective in the GBT. As a leader,
the HGBT professionally delegated tasks to the directors and key staff. All the members of
staff had specific job descriptions which is a neglected aspect in KRG organisations. In
return, staff were responsible for reporting their activities for assessments even before the
BSC, as confirmed by most of the GBT’s interviewees.
One of the implications of the bureaucratic distribution of roles is the advantages
related to job specifications and clarity of objectives. This eventually means the leader can
avoid persistently following up on the staff’s activities. On this aspect, the DGGT said,
One of my top policies is that I apply minimum interrogation to the key staff’s day-today activities. For instance, I have several directors in my department in which each
director is officially instructed and is given sufficient power to manage his/her roles and
responsibilities. So, they are entitled to practice the extent of power that they are given.
For example, they could sanction their subordinates and address official letters to the
counterpart departments within Garmiyan administration except the GDs, mayorcouncils and governorates (DGGT, 2016).

In this case, the leader will have more time to focus on the strategic issues rather than on the
operational and technical issues. Further, “these bureaucratic roles would enable a smoother
management and process because they run the activities and at the same time I do not need
to be available all the time” (DGGT, 2016). He also added,
Due to the fact that tasks and responsibilities are delegated to key staff, if there is an
application that requires administrative processing then it goes to the admin department,
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while if it is related to finance, then it goes directly to the finance department without
me seeing the applicant or the application82 (DGGT, 2016).

Regardless, both directors of tourism within the GD, who were interviewed, posited that they
are not completely autonomous when processing tasks and responsibilities. This is possibly
related to the existing tension between the DPGT and one of the directors of tourism of the
General Directorate of Garmiyan Tourism (GDGT). The tension was noticed by the
researcher during the interviews in the GD that one of the directors of tourism had a level of
tension with the DPGT. The researcher inferred this instance from other interviews the
GDGT staff.
Another element was observed which is also considered corporation logic in which
staff always aspire to higher and better positions. They try by all means to attract the attention
of the superiors. In this context, the RFBSC said, “staff are inclined to attain good statuses
in general and particularly within the BSC” (RFBSC, 2016). However, there was a general
issue across KRG organisations, which was the lack of a specific system for performance
evaluation and promotions. Therefore, apart from qualified staff who always improve their
performance, there are others who try illegitimate ways to attain better positions such as
political influences, nepotism, or personal relations due to the lack of a technocratic system
in KRG.

5.5.3.5 Market Institutional Logics
In addition to the above-mentioned logics, market logic was observed but less frequently
than the others. The main influential factor was the financial crisis that the KR was
encountering. This has resulted in shifting the organisation to be more efficient than before
and, consequently, they had to reduce the expenditure as one of the strategic objectives. BSC
software was one of the issues that had to be compromised based on market logic. While
investigating for a PMM tool, the GBT had to look for an efficient price in which BSC was
less expensive than the other two options, i.e. SAP and TYCONZ. In addition to the original
price of the software, they had to carry out another compromise which was to purchase only
one user licence because “it would cost us a lot of money”, as stated by the HGBT (2016).
He added that “if we had more financial support then we would have been able to purchase
more user licences so that each GD enters the activities themselves” (HGBT, 2016).
Therefore, “the selection of and decision relating to the tool took a long time because we
82

Due to the fact that there is no application of e-government then applications and processing them are mostly
done by the customer or client. He/she visits the relevant department with a hard copy of the application.
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were not able to find convenient offers in terms of the price” (DIT, 2016). Furthermore,
regarding training in the software, the GBT again could not afford the incurring costs and,
hence, they excluded professional training by the company. Therefore, the HGBT, DIT and
RFBSC had to train themselves on the software so that they learn and also teach the other
staff.
In a specific instance, it was evident to the researcher that there is another category
that is potentially listed under the market logic. The DPET suggested that
Because the GDET organisational staff are generally working in “interest” groups – i.e.
if they have personal interests with each other – then they are fine. Otherwise, they are
never ready to follow your system or the way you want them to work (DPET, 2016).

The term “interest” refers to obtaining some financial rewards in an illegal way83.
Fundamentally, this was to increase their income in one way or another which is, in fact,
based on a market institutional logic. Finally, another element is suggested by the DGGT
that is considered part of the market logic. In order to have a better status among other
departments, some of the GDGT staff were spending their own money to support their
organisation so that they could compete with their peers. While discussing their poor
performance, the DGGT mentioned the following example:
One of the key staff said; I will design the project myself and will use my own car to
drive to Sulaymaniyah in order to search for resort tents84 ... the staff are doing all these
to raise their performance because it turned to be a big shame for our department (DGGT,
2016).

In brief, market logics emerged due to financial crisis and also to achieve a better status
among peers.

5.5.3.6 Community Institutional Logics
The sixth IL was community logic which was observed at different instances. All the
instances were related to the results of the BSC when applying at operation level. Staff in
different GDs were embarrassed and ashamed about getting low scores in return for their
performance. For example the DPGT said,
After the first quarter assessment in which we got a “zero” score on some of the activities
which we failed to perform, I started to encourage my team (including the two Directors

83

For example, a team working on a particular project. They enter into a secret agreement with the contractor
to allocate a percentage of the project cost for them. So, they gain some money indirectly and illegally from
the project.
84
There are no online shopping services in KR so any staff purchase requires physical visits to the markets.
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of Tourism) to work harder so that we are not embarrassed again by a “zero” score as it
is a big shame to be in such a situation among peers (DPGT, 2016).

Further, the DGGT stated that his staff are stimulated now to work harder and get higher
scores in the assessments because low scores turned out to be a “big shame” for them. It was
evident that the staff were more motivated to improve their performance so that they are not
experiencing embarrassing situations. In the same context, the RFBSC said, “I heard from
staff that each department is trying to raise their performance in order to obtain higher scores
and avoid being embarrassed and ashamed among peers” (RFBSC, 2016). Furthermore,
another aspect of community logic is specific to Garmiyan inhabitants. It is related to their
sense of hospitality in which it was “a real shame” for them if one of their guests has a meal
in a restaurant or stays at a hotel overnight, as confirmed by the DGGT.

5.5.3.7 Religion Institutional Logics
Finally, in addition to the six logics mentioned above, the seventh and least frequent logic
which was implicitly found in the coding is the religion logic. Several interviewees at the
operational level referred to the land problems in general and land leases in particular. These
lands were allocated from the top management to powerful people for other purposes than
tourism. This means that these lands are controlled by powerful people, which identifies that
resources are not distributed equally. On the other hand, the staff of the DGST had a belief
that finance is not allocated to them equitably, and that Erbil and Duhok provinces are
provided with more finance. This instance is also listed under the same logical order.

5.6 Summary
This chapter thoroughly explained the context where the case study organisation is located.
The GBT’s vision, mission and structure are presented in depth. Further, details about the
empirical research and the protocol of the case study are presented. Due to the specification
of this research study, the whole period is divided into the pre-transitional period and the
transitional period. This classification assists in assessing the emerging changes throughout
the process. Finally, various ILs were depicted from coding the collected data. It is to be
mentioned that the ILs have been identified, although details about each IL are further
discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX: RESEARCH ANALYSIS

6.1 Introduction
This chapter continues the discussion in the previous chapter. It provides detailed
explanation of the events that happened during the research period starting from the initiation
for the adoption of a new MCS until the adopted tool was cascaded. A thorough analysis is
undertaken to expound why the events happened and the reasons behind ways the
organisational actors performed in the specific situations presented in the case study chapter.
The chapter starts with a comprehensive overview of the KRG context. Afterwards, an indepth analysis is provided, which is aligned with the previous chapter, in two different
periods – the pre-transitional and the transitional periods. Each period is presented against
the adopted theoretical framework. Further, the communication perspective is discussed in
detail along with its impact on the overall process. The following section discusses the
general context of the KRG with emphasis on the objective of this research.

6.2 The General Context of the Kurdistan Regional Government
Before analysing the GBT’s context, it is necessary to provide an overview of the broader
context of the KR. This is drawn from the exploratory research conducted in 2014 in which
a sample of 101 questionnaires was collected from different PS organisation employees at
different levels. In addition, nine interviews were conducted with policy makers and toplevel KRG staff as shown in Table 4.3 in the Methodology Chapter. The questions were
designed to investigate their understanding about NPM and PSR if they are to be adopted in
the KRG. The obtained responses indicated that there are different perspectives and levels
of understanding. The perspectives were mainly around key concepts such as system, laws,
power, strategy, transparency, qualifications and change. One of the respondents wrote, “We
need a radical change in the system, process, structure and people”. Most of the respondents
believed that the applied systems and structures are still old fashioned and need to be
modernised to cope with the development worldwide. Another respondent wrote that
“management is an art which needs to be reformed and developed. It has to have short-,
medium-, and long-term plans which help an efficient implementation of the activities”. This
implies that there is a lack of a unified strategy across the region. It was inferred that there
is a wrong understanding of “strategy” as the questionnaire responses revealed that although
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a large number of respondents stated they have strategy, when they started to define
“strategy” they were talking about different things. A respondent said, “Strategy consists of
meetings and seminars to enable the implementation of the suggested reforms and
development”. Another respondent answered, “Our strategy is to encourage employees to
get higher academic degrees”. In general there was no clear understanding about short-,
medium- and long-term plans although one of the interviewees said “[if there is] no reform,
then there is no strategy” (Advisor of Management, 2014). In short, there was a general
confusion among the respondents (questionnaire and interviewees) between the
organisation’s vision and strategy.
Regarding reform in the region and the extent to which they have intention to
implement PSR including MAC projects, the interviewees’ understanding of reform varied.
For instance, a number of employees believed that reform is a concept related to
professionality. Their perspective was built upon the fact that job appointments are mainly
based on nepotism and personal relationships whereas qualification and experience are never
key factors for such appointments. Several interviewees mentioned the necessity of
appointing “the right person to the right position”. Other interviewees have related reform
to power devolution to the lower levels as the government system is a centralised structure.
Therefore, most of the interviewees said that any reform process should include
decentralisation and reasonable power devolution. Other interviewees’ key answers were
about laws, systems, transparency, task delegation, equality, accountability and loyalty, all
of which together assist in the reform process. Further, a number of interviewees stated that
the political intervention in the government has a crucial negative impact on any reform
process. An interviewee said that a significant factor for reform is “to separate politics from
administration” (Head of the Department of Coordination and Follow-up, 2014). This
implies that the executive bodies are not independent and, hence, the implementation of any
reform project is very difficult.
As for the existing laws and regulations, the interviewees confirmed that they are very
old and not well structured; therefore they do not help meet the current demands. Several
interviewees said that an important factor for the PSR is “to amend the administrative laws
and to revise the current regulations”. Interviewees are certain that power distance is
particularly high (Hofstede, 1983; Hofstede and Bond, 1988). As a centralised region, power
is located at the top of hierarchy. A number of interviewees stated that one way for reform
and development is “devolution of power” so as to ensure that organisational actors are given
power parallel to their responsibilities. Moreover, personal interest was one of the constraint
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factors against the reform process. Interviewees assumed that powerful people in KRG
organisations are more concerned about maximising their personal interests. Therefore, the
public interest for them is of less importance. One of the reasons is the “non-transparent
system across KRG organisations” (Advisor of Economics, 2014) which is a consequence
of the non-competent system in place in the region. Furthermore, recruitment and
particularly the assignment of people to high positions as mentioned above, is not based on
skills and qualifications. Thus, many interviewees suggested that qualification, skills and
expertise should be considered in recruitment, assignment, and promotions.
Another question was to find out if there is a unified PSR project across the region;
the answers to this were not so promising. The answers inferred that there is no unique PSR
project. Many interviewees’ answer was simply “No” and some others stated its importance
to KRG organisations in general. However, during the face-to-face interviews, the researcher
obtained further details about this issue. Due to the large constraint factors, there is no unique
project although there have been a few attempts. For example, the KRG Ministry of
Education adopted the Swedish education system in 2009. The adoption was more likely to
be a memetic isomorphism (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Scapens, 2006) as the system was
successful in Sweden although it was not reasonably localised which caused a gap between
the system and the workforce capabilities, as confirmed by a number of interviewees. This
has had several consequences such as the deterioration of the education system. Further, the
International Organisations, as part of their function to apply modern projects in the
countries where they operate, offered a project named the “Assessment of Kurdistan
Regional Government’s Public Administration Reform Efforts - Iraq Public Sector
Modernization Program (I-PSM)” which was approved in May 2012 by the KRG (UNDP,
2012). The project aimed at strengthening the PS through “Public Administrative
Management”, “Civil Service Management”, “Public Finance Management”, and
“Economic Growth and Service Delivery”. The project was continuously in collaboration
with the relevant organisations but “no concrete output, outcome or result has been
achieved” (Advisor of Economics, 2014). In sum, there was no unique comprehensive
effective project across the KRG related to PSR or PS modernisation. Thus, there was no
shared institution or logic among organisational actors for reform or development.
Furthermore, it is also inferred that the KRG did not have a unified strategy. Even if
organisations had plans or strategies, they lack tools for their implementation. One reason
was the short cabinet life cycle which was only four years. The political conflict impeded
having a strategy to continue regardless of the different cabinets. Further, it was common in
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KRG organisations to write strategies and plans designed in a decorated bulky document.
However, it was only referred to while making public declarations and presentations without
any attempt to implement them systematically. One of the questionnaire respondents (2014)
wrote, “I challenge anybody in the KR who says we are implementing our plans or strategies
professionally and systematically”. For example, when the KRG Ministry of Planning
established the KRG’s 2020 Vision in 2013 (Ministry of Planning, 2013), they held a general
meeting in the presence of the KRG’s PM, deputy PM, ministers and more than 500 highlevel management staff across the KRG organisations. The aim was to present the vision and
emphasise its importance for the development of the KR. However, to date, it has never been
implemented as confirmed by some of the interviewees. Moreover, “if it was implemented,
then the KR would not have gone through all these crises” (Director of Accounting, 2014).
Therefore, without having a strategy in place (inactive if having one) then there was no need
to adopt a system, such as the BSC, for implementation.
Furthermore, the government depended on an old-fashioned system for employees’
appraisal in which the only criterion referred to was the timeframe. Regardless of whether
employees perform efficiently or not, they were getting annual promotions and appraisals
which are still valid. So, there is no specific distinction between a competent employee and
a non-competent employee. Simply, the government has never been and is still not
systematised as confirmed by most of the interviewees in 2014 and 2016. So, there is no
strategy, no performance evaluation and no performance appraisal system across the KRG
at all. Further, it was inferred from the interviewees in 2014 that there are neither PSR nor
MAC projects in place.
Further to the above mentioned general context of the KRG, it is necessary to recall
the period starting from the establishment of the GBT in late 2010 until October 2014 –
namely “the pre-transitional period”. This period is discussed in detail in the following
section.

6.3 Pre-transitional Period
Due to the fact that this research was not conducted during the pre-transitional period, it has
not been given as much focus as the transitional period. Based on the information obtained
from the observation and interviews, this section is structured to discuss the analysis
focusing on the prevalent ILs and the existing rules, routines and actions which are based on
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the extended Burns and Scapens framework (2014). The following section is an explanation
of the prevalent ILs in the period.

6.3.1 The Prevalent Institutional Logics
In the case study chapter, the main events and the organisational actors involved were
presented. The organisation’s and the organisational actors’ attitudes in the specific events
were mainly based on different logics. Coding the data revealed that the adopted logic at the
macro level was based on the Old Public Administration (OPA) logic which indicates that
the government organisation activities have to be conducted by a well-regulated system of
bureaucracy (ter Bogt and Scapens, 2009). OPA logic is a forward-looking perspective and
is done at the departmental level (Townley, 1997; Redman, 2001; ter Bogt and Scapens,
2014). This external institution had an influence on a number of organisational actors to
some extent. For example, the DP (2016) said, “given the KRG’s financial crisis, it is almost
impossible to proceed with any project. Further, activities including MCS or MAC will not
be possible without a well-regulated mechanism by higher authorities”. In addition, the
DGST was also depending on OPA logic that believed modernisation or change is never
possible in the GBT as a single department within the larger context of KRG organisations
because, based on OPA, policies and systems should be decided at the top and later
implemented by lower-level organisations. His statement that the “GBT cannot do a miracle
in the government alone and call it the heaven of tourism” is confirming his logic. So, OPA
is considered the external institution which is located out of the boundary of the organisation
as per ter Bogt and Scapens’ framework (2014). However, the focus is not on the macro
level.
At the micro level, coding showed that the logics varied from profession, state, and
family which are considered the internal institutions of the organisation. There is a
possibility that the internal institutions of the organisational actors are influenced by the
external logics. However, due to the fact that OPA does not provide any mechanism to
operationalise the IL, in practice, at micro level, Thornton et al., (2014) IL’s is adopted. The
“institutional system ideal types” (Table 3.1) is a way to precisely operationalise institutions
at the micro individual level. For example, the HGBT’s actions and attitudes were mainly
based on profession logics due to a number of reasons. In addition to his academic
background and wide experience, the HGBT was a member of the QA project and a member
of Kurdistan Engineers Union. All these merits explain his belief in the “personal expertise”
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as a source of legitimacy under the profession logics. His initiation to set-up strategy was
the first initiation for developing the tourism sector. It was based on his compliance with
“association with quality of craft” under the source of identity. This particular logic was a
stimulus for further initiations, some of which were his emphasis to obtain ISO certification
for the GBT’s development, his initiative for moving towards EFQM standards, and the
exceptional concern he showed in the implementation of the BSC. Another schema of the
profession logics is “relational network” under the root metaphor which provides
interpretation for the GBT’s actions in trying to make the profession the cornerstone of all
the networks inside the GBT, and with the external organisation. Moreover, he was observed
to devolve power to staff according to their responsibilities. In this respect, the DPET (2016)
said “HGBT as the acting DGET has always instructed me to ‘sign on his behalf’ and I had
full power during his absence”.
The profession logic was also observed to be the basis of the DQM’s actions. She also
holds an engineering degree and has around 20 years’ experience in the PS. Self-education
and development have always been her priorities. In addition, she is also a member of the
Kurdistan Engineers Union. She used to continuously attend training courses85 on different
aspects related to QA and planning. These features have encouraged her to utilise tools and
techniques for GBT processes. In this context she explained how she adopted a tool she
“acknowledged in one of the training courses held by KRG ministry of planning”. The tool
was designed to assist in setting action plans which she used for her department afterwards.
Another instance that showed her drawing upon profession logic was that she used to
encourage team work, communicate all the processes with the team, and involve them in
decision making. Moreover, she had a perspective interpreted as the “basis of strategy” to
increase personal reputation when she said that “the idea of the BSC is very important
because it will help me succeed and improve my work among my peers in other
organisations” (DQM, 2016). Her conformance to the HGBT’s perspectives of management
processes was evident. Thus, and also for her job specification, she was always given the
responsibility to be in charge of development projects.
Furthermore, the DP’s statement reflects “personal expertise” under the source of
legitimacy when he was explaining his qualification background and expertise in planning.
In addition, the DIT and QM staff were also drawing upon profession logic. To support this,
while being interviewed, they explained the necessity to adopt a systematic tool for strategy
85

The KRG do not have a performance appraisal system and hence training and development is not enforced
by regulation and not required for annual promotions.
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implementation as they have the GBT’s strategy in place. They both believed that such a
tool will assist them to regularly check the implementation rate and advise on how to
improve performance. The QM staff had another perspective related to ISO auditors who
were persistently asking what KPIs they depended on. This schema of QM staff is listed as
“celebrity professionals” under the informal control mechanism. The continuous SAI Global
enquiries about specific KPIs was one of the stimuli for the GBT to adopt a tool for strategy
implementation.
Moreover, in the observations, it was noticed that the DP depended on a state logic
and showed a great attachment to the “bureaucratic system of management” which is listed
under the state logic. He belonged to a relatively old generation which does not find it easy
to comply with modernisation and change. During the informal interviews with the
researcher, the DP clearly resisted the initiative to adopt a new MCS. One of the reasons he
suggested was the improper timing as the region was going through fiscal crisis and there
would not be sufficient funds for such systems. Further, he was used to the old-fashioned
system of management which depended on the manual processing of documents. Therefore,
it was challenging for him to switch to the modern digital processing of works.
The above-mentioned highlighted the main logics inferred from the observations and
interviews. Although there are other logics, they were all observed with the introduction and
cascading of BSC across the GBT. Therefore, the other logics are discussed in detail during
the transitional period. The following section provides a thorough explanation about the
existing rules, routines and actions in this period.

6.3.2 Rules, Routines, and Actions
Coding showed that during the pre-transitional period, there were different enforced rules –
either external or internal – within the GBT. In return, there were different routines which
explain the procedures in use and actions, which is the result of the interaction of rules and
routines (Burns, 2013). Referring to the case study chapter, a number of rules with the
incurring routines and actions are explained in this section although it is necessary to refer
to the GBT’s specific culture to provide a clear understanding about specific instances in the
context. Based on coding the collected data for this research, it is revealed that OCL in the
KR is characterised by both individualism and process-oriented perspectives. Due to the lack
of a competent system in the government such as strategy, standard operating procedures,
job description and performance appraisal, the relation structure between departments and
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individual actors was vague. Further, there was a lack of orientation towards team work. In
the KRG, it is common that any good initiation or suggestion is submitted to higher
authorities without mentioning the person who first initiated it. For example, a lower-level
staff member suggests an idea to the line manager. The line manager raises a memorandum
to the respective DG signed by him/her. Finally, the DG raises the same suggestion to the
deputy minister or the minister as his/her own idea. So, ownership is not always preserved.
Therefore, the HGBT said “I am determined to have everyone sign any document raised to
a higher management level regardless if it is very simple” (HGBT, 2016). This was his policy
to preserve ownership of any idea and provide support with encouragement. He added, “Staff
would be more committed, accountable and responsible if they are appreciated and had their
names documented”.
In respect to the process-oriented perspective, the existing system was based on the
old management perspective which neither enforced staff to be part of setting strategies nor
become responsible for results (ter Bogt and Scapens, 2009). In addition to the old style of
management, the KRG was suffering from the lack of a unified strategy. Therefore, staff
were only oriented towards how to do day-to-day activities without thinking about the
organisation’s objectives or the results they obtain. For example, the Staff of Planning – 1
(SP1) and Staff of Planning – 2 (SP2) demonstrated this perspective as they were always
observed to be waiting for instructions to do even simple daily activities. In the GBT case,
although they had a strategy since 2013 in which all the key staff were involved in its
development, the culture of being responsible for the results was still not prevalent. Further,
the lack of a competent evaluation system including reward and sanction was another reason
that staff were not overly concerned about the quantity or quality of their achieved tasks.
Related to the existing rules, Table 6.1 presents the rules that are evident in this period.
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#

Rules

Type

Enforced by

Rule 1

Annual performance evaluation

External

Council of Ministers

Rule 2

Annual auditing

External

Board of Supreme Audit

Rule 3

Setting-up tourism strategy

Internal

Rule 4

Setting annual action plans

Internal

Rule 5
Rule 6

Undertaking semi-annual performance
evaluations
Appointment of distinguished staff (monthly
and annually)

Internal
Internal

Table 6.1: Key Rules of the Pre-Transitional Period

As shown in the above table, the first rule was external to the GBT and enforced by CoM on
all KRG organisations. The objective was that the annual performance reports had to be
submitted by all organisations. The entire procedure included CoM to circulate a letter to
KRG organisations requiring them to submit their annual activity reports in a certain
timeline. In return, the organisations were circulating the letter internally requiring them to
submit their annual reports. After the reports were received by the organisations and
submitted to the CoM’s planning and follow-up department. Usually, there are no further
actions relating to, or evaluations of the reports. However, in this respect, the GBT was ahead
to some extent because they were also attempting to develop their annual action plans, and
undertake quarterly follow-up meetings.
The second external rule was the annual auditing undertaken by the KR’s Board of
Supreme Audit86. The routine was to schedule visits to each organisation to audit their
accounting systems in order to produce a comprehensive report about the organisation’s
accounting system. The reports had to be submitted to the president of the board. The reports
usually included all the manipulations and illegitimate actions however they were not put
forward for actions and solutions because the board was not independent as explained in the
previous chapter. These two rules mentioned above were external to the GBT and hence are
considered generalised practices enforced by organisations external to the boundary of the
GBT, particularly as it is applied across KRG organisations.

86

Further information is found at http://bsa.krd/site/home/
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Related to the existing internal rules, the first evident rule was the setting-up of a
tourism strategy in which all the middle and top management levels were involved. The
strategy was aimed at building a solid professional basis, and to ingrain a sense of ownership
in all the organisational actors. Ingraining a sense of ownership in KRG staff has not been a
major concern of top management to date, and hence they are not always involved in such
processes. When the strategy was finalised, it was submitted as a project to the Ministry of
Planning. The existing rule was that the list of the projects is processed in the Ministry and,
according to the existing budget, projects are approved. Given that strategy is not one of the
priorities in the KRG, there was a big possibility that the project would be rejected. This
explains the reason why the HGBT and the DP went in person to communicate the
importance of their project and to influence them to approve it. Personal relations has a big
role in management processes across KRG organisations.
Another internal rule was the action plans which the GBT was regulated to produce
annually. The action plans were the responsibility of the QM department. Due to the
profession logic that the DQM was drawing upon in her actions, she was always seeking for
more developed and improved methods than the existing ones. She said, “starting from 2007,
we had simple tables in which we inserted the objectives, time frame, and the responsible
department although we were developing them on an annual basis” (DQM, 2016). Her work
was always appreciated by the HGBT who was always providing support and motivation
which encouraged her to continue at the same pace. Another reason was the training courses
she attended; recall the fact that there was no training policy in the government and that the
training sessions were not tailored for specific jobs. So, appointment to the training courses
was either decided by the line managers, or staff were entitled to select any training courses
they were interested in. A large selection was not according to the staff’s job specification
and hence, the trainings were not always necessary for them. However, the DQM was
determined to only attend the training courses relevant to her job and, accordingly, she was
applying the techniques she learned in her work. Relevant to the action plan, she explained
that she attended a training course on Primavera87 which she adopted for setting her
department’s action plan going forward. Afterwards, she consulted with the HGBT to adopt
it in the GBT; he immediately agreed although, in 2013 relating to the tourism strategy, they

87

Primavera software is designed for enterprise project portfolio management. It is used for project
management, product management, and control capabilities. It can be integrated with other enterprise software.
More information is found at http://www.primaverascheduling.com/
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made radical changes to the action plan and included the strategic axis, activities and other
sections (DQM, 2016).
The third internal rule was undertaking the semi-annual evaluations. Referring to the
first external rule above, the GBT was undertaking this rule two times a year. This rule was
the responsibility of the planning team. It was dependant on the HGBT’s profession logic
perspective to ensure compliance with quality standards particularly after obtaining the ISO
certification. Hence, the DP (2016) said, “there was persistent enforcement by the HGBT to
follow-up and evaluate performance across the GBT”. Enforcing the planning team was an
internal force by a powerful person within the organisation to conduct their activities. This
rule was interrelated with the rule of action plans because any development in the action plan
required modifications in the evaluation and follow-up processes. The distinguishing factor
between the GBT and other KRG organisations was that, once they had their strategy
approved, they proceeded to implement it. Regarding compliance with ISO standards, the
DQM said,
Since 2013 we started our endeavours in a systematic way to plan and control because
we aimed to obtain the ISO certification and hence we decided to work according to
their standards. Since then we have designed a format to be adopted for our plans’
implementation. The format was used to enable writing the action plan, follow-up and
evaluation (DQM, 2016).

It is inferred that their initiation was drawn from their expertise and professionality although
it was not likely that the other organisational actors easily adopted the new standards.
One of the routines was holding quarterly meetings with the top and middle
management staff across the GBT. The purpose was to discuss their achieved tasks and to
provide suggestions to customise future activities. The DP (2016) said, “The direct and
persistent involvement of the HGBT as the leader was the main stimulus for all the
departments to continue”. However, there was no sign for initiation or development. One of
the reasons was based on the fact that the DP depended on state logic and had a strong
attachment to the bureaucratic system. Further, to have the rule implemented, the planning
team were officially requiring all the departments to write their reports and submit them at
certain dates. The DP said, “We were undertaking inadequate semi-annual performance
evaluations through summarising the accomplished tasks by each department and compiling
them into a report” (DP, 2016). The compiled report exclusively consisted of a description
of their fulfilled tasks. They lacked a tool or a system for this purpose as confirmed by other
interviewees. For instance, the DPGT (2016) said, “We previously utilised a certain format
for the assessment reports but were not as organised as we are now” (DPGT, 2016).
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Furthermore, there was another internal rule which differentiated the GBT from other
organisations. The rule was related to individual performance evaluations, which was
practiced since 2013 in order to motivate the staff to adopt the new rules (DQM, 2016). A
specific template was circulated among departments to identify the best-performing staff.
Afterwards, the forms were collected by the QM team who depended on specific criteria for
selecting the best staff among the candidates. Due to the fact that there was no general unified
system enforced by higher authorities, the GBT made this rule with an aim to provide
motivation and encouragement for its staff. They held monthly assessments of staff to
identify the distinctive staff of the month. This has had an influence on the staff to develop
their performance and to work harder to be entered into the competition and become the staff
of the month (DQM, 2016).
In addition to the above-mentioned rules, it is essential to refer to the specific process
undertaken by the QM team to obtain ISO standards to become a depended-upon rule. For
example, QM team were ensuring the engagement of all the departments in designing the
new standards. This was to create a good concrete understanding for adopting and sustaining
the standards. In addition to standardising the processes, ISO standards had another influence
on the GBT which was to move towards a market logic which is the logic of NPM. This was
supported by the production of a large number of brochures and tourism guides, as well as
developing the website to make it available in multiple languages as well as designing an
application for tourism.
The above sections provided a thorough explanation of the pre-transitional period
taking into consideration the prevalent institutions, and the existing rules, routines, and
actions. However, the majority of the analysis lies in the transitional period which is
discussed in the following section.

6.4 Transitional Period
This section is considered the cornerstone of the analysis as it includes explanation of all the
events and the incurred consequences. It is outlined as the following: the rules, routines and
actions, the process of the new MCS adoption, the prevalence level and types of multiple
ILs, and the conflicting ILs. The following section explains in depth the most evident rules,
routines and actions.
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6.4.1 Rules, Routines, and Actions
In this section, a detailed analysis is provided to explain how the most evident rules in the
period are routinised by implementing certain actions (ter Bogt and Scapens, 2014). Coding
the data transcripts revealed three different rules; these are (i) the decision to adopt a new
MCS specifically the BSC, (ii) the application of the BSC at the strategy level, and (iii) the
application of the BSC later at the operation level. It is important to mention here that the
focus is only on the internal rules. This is because the same external rules at the pretransitional period still existed, and the internal rules are emphasised more thoroughly. The
rules are shown in the following table.
#

Rules

Timeframe

Rule 1

Adoption of a new MCS

October 2014 - January 2015

Rule 2

Application of BSC at the strategy level

February 2015 - December 2015

Rule 3

Application of BSC at the operation level

January 2016 - October 2016

Table 6.2: Key Rules of the Transitional Period

The first rule to elaborate on is the decision to adopt a new MCS. The most significant action
was firstly for the HGBT to discuss and communicate the importance of the tool to the
organisation at the BMC. The HGBT’s professional perspective in presenting the topic and
the support he had from the proponent members on the BMC were sufficient to have all the
other members consent to this action. Further, the investigations and comparisons were other
actions related to this rule. It is always necessary to study a number of options to find out
which tool suits the purpose more (DIT, 2016) and which one they can afford. The other
action was strengthening the communications through meetings with key staff as well as
orientation sessions (the communication aspect is discussed more thoroughly at the end of
this section). This action resulted in strengthening the relations, broadening knowledge and
driving staff to appreciate the system and consider it more. Another important action that the
HGBT practiced was his personal involvement in and efforts to facilitate things and make
them happen. For example, as the top person, he was personally working on the trial version
of the software so that he learns it and was later able to assist the team to familiarise
themselves with it. This was also based on his professional perspective to comply with the
“quality of craft” under the source of identity. Further, his direct communication, concern,
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and follow-up helped the GBT’s staff appreciate the system as a main priority. It is to be
mentioned that the common norm in the KRG is that top management are not involved
personally in operations or activities, but the HGBT had a different policy and was more
involved in technicalities. One of the reasons was to create a better work environment,
motivate the team, and also to ensure the task is achieved.
The second rule was to apply the BSC at strategy level as a first stage. In order to
routinise this rule, the task force team discussed this topic with external bodies.
Consultations were held with academic bodies, international organisations, and PS
organisations. The aim was to avoid deficiencies and ensure a successful establishment of a
practical achievable system. Most of the feedback they received was very positive as
confirmed by the DP. To establish a competent basis of the process, they had to evaluate
their performance with a digital application. Therefore, the team downloaded a free trial
version of BSC Designer software. There was no other way to confirm whether they are
performing well or not without this action. A further action which occurred between the
second and third rules was the purchase of the BSC software. It was like a connecting aspect
to accomplish the second rule and to set the third rule. The action of the software purchase
was because the GBT could not continue working on a trial version. They should have had
the software even earlier but due to the fact that they were not familiar with it and some other
challenges (which are discussed later), the purchase was delayed. However, due to the
financial crisis, they could neither purchase more than one user license nor pay for training
in the software. Otherwise, the software would have been utilised more efficiently (RFBSC,
2016).
The third rule was to apply the new MCS at the operation level as well. Further to their
endeavours in the GBT, the team at strategy level reached a common understanding about
cascading the tool to include the operation level because otherwise they “will not hit the
target” (HGBT, 2016). To make this happen, they had to take the proper action to announce
this across the GBT. There was already a plan for a two-day general meeting for the GBT
strategy’s annual revision. However, the HGBT – in agreement with his team at the strategy
level – believed that it is the best idea if they introduce and cascade the BSC in the general
meeting. This is because a large number of relevant organisational actors would be present.
During the interviews, there was a consensus among the interviewees (except the DGs) that
the general meeting was a turning point in the history of the organisation. As the general
meeting was attended by key staff who were later involved in the tool adoption (DGs, DPs
in the GDs, directors of tourism of all the districts and sub-district), the overall introduction
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was to provide a clear idea about the purpose and importance of the BSC. Afterwards,
attendees had to take part in the process starting from planning through to implementation.
This is to spread the sense of ownership so that they feel more responsible about the tool.
Therefore, attendees were divided into different groups to discuss their action plans in detail
in which thorough explanation was provided about the tool. Staff at the operation level
considered this event as their starting point. The DPGT said,
In the general meeting, the HGBT presented an introduction about BSC in which he
emphasised that it is a new tool across KRG organisations which we should follow from
now onwards. Later on, the tool was circulated officially among the GDs which
consisted of several criteria as the basis for performance evaluation (DPGT, 2016).

In the same context, the DSET said,
At the end of last year we attended a general meeting organised by the GBT where the
BSC was introduced. The tool was built upon various criteria to standardise our
performance evaluation in the GDs and directorates (DSET, 2016).

After the general meeting, everyone was clear that there was a new tool to adopt. In order to
put these rules, routines and actions in place in an efficient manner, the communication
perspective, as an action, had to be intensified and strengthened which is discussed in the
following section.

6.4.2 The Broader Communication Perspective and Other Attributes
The communication at this stage was undertaken in a broader context to include members
from different levels and different provinces. Communication in the analysis is considered
one of the actions to put the rules in place. It is the most significant perspective to routinise
the rules; thus, it had to be strengthened across the GBT. To illustrate the internal
communications, the potentials that the task force team members had along with the HGBT’s
support were good motives for their investigations and actions. The regular meetings and
orientation sessions held by the HGBT were aimed at a better introduction of the tool as well
as demonstrating its importance to the development of their performance (DIT, 2016; DQM,
2016; RFBSC, 2016). The persistence and determination of the HGBT enforced the task
force and key staff to meet regularly in order to provide him with updates, to undertake
discussions, and to share information (HGBT, 2016; SQM, 2016).
In respect to the external communications, specifically communication with tool
designing companies, due to the HGBT’s support, his qualification, background and
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familiarity with the business world, the DIT was conducting effective communication with
the companies to build trust in between. In this respect, he said,
We identified four to five companies to contact and finally three of them showed interest
and were ready to present their offers. Finally, the BSC was selected as the most
appropriate tool among the three (DIT, 2016).

One of the results of the successful communications was that the BSC Designer Company
were cooperative enough to provide permission for five months before purchasing the
software. This has provided more time to the GBT team to familiarise themselves with the
software and to carefully study its functionality. The company were also very responsive to
answer the GBT’s queries which enhanced the trust between them. On the other side, the
GBT – through the BMC and in particular the HGBT – were carrying out communications
with the Ministry of Municipalities and Tourism as their superior. It finally resulted in HE
the Minister’s88 corporal support to the GBT and the new MCS.
The communication has influenced the results in which there was increase from 10%
to 50-60% in the revenues to cover their expenditures. The HGBT (2016) was “optimistic
that if we persist on the system then we would reach 70-80% in one year”. This increase in
the results strongly motivated the staff; however, the HGBT applied a more effective
communication method. During a BMC meeting, the HGBT suggested that the GDs’
subordinates should directly attend regular meetings with him without asking permission
from their respective GDs.
Once this issue was set for voting, I was strongly supporting the idea. Regardless of their
opponents, I convinced the other two DGs to vote for and approve it. I had a belief that
there should be such a direct communication to minimise bureaucracy to some extent
(DGGT, 2016).

However, this caused confusion because, later on, staff were travelling to Erbil, where the
GBT is located, and leaving their offices for the day without even notifying their respective
GDs. This led the proponent DGs to submit a claim to HGBT and therefore, an
administrative decree was signed off and circulated among GDs to stop staff bypassing their
DGs (HGBT, 2016). Afterwards, staff were enforced to notify the GDs before travelling to
Erbil for meetings with the GBT.
Furthermore to the above, the HGBT created a group on Viber and added the directors
of planning and directors of tourism in the four provinces. His aim was to create a direct
informal connection with the key staff working at the operation level. He said,

88

The BMC includes two advisors from the Ministry and probably they were against the MAC being applied
in the GBT, although if HE the Minister supports the idea then the advisors should approve.
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Communication for me is a key factor. I am certain that if there is no connection between
the top person in the organisation with the subordinates then this organisation would not
move forward. In addition to the directors in the GBT (who I see on a daily basis), I
connected all the other directors on Viber where they present their daily activities. For
example, look at this (showing the group content to the researcher), this director has met
tourism companies, this is cleaning the touristic areas, this is on a field visit, this is
holding a training course, this is visiting the mayor, and this is on a field inspection.
There is a great competition among them which stimulates them to work harder. What
motivates them more is that they are sure I follow their activities in which I always
comment on and evaluate (HGBT, 2016).

The direct “friendly” communication has resulted in motivating and encouraging the key
staff to take tasks more seriously into account. So, once the HGBT identified the best
performers in the Viber group, he “received couple of calls from other directors complaining
that they also performed well and deserved to be one of the best. Simply, they are causing
huge interferences against improvements” (HGBT, 2016).
The ultimate result of the persistent communication was the creation of a sense of
competition among all the staff. Each one was trying to work harder and have more tasks
done better than his/her peers (HGBT, 2016; RFBSC, 2016). So, competition was another
advantage of the new MCS which was highly observed by organisational actors. The scores
and results obtained from the BSC software were great motives for such competition. Each
director was trying harder to become better and get higher scores (DP, 2016; RFBSC, 2016).
The DPGT (2016) said “because we are adopting a new system which created competition
among all the GDs, we are always ‘in fight’ with ourselves to improve our performance”.
The DHST was also “determined to obtain better results in the second quarter assessment,
so I competed with the other directorates and was the first at Sulaymaniyah and Garmiyan
provinces’ level” (DHST, 2016). Further, the DGGT said,
I realised that my team started to say, why we do not become better than the other
provinces? The competition aspect has largely grown among them. Hence, sometimes,
I try to demotivate them (on purpose) and say, it is difficult to have similar tourism
resorts like the other provinces. I intend that they become more rigorous so that they
work harder. Although, they answer and say, it is “a big shame” for us if we do not
develop the area and improve our performance (DGGT, 2016).

Based on the aforementioned analysis, there are different attributes influencing the
process in the four provinces. Therefore, each GD is in a different position as per Table 6.3
below.
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Department

Attributes

General Directorate of Erbil Tourism

Lack of expertise + No permanent DG

General Directorate of Sulaymaniyah Tourism

Insufficient working hours + Bureaucracy

General Directorate of Duhok Tourism

Bureaucracy + Individuals’ conduct

General Directorate of Garmiyan Tourism

Insufficient working hours + Mindset of individuals

Table 6.3: Attributes of Each General Directorate

The table above shows the attributes of each GD which are influencing the entire process
and ultimately causing contradictions and conflicts. Starting from the GDET, the Acting
DGET said,
We have more challenges in the GD because the majority of staff have low
qualifications. For instance, if we classify the staff we find that only 2-3% are university
graduates89 in total, which negatively impacts their performance. Hence, as the majority
of staff hold low degrees, then they find difficulties in understanding vision, mission and
strategies. Willy-nilly, it is almost impossible to develop their skills the same as a
university graduate (HGBT, 2016).

Further, the DP (2016) posited that one of the staff in the GDET was once arguing the
tourism perspectives with the Acting DG as if he is an expert in the area. He was criticising
the way the KRG organisations are working specifically with the GBT because he was
recently moved from the central government’s tourism to the GBT. He was providing
suggestions for developing the sector. The DP added, “this was a shock for me because
afterwards when his documents arrived it was revealed that he is a ‘chef’” (DP, 2016). He
said that the “chef” did not know the basics of tourism and was interfering in a serious topic.
So, in general, lack of expertise was largely observed in the GDET as confirmed by both the
HGBT and the DPET. Besides, the fact that they did not have a permanent DG, to supervise
them on a full-time basis, was also a source of challenge. In this respect, the DPET said,
The Acting DGET does not have enough time for the GDET. Hence, I should handle all
the responsibilities and pressure. There is a fact that staff of the GDET never comply
with systems or regulations that contradict their personal interests. Therefore, that
challenge was huge but I was able to convince them to work on the BSC after several
meetings and explaining its importance to the organisation. I had to follow peaceful
diplomatic ways with them because I did not have enough power to enforce them to do
it (DPET, 2016).

89

In the KR, the university degree is the main criterion for employment. Also, training and development is not
regulated and hence the higher degree the person holds, the more qualified and experienced he/she is
considered.
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Moving to the GDST, their challenges were mainly insufficient working hours and
bureaucracy. The DGST (2016) said,
I divided the whole organisation into two groups. One group is working on Mondays
and Tuesdays while the second group is working on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. I need
to ensure that all the staff are working together on Tuesdays so that there is no
interruption in the processes (DGST, 2016).

Also, as aforementioned, the DGST seemed to be bureaucratic and, hence, his subordinates
revealed that they are not free to communicate directly with the GBT about any issue.
However, most importantly, the contradicting ILs led to undesirable outcomes in terms of
their quarterly performance evaluations.
The General Directorate of Duhok Tourism (GDDT) in general had fewer challenges
in which the only salient challenge was their DG’s bureaucratic attitude, although he was
less bureaucratic than his counterpart in Sulaymaniyah. On this aspect, DGDT said,
The communications of tourism directorates under the GDDT with the GBT should be
according to the hierarchical structure. While they have some freedom to communicate
with them directly for informal issues but again they notify me in these cases as well.
This is to empower everyone at all levels. For instance, I never approve a request from
one of the directorates without prior approval by the line manager (DGDT, 2016).

The other attribute is that Duhok individuals, in general, are more committed and are more
responsible than the other provinces. However, due to the fact that the DGDT shared the
same ILs with the HGBT (elaborated on in later sections) and also he was persistently
following up on their issues in the GBT, so they gained distinguished performance
evaluation results.
Finally, the DGGT also had two main attributes which are insufficient working hours
and the specific mindset of inhabitants. In respect to the working hours, the DGGT said that,
Due to the current financial crisis we cannot enforce more obligations upon staff. For
example, in the past we could forcefully collect taxes from the touristic areas but now
we can never insist as we did before. As a result, this has had influence on the tasks and
performance in general (DGGT, 2016).

Further, due to Garmiyan inhabitants’ specific attitudes such as high sense of hospitality and
having guests at their homes, “it was difficult to fulfil some of the action plan’s objectives
such as increasing the number of hotels and eventually increasing the revenues” (DGGT,
2016). However, the DGGT had a profession logics’ perspective similar to the HGBT but
the challenges were huge which hampered the processes and eventually they gained very
low performance scores (DP, 2016).
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Further to the above-mentioned, the adoption process across the GBT will be explained
thoroughly in the following section.

6.4.3 The Process of MCS Adoption at Strategy and Operation Levels
Based on the analysis of the pre-transitional period, there was no evidence for a structured
external power to enforce MCS on across KRG organisations. However the HGBT said,
After having a tourism strategy in place in 2012 and being awarded the ISO certification
in 2014, we started working towards EFQM standards. One of the tools they recommend
is the BSC as it is considered the cornerstone for the organisation’s performance
evaluation. This has encouraged us to apply the BSC but we had enormous fear due to
the fact that we lack adequate skills and expertise to handle the task properly. We
expected a big challenge and so we were hesitant and not motivated enough to go ahead
with it (HGBT, 2016).

The necessity of adopting a tool for performance evaluation was confirmed by most of the
interviewees. For instance the DIT said,
After we had the tourism strategy approved and had all the departments’ action plans in
place, we realised that they should be executed, followed up and evaluated. We had to
know how these plans are properly executed and the extent to which they are
accomplished. This was an encouraging factor for choosing a proper tool for this purpose
(DIT, 2016).

Regardless of the internal force factors, it was still difficult to adopt a MCS tool to monitor
and evaluate their performance with. In addition, there were a number of motivated staff in
the GBT who could handle any process as stated by the HGBT although the agreement
between the HGBT and the researcher had resulted in taking the decision for adopting a new
MCS. Nevertheless, the HGBT had to communicate this internally to reach a decision. The
first step was to propose this in the BMC meeting for discussion in which there were
proponents and opponents to the suggestion. The opponents suggested that it is not a right
time for such an initiation as the KR is going thorough difficulties such as the fiscal crisis
and the war against ISIS although the HGBT entered his first compromise with the BMC
members by trying to convince them. The first was to look for options and choose the most
appropriate tool in terms of functionality and cost and the second was to try a tool and if they
were not successful or have not improved their performance with, then they will stop using
it. Both points indicate that the HGBT (regardless of his position as the top person in the
GBT) was not using his power to enforce any particular tool and that all the BMC members
are part of any decision in the GBT. The suggestion was finally approved due to the logical
negotiation as well as the proponent’s support. However, this initiation was confronted with
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a challenge by the DP due to his contradicting logic with the others (elaborated on in later
sections).
As aforementioned, due to his academic background, his involvement in professional
unions, and his experience with international professional bodies the HGBT was motivated
to endeavour to get professional personal reputations so that he would achieve a recognisable
status in the profession and become a good example among his counterparts. It is evident
that “increasing personal reputation” and “status in profession” are considered the “basis of
strategy” and the “basis of attention” categorical elements, respectively, which are schemas
of profession logic (Thornton et al., 2012). Therefore, it is inferred that the initiation for the
new MCS was based on the profession logic which was the HGBT’s dominant logic (Hustedt
and Danken, 2017). This is also confirmed by the DP, DQM, DIT, SQM, and RFBSC who
asserted that the initial idea of BSC adoption was initiated by the HGBT.
Figure 6.1 below presents the process of initiating the new MCS through its
implementation across the GBT. After the BMC approval of the new MCS, investigations
were essential for a proper tool which matches their needs.
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Discussions

Approval at BMC

Investigation

Selection of BSC
- Introductory orientations
- Regular meetings
Implementation at
Strategy Level

Strategy
Level

- Modification to action plan

Assessments

Approval at BMC

BSC Software
Purchase

Cascading BSC
- Detailed orientations
- Regular meetings
Operation
Level

Implementation at
Operation Level

Assessments

- Communications
- Modification to action plan
and performance
assessment format

Figure 6.1: The Process of the New Management Control System

Further, Figure 6.2 below depicts the timeframe for the process and the main activities in
each year of 2014, 2015 and 2016.
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2014
•Discussions
•Approval at BMC

2015
•Investigations
•Selection of BSC
•Implementation at strategy level
•Performance assessments
•Approval at BMC
•Cascading

2016
•Implementation across
GBT (Strategy and
Operation levels)
•Performance
assessments

Figure 6.2: Timeframe of the New Management Control System

The interviews revealed that BSC selection was not based on “A Garbage Can Model”
(Cohen et al., 1972) perspective but was more compliant with the market logic from the cost
perspective (Thornton et al., 2012). The BSC was shortlisted and selected because “it was
the least expensive but the most flexible and suitable compared to the other tools” (DIT,
2016). However, there were a number of major internal forces which supported HGBT’s
initiation for a PMM tool; for example, the GBT had their strategy up to 2025 in place. A
common feature in the KRG is that strategies and plans are sometimes documented but they
are put on the shelves without implementation. The second factor was that the GBT obtained
the ISO certification. As per ISO standards, the GBT has to deploy a mechanism for their
strategy implementation. The third factor was due to the force exerted by SAI Global (ISO
certification awarding body) to improve their performance. Fourth factor was the GBT’s
endeavours towards the EFQM Model. The idea to adopt the EFQM model was again
initiated by the HGBT. For this purpose, a team was established to work on the topic for
learning and communications. The team members were the HGBT, DQM and SQM.
Therefore, there were ongoing meetings of the team to discuss and a number of training
sessions for the managers in order to introduce the model for them. The last factor and the
most important one was the personal effort by the HGBT. As a competent leader, his attribute
originates from the profession IL to “develop tourism in a way to undertake a management
revolution in a very critical period that the region is going through” (HGBT, 2016). All the
above factors led to a reasonable selection of the BSC.
The next stage after the tool selection was to test it through implementation. The
HGBT made a decision to implement the BSC at the strategy level only, i.e. the main office
of the GBT. The strategy level was more organised than the operation level (GDs) because
the former were granted the ISO certification. Further, it was a smaller department so it is
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easier to control and study the results (DQM, 2016; HGBT, 2016). The task force
establishment was to ensure a concrete establishment of the BSC and they devoted a great
deal of time throughout the process. In order to check the applicability of the BSC, it was
necessary to evaluate and assess it. The assessment would assist in realising the deficiencies
and provide indications how to improve it for a better application. So, through three quarterly
evaluations, the problem was identified which was based on the fact that the BSC needed
much more information in order to provide better results. Hence, the task force suggested
broadening the range to include the operation level (HGBT, 2016; Staff of QM, 2016). When
the suggestion was raised in the BMC there were again opponents and proponents. The
DGST and the DGDT were proponents due to different logic perspectives (discussed in later
sections) although it took only one BMC meeting to approve a new MCS to be implemented
in the GDs (HGBT, 2016).
Another observed reason behind the incomplete result of the BSC was utilising a trial
version of the software in which staff were not qualified enough to operate it properly.
Therefore, the HGBT made a decision to establish a team to work intensively on the software
which caused some conflicts between the team members. The fact that the staff of the media
department were to join a team for follow-up and evaluation was not acceptable by the
members, particularly SP1. In this respect, the RFBSC (2016) said,
To systematise the processes, we needed to adopt a software. It was the first time for me
to know about the BSC but as I attended the first meeting with the HGBT, I was
completely convinced about the tool and knew that it is particularly necessary for our
purpose (RFBSC, 2016).

The RFBSC’ academic background, language proficiency, motivation, enthusiasm, and
skills were good reasons to seriously consider the tool and work hard on it. Consequently,
“he was the best performer on the tool as well as the software” (DQM, 2016; HGBT, 2016).
Therefore, the HGBT appointed him to take lead of the follow-up issues and the BSC
software.
After the BMC approval for cascading the BSC, a general meeting to announce
broadening the range of BSC implementation to include the operation level was a must.
Therefore, the general meeting was held, with the aim that all the relevant staff are wellinformed directly. Based on his professional perspective, the HGBT took the responsibility
to hold orientation sessions for explaining the BSC tool in detail for the attendees. In these
sessions, there was no evident resistance. The common norm in the KRG is that it is not
possible or acceptable that lower-level management criticise higher-level management
particularly if he/she is the top person in the organisation. So, having the HGBT as the top
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person to provide the orientation sessions was received by attendees with high importance.
However, when the issue came to implementation, challenges and resistance emerged which
impeded the process in general.
After the general meeting, as stated in the case study chapter, the QM directorate
turned to an operation room for three months because the “serious work” had started (DQM,
2016). They provided unlimited support to the key staff working on the system at the GDs’
level as a means of compromise. This is because if the QM team which represents the
strategy level did not intensively follow up and provide support, then they would not take
the issue seriously. The DQM said,
We were meeting each directorate individually in order to provide detailed explanation
about the procedures to follow. For the ease of explanation, we were working on Excel
sheets especially because they are not required to work on the BSC software (DQM,
2016).

The support and assistance provided by the QM team made the operation level staff highly
appreciate BSC. This could be considered a compromise made between the strategy level
and the operation level to make the process happen.
The aforementioned is the explanation of the general process. However, part of the
process required regular assessment and evaluation. At the strategy level during the first
quarter of 2015, assessments were undertaken on a monthly basis for a better understanding
of the system. There were a number of reasons that some directorates were not as good as
the others; these included the fact that the directors (as the main persons in the directorate)
belonged to the old school of management, and were not keen on modernisation and
digitisation. Therefore, it was a real challenge to change their perceptions, and adopt the
BSC. Some of the directors did not even fully understand the system regardless of the
continuous support through the meetings and orientation sessions (RFBSC, 2016).
Afterwards, in order to achieve better results and more KPIs, it was agreed that the
assessments held quarterly. However, the results were still not convenient due to insufficient
collected data and information which was related to the poor design of the performance
evaluation format. Therefore, the decision was made to modify the format in order to comply
with the BSC tool and software. The modification to the action plan format is shown in the
table below.
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First Assessment
(April 2015)

Second Assessment
(July 2015)

Third Assessment
(October 2015)

Strategy Axis

Strategy Axis

Strategic Axis

Objectives

Objectives

Objective
Perspective

Tactics

Tactics

Tactics

Impact

Impact

Weight

Estimated Budget

Estimated Budget

Estimated Budget
Fund Source

Related Department

Related Departments

Implementer

Coordination Type

Coordination Type
Unit Type

Period

Period

Frequency
Target
Lag/Lead
Initiatives

KPI (%)

KPI (semi-annual) - Quantified

KPIs (monthly) - Quantified

Table 6.4: Development of the Action Plan Format at the Strategy Level

As shown in Table 6.4, the format has undergone changes and modifications. It is inferred
from the process that the drawing-up of the BSC was not made professionally because they
only depended on local expertise with little knowledge about the tool. The “perspectives”
was added at the final stage of implementation at the strategy level. Therefore, the
modifications to the action plan which were based on the assessments resulted in an
acceptable implementation although not professional. During the process, there was always
fear of failure; fear of obtaining low score among peers which would cause “shame” for
them. Further, Figure 6.3 below shows the stage where the modifications have been
implemented as part of the MAC.
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Discussions

Approval at BMC

Investigation

Selection of BSC

Strategy Level

Implementation at
Strategy Level
Action plan format
improvements
Assessments

Approval at BMC

BSC Software
Purchase

Figure 6.3: Modifications in the Action Plan at the Strategy Level

On the other hand, the planning team were not knowledgeable enough about the BSC
software requirements to modify the format. Also, to ensure quality standards, modifying
the assessment format was done in collaboration with the QM team. The assessment format
did not undergo changes at this stage.
Further to the above-mentioned, at the operation level, the planning team started to
undertake quarterly evaluation meetings with each GD individually. In this respect, the
RFBSC said,
We set a specific appointment for each GD and their directorates to attend the evaluation
meeting. Therefore, apart from the GBT, each quarter we hold four different meetings
with GDET, GDST, GDDT and GDGT individually (RFBSC, 2016).

However, the assessment format had to change radically when undertaking the assessments
at the operation level as part of the MAC, as shown in Figure 6.4 below.
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Cascading BSC

Operation
Level

Implementation at
Operation Level
Assessment format
undergone radical changes
Assessments

Figure 6.4: Modifications in the Assessment Format at the Operation Level

It is to be mentioned that the changes undertaken on the assessment were applicable on both
operation and strategy levels.
Reference to the assessments results, the DGs’ reports and documents were “awful” in
the first quarter because there was still some confusion and ambiguity in terms of how to
fulfil the tasks and get them all correctly documented (DP, 2016; RFBSC, 2016). This was
generated from their “fear of failure” and “embarrassment” among co-workers and in front
of their superiors; hence, their assessment scores were low, in general. However, they tried
to improve their performance for the second quarter by making enquiries and asking
questions. For this purpose, there were daily communications and follow-up to provide the
required support for them (DP, 2016; DQM, 2016; RFBSC, 2016). Table 6.5 below provides
an overview of three quarterly assessment results across GBT departments.
Assessment
Quarter #

Best Performance at GD Level

Best Performance at Directorate
Level

Quarter 1

General Directorate of Duhok Tourism
(GDDT)

Director of Soran Tourism (GDET)

Quarter 2

General Directorate of Erbil Tourism
(GDET)

Director of Zakho Tourism (GDDT)

Quarter 390

General Directorate of Erbil Tourism
(GDET)

Director of Soran Tourism (GDET)

Table 6.5: Performance Evaluation Results of the Three Quarters

As shown in the above table, in the first quarter, the GDDT achieved the best performance
overall whereas the best-performing directorate was Soran which falls under the GDET. The

90

The third quarter evaluation was not held during the data collection period but was later received via e-mail.
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second quarter best performer at the GD level was the GDET while at the directorate level
was Zakho tourism under the GDDT. Lastly, the best GD performer in the third assessment
was the GDET while Soran was the best directorate performer. At both levels Erbil province
proved to be performing better due to some reasons. One of the reasons was that the HGBT
was the acting DGET who practiced the same professional perspective which created a good
motivating environment for staff to work in. Another reason was that Erbil province
organisations were relatively working more hours than Sulaymaniyah and Garmiyan
provinces which enabled them to work longer and eventually achieve better results. Besides,
Duhok province proved to be the second successful province due to three reasons. The first
reason was that Duhok province people are generally more committed and accountable
compared to the other provinces (DP, 2016; SP2, 2016) which is a clearly cultural
specification. The second reason was that via his specific policy to visit Erbil in person to
follow up on their issues, the DGDT has resulted in achieving higher efficiency. The third
reason was the same as the Erbil province which was related to their longer working hours.
However, the DHST and the DDAST had different viewpoints – that the directorates of
tourism in these two provinces were receiving more finance than them. While enquiring
about this, the HGBT (2016) said, “the provinces have a fair monthly share however, the
monthly finances are sent to the GDs in which DGs have full authority for distribution”. So,
the DG of each province was entitled to distribute the finance upon their respective
directorates of tourism. It is inferred that if there is inequality or unfair treatment among the
directorates of tourism, the responsibility falls on the respective DG.
Recalling the cultural perspectives presented in the case study chapter, it was
concluded from the assessments that there were indications for change in the prevalent
culture of individualism and process-oriented. For instance the process-oriented perspective
means that organisational actors are not involved in setting plans nor are they responsible
for results; instead they only do routine works. Therefore, it was very challenging to
persuade staff of a particular organisation within a bigger sphere to perform differently than
their peers. Further, from the internal perspective, some departments’ individual work
resulted in inefficient results. In this respect the RFBSC (2016) said that “these departments
preferred to work individually rather than collaborating with others for a better
implementation of any task”. As for individuals, it was observed that organisational actors
were more inclined to individual works than working in teams. This was also mentioned by
the RFBSC.
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At the beginning of the process, some staff were more inclined to work individually than
working in groups which affected their results to a large extent. Whenever these
individuals are questioned about not working in groups they never admit that they prefer
individual works’ (RFBSC, 2016).

However, the fact was that they had an individualism perspective and were continuous on
the same perspective. Further, the DQM (2016) confirmed that “the individual perspective
the staff are characterised with is very difficult to change instantly”. This means that staff
always faced difficulties and challenges when they were required to work in groups.
However, the DQM personally used to work in her department as part of a team for years
because, based on her professional logic perspective, she was determined that quality and
management standards are in place. Furthermore, the RFBSC said, “another reason was that
some directors considered themselves higher than other directors and hence their ego
prevented them to work in collaboration with other departments” (RFBSC, 2016) because
they thought that this would detract from their value.
It is concluded from the above and earlier discussions that the prevalent culture in the
GBT was characterised by individualism and process-oriented perspectives. So, due to the
negative consequences, these characteristics hampered the whole process as stated by the
HGBT, DQM, and RFBSC. They all postulated that one of the biggest challenges they
encountered was to convince the organisational actors to highly consider the results and also
work in groups.
Regardless, the two perspectives of individualism and process-oriented were evidently
observed and inferred from the interviewees that there is a change in the two aspects of
culture; that is, a shift from the individualism to the collectivism perspective and from the
process-oriented to the result-oriented perspective. Regarding the former perspectives, the
HGBT said, “before the new MCS, a few members of staff and I were heading towards the
GBT’s objectives, while now I see that we are all going towards that direction together”
(HGBT, 2016). Also, the RFBSC stated: “Now we need to have results and we should have
results” (RFBSC, 2016). Further, both the DKGT and the Director of Khanaqin Tourism GDGT (DKHGT) criticised the new tool because any effort put into a task was not
considered by the evaluation team. The team only considered the final results. The same
aspect was addressed by the DP (2016) who said, “BSC software is a direct system which
accepts nothing except results”. Further, the SQM suggested that the BSC has had an evident
impact on the attitudes of the staff who were trying hard to reach the required objectives, i.e.
evident results.
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Further to the shift from individualism to a collectivism culture, the DQM (2016) said,
“at least departments are obligated to work in teams as they are all responsible for the results”
(DQM, 2016). Likewise, the RFBSC referred to a point that after the adoption of the BSC
team work was observed to be increasing; as he said,
Before, each member of staff within the department or among different departments used
to work individually. There was no regulation to enforce the achievement of a certain
task by two or more staff members or departments. Organisational actors were more
inclined to have the task done without any kind of collaboration (RFBSC, 2016).

He further referred to a significant point stated in the action plan in which departments were
required to achieve a task jointly with other departments. This was like a strategy map as
well. Concerning the quarterly assessments, he found it difficult to decide whether to give
them a score, or not, but as long as the results were achieved, although individually, then
they were given scores.
In addition to the above-mentioned, the following section provides, a thorough
explanation about the prevalence level of each IL and details of the schemas coded from the
data transcripts.

6.4.4 Types and Prevalence Level of Multiple Institutional Logics
As discussed in the case study chapter, coding the data revealed that seven different ILs were
observed from various interviewees. The logics are profession, state, family, corporation,
market, community, and religion. Their frequency varied as presented in Table 5.6.
Profession, state and family logics were observed and analysed during the pre-transitional
period whereas the other logics were detected later during the transitional period. It is
essential to explain all the seven ILs thoroughly. Referencing ter Bogt and Scapens’ (2014)
framework, these ILs are considered internal institutions to the organisation. The main coded
ILs were only identified in the case study chapter although, in this chapter precise analysis
and identification of “categorical elements” of each IL such as schemas and identities, is
conducted (Thornton et al., 2012). The detailed precise analysis is essential as this research
examines the logics at individual (i.e. micro) level. Before starting the analysis, the following
table summarises the seven detected ILs, categorical elements, schemas, and related
organisational actors.
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IL

Actor

HGBT

DQM
DIT
RFBSC
DP
Profession
SQM

DGDT

DGGT
DPET
DP
DGDT
State

Family

Corporation

Market
Community

DGGT
DKGT
DGST
DSHET
DHST
DDAST
DDST
DGST
DHST
GBT
DGGT
STAFF
GBT
GDGT
GDET
DGGT
DPGT

Categorical Elements

Schema

Basis of norm
Source of legitimacy
Source of identity
Root metaphor
Basis of attention
Source of identity
Basis of strategy
Source of identity
Source of identity
Informal control mechanisms
Source of legitimacy
Source of identity
Basis of strategy
Informal control mechanisms
Basis of attention
Informal control mechanisms
Root metaphor
Source of identity
Basis of attention
Root metaphor
Source of legitimacy
Source of identity
Basis of attention
Basis of strategy
Source of authority
Basis of strategy
Source of authority
Basis of strategy
Source of authority
Basis of strategy
Basis of strategy
Basis of strategy
Source of authority
Source of authority
Source of legitimacy
Basis of norms
Source of authority
Source of legitimacy
Source of authority
Source of identity
Basis of attention
Informal control mechanisms
Basis of attention
Basis of norms
Source of authority
Source of authority

Membership in guild and association
Personal expertise
Association with quality of craft
Professional relational network
Status in profession
Association with quality of craft
Increase reputation
Association with quality of craft
Association with quality of craft
Celebrity professionals
Personal expertise
Association with quality of craft
Increase reputation
Celebrity professionals
Status in profession
Celebrity professionals
Professional relational network
Association with quality of craft
Status in profession
Professional relational network
Personal expertise
Association with quality of craft
Status in profession
Increase community good
Bureaucratic domination
Increase community good
Bureaucratic domination
Increase community good
Bureaucratic domination
Increase community good
Increase community good
Increase community good
Bureaucratic domination
Bureaucratic domination
Unconditional loyalty
Membership in household
Patriarchal domination
Unconditional loyalty
Board of directors and top management
Bureaucratic roles
Status in hierarchy
Industry analysis
Status in the market
Self-interest
Commitment to community values and ideologies
Commitment to community values and ideologies

Religion

Table 6.6: Summary of the Observed Institutional Logics with Respective Categorical Elements

The following sub-sections present detailed discussion about each IL.
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6.4.4.1 Prevalence of Profession Institutional Logics
It was clearly evident from the coding that most of the interviewees at strategy level were
detected to have the profession IL perspective. For instance, as aforementioned, his academic
and practical backgrounds were the main reasons for the HGBT to adopt this logic, which
were mainly based on specific schemas. For example, his “membership in guild and
association” under the basis of norm and the obtained “personal expertise” under the source
of legitimacy stimulated him to always seek improvements and strive towards
modernisation. His “association with quality of craft” under the source of identity was a
reason to always consider quality more than quantity and to pay attention to precise details
of any task. It could be inferred that HGBT’s personal expertise and belief in association
with quality of craft stimulated him to believe in the “professional relational network”
schema under the root metaphor. Therefore, he aimed to strengthen communications and
relations with all the staff at both levels; hence he did not abide by the tall hierarchical
structure (Mullins and Christy, 2013) and the regulated communications. Further, he was
always concerned about the organisation’s status and looking for a better reputation among
other organisations as a basis of attention. Therefore, he was sometimes involving himself
in operational works and going down to the details to ensure that tasks are properly done.
Coding further showed that the DQM was the second key staff member who adopted
the profession IL in her activities. Due to her job specification and expertise, she was always
determined to have tasks performed professionally. This was a stimulation to consider
“association with quality of craft” under the source of the identity schema. Further, it was
evinced from the way she used to work. Even before gaining ISO certification she was
always encouraging team work and effective communication within her department and in
the other departments she worked with. Further, she had a strategic mindset and was insistent
about having plans achieved and results obtained in order to succeed. Her aim was to
“increase reputation” as a basis of strategy schema. Further, her staff had the same
perspective and, therefore, there was an evident compliance between them. Consequently,
this resulted in an efficient collaboration and a smooth running of the process as confirmed
by a number of interviewees. The SQM’s perspective related to SAI Global, in which they
were always enquiring about the KPIs and criteria for their assessment, which demonstrated
her conformity with the “celebrity professionals” as the informal control mechanisms
categorical element.
In respect to the DIT, coding the data showed that he was also drawing upon his
“personal expertise” to have tasks done properly. His language proficiency and international
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experience helped him to consider “association with quality of craft” schema as the source
of identity. While interviewing, he mentioned that he was taking every single detail of the
whole process into consideration and therefore, he was closely monitoring his staff to ensure
the process is going on efficiently. In addition to the above, the RFBSC also adopted the
profession IL particularly “association with quality of craft” as a source of identity schema
due to his academic background and his personal enthusiasm. As the one responsible for all
the process technicalities, he was determined to establish a concrete foundation to ensure
that the process has a sound beginning. The last key staff member at the strategy level is the
DP who claimed his belief in profession IL when he referred to the GBT engaging academics
in the process. He said that the academics were requested to be involved for consultation and
to exchange knowledge for a better adoption. He was also inclined to show that his “personal
expertise” as a source of legitimacy is behind the success of the MCS adoption. However,
there was another reason which is discussed in the next section. He also postulated that there
are only internal forces behind initiating the new MCS. This is linked to his conformity with
association with “quality of craft” as a source of identity under the categorical element.
In the other hand, coding the data of interviewees at operation level revealed that only
a few of them had profession logic perspective and applied it in managing the processes. For
example, this was shown by both the DGDT and the DGGT. For instance, discussing the
GBT status within KRG organisations, the DGDT said,
There is a significant issue that is directly connected to us. However, I cannot talk for
the HGBT, but to what extent have the HGBT promoted the new MCS to higher
authorities like the CoM or other high bodies?! I do not have any idea about it! Although
I am certain that the GBT have effectively communicated with related organisations so
that we succeed in growing the KR’s tourism sector (DGDT, 2016).

From this verbatim quotation, it is inferred that the DGDT’s attitude represents the “status
in profession” as a basis of attention’s categorical element. This was due to his wide
experience and knowledge about management principles, in general. Within the same logical
perspective, he added, “we consulted a number of international organisations and experts to
assist us in designing the new MCS” (DGDT, 2016). This signals “celebrity professionals”
as the informal control mechanisms, which enforces consultancy with expertise for any
project. He was certain that academic and scientific consultation is an essential factor for
any management process to succeed. Furthermore, his belief in the “profession as relational
network” as the root metaphor stimulated him to conduct “daily meetings and
communications with all the directors to discuss the BSC” (DGDT, 2016). Further, he also
claimed to consider “association with quality of craft” as a source of identity categorical
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element. Particularly when he was referring to strategies which should be realistic and
possible to implement.
The DGGT’s policy, however, was inclined to a new management perspective which
stimulated him to work and act professionally. He believed that each member of staff should
have some power aligned with the responsibilities he/she has. Although there was no unified
system across KRG as above-mentioned, his “personal expertise” was the main reason
behind his own style of management particularly in such a distant and particular area.
Further, during his discussion about the hierarchical structure of KRG organisations,
including the GBT, he posited that “the existing hierarchical structures are not advantageous
at all otherwise, we would not encounter such a financial crisis” (DGGT, 2016). His attitude
was built upon the “status in profession” as the basis of attention categorical element.
Moreover, he added,
Personally, I have complete faith that monopolising power by one person will turn into
a huge curse for him/her. As a result, dictators will emerge … therefore, devolving power
to subordinates will result in a person to become a good supervisor over those
subordinates who are given power (DGGT, 2016).

This infers that he was inclined to “profession as relational networks” as the root metaphor
categorical element. In addition, he had “personal expertise” in the area which is considered
a source of legitimacy “due to the fact that I had a good experience in administration and
that I used to manage local authorities for years” (DGGT, 2016). Therefore, he was
successful in establishing the GD from scratch when he was appointed as the DGGT in 2012,
as he claimed. Furthermore to the aforementioned, as a young motivated person, the DPET
had a management background which enabled her to understand and apply the scientific
management perspectives in her daily activities. Therefore, she was considering “association
with quality of craft” as a source of identity categorical element. Finally, the DPST was
newly appointed and hence he was motivated enough to seek attention and work to raise
their “status in profession” as a source of attention categorical element under the profession
logic.

6.4.4.2 Prevalence of State Institutional Logics
Coding showed that state logic was more observed at the operation level although the DP
was the only key staff member at the strategy level who was drawing upon it. Talking about
the new MCS, the DP said, “it is not enforced upon us but we had it in order to improve our
performance” (DP, 2016) in which the ultimate goal is to “increase community good” as a
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basis of strategy categorical element. He was certain that if they improved their performance
then the services provided to people would also improve, which is finally beneficial for them.
Further, the DP was a bureaucratic person and instinctively attached to the old style of
management. This was due to his age, and lack of modern digitised knowledge which caused
challenges with other key members of staff in the GBT. It was potentially related to his belief
in “bureaucratic domination” as a source of authority categorical element which caused
conflict (discussed in the following section).
It is to be mentioned that there is a fact related to the KRG organisations’ culture which
is that more knowledgeable and qualified people are employed by higher organisations such
as ministries and boards while less qualified people are employed by lower-level
organisations. One of the reasons is that the top organisations are working on strategic issues
which require more qualified people. Also, there are specific allowances that top
organisations secure for their staff. Therefore, people at operation level tend to only follow
rules and regulations with less initiative for improvements although this aspect is not
absolute across all KRG organisations. Related to the staff and their ILs, the person who
most clearly showed an adoption of state IL was the DGDT. While being interviewed, he
mostly claimed that he is very concerned about the people’s welfare. His belief in “increasing
community good” as a basis of strategy was always stimulating him to refer to their strategic
objectives and the importance of having a flexible achievable strategy for any organisation.
Further, the DGDT was characterised by another schema that is the bureaucratic domination
as a source of authority.
Furthermore, coding showed that the DGGT was also characterised with a state logic
related to people’s welfare. He posited that the challenges they encounter in Garmiyan
province are related to the land leases which have negatively affected people. So, his concern
about their welfare and his belief in “increasing the community good” under the source of
strategy categorical element marks him under the state IL. However, he stated that he does
not support bureaucracy in management processes. The evidence was his support for the
HGBT’s suggestion to have a direct connection with the directors of tourism, but the DKGT
who was working under the GDGT contradicted this and said, “the GD are always enforcing
rules and regulations and they are not allowed to do anything without the GD’s consent”
(DKGT, 2016). It was revealed that there is a conflict between this particular director and
the DPGT which involved continuous tension. Because the DPGT was supervising all the
directors of tourism of Garmiyan province, “the tension resulted in creating obstacles and
that most of my activities were impeded by the GD” (DKGT, 2016). This attribute listed the
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DKGT under the state logics specifically “bureaucratic domination” under the source of
authority categorical element.
On the other hand, the DGST accused the government for poor provision of services
who strongly supported “increasing community good” as the source of strategy categorical
element. He posited that the government is doing exactly the opposite as “instead of
providing services, it robs people’s properties” (DGST, 2016). This viewpoint created a
dispute in the second focus group which is discussed in the following sections. Besides, other
directors of tourism were conforming to state IL with different schemas and categorical
elements. For example, regardless of being in a distant area with conflicts between the central
and regional governments, the DSHDT’s concerns and aims were to help people in the area.
She aimed at a better provision of services to people. Her attitude complied with “increasing
community good” as a basis of strategy categorical element. The DHST was also determined
to serve people in the area as he said, “I should serve people as long as I am at this position
not that people serve me” (DHST, 2016). His aim was also interpreted as to “increase
community good” as a source of strategy under the state logic. On the other side, both the
DDAST and the DDST referred to the bureaucratic system followed in the GDST. They
demonstrated that they are not autonomous and that they should go through the GD for any
communication with the GBT. Their perspective is listed under “bureaucratic domination”
as the source of authority categorical element.

6.4.4.3 Prevalence of Family Institutional Logics
Family logic was the third IL which was mostly depicted from Sulaymaniyah province staff.
It is partly related to the different political views. The personal view of the researcher is that
Sulaymaniyah province was implementing their political party’s agenda. There are two
elements to be mentioned which explain the staff’s attitude in the process. The first element
is that the KRG is not a completely autonomous body as there is continuous interference by
the political parties. The second element is the people’s belongingness to these political
parties to gain support or personal interests. These two elements reason the staff’s
“unconditional loyalty” to their political parties which was reflected in their attitude and
activities. For instance, the DGST is the main person to discuss who was conforming to
family logics. While being interviewed, he demonstrated that it is not the right time for such
a system; also he suggested that the GBT as a small organisation cannot adopt a system that
is different than the other organisations’ systems. Further, he makes reference to the different
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perspectives between Erbil and Sulaymaniyah provinces which originate from their belief in
the processes of change. All these were only observed as his “unconditional loyalty” as a
source of legitimacy and his compliance with “membership in household” as a basis of
norms categorical element under family logics. Drawing upon this, he was also characterised
by “patriarchal domination” as a source of authority. This was evinced when he explained
that they should have more authority to accept or reject projects. His justification was that
they are more experienced and knowledgeable than the GBT about Sulaymaniyah
specification.
As mentioned in the case study chapter, the DHST as an active staff member within
Sulaymaniyah province stated that they are directly connected to the GDST and that they
have to find a way to go through the GDST if they wanted any communication with the
GBT. The reason behind this was related to the hierarchical structure which demonstrated
the domination of the GDST (enforced by the DG) upon all the directorates of tourism in the
province. Fundamentally, this was one of the family logic features to have “patriarchal
domination” upon subordinates – either individuals or groups. Second, it could be considered
“unconditional loyalty” as the source of the legitimacy categorical element. This feature
enforced all the directorates linked to the GDST to remain loyal to their superiors as would
be the case within the “family” as all family members are loyal to each other. This is how
legitimation is defined and dominated within the family logics. Moreover, the DDAST was
the other key staff member who was seen to conform to family logics. For instance, he
emphasised the inequality in finance allocations between Erbil and Sulaymaniyah provinces.
He was trying to offer the impression that they were victims of implementing different
political parties’ agendas. However, after investigations, it was concluded that this was their
DG’s “patriarchal domination” as a source of authority under the family logic. This was also
the reason behind the DGST’s refusal to allow the directors of tourism to have direct
communications with the GBT. Further, during the second focus group, the DGST was
arguing with the HGBT and defending his staff saying: “How could I interrogate the staff if
I am not able to provide them with basic facilities to undertake the tasks!” (DGST, 2016).
His attitude was also considered to embody an “unconditional loyalty” feature that he
assumed towards his team. He claimed to be concerned about his staff’s affairs but the covert
fact was that he was seeking more authority, power and budget.
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6.4.4.4 Prevalence of Corporation Institutional Logics
Corporation was another logic that emerged from coding the data which was mostly
observed at the upper level. “Board of directors and top management” as a source of
authority is one of the schemas when explaining the GBT’s management. In addition to their
organisational structure, the BMC was established to discuss strategic issues for approval or
rejection. It was a professional practice which explained that authority was not exploited by
one person but rather by a group of people. For critical decisions, the DGDT stated that they
were consulting external bodies. This was the case while discussing the adoption of a new
MCS. Besides, the DGGT complied with the corporate IL in the sense that roles,
responsibilities and authority should be given to staff at all levels. His justification was that
they will feel more accountable and responsible for any delegated task. Regardless of the
lack of a unified job description policy, he generalised roles and responsibilities to his
subordinates in his department. This attitude explains his conformity with the “bureaucratic
roles” as a source of identity under corporate logic. Furthermore, the RFBSC referred to the
consequence of the BSC upon staff in which they started to compete in order to improve
performance and achieve higher scores. The staff aimed to raise their status among peers in
other departments. This attitude is translated as a “status in hierarchy” as a basis of attention
categorical element under the corporation IL.

6.4.4.5 Prevalence of Market Institutional Logics
The next depicted IL was the market logic. The fact that the KR was going through financial
crisis had influences upon their decisions related to the process. One of the instances which
inferred market logic was their decision to purchase BSC software among the three
shortlisted tools. They were unable to afford the high cost of the other two. However, they
were only able to purchase one license without any cost allocated for training to use the
software. Training on the software would cost them a great deal, which was not affordable.
This was confirmed by the HGBT, the DIT and the RFBSC. Further, the HGBT explained
that if they had more finance, they would have purchased licenses for each GD so that they
could work on their own software. In such a case, the process might have been managed
more properly. The entire process of investigating, adopting and purchasing the BSC
software is interpreted as “industry analysis” under the informal control mechanisms.
Another market schema was observed in the GDGT when the DG explained that his staff
were suggesting that they contribute, financially, to have activities and projects
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implemented. They assumed that more investments result in more revenues which will
eventually raise their “status in the market”. This is translated as a basis of attention under
the market IL. In addition, the DPET struggled with some of the staff in her department as
they formed (interest) groups in which they were mainly seeking personal interests from any
project. It is evident that “self-interest” is listed in Thornton et al.’s (2012) institutional ideal
types as a basis of norms categorical element under market logic although it is difficult to
gain clarity about the case study in the presence of the financial crisis.

6.4.4.6 Prevalence of Community Institutional Logics
Community logic was the other logic depicted from coding the interviewees’ transcripts. The
BSC had an impact on staff across the GBT in which they were feeling embarrassed and
shame if they have obtained low scores. Their perspective was based on the “commitment
to community values and ideology” schema under the source of authority. Both the DGGT
and the DPGT mentioned this while interviewed. The DGGT tried to resist, and challenged
his staff, who were embarrassed, by demotivating them through providing some
justifications about the specific characteristics of each province. For example, he claimed
that Sulaymaniyah and Duhok have many resort areas which are purely natural while
Garmiyan does not have many areas compared with the two. Further, the DKHGT (2016)
said, “I am never used to low scores. Even when I was in school I was one of the top students.
So, it is really shameful to get ‘zero’ in any activity”. This instance was also confirmed by
the RFBSC who said that staff were more enthusiastic to work harder and perform better for
better results. Moreover, there was another instance specific to Garmiyan inhabitants, which
is their high hospitality attitude. Any guest in Garmiyan is never allowed to stay at a hotel
or have a meal in a restaurant. Otherwise, they felt very ashamed of this behaviour as they
will be considered disrespecting guests. However, this has changed significantly and
therefore a number of hotels and restaurants were opened in the province.

6.4.4.7 Prevalence of Religion Institutional Logics
The last IL was the religion logic which was implicitly inferred from coding the data. It was
the least evident logic which was implicitly depicted from the instance where lands were not
distributed equally. This was related to the corrupted system in the KRG as lands were taken
by powerful people regardless if the land belonged to tourism or any other sector. There were
different tricks that such powerful people applied to gain possession of these lands. Further,
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because the region lacks a fair rigid follow-up and auditing system, the problem continues
to exist up to date. Furthermore, Sulaymaniyah middle-level staff postulated that finance is
not distributed equally among directors of tourism. However, investigations revealed the fact
that it was equally allocated by the GBT although not distributed equally within the province
by the respective DG.
As shown in Table 5.6 and Table 6.6 above, the identified logics were the prevalent
ILs which revealed from coding the data transcripts but at different frequencies. The
profession logic was the most prevalent due to the fact that it was shared by most of the staff
at the strategy level although the other ILs varied among the strategy- and operation-level
staff. Regardless, some of these ILs were conflicting, and this is discussed in the following
section.

6.4.5 Conflicting Institutional Logics
This section discusses the interaction of organisational actors with different IL perspectives.
The differences in their perspectives caused contradictions and conflicts which ultimately
impacted the overall process. It is necessary to mention that “different logical perspectives”
was not the main criterion for conflicts. Coding the data revealed that there were many
instances of contradictions, resistance and conflicts. To name some of the conflict criteria,
different political orientations, same level position challenges, gender aspect, and power.
The presence of two or more of these criteria caused conflicts throughout the process in
which the most evident conflicts will be highlighted in this section. A particular focus is
given to two conflicting situations and how they were dealt with. The first conflict was an
internal conflict within the GBT’s main office which was between the DP’s state logic versus
the DQM’s profession logic. The second conflict was not internal to the GBT which was
between the HGBT’s profession logic versus the DGST’s family logic. Nevertheless, there
were a few other instances in which conflicts were observed but with insignificant impact.
Therefore, they will not be highlighted to the same extent as the other two instances. The
following section elaborates on these two conflicts.

6.4.5.1 The First Conflict
As mentioned above, the first conflict was between the DP’s state logic and the DQM’s
professional logic. Multiple criteria caused this conflict to emerge such as different ILs,
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same-level position challenges, and gender aspect. This conflict occurred at the very
beginning of the process at strategy level. Back in October 2014, while discussing the
possibility to adopt a new MCS in which both the DQM and the DP were involved, the DP
was observed to be resistant. In fact, he was completely against it whereas the DQM was
completely for it. The latter’s perspective was conformant with the HGBT’s logics. This
infers that the DP was indirectly conflicting with the HGBT’s profession logic. His claim
was that the KR was going through a critical situation and a tough fiscal crisis. He added
that “the monthly staff payments are not paid and so there will not be budget for such a
system” (DP, 2014). The fact was that during over 30 years’ experience, the DP used to work
according to the traditional administration (Behn, 2001; Hughes, 2012) which is
characterised by a pure bureaucratic administration in which people are following certain
rules and regulations. Within the traditional management approach, staff are neither
responsible for strategy setting nor for results. Further, he was used to the manual
management processes – thus, digitisation was a real challenge for him. Therefore, the
management style that the DP used to follow made it very difficult to adopt modification or
change in any processes although he could not obviously violate any decision taken by
higher management.
The DP’s conflicting attitude made the communications and actions difficult. Hence,
the plan at the beginning was going slower than expected. The DQM was unable to manage
this conflict as she was at the same level as the DP. For the HGBT, this was not acceptable
because if the conflict grew, then the process would come to an end. In the opposite, the
HGBT’s aim was to make the process more flexible with intention to overcome difficulties.
Therefore, the HGBT applied more motivation by showing the good consequences of such
a system to their organisation. The process went on in one way or another, but not according
to their wishes. However, when they reached the advanced stages, the DP’s conflict
continued but this time it was directly with the HGBT, particularly when the task force was
in the middle of establishing the foundations of the new MCS. The conflict reached certain
points where it was very challenging for the task force to continue as the DP was one of the
key members. Given that two forms of situated rationality (shaped by profession and state
ILs) were present, and no clear routine was in place, as a result deliberation was shaped (ter
Bogt and Scapens, 2014). The deliberation emerged in the form of compromise presented
by the HGBT. It was between the HGBT’s profession and the DP’s state contradicting ILs
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as shown in Figure 6.5 below. The compromise was made in order to overcome the conflict
and to ensure that the process continues.

HGBT’s
Profession Logic

HGBT exempted the
DP from
technicalities

Compromise
DP’s

DP to supervise the
process

State Logic

Figure 6.5: The Compromise between the HGBT’s Profession Logic with the DP’s State Logic

The compromise was that the DP was only to supervise the process which did not include
technicalities whereas other staff were in charge of the digital issues and technicalities of the
process. Therefore, the DP was not required to attend all the meetings particularly the
technical ones. The DP never admitted that he is partly exempted from the process but this
was observed during the researcher’s first and second visits and confirmed by a number of
interviewees. This compromise provided a temporary settlement to the conflict (Gutmann
and Thompson, 2010; 2013; Huault and Rainelli-Weiss, 2011; Monfardini et al., 2013;
Oldenhof et al., 2014). So afterwards, the process became smoother and more flexible. This
compromise led to a change in the DP’s reaction towards the process. Opposite to his attitude
at the beginning, his perspective was completely different when he was interviewed in
September 2016. In this respect, he said, “this is a unique system not only in the KRG but
all over Iraq”. He expressed his pride that they were praised by academics and international
organisations for the new distinguished MCS. Further, he stated that “the BSC has many
advantages and made our job much easier” (DP, 2016). What was surprising was the evident
change in his perspective when he said,
In 2016 we could not achieve all the objectives due to the financial crisis, therefore, we
should modify our action plan for 2017 to comply with the circumstances so that we can
achieve better results (DP, 2016).
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This instance itself is an outstanding achievement which determines that the new MCS has
become ingrained in their behaviour – i.e. institutionalised. In particular, the change was
most evident in the person who had been most resistant to the process.

6.4.5.2 The Second Conflict
The second conflict was created between two different levels – strategy and operation –with
multiple conflict criteria. It occurred between the HGBT’s profession logic and the DGST’s
family logic. Both belonged to upper management (i.e. the same level position) in which
they held great power but were located in different provinces. Although the HGBT had the
ultimate power, based on the organisation’s hierarchy it was never possible to undervalue
the DGST’s power91 which was based on their different political orientations. During the
observations and specifically the interview with the DGST, it was evident that he is not
convinced by the new system. However, he stressed the importance of such tools across the
government. His claim was about the inconsistency between the applied system across KRG
organisations and the GBT which tries to adopt a more advanced and developed one. So, he
had a strong belief that the HGBT is not doing the right thing. The conflict was very clear in
the second focus group session. As explained earlier, his family logic was based on different
schemas such as the unconditional loyalty as a source of legitimacy, patriarchal domination
as a source of authority, and membership in household as a basis of norms.
Coding the data transcripts has clarified the instances of conflict more. For instance,
the DGST’s resistance towards creating direct communication between the GBT with the
directors of tourism was evidence of his obedience to patriarchal domination. At the same
time he was enforcing authority upon all his subordinates. This was already revealing a
conflict within the same person. Further, from a bureaucratic point of view, he assumed that
rules and regulations should be set at the highest authorities. So, for him, the GBT was
mistaken to adopt a developed system different from all the other KRG organisations. This
was also related to his family logics perspective. Therefore, the conflict with the HGBT’s
profession logic was evident. He disputed the HGBT’s view during the focus group session
that it was not logical to delegate any task or enforce a new system upon staff while they
were not able to meet their financial needs. He also referred to another point that power is
completely exploited in Erbil province starting from the CoM through to the GBT. In
He was practically the most powerful person in Sulaymaniyah province’s Tourism. This is because the GD
is the highest body and also because he, personally, had support from the political party he belonged to which
was different from the HGBT’s political party.
91
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response, HGBT posited that they all have power but it is practiced differently due to the
DGs’ different perspectives. The conclusion was that there were different levels of
understanding about budget execution between the provinces. This was due to the lack of
unified policy across KRG organisations and lack of skilled knowledgeable staff in this area.
Accordingly and as aforementioned, the conflict was created due to their different
perspectives such as ILs, political orientation, power devolution and same-level position. In
this context, the DGST claimed that the budget was not distributed equally but it was inferred
that he was the person who did not distribute the budget equally. Consequently, another
compromise was made which was embodied in various communications at different levels
as shown in Figure 6.6 below. The compromise was firstly made with the DGs particularly
with the DGST, that “if we work together on the new MCS, then we could turn to a selffinancing organisation” (HGBT, 2016). The financial crisis caused huge problems for staff
across the KRG as salaries were not paid. Therefore, becoming a self-financing organisation
means that salaries are paid from their revenues on a regular basis. It was a very effective
compromise to convince them to try different ways to overcome these difficulties. The
compromise was related to two strategic objectives – to increase revenues and decrease
expenditures. It was inferred that this compromise was tricky and direct to the most critical
point. As the compromise was over the financial empowerment of the GBT, hence, it was
accepted by the DGs. As a result, they continued working on the BSC.

HGBT’s
Profession Logic

HGBT’s suggestion
to become selffinancing

Compromise
DGST’s

DGST to facilitate
the process more

Family Logic

Figure 6.6: The Compromise between the HGBT’s Profession Logic with the DGST’s Family Logic
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In the same context, the HGBT tried to communicate the compromise made at the higher
level with his subordinates in the GDET. So, he revealed in a meeting that they were aiming
to become self-financing which was well received by the employees:
During the meeting with the GDET staff I told them that if we work on the BSC then the
GBT will become self-financing. Then, all our staff will be receiving their full payments
regularly on time. So, everyone was very excited. Once I returned to my office, tens of
the staff were coming to me showing their full support for adopting the BSC. Staff were
also appreciative that I was thinking about their welfare (HGBT, 2016).

This means that the compromise was accepted by all members at different levels and was an
effective settlement to the conflicts particularly between the HGBT’s profession logic versus
the DGST’s family logic.
It was observed that when the conflicts peaked, the process progression was not
possible. This was one of the reasons behind finding urgent solutions to make the process
resume and continue. However, two more features were inferred which assisted these
compromises to be made. The features were “respect” and “power”. Apart from their
positions and different working perspectives, there was always “respect” among staff.
Related to power, as the HGBT (who had the ultimate power) was part of both compromises,
it was the other feature that the compromising parties took into consideration. This is on one
hand; on the other hand, there should have been strategic thinking about how to maintain the
compromises. This is in the case that if these two compromises come to an end, how could
a platform be provided for other compromises to be made in the future? Data analysis
revealed that the BSC with all the incurred forms of motivation, such as financial and
incorporeal, has built the basis for creating stability for the future. In this case, compromises
will always be possible if required.
Finally, based on the two-year observation, interviews, and focus groups it was
revealed that the new MCS has had an apparent advantage. For example, by October 2016,
staff were all aware of their organisation’s mission, vision, and strategy. The HGBT (2016)
said that staff previously were working randomly without any clear target but that, after
using the BSC, all of them were working towards the main aim. He added, “My
responsibilities towards technical operational issues have reduced around 80% and now I am
more focused on strategic issues” (HGBT, 2016). Furthermore, he said,
… the tourism revenue was 10% of its expenditure and even less while now it is 50%60%, which we aim to increase to 70%-80%. I am certain that for next year we will not
only reach 100% but we will be able to finance the Ministry of Planning, for instance
(HGBT, 2016).
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The above-mentioned demonstrates the success of the new MCS which resulted from the
presented compromise – i.e. convergence between different perspectives and logics to agree
on a settlement (Gutmann and Thompson, 2010; 2013; Huault and Rainelli-Weiss, 2011;
Monfardini et al., 2013; Oldenhof et al., 2014). It is also confirmed that the conflicting logics
stimulated the key actors to establish compromises and eventually to persist.
To summarise, based on certain internal forces, the GBT decided to adopt a new
MCS. During the process, the rule to adopt the BSC across the GBT was promulgated to
establish a professional basis for performance measurement. Because the organisational
actors were not used to quantified professional assessments, there was a continuous fear of
failure and embarrassment. Staff always considered that being awarded a low score is a
“shame” because they were only used to quantified results at schools and universities but
have never experienced having scores in return for their performance. Figure 6.7 below
clearly represents the process of change in the GBT based on the adoption of the BSC as a
new MCS.

Generalised Practices
(CoM’s Annual
Assessment and the Board
of Supreme Audit’s
Annual Auditing)

Rules
(Quantified Control
System)

Actions
(Fear of Failure and
Embarrassment)

Institutions
External: OPA and NPM
Internal: Profession,
State, Family,
Corporation, Market,
Community and Religion

Routines
(Assessment, Staff
Development, and
Performance
Judgement)

Rationality
(Compromise)

Figure 6.7: Management Control System at the General Board of Tourism
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The figure above shows the implication and conclusion based on the framework of ter Bogt
and Scapens (2014) in the case study organisation in which internal institutions were
identified drawing upon the Thornton et al.’s (2012) ideal types. In addition, integrating the
concept of compromise at the micro level – i.e. individual level – it was inferred that it has
a significant role in conflict circumstances. The compromises reported in this research have
been remarkably shaped by two forms of situated rationality which were conflicting at the
micro (individual) level.
This chapter provided a detailed and thorough analysis of the case study in which some
of the perspectives were approved while others were not. The following chapter discusses
the reasons why some perspectives are approved and why others are not approved.

6.5 Summary
This chapter presented a comprehensive overview of the KRG context related to the research
objectives. It is shown that the KRG is characterised by a process-oriented perspective and
an individualism perspective. This was reflected in the GBT which is in contradiction with
the BSC. Further, a number of ILs were depicted in the pre-transitional period; for example,
profession, state and family ILs were observed. In addition to the three ILs, four more were
depicted while implementing the BSC at the operation level such as corporation, market,
community, and religion. Throughout the process, a number of conflicts emerged between
different ILs. The most influential were the conflict between the HGBT’s profession against
the DP’s state ILs and the HGBT’s profession against the DGST’s family ILs although the
different ILs were not the main reasons for conflicts as there were other conflict-inducing
criteria. For instance, same-level position challenges, political orientations, power, and
gender aspect were the other conflict criteria. Ultimately, it was concluded that these
conflicts were sorted out through the presentation of compromises to reach a settlement,
albeit temporarily.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: DISCUSSION

7.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the findings presented in chapters five and six, along with their
implications for MAC theory. It explains the way this thesis refined the understanding of
how different ILs emerged through the adoption of the BSC as a PMM tool. The analysis
showed how these multiple ILs interacted at individual level. Further, it broadened the
understanding of how and why conflicts emerged between the different ILs. It was also found
that compromising was engaged in to handle the conflicts. All these are discussed thoroughly
in the following sections in addition to reflections on the research questions. The following
section presents the distinguished specific cultures of the KRG and the GBT followed by the
distinguishing features of the GBT.

7.2 Distinguishing Cultural Features of the KRG and the GBT
As presented in the previous chapters, this research adopted a different area with a specific
culture. To elaborate on this, it is necessary to elaborate on the existing widespread
understanding of the most relevant logics to this thesis such as profession, family and state
logics. First, in general, professions in the KR are different from those in the Western
countries. There is a decree for PS employees, which guarantees their rights after retirement
(Kurdistan-parliament.org, 2019), although neither the private sector employees’ affairs nor
their social care is regulated by law. In respect to the PS employees, the most powerful
professions are doctors, engineers and lawyers in ranked order. The perspective is mainly
based on market logic and seeking for public reputation. These professions are good means
to collect large amounts of money in a relatively short time. Further, people are more inclined
to seek high reputations with such job titles. In addition, academic positions at universities
are also one of the preferred professions due to the same reasons. Therefore, most people
tend to enter into these professions. Moreover, due to the Retirement Act (Kurdistanparliament.org, 2019) which provides living insurance for people after retirement, they look
to the government for employment (Cabinet.gov.krd, 2019). This has created huge problems
in terms of the high government expenditures which played a role in the financial crisis of
2014.
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Second, the family context of the KR is dominant and is characterised by kinship
family logics in which blood ties are very significant (Gunter, 2013). Defence of the
principles, honour and kinship group interests generally overrule people’s loyalty to a state
or to professional ethics. As the principal unit in the society, the family context is considered
the country’s source of strength and weakness at the same time (Izady, 1992). Due to the
kinship loyalty strength, the Kurdish society is firm enough to challenge any endeavour
towards radical change. Family and clan members are obliged to defend and support each
other in conflicts and feuds (Çeliker, 2009). The family ties are the most important
connection in the Kurdish society and the power of this relation is reflected in most of the
country’s affairs such as politics, policy making and/or business. For example, most of the
citizens usually vote on the basis of family logics (Izady, 1992; Çeliker, 2009; Gunter, 2013).
The third logic to expound is the state logic. The KR can be characterised as an elastic
culture with excessive centralisation of power and conflicting power structures. The Kurdish
elites consist of leaders of political parties, civil bureaucracy, military, policy makers,
businessmen, and judges (Jüde, 2017). Conflict of power structures remained across the
history of Kurdistan. The main cause of such conflicting power structures was the authority’s
commitment to advance their narrow interests, rather than balance acts for a broader
collective good (Cagaptay, 2008). Usually elected governments implement popularity
measures without much effort to develop and strengthen the institutions (Çeliker, 2009).
Therefore, there is much policy making but the capacity for implementation is very weak or
do not exist. This is a reason why the state is deteriorating in all sectors.
During the last couple of decades, governments practiced politics based on patronage
and relied on existing networks of clans and influential political families to retain their
positions of power (Aslan, 2011; Hiltermann, 2012). Regarding policy making, as
clientelism is directed towards the interest of elites, so, it discourages broader movements
and reduces focus on greater national issues and long-term development. Politicians usually
appoint their favourite civil servants not on the basis of competence but on the basis of
loyalty. Those appointees occupy key positions that comply with the narrow interests of the
political parties. Therefore, the elitist capture of such a weak state and its implicit logics of
Clientelism rooted in favouritism and patronage suggests that there is little opportunity for
some major concepts like reform and change which are mainly long-term concepts and
emphasise the collective good of society (Jüde, 2017). As a result, the KR is in a poor
situation related to good governance and management accounting change. People are not
tolerant of disagreement among political parties (Hadji, 2009; Gunter, 2013). This is the
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reason why parliament generally rubber-stamped any decision taken by the powerful
political parties’ leaders until late 2015.
The religion logics is explained separately below because it is a concept that penetrates
into many other aspects of life. Religion in the KR as an institutional logic played a moderate
role in building various aspects of society (Stansfield, 2003; Mofidi, 2015). Influence of
religion is not observed to a great extent in the region’s politics, policies, regulations and
different aspects of the social-cultural life of Kurdish people. Regardless of their religion
and ideologies, there is a high tolerance perspective and people live together peacefully. To
some extent, Islam plays a role in the socio-cultural aspects of life (Izady, 1992; Mofidi,
2015). It provides principles, norms and orientation to people in defining what is good and
what is bad. Religion is sometimes used as a means to support the agenda of the political
parties and the states (Mofidi, 2015) through the Friday preaching at mosques; for example,
campaigning for a specific political party. The majority of people have unquestionable faith
in their religious beliefs and, therefore, religion is used for certain purposes at necessary
times. Muslim people prove their worth to Almighty God through upholding individual
rights, helping poor and underprivileged people, and caring for society in general (Izady,
1992; Hadji, 2009). Such practices strengthen the individual, family and community ties
which distinguishes the KR from Western societies. Furthermore, actions, decisions, and
behaviours are judged to be ethical or not depending on the individual person’s intention
(Bierbrauer, 1994). Almighty God is omniscient, and fully knows people’s intentions. Good
actions following good intentions are considered as worship acts. Sometimes this
indomitable faith in religion that many of the people have results in obedience to the existing
system in KR, although this phenomenon is decreasing nowadays due to people’s realisation
of their rights.
One of the pillars of faith in Islamic teachings calls for a fair redistribution of wealth92.
This has been broadly practiced and has resulted in stronger ties among people through
sharing basic needs with deprived people (Izady, 1992; Hadji, 2009; Mofidi, 2015). In
addition, Islamic teachings also emphasise the significance of care for the unprivileged, and
charity. There is a strong belief among religious people in Kurdistan that philanthropy is
both in this world and the hereafter – i.e. multifold. Therefore, Kurdish people are always
helping those who are in need and especially refugees. Kurds believe that this world,
according to Islamic beliefs, is temporary and hence people should do their best to attain

92

In the Holy Quran this is called Zakat.
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closeness to Almighty God in order to attain the delights of the hereafter life (Mofidi, 2015).
Islam prohibits wasting resources and wasteful spending. It demands taking good care of the
nation and its resources. Therefore, it provides guidance on the efficient usage of resources
such as balance of natural resources, waste minimisation, and land reclamation.
Accordingly, it could be concluded that the attitudes and principles of Kurdish people
are derived from the Islamic doctrine. This means that they are ingrained in people’s beliefs
and are reflected in their day-to-day practices i.e. institutions. However, throughout this
research, observation and data collection process, none of the interviewees or observed
organisational actors referred to religion as a stimulus to work well and improve
performance. Religion for Kurds is a taken-for-granted assumption that guides and directs
people without being questioned. Also, the concept of family is shown to be very valuable
in that it frames the structure and ties, which is very strong compared to the Western
societies. As for the profession and state, they are less systematised in the KR than those in
the Western countries. They both need attention, modifications and improvements in all
aspects in both public and private sectors.
In addition and according to the adopted approach, constructionism, this research
investigated the social relations and the extent to which it is different from that of the
Western developed countries. The research findings revealed that social relations which
identifies the individuals’ interaction at micro level are different from the typical social
relations in the other Western countries where such studies have already been conducted. In
such a different context and a different environment, it is evident that even the logics are
perceived by people in a different way than the Western countries. For example, DGST had
a family IL but showed unconditional loyal to his political party while in Western countries
it is different in which they are completely loyal to the organisation and system. Also, from
a profession IL perspective, HGBT and DIT understood that systems and tools in Western
countries are adopted easily because they are much more institutionalised while in that
context it is resisted and challenged.
Furthermore, literature revealed a distinction between developed and developing
countries in terms of how changes occur (Hofstede, 1983; Sanger, 2008, Hopper et al., 2009).
For example, developed countries are more institutionalised to modernisations,
systematisations, and change. Therefore, any initiation for development, whether from the
upper level of management or within individual departments, is welcomed and appreciated
by the organisational staff. This is part of their culture which is a taken-for-granted
perspective. On the other hand, initiation for change in developing countries is always made
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from the upper level of management which is executed by the middle and lower levels of
management (Hopper et al., 2009). This is also a taken-for-granted assumption. In both
cases, there is an obligation towards change initiations.
What is interestingly found in this research study, however, is a relatively different
perspective than what the literature review chapter revealed. As a developing country, the
expectation was that modernisations and changes are issued and enforced by the upper level
of management such as the CoM, although it was concluded from the case study that there
is neither a unified strategy nor a project for change across the government. This perspective
distinguishes the KRG from developing countries as shown in
Table 2.3. The findings showed that the initiation emerged from the GBT which is
considered a relatively small organisation within the broader context of the KRG. The reason
was because there was a strong belief among a small number of organisational actors such
as the HGBT, DQM, DIT, and SQM that they should cope with the wider global
development. This was due to their connection with and involvement in development and
professional projects with international organisations in addition to the personal logics they
had. They were aware of the fact that things are more modernised and organised in other
countries – both developed and developing. Accordingly, they had tangible roles in decisions
concerning the BSC and the overall process.
Although this is a similar perspective to the developed countries in which specific
organisations are empowered enough to tailor necessary changes and modernisations within
their broader strategies (Hopper et al., 2009), however, the difference was that organisational
staff in KRG are not keen on or supportive to changes. This is because they have a different
mindset and are not institutionalised to modernisations and systematisations. They tend to
be more mimetic (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Scapens, 2006) and obedient to the existing
processes. Moreover, it is partially due to the lack of a fair performance appraisal system
across the KRG. As a result, this prevalent attitude has negatively affected the process in the
GBT. The small number of organisational actors had to work harder and exert significant
effort to go along with the change process. At the same time they were trying to
institutionalise the BSC by convincing the organisational staff inside the GBT to accept it as
a new tool. This was in addition to the challenges they encountered with the external
organisations such as the superior bodies. In this respect, the DIT (2016) said, “[it is] as if
we are in an ocean and fighting alone”. Further, the HGBT (2016) confirmed that “we were
in a revolution and fighting internally and externally to make this process happen and to
persist regardless of all the difficulties we encounter”.
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Furthermore, on the culture perspective, it was also found that the specific culture of
the KR and the governmental organisations are characterised by process-oriented and
individualism perspectives. Due to the fact that the KRG did not follow a competent system
for assessment and evaluation, organisational actors tended to only do the daily routine
works or whatever they were asked to do by their superiors. Otherwise, no one would initiate
or suggest a new idea for improvement. Achieving results was never a concern for them;
therefore, they were more inclined to a process-oriented than a result-oriented culture.
Further, team working was not encouraged and hence they were more individualisticoriented. The fact that the BSC required results through team working caused discomfort
among the organisational actors who were covertly resisting or impeding the process.

7.3 Distinguishing Characteristics of the GBT
Current literature revealed that institutional scholars have become excessively concerned
with institutions and institutional processes at the level of organisations rather than using
them to understand and explain organisations. Referring to some research studies why
organisations tend to resemble (Meyer and Rowan, 1977; Zucker, 1977; DiMaggio and
Powell, 1983) and Whetten (2009) who postulated that organisation scholars tend to consider
organisations as homogenous, Greenwood et al., (2014) present a different perspective to
demonstrate that there are different characteristics which identify each organisation. In this
respect, a coherent and holistic perspective is missing in the literature to study how
organisations are structured, coordinated and managed (Greenwood et al., 2014). Further,
institutional theory treated organisations as the same, or at least the existing differences are
irrelevant. Greenwood and colleagues (2014) added that this contradicts the central theme
of ILs analysis as it obviously demonstrates the expectation that organisations will exhibit
difference. Therefore, the authors suggested returning to the study of organisations with a
different perspective through considering the existing variations among organisations, even
though these may be insignificant. Further, scholars discuss the need to reconsider the shift
in the balance of emphasis in order to re-emphasise the level of analysis for organisations
(Giddens and Sutton, 2013; see also Friedland and Alford, 1991) and to “treat organizations
as actors” (Greenwood et al., 2014, p. 1207).
To elaborate on this, there have been numerous studies of organisations. For instance,
Chandler (1962) studied the strategy and structure of organisations demonstrating that the
former is preceding the latter. Further, King et al. (2009) referred to the analysis of
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similarities and differences between organisations. They made an assumption that
‘organisations are different until research shows they are similar’ to understand the
institutional context of organisations. This was evident in the Handbook of Organisations
by March (1965) which presented many chapters organised by their institutional context
such as business organisations, educational organisations, prisons, military organisations,
public bureaucracies, and political parties, although Aldrich (1972) demonstrated that results
could be explained by the difference between manufacturing and service organizations. On
the other hand, Greenwood et al. (2014) identified the core societal institutions as the family,
the legal system, the market economy, religion, science and the professions, social
stratification and class, and representative government. However, these studies did not
provide a coherent and holistic perspective to understand organisations.
With reference to this research, the GBT is among public bureaucracies (Donaldson,
2001; Van de Ven et al., 2013) of the KRG but the evidence show that the KRG does not
have a MCS in place. As mentioned above, the GBT had a documented strategy in place
which is a distinguishing characteristic (Chandler, 1962). However, data analysis showed
that the GBT is a well-structured organisations as they re-designed their organisational
structure according to the current needs. Also, the organisational processes (Burns and
Stalker, 2001) were properly set to ensure an effective collaboration which helps in
achieving the organisation’s objectives. The GBT’s vision demonstrated a ‘goal’ and ‘time’
orientation (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1977) perspective which ensures the organisation’s
efficiency. Furthermore, the GBT was relatively small in size, which made it easier to
manage and control. This is in addition to their flexibility in undertaking some management
processes digitally as the prevalent norm in KRG organisations is their dependence on
manual processes only. Further, to help in facilitating their communications, they used to
employ tools such as Skype for distance meetings which is again not applicable in KRG
organisations.
In addition to the above organisational characteristics, the GBT had to conform to their
internal existing circumstances such as the ISO standards, attempts for strategy
implementation, and the endeavours to comply with EFQM standards. In addition, the
analysis showed that there is an indication that the GBT (as a PS organisation) is
transforming (Ferlie et al., 1996; Kitchener, 1999) to a market economy through increasing
revenues and decreasing expenditures. It is evident that one of the characteristics of market
logic is that the organisation and the organisational actors have to be responsible for results.
Accordingly, these were perceived as forces to compel the GBT to undertake constant
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assessments. Also, organisational staff were enforced to follow up on their activities so that
they ensured the desired results were achieved. This characteristic distinguished the GBT
from the other KRG organisations. For instance, supposing that a member of the GBT is
working in another organisation, then the same actor who was responsible for achieving the
results will not be as committed as he/she was in the GBT. This is due to the fact that other
organisations do not have an appropriate strategy in place and, accordingly, they do not set
action plans. Consequently, they will not be responsible for results, particularly because the
culture is a process-oriented one, in addition to the fact that there is no performance
appraisal/assessment across KRG organisations.
It is concluded from the above that these characteristics assisted the GBT to achieve a
relatively easy adoption of the BSC as well as assisting in their continuation on the process,
in general. This is because, throughout the process in which the organisation and
organisational staff were responsible for results, they had to persist. Further, any encountered
problems, challenges and complications should have been efficiently resolved. Hence, as
part of resolving these issues, compromises emerged in various instances. The compromises
were in a form of temporary settlements for specific conflicts in which agreements were
reached between the related parties. Thus, the specific organisational characteristics of the
GBT such as the strategy in place, the clear vision and objectives, the well-structured
processes as well as the internal characteristics such as the existence of the ISO, and their
endeavours towards EFQM made the compromises possible as these characteristics have
largely encouraged such solutions. This is due to the fact that all these characteristics
required a persistent control which, in return, required the organisation to overcome
obstacles and problems. As a result, the conflicts which were created among different logics
had to be resolved. The findings of this research revealed that compromising emerged to
help in resolving the conflicts through establishing agreements, albeit temporarily.
Consequently, the compromises helped, in one way or another, in the persistence of the
overall process of BSC implementation in the GBT.

7.4 Introduction of the BSC and the Incurred Changes
Literature on the BSC tends to investigate the tool after its adoption and establishment in
any organisation (Table 2.3) although, this research started by introducing the BSC as a
PMM tool in the GBT as one of the KRG PS organisations. After the BSC was selected and
later approved by the BMC, the decision was taken to introduce it at the strategy level. The
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decision was based on the belief that it is easily controlled within a smaller entity which was
already compliant with ISO standards. As explained in the case study and analysis chapters,
the GBT worked on two main dimensions. The first dimension was the action plan which,
according to the quarterly assessments, has undergone changes; changes to the tool due to
MA practices not the changes that happened as a consequence of the BSC implementation.
April 2015

July 2015

October 2015

Strategy Axis

Strategy Axis

Strategic Axis

Objectives

Objectives

Objective
Perspective

Tactics

Tactics

Tactics

Impact

Impact

Weight

Estimated Budget

Estimated Budget

Estimated Budget
Fund Source

Related Department

Related Departments

Implementer

Coordination Type

Coordination Type
Unit Type

Period

Period

Frequency
Target
Lag/Lead
Initiatives

KPI (%)

KPI (semi-annual) - Quantified

KPIs (monthly) - Quantified

Table 7.1: Development of the Action Plan Format at the Strategy Level

The above modifications resulted from the fact that along the process further information
was required at each stage in order to develop and persist. These modifications happened
during the introduction of the BSC at the strategy level. Afterwards, the BSC was cascaded
throughout the GBT to include the operation level in addition to the strategy level. The
reason was that the operation level was more involved in service provision. Accordingly,
more detailed information was collected from the broader departments and more accurate
results were obtained. At this stage, in which the BSC was implemented at strategy and
operation levels, the focus was on the second dimension – i.e. the assessment format. The
assessment format had to go through changes to create consistency between the collected
information and the BSC software. This is a demonstration to the tool interaction with culture
which responds to the second question of this research.
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It was proved in the analysis that the initiation of the BSC was based on one vigorous
IL which is the profession IL. Regardless of the fact that the HGBT was at the top of the
hierarchy with ultimate power, the establishment of the BMC for group discussions and
decision-making inferred that he did not want to monopolise the power he had. Power in the
literature of MAC tends to be either facilitating or resisting (ter Bogt and Scapens, 2014).
For instance, powerful individuals can use the resources they have to support a change
process or provide meaning to the changes; an example is influencing the preferences of
different organisational actors (Hardy, 1996). However, if power is used to manipulate
subordinates (Yazdifar et al., 2008) or prevent them engaging in decision-making processes,
it will have a negative impact on MAC. Therefore, power can be a facilitator as well as a
barrier (Burns, 2000; Yazdifar et al., 2008). Further, power in general and powerful
individuals in particular can play important roles in resisting or facilitating accounting
change, as concluded by Ribeiro and Scapens (2006). The HGBT also instilled trust in the
organisational staff by engaging them in the processes and also through the communications
as a new language in the organisation. He ensured that everyone involved in the process is
connected through a network, whether professional or social. It was found that the topbottom structure for communication was altered by “flat” networking and direct
communication channels across the GBT. This has had a unique consequence which
impacted positively on the entire process (Brower et al., 2009). However, due to the quarterly
assessments, embarrassment (Edelmann, 1985) and fear of failure (McGregor and Elliot,
2005) accompanied those who underperformed. The quarterly assessments have also
demonstrated changes to the BSC tool such as the action plan and performance assessment
format.

7.5 Existing and Emerging Institutional Logics at Micro Level
Referring to ter Bogt and Scapens’ (2014) framework which clearly distinguishes between
internal and external institutions, the analysis related to the GBT revealed that there was no
applied system or tool across KRG organisations to consider as an adopted institution by the
GBT. It was also concluded that there was no real attempt for NPM (Bozeman, 1993;
Osborne, 2010; Hughes, 2012). However, a few instances inferred that there was a move to
market logic (Thornton et al., 2012) and attempts to systematise the government in one way
or another, although these limited attempts were not possible to consider as NPM and, so,
there was no evident logic of NPM across the KRG. Further, in respect to the archetypes
which are considered external institutions, there were Annual Assessments and Annual
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Auditing conducted by the CoM and the Board of Supreme Audit, respectively. These
archetypes did not have much influence on the GBT (and all the other KRG organisations)
because there were no further actions based on the produced reports. For example, if rule
violations or corruption were identified, they were not subject to investigation.
Consequently, the GBT’s organisational actors were not influenced by any prior existing
institution external to the GBT.
Related to the internal aspect of the GBT, starting from the very start of BSC
introduction, a number of institutions were observed. It was found that the adoption of the
BSC went through two different stages, at strategy and operation levels. The period where
the tool was applied at the strategy level, profession, state, corporation, market, and religion
institutions (Thornton et al., 2012) was observed. The presented order is from the most to
the least prevalent institution. However, when the BSC was cascaded to include the broader
level of operations, family and community institutions (Thornton et al., 2012) emerged.
However, due to the fact that this research study is concerned with analysing institutions at
micro level, i.e. individual level, therefore, Thornton et al.’s (2012) ideal types (Table 3.1)
are adopted to enable operationalising the institutions at the micro level in practice.
Therefore, each of these institutions was analysed in terms of the identities and schemas as
shown in Table 6.6. Consequently, the analysis showed that the profession IL was the most
effective and prevalent among the organisational actors at strategy level. It was also found
that profession logic was a vigorous logic which supported initiating the adoption of the BSC
in the GBT.
In respect to the other ILs, the state logic for example was coherent with the profession
logic and was often observed to sometimes support the process and some times resist it
(Yetano, 2013), particularly when there were different conflicting perspectives (Knight,
1992; Tronto, 2010; Powelson, 2015) about a specific issue. On the other hand, corporation
IL was only related to the setting of the GBT in terms of the BMC establishment and its
functions related to strategic group discussions and decision making (Judge and Zeithaml,
1992; Forbes and Milliken, 1999). Market IL was observed when the GBT decided to
increase revenues, which was part of the strategy. Also when they decided to choose the
PMM tool taking into consideration the cost. This is because, as a PS organisation, their
perspective was more inclined to service provision than money making. However, these two
instances were not an issue that organisational actors disagree upon. Further, religion IL was
only indirectly observed when there was a reference to the inequality of resource allocations.
On the other hand – and related to the other internal institutions which emerged after
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cascading the BSC at the operation level – family IL was observed more in Sulaymaniyah
GD and specifically by the DGST. This IL emerged due to the differences of inhabitants’
attitudes and political orientations. It was concluded that it is coherent with the GBT’s
profession IL (Vurro et al., 2010). As a result “when coherence is high, institutions acting
on a field point in the same direction resulting in a situation in which stability prevails”
(Vurro et al., 2010, p. 44). However, it was a source of challenge for the whole process and
observed to be a hindrance at certain times. Finally, community IL emerged when
performance assessments were undertaken and quantified results were released by the GBT.
As a consequence, the shame and embarrassment that the organisational staff felt, which is
listed under commitment to community values and ideologies, has generated competition
(Lee and Yang, 2011) among departments and organisational members. This competition
was a source of motivation which made the staff work harder and perform better (Lount and
Phillips, 2007). In short, organisational actors depended on different logics which emerged
during their interactions along the process.

7.6 The Influence of the ILs on the Emerging Rules, Routines, and Actions
Recalling the adopted theoretical framework in this research, the findings revealed that there
were certain rules, routines and actions (ter Bogt and Scapens, 2014) during the pretransitional period. There were a number of existing internal and external rules. In respect to
the external rules, one of them was the annual performance evaluation enforced by the CoM.
It was undertaken in a form of report submitted by all KRG organisations and compiled by
the CoM. However, no action was taken afterwards such as identifying the lessons learned
for next-year planning. Further, the second external rule was the annual auditing undertaken
by the Board of Supreme Audit. The auditing teams had to produce a report about all the
types of corruption and rule violations although no action was taken against the identified
corruptions and violations. Both rules, which are considered archetypes (ter Bogt and
Scapens, 2014), were incurring certain routines and actions.
Regarding the internal rules for the GBT during the pre-transitional period, this
research identified four existing rules (Table 6.1). The first rule was to set up its tourism
strategy for up to 2025. Afterwards, depending on the local expertise, they made basic
attempts to have annual action plans. These were a reflection of the staff’s profession logic
(Thornton et al., 2012) to depend on scientific management principles in their organisation.
In particular, this was one of the QM team responsibilities who were confirmed to be
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professional and always seeking for management development aspects. The third internal
rule was to evaluate the functionality of the action plans which was undertaken through semiannual routinised evaluations. In addition, the fourth rule differentiated the GBT from the
other KRG organisations. Influenced by the profession logics, the GBT team established a
mechanism for performance evaluation of the organisational actors as a way of motivation.
All these external and internal rules were concluded from this research; however, they were
not analysed thoroughly because the focus is not on the pre-transitional period.
On the other hand and related to the transitional period, three rules (shown in Table
6.2) were detected to emerge. The rules and the incurring routines and actions are discussed
thoroughly in the case study chapter. The rules were (i) the decision to adopt BSC as a PMM
tool, (ii) the application of the tool at the strategy level, and, later (iii) cascading the tool at
the operation level. It is inferred that all the three rules emerged due to the profession logic
(Thornton et al., 2012) of the task force particularly the HGBT and the DQM. Recalling
Table 6.6 which lists the detected logics in the case study organisation, profession ILs for
instance, as the most prevalent (Thornton and Ocasio, 1999) had evident influences on the
emerging rules. For example, the GBT’s realisation of their poor status as a basis of attention
in terms of management stimulated them to decide to instigate development (Den Hartog et
al., 2004). Their collaboration with SAI Global as a “celebrity professional” under an
informal control mechanism, whereby the company persisted on inquiring about the KPIs,
has also motivated them to develop. So, they tended to increase their reputation among peers
in KRG organisations as a basis of strategy. What significantly assisted them was the
“personal expertise” of some of the task force members as a source of legitimacy which was
a supporting aspect for the change process. However, they tended to retain their source of
identity in terms of “association with the quality of craft” in the area. It is to be mentioned
that the practice of these rules resulted in the creation of a relational network across the GBT
as a root metaphor categorical element.
In respect to the state IL (Thornton et al., 2012), two schemas were observed which
were related to the emerging rules. For example, the third rule of cascading the BSC across
the GBT to include operation level had a positive influence on the process. The influence
was an “increase in the community good” as a source of strategy while the second schema
of “bureaucratic domination” as a source of authority had a negative impact on the rules
because at certain points it hindered the process. On the other hand, regarding family IL
(Thornton et al., 2012), its presence had both negative and positive influences. Due to the
fact that this logic was more detected among staff in Sulaymaniyah province as they were
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observed to have “unconditional loyalty” and had belief in “patriarchal domination”, the
influence was positive for the province while it had a negative influence on the whole
process.
Regarding corporation IL (Thornton et al., 2012), three schemas were detected as the
following: the formation of the BMC to act as a “board of directors and top management”
(Ruigrok et al., 2006) as a source of authority had a positive impact on the process. The
impact was mainly because all the strategic and critical issues were taken to the board for
group discussion and decision making. It is evident in the literature that scholars are more
inclined to group decision-making as the decisions reached are more firm, robust, and
functional (Baron and Kerr, 2003). The “bureaucratic roles” as a basis of identity are
dependent on the way they are perceived by organisational actors. For instance, if it is
considered a form of organised task delegation, then it would have a positive impact on the
rules, whereas if they hinder a smooth collaboration between staff, given that each member
of staff has specific roles, then it is perceived to have a negative impact. The example in this
research was more inclined to the first scenario which was observed in the GDGT. Finally,
the incidents observed by most of the staff to improve their status among peers as a basis of
attention was seen throughout the application of the rules along the process.
Further to the above-mentioned ILs and their influence on the emerging rules, market
IL (Thornton et al., 2012) was less observed, particularly in three instances. For example,
the “industry analysis” as informal control mechanisms and status in the market as basis of
attention were effective stimuli for the change process as well as the emerging rules.
However, “self-interest” as a basis of norms which was observed in the GDET had a negative
influence on the rules as they hindered the process to some extent. On the other hand, in
respect to the community IL (Thornton et al., 2012), “commitment to the community values
and ideologies”, most evident in Garmiyan province, had negatively influenced the process
in general, and the rules in particular. Finally, the religion IL (Thornton et al., 2012) which
was observed in instances where resources are not equally distributed did not have a direct
influence on the rules but they influenced the psychology of Sulaymaniyah province staff
assuming that they are not treated as impartially as their peers in the other provinces are.
Moreover, it is concluded that the existing ILs at the GBT and the emerging rules with
the incurring routines and actions had a reciprocal (two-way) influence on one another. Most
of the existing ILs supported the emerging rules, routines and actions. Consequently, all
these combined provided the platform to enhance communication across the GBT as well as
creating a sense of competition among staff to perform better. The quantified results of the
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BSC generated a sense of embarrassment and fear towards the results and, hence, the
departments and organisational staff started to compete, aiming to score higher in the
following quarterly assessment.

7.7 The Emergence of Challenges and Conflicts
The specific culture of the context as discussed above and the BSC were not compliant and
therefore, the GBT’s organisational actors faced challenges among themselves and with the
staff in other organisations. This challenge was difficult to avoid or manage as it was much
more difficult to change an ingrained habit (institution) in people in a relatively short time
(Burns and Scapens, 2000). The challenge caused by the cultural perspective characteristics
did not interrupt or stop the BSC introduction, although it was hindered. It is worth
mentioning that in the longer run of the BSC implementation process, staff began to get more
used to team working and were more accountable for results. This was an outcome of the
quarterly assessments and the fact that they received scores in return for their achieved tasks.
As discussed in the analysis, quarterly assessments provided quantified measures in
return for their performance. Some departments scored high while others scored low. The
scores obtained from the assessments, in general, stimulated the organisational actors to
compete among themselves and challenge one another (Powell, 2004). Based on the “shame
and embarrassment” perspectives under the community IL, they were encouraged to improve
their performance to achieve higher scores in order to avoid being in such an unwanted
situation, so those who obtained low scores were observed to initiate ideas for improvement
and work towards seeing that these activities were properly implemented (which they failed
to achieve in the previous quarter). For example, the DGGT (2016) stated, “My staff are
coming to me and provide ideas to have specific activities implemented”. For this purpose,
they utilised their own cars and met some expenses themselves. So, the competition shaped
their reaction towards the BSC and motivated them to exert more effort and time to improve
their performance.
Furthermore to the above-mentioned, criteria of conflict were identified in the analysis
chapter; these included belonging to different political parties, belonging to same-level
positions, gender aspect, and power perspective. The most obvious conflicts emerged
between different logics (Reay and Hinings, 2009) given that at least one of the other criteria
is present. As discussed in the analysis chapter, a number of conflicts emerged between
different ILs (Thornton et al., 2012) but they were not discussed thoroughly due to the
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limited influence they had. However, two of conflicts were highlighted due to their high
level of influence. For example, the first conflict emerged between the DQM’s profession
logics and the DP’s state logic due to the fact that the DQM totally conformed to the HGBT’s
perspective and hence she was following his steps in the process. This conflict emerged at
the very beginning of the process and had a relatively noticeable impact in impeding the
process. The more both were interacting, the more the conflict was growing. Although they
were instructed to continue, it was difficult for them to overcome the conflict on their own;
later, however, this conflict was detected to be between both the HGBT and the DP.
The other conflict emerged at a later stage between the HGBT’s profession logic and
the DGST’s family logic. The conflict was based on differences in political orientation,
same-level positions, and the power aspect. With reference to the province autonomy in the
period of 1996-2005 in which Sulaymaniyah province had absolute power, the DGST had a
strong belief that he should have more power and authority even after the merger of the two
governments in 2005. Further, due to his familial “patriarchal domination” (Thornton et al.,
2012), he resisted the power enforced by the GBT yet at the same time he was enforcing
power upon his subordinates. It was observed to be a conflict with the HGBT on one hand,
and on the other hand it was a conflict with himself. It is inferred that these two conflict
examples emerged between different logics.

7.8 Handling the Conflicts
At the early stages of introducing the BSC, there were instances that required the involved
organisational actors to manage otherwise they would create resistance. For example, after
cascading the BSC, GDs were not very flexible in adopting the new tool so the GBT staff
provided more facilities and assistance. Their perspective was based on the fact that if they
value the new tool, then the subordinates would consequently value it. The GBT’s staff tried
by all means possible to stimulate other subordinate staff to properly adopt the BSC in order
to achieve a concrete foundation. Further, another instance which required attention was the
fact that the HGBT avoided the hierarchical structures (Schneeweiβ, 1995) and established
direct communications and networks with the subordinates across the GBT. For this purpose,
he utilised different methods for communication (Fielding, 2006) such as face-to-face
meetings, phone calls, and social media platforms. All the interviewees confirmed that there
was a unique communication aspect with the GBT which was exceptionally significant. As
a result, staff were remarkably motivated and urged to perform activities and circulate it
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among the group. The staff’s certainty that the top person in the organisation is monitoring
them created motivation and overwhelming feelings of being supported.
Referring to the other identified conflicts in the case study and analysis chapters, it
was difficult to proceed with the process given that the conflicts are in place. However,
support provision and communications were not adequate to overcome the conflicts.
Therefore, there should be a reasonable solution which is termed “rationality” in ter Bogt
and Scapens’ (2014) framework. It was found that two forms of situated rationality shaped
by different ILs caused challenges and hindrance in the process. Therefore, the HGBT
employed his perspective which was based on profession logic to handle the conflicts and
introduce compromise as deliberation in the two conflict circumstances. These compromises
were in favour of the continuation of the process (Annisette and Richardson, 2011). The
HGBT wholeheartedly believed that the BSC is a proper solution for developing their
organisation and, thus, he made the compromises. In respect to the first conflict which was
caused due to the DP’s classical and bureaucratic perspectives, he suggested that the DP to
be partially exempted from the process. As the DP lacked knowledge about modern digitised
systems, he was not required to attend the sessions and meetings which were about the
technicalities and digital aspects of the process. This initiative worked well and as a result
the process continued in a smoother way until the BSC was cascaded across the GBT.
It is necessary to address the factors which were behind building this compromise –
the factors which played a role in the success of the compromising between the two sides.
In this specific compromise, the respect (Owens and Owens, 1995) which was present among
them, and the power relation (Bennett, 2003; Peiró and Meliá, 2003) (although the HGBT
did not enforce this in practice) were the main two factors. However, it is also significant to
explain if they encountered a problem in the future and the compromise came to an end, then
what are the conditions that should be in place to reach another compromise? In other words,
how is the stability maintained in a case if the first compromise is broken? Based on the
observation and analysis, it could be inferred that the continuation of providing motivations,
such as financial allowances and acknowledgements (Erbasi and Arat, 2012), and delegating
tasks (Thompson, 2012) according to the organisational actors’ specialities and abilities will
support maintaining the stability for other compromises in the future as shown in Figure 7.1
below,
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Conditions for future

Current factors
 Respect
 Power

 Motivations
 Task delegation

Compromise

Figure 7.1: Factors and Conditions of the First Compromise

Regarding the second evident conflict which emerged between the HGBT’s profession logic
and the DGST family logics (Thornton et al., 2012), the compromise was based on a very
critical point; and there were two different poles to depend on. As presented earlier, the KR
at that time was going through financial crisis in which salaries were not regularly paid and
(based on their strategy objectives) the BSC is a method to increase revenues against cutting
cost. The HGBT suggested that the BSC will certainly enable them to overcome this issue
and if they work on the tool for one year or so, then they would become a self-financing
organisation. In that case, they could pay salaries out of their revenues. The DGST accepted
the compromise and as a result the BSC continued to operate across the GBT. However,
related to the current factors for making this compromise possible, it was concluded that they
were the same as the first compromise, which is respect and power relations, whereas the
conditions for possible future compromise were different. The conditions are to maintain a
good relationship between the GBT and the GDs particularly the GDST (Buchanan, 1992),
and the GBT’s attempt to encourage and maintain high performance levels (Waal, 2006).
The latter would be possible through providing motivations (financial and non-financial) to
the GDs’ organisational staff. Figure 7.2 below depicts this aspect.

Conditions for future

Current factors
 Respect
 Power

 Relation maintenance
 High performance preservation

Compromise

Figure 7.2: Factors and Conditions of the Second Compromise

The reason why these two specific logics in the two instances compromised is that they were
more prevalent and more coherent with each other. In the first case it was profession versus
state ILs while the second case was profession versus family ILs. Therefore, these logics
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were more present and more interactive in the process activities. As a result of these
interactions, more challenges emerged which hindered the whole process and so required
specific attention. Therefore, the compromises were made to overcome these challenges and
conflicts (Gutmann and Thompson, 2010; 2013; Huault and Rainelli-Weiss, 2011;
Monfardini et al., 2013; Oldenhof et al., 2014). Further, it is worth mentioning that the BSC
was a tool which enabled producing quantified results. Based on their results, departments
and organisational staff were recognised and awarded which was a motivation perspective
for them. Accordingly, the BSC was considered a good stimulation tool for current and
future compromising. It is also able to support the maintenance of the compromises and,
therefore, the compromises will be able to last for longer periods.

7.9 The Change Perspectives throughout the Process
As discussed in the analysis chapter, the changes that emerged throughout the process were
identified as changes that happened to the BSC, not the changes that emerged as a
consequence of the tool application. This is because the research focussed on the early stages
of the introduction and adoption of the BSC. Thus, it is concluded that the BSC is not yet
well established in the GBT. Figure 7.3 (copied Figure 6.7) below shows the process of
change according to the adopted framework.
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Generalised Practices
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Assessment and the Board
of Supreme Audit’s
Annual Auditing)

Rules
(Quantified Control
System)

Actions
(Fear of Failure and
Embarrassment)

Institutions
External: OPA and NPM
Internal: Profession,
State, Family,
Corporation, Market,
Community and Religion

Routines
(Assessment, Staff
Development, and
Performance
Judgement)

Rationality
(Compromise)

Figure 7.3: Management Control System at the General Board of Tourism

Starting from the generalised practices (archetypes) (ter Bogt and Scapens, 2014), the two
examples of the annual assessments and the annual auditing conducted by the CoM and the
Board of Supreme Audit, respectively, were undertaken during both the pre-transitional and
transitional periods but the findings showed that they did not have an influence on the change
process because the assessment reports and recommendations were not considered for any
action (Carter et al., 2002; Srivenkataramana and Raj, 2003). Further, in respect to the rules,
routines and actions, they were dependent on the two dimensions of action plan and
assessment format. These dimensions were the main pillars of the tool application which
have gone through modifications along the process. The action plan was the task force’s
main focus in the beginning where the BSC was introduced at the strategy level and also
when first cascaded across the GBT. It had to go through all the modifications because
otherwise they had to stop proceeding further. The modifications were based on the staff’s
reasoning for proper ways to continue. Further, in respect to the second dimension, the team
realised that their major concerns were the necessity to modify the assessment format due to
the specifications of the BSC software, provide reasoning for the actions taken, and discuss
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options. They had to create conformity between the data which should be collected and the
software in order to achieve more accurate results in return for their performance.
While operating the above two dimensions, the main rule was concluded to make a
quantified PMM system available in the GBT through the BSC. The accompanying routines
included continuous assessments aiming for staff (and organisational) development, and
performance judgement. These techniques were enabling the GBT’s organisational actors to
competently revise their action plan and enhance their performance. Throughout all of these
stages, and particularly in obtaining quantified feedback, a fear of failure and embarrassment
(Edelmann, 1985; McGregor and Elliot, 2005) arose among the staff particularly, those who
scored low in the quarterly assessments. These instances created a sense of competition and
stimulated them to exert more effort to accomplish the task and eventually to perform better.
On the other hand, the existing institutions associated with different organisational actors
were sometimes consistent with each other while at other times they were inconsistent
(Thornton and Ocasio, 1999; 2008). If the ILs were consistent (whether the same or different
IL) then they were not impeding the process but supporting it whereas if the ILs were
inconsistent then they were impeding and affecting the overall process. As above-mentioned,
the two instances where the profession IL was confronted the state IL and the family IL,
specific attention was required in order to ensure that the process persisted/continued
forward. According to the adopted theoretical framework (ter Bogt and Scapens, 2014), in
specific circumstances different forms of rationality were present which impeded the
process. As a result, deliberation should have emerged albeit in a different form than exists
in the literature. The deliberation emerged as a compromise (Annisette and Richardson,
2011; Monfardini et al., 2013) which was made in specific instances where which the process
was about to suspend due to conflicting ILs. Compromise was not considered in the
theoretical framework although it was found to have a significant role in the change process
based on this research analysis. Thus, this is regarded the added value to the MAC theory
and specifically the extended ter Bogt and Scapens framework,
Further to the above-mentioned, related to the involved team and staff in the process,
it is inferred that they played a significant role in the process to persist and continue, although
their perspective was different in the beginning of the process than in the later stages when
they understood the importance of the BSC to their organisation. For example, at the
beginning, the DP was completely against the process, but afterwards he stated that they
should revise their plans and focus on the achievable objectives so that they conform to the
BSC requirements. This conveyed an exceptional attitude by one of the most resistant actors
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in the process, in which he completely understood and embraced the importance of the new
tool to the organisation (Triandis, 1971; Young et al., 2015). Further, the DGST covertly
resisted the process (Bovey and Hede, 2001) but after the compromise was reached, he was
observed to be more facilitating than resisting although the HGBT and most of the team
worked on the process from the beginning, were concluded to have major roles, and were
driving factors in the changes. Recalling that the focus was on the changes that happened to
the BSC tool not the changes that emerged as a consequence of the tool application,
regardless of the difficulties and challenges, the staff’s persistent hard working in teams
made the process successful in one way or another. Therefore, it is concluded that the
organisational actors of the GBT played a role in the process of change.
Recall that this research is an exploratory case study in the area of management
accounting in an emerging nation’s PS organisation. In addition to couple of reasons which
are related to the specification of the KR in respect to family and religion concepts which
could be similar in Muslim societies as they constitute people’s personal attitudes and
unquestioning behaviour in life. These institutions guide and direct people not only in their
personal life but also in their professional life, which is reflected in their daily activities in
the workplace. Second, the unsound and inappropriate profession and state aspects in the KR
as a developing country are possibly the same as in other developing countries. Therefore, it
is possible to generalise the findings of this research to similar contexts – for example, PS
organisations in developing countries (Scapens, 1990; Lukka and Kasanen, 1995). This
means that the development of the framework which is the contribution of this thesis to
management accounting change theory is applicable in settings (i.e. developing countries)
where the interaction of people is perceived different from the case in the Western countries
(i.e. developed countries): (i) In contexts where people abide by Islamic principles as they
are the same principles everywhere; (ii) In settings where state and profession are not as
systematised as in the Western countries; and (iii) In areas where law, rules and regulations
are not applicable to all people equally.

7.10 Reflection on the Research Questions
Referring to the research questions in the methodology chapter, this section offers a thorough
reflection on the research questions depending on the research analysis. The three subquestions are discussed before the main question. The first sub-question of “What are the
changes that occur, and how do these take place, through the application of the BSC in the
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GBT of the KRG?” could be discussed from two different perspectives. The first perspective
is how the changes occur in the case of the BSC throughout its application in the GBT. As
explained in the case study and analysis chapters, the BSC was newly introduced in the GBT
as a PMM tool. Normally, there should be modifications and localisations for any new tool
to be established. The major reason that this did not happen was the inconsistency of the tool
with the organisational culture. Further, the organisational actors’ involvement and their
interaction together resulted in changes although to answer “how” the changes occurred, it
is shown that they took place in different stages for various reasons. Thus, changes were
considered an evolutionary approach that proceeded in a gradual slow manner (Burns and
Scapens, 2000; Johansson and Siverbo, 2009). Further, some of the staff were determined to
have the process persist; thus, they would rather to make changes for this purpose. These
staff continued to provide support by all means based on their profession logic derived from
their background and qualification. As discussed before, the process was planned and
implemented step by step. Along with the process, there were continuous training and
awareness sessions about the importance and technicalities of the system to ensure that the
system and the staff knowledge conform to each other. So, the BSC was meant to be
introduced and implemented systematically to ensure a firm establishment.
In respect to the changes that were made to the BSC, it is necessary to recall that this
research study covered a single organisation within KRG. Table 6.4 presented the changes
made to the action plan format as a main dimension of the BSC. These were implemented in
different stages over the course of a year. Furthermore, Figure 6.3 depicted these changes on
the process structure. As for the second dimension – i.e. the assessment formats – they have
also undergone changes but mainly after cascading the BSC across the GBT. Figure 6.4
depicted these changes to the BSC process structure. However, Appendices XI, XII, XIV
and XV present more detailed information about these modifications and changes. Most
importantly, the changes to the assessment formats were aimed to quantify the results
through changing the question styles and formats. Further, to mark each activity as achieved,
evidence and supporting documents should have been presented to the assessment team.
The second research sub-question is “How do the individual actors of the GBT interact
along with the application of the BSC? What are the consequences of their interaction?”.
The explanations in the analysis chapter highlighted how individual actors in the GBT did
interact with each other in day-to-day practices. It was evident that they were not used to the
BSC and the required frequent assessments which were undertaken on a monthly basis at the
beginning and afterwards on quarterly basis. Therefore, there was initially resistance by the
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DP as a bureaucratic person and also covert resistance from two of the organisational actors
at lower level, specifically SP1 and SP2. The resistance from these organisational actors
caused challenges which impeded the process at the beginning of the process of BSC
implementation. At later stages, all the organisation actors at the strategy level had become
familiar with the BSC and, hence, it was implemented smoothly. However, when the BSC
was cascaded to include the operations level, other forms of resistance emerged which were
more impactful on the process and its implementation. Specifically, the later resistance came
from high levels of management (namely DGST) and consequently the middle and lower
levels of management in the GDST were affected and challenged the entire process. The
research findings showed that when the resistance reached its peak, compromises emerged
to provide solutions, albeit temporarily. Instead of using power and enforcing the BSC, the
HGBT offered these compromises in order to let the process continue, as long as the
organisational actors do it convincingly to avoid decoupling.
In respect to the third sub-question “How and to what extent do the aspects of the BSC
bring benefit to the GBT and how does it influence the prevalent culture in the
organisation?” it is challenging to provide a clear answer to and explanation for this
question. It is concluded from the analysis that the BSC brought some tangible outputs to
the GBT in terms of their targets related to increasing revenues and decreasing expenditures.
However, a more accurate answer would require a longer period of time. Thus, persistence
in implementing the BSC across the GBT would certainly result in better and higher
quantified results. This is because the research covered a relatively short period and, due to
the fact that the tool was not fully established in the GBT, it is not possible to provide a
clearer accurate explanation about the BSC benefits. Benefits could be realised or measured
through the BSC outcomes which requires a longer time period. On the other hand, related
to the BSC influence on the culture, it was discussed above that the existing prevalent culture
was characterised by process-oriented and individualism perspectives although the analysis
proved that this specific culture experienced an evident change from process-oriented to
result-oriented and from individualism to collectivism perspectives. Ultimately, to provide
a more accurate answer to this question, this could be an opportunity for future studies or a
postdoctoral.
In order to discuss the main research question and based on the discussion of the three
research sub-questions, it is also challenging to provide an absolute answer. The question of
“How do the changes occur with the introduction and application of the BSC as a PMM tool
in an emerging nation’s PS organisation?” is tricky; however, it was concluded that change
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in this research is meant to refer to the changes that occur to the PMM tool – i.e. the BSC.
These changes emerged due to the organisational actors’ rationale that they should make
trade-offs and compromises to avoid terminating the process. The trade-offs and
compromising

were

made

through

continuous

observations,

discussions,

and

communications; for instance, the direct communications that the HGBT created with all the
subordinates across the GBT had an enormous impact on the process and the changes made
for conforming to adapting the BSC.

7.11 Summary
This chapter provided a thorough critical discussion of the main findings in this research
particularly in the case study and analysis chapters. It was concluded that the KRG has a
specific culture which made this research interesting. The overall culture was reflected in
the case study organisation in one way or another. In addition, the GBT was characterised
by a distinguishing feature which made the case different than other organisations in the
same context. Furthermore, related to the changes throughout the process, it was found that
a number of modifications and changes were necessary to be made to the BSC. These
changes resulted from the BSC interaction with the organisational culture. Further, the
existing and emerging ILs were also reflected on as well as the conflicts which emerged
between different ILs. In addition, compromises which were the proper solution for handling
specific conflicts were discussed in detail. Finally, drawing upon the research analysis and
discussion, reflection on the research questions is presented as well as some thoughts about
a potential postdoctorate direction.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: CONCLUSION
This chapter concludes this research by providing a summary of the thesis, stating practical
implications, research limitations and suggestions for future research, and offering final
concluding remarks.

8.1 Thesis Summary
This thesis is the fruit of a longitudinal investigation in a PS organisation in a specific new
emerging region and often neglected context. Through the institutional theory lens with a
mix of deductive and inductive approaches, several research themes emerged throughout the
field work. Investigations followed up on these themes and consequently the research
findings are organised into three interrelated empirical chapters (chapters five to seven).
Chapter one sets out a general background identifying gaps in the literature, research
questions and aims, and personal motivations for this research study. In addition, a
navigation section is presented in order to direct the reader in terms of what to expect as the
thesis unfolds. Chapter two provides a comprehensive literature review of the key concepts
in this research while chapter three discusses the development of institutional theory and
explanation about its use in this thesis. Chapter four outlines the adopted methodology and
chapters five to seven present the empirical findings. The current chapter concludes the
thesis by providing a summary of finding, practical implications, limitations, future
opportunities for research, and concluding remarks.
The empirical chapters explored the question of “How do the changes occur with the
introduction and application of the BSC as a PMM tool in an emerging nation’s PS
organisation?” Therefore, chapter five begins the empirical enquiry of this question and
three sub-questions. Informed by the institutional theory, specifically ter Bogt and Scapens’
(2014) framework, and the ILs ideal types of Thornton et al. (2012), the case study was
found not to depend on any system for strategy implementation. They made basic attempts
to write their action plan at the beginning of each year and to list the tasks achieved by the
end of the year. However, the attempts were not systematic; therefore, it was not possible
for the objectives to be achieved. Drawing on a broader context, it was also found that the
KRG did not implement reform projects in PS. Further, the KRG did not have a strategy to
depend on but a few organisations had strategy without systematic implementation. Due to
the lack of a unified strategy across the KRG, organisations depended on individual plans.
The GBT was one of the organisations to have a strategy in place and the only one which
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was conscious that they needed a systematic tool to achieve their ultimate strategic goals.
Moreover, KRG organisational actors, in general, were not precisely clear what “strategy”
means. Simply, the KRG was concluded to have a poor status of MA, and no related projects
were detected.
Regarding the BSC in the GBT, it was firstly introduced at the GBT’s strategy level
and later on it was cascaded to include the operation level. Along the process, a number of
written and verbal rules were introduced, such as the adoption of the BSC, and formation of
both task force and assessment teams. Consequently, certain routines emerged to put the
rules into practice. Hence, there were certain procedures to adopt the BSC and later cascade
it across the GBT, as well as procedures to put the action plan and quarterly assessments in
place. The interaction of the rules and routines resulted in particular actions along with the
process. Due to the specification of this research, the focus was on micro-individual levels.
Hence, drawing upon the ILs’ perspective, the GBT was found to depend on a mixture of
multiple ILs adopted by organisational actors throughout the process. The focus was on the
task force who were responsible for BSC implementation. Each of them was observed to
depend on an IL such as profession, family, and/or state. However, later on, other ILs
emerged such as market, corporate, religion, and community.
Chapter six built the research analysis on the basis of the findings from the case study
chapter. The analysis assisted in understanding the implicit aspect of the organisational
actors and why it is claimed that each has a specific logic. It attempted to provide a rigorous
explanation of why one would depend on one logic over another. Thus, different
justifications were found to draw actors’ dependence on specific logics such as their
professional background, belief in the classical school of administration and bureaucracy,
political orientations, and demographic aspects. As a result of the presence of multiple ILs
among different members, there were challenges, resistance and conflicts. It was found that
the conflicts were not solely caused due to different logics but there were other criteria such
as belonging to positions at the same level, difference in political orientations, power
perspective, and gender aspect. There were some insignificant conflicts which did not have
an evident impact on the process and, hence, they were not highlighted in the analysis.
However, there were two instances of conflict which were impeding the process. The two
conflicts emerged in different periods, which proved challenging to future progress.
Therefore, they should have been resolved otherwise the process would pause and come to
a dead end. Data revealed that, due to the existence of different forms of situated rationality
in specific circumstances, deliberation was shaped but in the form of a compromise between
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conflicting ILs. The compromises emerged to settle the conflicts in order to have the process
continue. They were reached through creating a temporary agreement to settle the conflicts
without influencing their logics or having them changed.
Meanwhile, it was found that the HGBT, who was the top person in the hierarchy, did
not practice his power. Instead, he strengthened the communication aspect directly and
through networking and connecting via social applications with all the involved members in
the process. In so doing, he deployed communication as a new language in the organisation
to replace the bureaucratic tall hierarchical structures. Therefore, organisational actors were
more motivated and more responsive to tasks and activities. As a result, competition emerged
among them motivating them to perform better and score higher in the quarterly assessments
because these quarterly assessments provided quantitative measures of performance which
was a new perspective they had not experienced before. It caused them “embarrassment”
and “shame” among their peers if they obtained low scores. Therefore, they were stimulated
to work harder, put in more effort, and raise their performance.
Chapter seven discussed the findings in the case study and analysis chapters. It
emphasised the emergent changes from the implementation of the BSC as a new PMM
system in the GBT. As found in the analysis, the action plan should have gone through
various modifications in order to comply with the BSC. This has emerged at the early stage
of the process at strategy level, whereas modifications to the assessment format emerged at
a later stage after the BSC was cascaded to include the operation level. Further, based on the
findings from the analysis, the emergence of multiple ILs and the different types were
discussed which resulted from different individuals’ logical perspectives. The interaction of
the individuals throughout the process resulted in resistance, challenges and conflicts
although different ILs were not the only criterion which caused conflicts. These conflicts
were evident obstacles to the process – therefore, it was necessary to resolve them. As a form
of rationality, compromises were made by the HGBT; however, he did not practice his power
to enforce staff to get any task done. He was determined that his staff do the job with
conviction in order to avoid decoupling (Weick, 1976; Meyer and Rowan, 1977; Scott, 2001;
Modell, 2003; Siti-Nabiha and Scapens, 2005). It was discussed that the two forms of
compromise were effective in that they satisfied both parties and encouraged them to agree
on a temporary settlement to continue the process. Finally, the reflection on the research
questions is discussed at the end of the chapter to present the extent to which the questions
are answered in this thesis.
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Having given an overview of the thesis so far, the following section discusses the
practical implications of this research.

8.2 Practical Implications
8.2.1 For Policymakers
As a policymaker, CoM is suggested to find methods to effectively influence organisations.
It is worth investigating how organisations improve their performance through modern
systems and tools. Rather than expecting individual organisations to set their strategies and
objectives independently, it is more advantageous that the KRG have a general vision which
is translated to the lower levels of government. Therefore, this research offers a cautionary
reminder that a well-documented strategy is crucial for organisations. In particular, it is
recommended to the KRG that it urgently sets a strategy where goals and objectives are
identified. Therefore, it is suggested that they collaborate with international companies who
are specialised in strategy setting. But at a later stage, more importantly, that they have their
own system in place for strategy implementation. A number of PMM tools were presented
in chapter two but the BSC received the focus as a proper tool for the PS organisation. Due
to the BSC specification which considers financial and non-financial perspectives, it
considerably suits government organisations as they are more involved in service provision.
Hence, it is recommended that the BSC is regulated and enforced by the CoM for adoption
across KRG organisations. In this respect, the CoM as the highest government body could
collaborate internally with the GBT to communicate the lessons learned from their
experience. However, they could also enter into contracts with international companies
which provide BSC software and training. The KRG is also advised to regulate performance
assessment along with training and development for promotion purposes. This will stimulate
organisational actors worldwide to update their knowledge and cope with the development
in their areas.

8.2.2 For Organisations
In this section implications are discussed for the GBT which could be generalised across
other organisations. It is suggested that the GBT as the research case study persists in using
the BSC regardless of the critical circumstances. It is essential to produce a handbook related
to BSC procedures and instructions to avoid different misinterpretations by different
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departments and organisational actors. Further, they are recommended to document the
processes more efficiently for revision and learning. There is the opportunity to utilise all
the features of BSC software which keeps everyone working on the system in the loop. This
saves time, effort and resources while communicating throughout the process for any related
issue. Further, when the KR financial aspect is revived, it is recommended that they purchase
all the other features. They are also recommended to purchase more licenses of the software
for decentralisation purposes although it should be monitored by the GBT’s main domain.
In addition, if the BSC is completely adopted and becomes a taken-for-granted assumption
across the GBT, they could put more emphasis on the financial perspective to increase
revenues. By then, they will not only be a self-financing organisation but also a profitmaking body.
In order to ensure actual compliance, it is essential to persist in employing power as a
source of inspiration rather than as a source of terror. This was reflected in the strengthened
communications and creating networks by the HGBT at different levels across the GBT.
However, it is recommended that such communication takes place at lower levels to avoid
or at least to mitigate the impact of the conflicts. If conflicts happened, such communications
assist in a rapid diagnosis and proper solution. Another suggestion for the GBT is to put
aside personal sensitivities and become more professional oriented when they come to work
together. However, it is necessary to acknowledge that organisational actors are dominated
by different ILs specific to their personal and contextual aspects.
Further, this thesis provides organisational actors the opportunity to adopt more active
roles within their organisations in relation to their ILs. In the introduction chapter, the
researcher made clear that one of the motivations for this study was seeking the opportunity
to aid those who work in the PS to understand and realise the importance of strategies,
systems, and performance assessments. It was a way through which a change might happen
to develop PS organisations. The thesis findings presented above are particularly important
for this purpose. They show that organisational actors are not fated to practice
institutionalised prescriptions. Instead, they find alternative methods to develop and adopt
modern systems and tools. Specifically, the findings draw attention to the role of
compromising in situations of conflict between different logics. This certainly ensures that
organisations and individual actors have every opportunity to overcome problems and
challenges. Furthermore, the thesis shows that conflicts are not necessarily happening due
to different logics, but that there are other criteria which cause conflicts such as belonging
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to the same-level positions, political orientations, power perspective, and gender aspect.
Therefore, it is suggested that they set aside personal issues and be more professional.
Responsibility in any job has different meanings to different individuals dominated by
different ILs. By identifying these ILs and how they interact in specific circumstances, it is
more likely that the GBT and similar organisations would offer to compromise for a more
effective working environment. This approach helps to improve the adoption of new systems
and tools more effectively by investigating micro individual levels. Corresponding with BSC
features, assessments were easily measured in quantifiable measures. However, different
departments executed the BSC slightly differently; therefore, the results varied and
consequently the low results caused embarrassment and shame. This has stimulated a sense
of competition and attempts to raise performance.
Finally, to get a more comprehensive view, it is necessary that organisations go further
down to the micro and individual levels within any process of change. This will enable them
to diagnose issues more precisely and have the chance to resolve them before they are further
complicated. Recognising various ILs and ways of doing and thinking can therefore enable
the organisation to make better sense of the actual causes of resistance along with the moral
and emotional side effects that these systems and tools bring. For example, this thesis has
presented a comprehensive view of the various ILs that emerge due to the adoption of a new
PMM system throughout a process of “expected” change in a PS organisation. To avoid
resistance and challenges, individuals’ ILs are compromised to settle, albeit temporarily. It
is recommended that PS organisations take advantage of this research to manage and resolve
conflicts in their management processes.

8.3 Limitations and Opportunities for Future Research
8.3.1 Limitations of the Research
This research focuses on a PS organisation in an emerging country and uses a longitudinal
single case study. Due to the limited time available to conduct this research and other
resources, the design inevitably led to limitations as follows.
First, the study of institutions and ILs can offer a broader scope than this research study
although, institutional interactions are subtle and most of the time are less visible. The time
period of the thesis observation and the subsequent data collection extended for only two
years which is too short for fundamental results and processes of change to manifest.
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However, the ARP and reliance on observation provided an opportunity to the researcher to
be immersed in the research field on a long-term basis. Observation on the organisational
actors’ logic perspective in certain situations and the interaction between different ILs are
direct sets of evidence in support of the research objective.
Second, the collected data used for analysis might be biased and skewed more towards
the GBT’s task force and particularly the HGBT. This is because he was the most
knowledgeable person and was also responsive to the researcher’s enquiries; also he was
very helpful because researcher’s access to detailed activities at lower levels on a daily basis
required much more access and longer period exposure in the GBT and all the other GDs.
Further, due to time and budget limitations, only one long visit for three months was
conducted whereas the other visits were relatively short; however, online observation via
Skype, WhatsApp, Viber and emails was continuous.
Third, the finding of this research might be skewed to the case study organisation. The
starting point of this research goes back to October 2014 in which snowballing data
collection started. The GBT was the only suitable organisation to be adopted and possibly
the most positive and active in adopting new PMM tools than other organisations in the KR.
However, the general impression is that the GBT is not abnormal among its peers. Their
experience of the PMM system – the BSC in particular – is representative of the situations
in other organisations if not more broadly.
Fourth, generalisability is not traditionally a main concern for qualitative studies.
However, by offering a longitudinal case study at the micro level and an organisation-level
survey, certain findings could be extended to other PS organisations. It is essential that
caution is exercised when generalising the research findings to other organisations across
the KRG, for example; particularly where organisational actors in general hold a consensus
on different priority logics such as market.

8.3.2 Suggestions for Future Research
Eventually, the exploratory characteristic of this research case study offers considerable
opportunity for future research. Topics which are not completely considered in this research
can lead to interesting works, particularly if integrated with current research; for example,
additional investigation of micro-level processes. Bishop and Waring (2016), in this respect,
stated that negotiation builds the relationship between different parties. Therefore, it is an
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interesting idea to explore the relationship between negotiation and how organisational
actors deploy ILs to signify, articulate and materialise.
Further, researchers can continue this line of enquiry informed by the IL perspective
and other current developments in the institutional theory. It provides the opportunity to
explore changes in different types of organisation in order to extend the conclusions
suggested in this research study. Specifically, MA research rooted in practice will provide a
magnificent micro-level angle to the institutional research analysis which is more often
macro-oriented. This research has showed that micro-level research investigations enrich
both MA and institutional studies.
Regardless of the growing interest in the research area, the micro level remains broadly
unstudied (Bévort and Suddaby, 2016). Therefore, more research is needed to explore why
organisational actors are associated with specific logics rather than with others. In this
respect, Bévort and Suddaby’s (2016) study suggested an interesting framework which could
be compared with Voronov and Yorks’ (2015) study on how individuals perceive
institutional contradictions in a different way.

8.4 Concluding Remarks
We presently find ourselves in a time of “interregnum”- when old ways of doing things
no longer work, the old learned or inherited modes of life are no longer suitable for the
current conditio humana93, but when the new ways of tackling the challenges and the
new modes of life better suited to the new conditions have not yet been invented, put in
place and set in operation (Bauman, 2013, p. 6)

The above is a quote from Bauman’s foreword of his book Liquid Modernity. It shows a
view of people’s reality as fluid and constantly changing and evolving. This reflects to a
great extent what this research presents. Bauman’s viewpoint neither emphasises the
pressing issues and challenges which this era presents, nor the lack of useful resources.
Rather, the interest is in the void perspective. This is in the space created by continuous
instability where there is the potential for change through which challenges and
compromises emerge.
Ultimately, organisations are not established or operated in a vacuum. They do not
fundamentally reflect the environmental institutions in which they are embedded while
organisational actors matter the most. Hence, MA and institutional scholars have a
significant role in conducting research studies to support organisations and individuals to
93

Latin word for human condition.
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overcome challenges and constraints from “learned or inherited modes” (Bauman, 2013)
such as ILs. Finally, these studies offer valuable knowledge to individuals and organisations.
Hopefully, this research contributes in this respect and inspires other scholars to investigate
further.
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Appendix I: List of the Participants
Organisation/Position

Acronym

General Board of Tourism
Head of the General Board of Tourism
Director of Planning
Director of Quality Management
Director of Information Technology
Staff of Quality Management
Responsible for Follow-up and BSC
Staff of Planning – 1
Staff of Planning – 2
Erbil Province –
General Directorate of Erbil Tourism
Director General of Erbil Tourism
Director of Planning
Director of Soran Tourism
Director of Shaqlawa Tourism
Director of Koya Tourism
Sulaymaniyah Province –
General Directorate of Sulaymaniyah Tourism
Director General of Sulaymaniyah Tourism
Director of Planning
Director of Halabja Tourism
Director of Dukan Tourism
Director of Darbandikhan Tourism
Duhok Province –
General Directorate of Duhok Tourism
Director General of Duhok Tourism
Director of Planning
Director of Zakho Tourism
Director of Akre Tourism
Director of Shekhan Tourism
Garmiyan Province –
General Directorate of Garmiyan Tourism
Director General of Garmiyan Tourism
Director of Planning
Director of Khanaqin Tourism
Director of Kifri Tourism

GBT
HGBT
DP
DQM
DIT
SQM
RFBSC
SP1
SP2
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GDET
DGET
DPET
DSET
DSHET
DKET
GDST
DGST
DPST
DHST
DDST
DDAST
GDDT
DGDT
DPDT
DZDT
DADT
DSHDT
GDGT
DGGT
DPGT
DKHGT
DKGT
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Appendix II: List of the Questions - Exploratory Research
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Appendix III: List of the Questions for the First-Round Interviews

لێکۆڵینەوەی ئەزموونی

Empirical Research

 قۆناغی یەکەم- راوندی یەکەم

First Round - First Stage

چاوپێکەوتن

Interviews

لە دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار

At the General Board of Tourism

٢٠١٦ تەمموز

July 2016
1. Would you explain the process of the BSC tool application in general?

 دەکرێ بە وردی و بە گشتی باسی پڕۆسەی پیادەکردنی ئامرازی پسوولەی ئەدای هاوسەنگ بکەی؟.١
The aim of this question is to have a general view of the BSC tool implementation process from
the beginning to date.
مەبەست لەم پرسیارە تێگەیشتنێکی گشتییە سەبارەت بە جێبەجێ کردنی ئامرازی پسوولەی ئەدای هاوسەنگ لە سەرەتاوە
تاکو ئێستا
2. What are the critical (important) points (events) in the whole process?
 ئایا خاڵە (رووداوە) گرنگەکان چین لە سەرتاسەری پڕۆسەکەدا؟.٢
The aim of this question is to identify the critical/important points or events which represent a
chain showing the process of change for the BSC tool adoption.
مەبەست لەم پرسیارە دەستنیشانکردنی خاڵە (ڕووداوە) گرنگەکانە کە لە شێوەی زنجیرەیەک پڕۆسەی گۆڕانکاری لە
بەکارهێنانی ئامرازی پسوولەی ئەدای هاوسەنگ پیشان دەدا
3. How was the communication taking place? Vertically or horizontally?
 ئایا شێوازی پەیوەندییەکان چۆن بوون؟ ستوونی یان ئاسۆیی؟.٣
The aim of this question is to understand whether the communication channel it is a
bureaucratic process or a team-work perspective. This is to understand the extent to which the
staff are free to work and communicate so that they have their inputs into the process.
 ئەمەش.مەبەست لەم پرسیارە تێگەیشتنە لە کەناڵەکانی پەیوەندیکردن کە بیروکراتیانە یاخود بەشێوازی کاری تیم بووە
بەمەبەستی تێگەیشتن لە رادەی ئازادیی کارمەندان لە کارکردن و بەشداریکردنیان لە بەرەوپێشچوونی پڕۆسەکە بەبۆچوونی
خودی خۆیان
4. Were all the GBT staff informed and involved in the process of BSC implementation?
 ئایا سەرجەم کارمەندانی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار ئاگادار و بەشداربوون لە پڕۆسەی پیادەکردنی پسوولەی.٤
(؟BSC) ئەدای هاوسەنگ
The aim of this question is to understand the extent to which the BSC tool is clear to the staff.
How familiar they are with it and how much time (effort) they devote to it.
 ئایا تا چەند.مەبەست لەم پرسیارە تێگەیشتنە لە رادەی روون و ئاشکرایی پسوولەی ئەدای هاوسەنگ بۆ کارمەندان
کارمەندان بەو ئامرازە ئاشنان و چەند کاتیان بۆ تەرخان دەکەن؟
5. How do you assess the process in terms of success or failure?
 ئایا چۆن پڕۆسەکە هەڵدەسەنگێنی لەڕووی سەرکەوتنی یاخود سەرنەکەوتنی؟.٥
The aim of this question is to realise the variation in terms of the BSC tool application by
different people. Also, to identify the successful departments and the less successful
departments.
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مەبەست لەم پرسیارە زانینی جیاوازییە لەڕووی پیادەکردنی ئامرازی پسوولەی ئەدای هاوسەنگ لەالیەن کارمەندانی
جیاوازەوە .هەروەها بۆ دەستنیشانکردنی بەڕێوەبەرایەتییە سەرکەوتووەکان لەگەڵ ئەوانەی کەمتر سەرکەوتوو بوون
?6. If there were new regulations/rules, were they documented/legalized
 .٦ئەگەر رێنمایی یاخود یاسای نوێ دروست بوونە ،ئایا بە دۆکیومێنت یاخود بە یاسا کراون؟
The aim of this question is to understand the extent of their seriousness in implementing the
BSC tool and whether they document/legalise the process for the tool application.
مەبەست لەم پرسیارە تێگەیشتنە لە رادەی جدیەتی دەستە و کارمەندان سەبارەت بە ئامرازی پسوولەی ئەدای هاوسەنگ کە
وایان لێدەکات پڕۆسەی پیادەکردنەکە بەدۆکیومێنت بکەن
?7. Who are the most involved people in the process from the beginning
 .٧ئایا ئەو کەسانە کێن کە بە چڕی لە سەرەتاوە بەشدارن لە پڕۆسەکەدا؟
The aim of this question is to identify the people to be interviewed during the second stage for
more detailed information about the BSC tool application from the beginning up to date.
مەبەست لەم پرسیارە دەستنیشانکردنی ئەو کەسانەیە کە دەبێت لە قۆناغی دووەمدا چاوپێکەوتنیان لەگەڵ بکرێت بەمەبەستی
بەدەستهێنانی زانیاریی وردتر سەبارەت بە ئامرازی پسوولەی ئەدای هاوسەنگ لەسەرەتاوە تاکو ئەمڕۆ
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Appendix IV: List of the Questions for the Second-Round Interviews

لێکۆڵینەوەی ئەزموونی

Empirical Research

 قۆناغی یەکەم- راوندی دووەم

Second Round - First Stage

چاوپێکەوتن

Interviews
At the General Board of Tourism and
General Directorates

لە دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار و بەڕێوەبەرایەتییە
گشتییەکان
٢٠١٦ ئاب و ئەیلول

August and September 2016

Main question: Talk about the process of BSC implementation shedding light on every
detail in the organization after the tool implementation
Please note that the answer to this question should include the answers to the following
questions
 باسی پڕۆسەی جێبەجێ کردنی پسوولەی ئەدای هاوسەنگ بکە و جەخت لەسەر هەموو:پرسیاری سەرەکی
وردەکارییەکان بکە کە لە دامەزراوەکەدا رویانداوە دوابەدوای پیادەکردنی ئامرازەکە
 وەاڵمی ئەم پرسیارانەی خوارەوەش لەخۆ بگرێت،تکایە وەاڵمی ئەم پرسیارە سەرەکییە
1. What are the new procedures required for the application of the BSC tool?
 ئایا ئەو رێسایە نوێ و پێویستانە چین بۆ پیادەکردنی ئامرازی پسوولەی ئەدای هاوسەنگ؟.١
i. Who are the designers of these procedures?
ii. How do you receive these new procedures? Enforced, regulated or communicated?
 کێ ئەو رێسایانەی داڕشتووە؟.ا
وەردەگریت؟/ چۆن ئەو رێسایە نوێیانەت پێدەگات.ب
2. Are these procedures documented/legitimised?
شەرعیەتیان پێدراوە؟/ ئایا ئەم رێسایە نوێیانە بە دۆکیومێنت کراون.٢
i. Who is responsible for the documentation/legitimation?
ii. Are they legitimised within the board or from higher authority (Ministry, for example)?
شەرعیەتپێدانی رێساکان؟/ کێ بەرپرسە لە دۆکیومێنتکردن.ا
 ئایا رێساکان لە دەستەدا شەرعیەتیان پیدراوە یاخود لە ئاستی سەرووتردا ( بۆ نموونە وەزارەت)؟.ب
3. Are you applying the new procedures on a daily basis?
 ئایا رۆژانە ئەو رێسایە نوێیانە پیادەدەکەیت؟.٣
i. How do you always apply them?
ii. Are you totally free or do you have to ask somebody else?
iii. Are you totally aware of what you are doing or just applying them because it is the rule?
 چۆن پیادەیان دەکەی؟.ا
 ئایا ئازادی لە پیادەکردندا یاخود دەبێ پرس بە یەکێک بکەی (رەزامەندی وەربگری)؟.ب
 ئایا بە تەواوی لەو رێسایانە تێدەگەی بۆیە پیادەیان دەکەی یاخود هەر لەبەر ئەوەیە کە دەبێ بیکەی؟.ج
4. How do you assess these procedures? Are they useful, good or proper?
 ئایا چۆن ئەم رێسایانە هەڵدەسەنگێنی؟.٤
i. Do these procedures give you the opportunity to do things differently?
ii. How are these procedures communicated? Both horizontally and vertically?
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ا .ئایا ئەم رێسایانە بوارت پێدەدەن کە کارەکان بە شێوەیەکی جیاواز و باشتر ئەنجام بدەی؟
ب .ئایا چۆن ئەم رێسایانە دەگەیێنرێن؟ بە شێوەیەکی ئاسۆیی یان ستوونی؟
5. What are the motivations for the change? i.e. the application of the BSC tool? (internal and
)external forces - institutional logics
 . ٥ئایا هاندەرەکان چین بۆ ئەنجامدانی گۆڕانکاری؟ مەبەست ،پیادەکردنی ئامرازی پسوولەی ئەدای هاوسەنگ؟
i. What are the motivations within the board? (Individual and organisational).
ii. What are the motivations beyond the board? (Field and societal).
ا .ئایا هاندەرەکان چین لەناو دەستەدا لەسەر ئاستی کەسی و دامەزراوەدا؟
ب .ئایا هاندەرەکان چین لەدەرەوەی دەستەدا لەسەر ئاستی کەرت و کۆمەڵگادا؟
?6. What are the obstacles/problems in the process? i.e. the application of the BSC tool
 .٦ئایا گرفتەکان چین لە پڕۆسەکەدا؟ مەبەست ،پڕۆسەی پیادەکردنی ئامرازی پسوولەی ئەدای هاوسەنگ؟
i. What are the obstacles/problems within the board? (Individual and organisational).
ii. What are the obstacles/problems beyond the board? (Field and societal).
ا .ئایا گرفتەکان چین لەناو دەستەدا لەسەر ئاستی کەسی و دامەزراوەدا؟
ب .ئایا گرفتەکان چین لەدەرەوەی دەستەدا لەسەر ئاستی کەرت و کۆمەڵگادا؟
?7. How has the BSC tool been decided upon and implemented
 .٧ئایا چۆن بڕیار لەسەر ئامرازی پسوولەی ئەدای هاوسەنگ درا و چۆن پیادەکرا؟
?i. Were there other choices other than the BSC
?ii. How was the decision made upon the chosen choice? Enforced or communicated
ا .ئایا بژاردەی تر هەبوو جگە لە ئامرازی پسوولەی ئەدای هاوسەنگ؟
ب .ئایا چۆن بڕیار لەسەر ئەم بژاردەیە درا؟ بە گفتوگۆ بوو یاخود سەپاندن؟
?8. Do you have influence/power on allocative and authoritative resources
 .٨ئایا ئێوە کاریگەری/دەسەاڵتتان هەیە لەسەر سەرچاوە مرٶیی و ماددییەکان؟
i.

Based on your position, how do you exercise command upon material resources after the
?BSC tool application
ii. Based on your position, how do you exercise command upon human resources after the BSC
?tool application
ا .بەپێی پۆستەکەت ،ئایا چۆن دەسەاڵتتان لەسەر سەرچاوە ماددیەکان پیادە دەکەن دوابەدوای جێبەجێکردنی پسوولەی ئەدای
هاوسەنگ؟
ب .بەپێی پۆستەکەت ،ئایا چۆن دەسەاڵتتان لەسەر سەرچاوە مرۆییەکان پیادە دەکەن دوابەدوای جێبەجێکردنی پسوولەی ئەدای
هاوسەنگ؟
?9. How much time do you allocate for the BSC tool application on a daily basis
 .٩ئایا ئێوە رۆژانە چەند کات تەرخان دەکەن بۆ پیادەکردنی ئامرازی پسوولەی ئەدای هاوسەنگ؟
?i. For awareness and orientation – first stage
?ii. For the implementation and application – second stage
ا .بۆ هۆشیارکردنەوە و فێرکردن/روونکردنەوە  -قۆناغی یەکەم؟
ب .بۆ جێبەجێکردن و پیادەکردن  -قۆناغی دووەم؟
?10. What happened during the time from the idea of adoption to the implementation
 . ١٠ئایا بە درێژایی ماوەی نێوان بیرۆکەی پیادەکردنی ئامرازی پسوولەی ئەدای هاوسەنگ و جێبەجێ کردنی ،چی
روویداوە؟
?i. How were the procedures of the implementation
?ii. What happened during this time
?iii. What did you do/make during this time? On the individual and organisational levels
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ا .ئایا رێساکانی جێبەجێ کردن چۆن بووە؟
ب .لەم ماوەیەدا چی روویداوە؟
ج .ئایا چیتان کردووە لەم ماوەیەدا لەسەر ئاستی کەسی و دامەزراوەییدا؟
11. What has changed after the application of the BSC tool in terms of performance
?management and measurement
 . ١١ئایا دوابەدوای جێبەجێ کردنی ئامرازی پسوولەی ئەدای هاوسەنگ چ گۆڕانکارییەک روویداوە لەڕووی
هەڵسەنگاندن و بەڕێوەبردنی ئەدا؟
?iv. Decision-making
ا .پڕۆسەکان؟

?ii. Communication? iii. Performance
ج .ئەدا؟

ب .پەیوەندییەکان/گەیاندن؟

?Processes

i.

د .بڕیاردان؟

؟12. What is the estimated cost for this process? Money, time and effort
 .١٢ئایا تێچووی خەمڵێنراو بۆ ئەم پڕۆسەیە چەندە؟ پارە و کات و کۆشش؟
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Appendix V: The GBT’s Official Letter
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Appendix VI: Sample of the Interviews’ Transcript
چاوپێکەوتنی ژمارە -٢١-
لەگەڵ :بەڕێز مەولەوی جەبار  -سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار و بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری
هەولیر
رێکەوت٢٠١٦/٩/٨ :
رۆژ :پێنجشەممە
کات٩:٣٠ :ی بەیانی
دەقی چاوپێکەوتن:
من ئەو بەرنامەیە بە بەرنامەیەکی زۆر گرنگ دەبینم و گۆڕانکارییەکی زۆر گەورەی کردووە لە ئیش و کارەکانی ئێمە
بەهۆی ئەوەی کە یەکەم خاڵی گرنگ کە ئێمە کەی پی ئایەکان بەکاردەهێنین بۆ ئەوەی ئێمە هەڵسەنگاندن بۆ کارەکان
بکەین .سەرەڕای ئەوەی کە ئێمە سوودی سەرەکیشمان ئەوەیە کە ئێمە بەاڵنسێکمان دایتە هەموو ئامانجەکانمان کە پێشتر
ئێمە ئامانجی داراییمان نەبوو رەنگە زۆرتر لەچوارچێوەی پڕۆسەکان بوو .واتا پڕۆسە ناوخۆییەکان و ئیشە ناوخۆییەکان
بەاڵم زیاتر بەهۆی ئەوەی کە ئێمە ئەو ئامرازە پیادەدەکەین زیاتر جەخت لەسەر رازیبوونی کڕیار دەکەینەوە و ئەوانەی کە
لەگەڵمان کاردەکەن لە رووی دارایی کارەکان رێکبخەین و گرنگی بدەین بە فێربوون و پێشخستن .لەگەڵ ئەوەش بۆ یەکەم
جارە کە ئێمە دەتوانین ئامانج/ئۆبجێکتڤ دابنێین بۆ ئەنجامی کارەکان واتا الگ و لید کە دوو ئاماژەن بۆ ئامانجەکانمان کە
یەکێکیان بۆ پڕۆسەیە و ئەوی دیکەش بۆ ئەنجامە .ئەوەش وایکردووە کە ئێمە دەرەنجامەکان گونجاوە یاخود ناگونجاوە
چونکە مەبەست هەر ئەوە نیە کە بابەتەکە جێبەجێ بکەیت بەڵکو گرنگتر لەوە ئەوەیە کە دەرەنجامەکەی باش بێت و
کاریگەری هەبێت لەسەر کارەکان .لەگەڵ ئەوەش نەخشەی ستراتیژی کە ئێستا زۆر بە روون و ئاشکرایی ستراتیژیەتی
کارەکان دەتوانین رێک ببینین بەشێوەیەکی کورتکراوە کە کاریگەریی زۆر دەبێت لەسەر ئەوەی کە ئیشەکان و بابەتەکان
چۆن دەتوانین رێکبخەین .هەموو ئەو ئامانج و ئەنجام و کارانە بۆ ئەک ئامانج کاردەکەن کە مشن و ڤژنی دامەزراوەکە
جێبەجێ بکەن .هەموو کارەکان بۆ ئاراستەی ئەوەیە کە ئەو ڤیژنەی بەدەست بێنین و بگەینە ئەو ئامانجە سەرەکییە.
هەروەها بەدواداچوونیش کە یەکێک لە بابەتەکانی ئامرازەکە هەر ئەوە نیە کە کەی پی ئایمان هەبێت یاخود بۆ نموونە
بەدواداچوون بکەین ،بەاڵم بەدواداچوون لەکاتی پێویست و لە کاتی گونجاو بێت چونکە ئەگەر بەدواداچوونێک بکەین
لەپاش ساڵیک بزانی ئەو ئامانجەت جێبەجێ نەکردووە رەنگە ئەو کاتە گۆڕانکاری هیچ سوودێکی نەبێت چونکە دەرفەتی
کات لەدەست رۆیشتووە تاوەکو شتەکان چارەسەر بکەیت .ئەوەی کە لەم ئامرازەدا هەیە هەندێک ئامانجن کە رەنگە
حەفتانەش بەدواداچوونی لەسەر دەکەین هەندێک مانگانە و هەندێک سێ مانگ جارێک کە بەپێی ئامانجەکان دەگۆڕێن و
وادەکات دەرفەتێکی باش بڕەخسێ بۆ ئەوەی ئێمە لە نزیکەوە بتوانین بەدواداچوون بکەین و تەنانەت بزانین کارەکان لەکوێ
راوەستاون .هەروەها بەرپرسیارییەتی جێبەجێ کردنی کارەکانیش روون و ئاشکرایە و هەنگاوکانی جێبەجێ کردنیش
(ئینیشییەتڤ) روون و ئاشکران بۆیە ئەوانەی کێشەی ئەوەیان هەیە چۆن هەنگاوەکان جێبەجێ بکەن ،ئەوا هەنگاوەکان
زۆر بە روون و ئاشکرایی بۆیان دانراوە و دەتوانن ئیشی لەسەر بکەن بۆ ئەوەی بگەنە ئەو ئامانجانە .لەگەڵ کۆمەڵێک
شتی دیکە کە رەنگە ئێستا کات نەبێت بۆ ئەوەی بە وردی باسی لێوەبکەم.
تایبەت بە رێساکان ،ئێمە ئەنجومەنی بەڕێوەبردنی دەستەمان هەیە کە بڕیاردەری سەرەکییە دەربارەی ستراتیژیەت و پالن
و هەموو شتەکانی ناو دامەزراوەکە .ئێمە لەوێ بەوردی کۆبوونەوەمان لەسەر ئەم بابەتە کردووە و بڕیارمان داوە .دوای
ئەوەی کە بڕیارماندا پەیڕەوی ئەم سیستمە بکەین کە بە رەزامەندی هەموو الیەک ،بڕیارماندا هەموو الیەنەکان بەشداربن
لە جێبەجێ کردن و پەیڕەوکردنی چ لە رێی کۆنفرانسێکی تایبەت و چ لە رێی هەندێک رێنمایی تایبەت بۆ ئەم مەبەستە لە
رێی ئەوەی کە بە نووسراوی فەرمی بۆیان ناردرواە کە وابکەن و وابکەن و وا جێبەجێی بکەن .هەروەها لە رێی
کۆبوونەوەی بەردەوام رەنگە جەنابیشت لە هەندێک کۆبوونەوەکان ئامادەبووبن کە کۆبوونەوەی دەوری هەیە بۆ ئەوەی
پەیوەندی لەگەڵ بەرپرسانی جێبەجێ کردنی پالنەکانی بەڕێوەبەرایەتییە گشتییەکان لە مەحزەرێکی تایبەت تێبینییەکان
دەنووسرینەوە (تەسبیت دەکرێن) .دووەم هەموو شتەکان بەشێوازێکی دۆکیومێنت کراو دەکرێن ،رەنگە هەندێک
کەموکورتی لە بابەتی دۆکیومێنت کردن هەبێت ،من ناڵێم هەمووی وەکو پێویستە ،بەاڵم ئەو کەموکورتییانەش
دەستنیشانکراون تاوەکو چارەسەر بکرێن بۆ ئەوەی هەموو شتەکان وەکو خۆی و ئالییەتی گونجاوی پەیوەندی دابنرێت.
ئالییەتی پەیوەندییەکان ناو دیوانی دەستە رەنگە هەندێک جیاواز بێت لەگەڵ بەڕێوەبەرایەتییە گشتییەکان .ئەوەی کە لە ناو
دیوانی دەستە هەیە ئێمە ستستمێکمان داناوە بۆ ئەوەی بەڕێوەبەری بەشەکان کە بەرپرسن لەوەی کە حەفتەی جارێک
کۆبوونەوە لەگەڵ فەرمانبەرانی خۆیان بکەن بەپێی فۆرمێکی دیاریکراو کە یەکێکە لە ئامانجەکان بۆ ئەوەی بتوانن لە
هەموو ئەو بابەتانەی کە پێویستن بگەنە هەموو جومگەکانی دامەزراوەکە دەبێت بگات ،واتا هەموو فەرمانبەران ئاگاداری
هەموو کارەکان بن کە چۆن کارەکان بەڕێوەدەچن و ئەرکیان چیە و چۆن بەشداردەبن لە پەیڕەوکردن و کارکردن لەسەر
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پالن و گەیشتن بە ئامانجە سەرەکییەکان .هەروەها بەخۆشم حەفتانە راپۆرتێکی تایبەتم بۆ دێت بە ئیمەیلی خۆم لەالیەن
بەڕێوەبەرەکان کە مولزەمن بۆم رەوانەبکەن بۆ ئەوەی بزانم چۆن پەیوەندی دەکەن لەگەڵ خوارووی خۆیان و لەگەڵ من بۆ
جێبەجێ کردنی ئەو ئامانجانەی کە دانراون .ئەمە چەند ئالییەتێکمان هەیە سەرەڕای کۆبوونەوەی فەرمی و گشتاندن و شتی
دیکە بەاڵم ئێمە یەک رێگامان نەگرتۆتەبەر بۆ ئەوەی بگەینە ئەو پەیوەندییە یاخود گەیاندنە (کۆمیونیکەیشن و تواێل) لەگەڵ
هەموو جومگەکانی دامەزراوەکە .ئێمە چەند رێگایەکمان گرتۆتەبەر بۆ ئەوەی بتوانین ئەم تێگەیشتنە دروستبکەین و
کێشەکان چارەسەر بکەین و پێکەوە هەڵ بدەین بۆ جێبەجێ کردنی ئامانجەکان.
گرفتە سەرەکییەکەمان کەلتووری دامەزراوەکانە کە گرفتێکی زۆر زۆر گەورەیە .ئەو کەلتوورەی کە پەیڕەو دەکرێت لە
دامەزراوەکانی حکومەتی هەرێمی کوردستاندا رەنگە کاریگەریی زۆر هەبێت بۆ جێبەجێ کردن .واتا ئێمە ئەگەر بتوانین
لە ماوەی دوو ساڵ یاخود ساڵێک هەموو ئەوەی کە پێویستە جێبەجێی بکەین ،رەنگە لە ژینگەیەکی گونجاوتر رەنگە
پێویستیمان بە دوو مانگ یا سێ مانگ هەبێت بەاڵم بەداخەوە بەهۆی ئەو کەلتوورەی کە هەیە ،یاخود ئەو ژینگەیەی
دامەزراوەکان و دەرەوەی دامەزراوەکاندا بەتایبەتی چ لە ناوەوە و چ لە دەرەوەی دامەزراوەکەدا زۆر کاریگەریی نێگەتیڤی
هەیە و بەربەستە بۆ (بەربەست نەک کە رایدەگرێت بەڵکو جێبەجێ کردنی زەحمەت دەکات) ئەوەی ئێمە نەتوانین
هەنگاوەکان بەئاسانی بچنە پێشەوە .عەقلیەتی فەرمانبەرانیش دەچێتە چوارچێوەی کەلتووری دامەزروەکان چونکە ئەوەی
پەیڕەو دەکرێت و ئەو عەقلییەتەی کە لە ناو دامەزراوەکانماندا هەیە بەڕاستی پێویستی بە ئیشی زۆرتر هەیە و ماندووبوونی
زیاتری هەیە و کاریگەریی باری ئابووریش ئەوەش یەکێکە لە مەترسییەکانی جێبەجێ نەکردنە بەشێوەیەکی گونجاو بەهۆی
ئەوەی کە فەرمانبەران ئێستا کەمترین ئیلتیزامیان هەیە بەهۆی ئەوەی کە مووچەی خۆیان وەرناگرن .لەگەڵ ئەوەش
جێبەجێ کردنەکان ئاراستەیەکی باشیان وەرگرتووە و هەولێکی باش هەیە بۆ ئەوەی ئێمە بتوانین پەیڕەوی بکەین .بەاڵم
نەبوونی هاندەری دەرەکیش بابەتێکی زۆر زۆر گرنگە چونکە هەر دامەزراوەیەک بۆخۆی مەنزوومەیەکە لەناو
مەنزوومەیەکی گەورەتر .ئەگەر تۆ لەناو مەنزوومەکە گەورەکە نەتوانی پاڵپشت و هاندەرت هەبێت بۆ ئەوەی کارەکانت
رێکبخەی رەنگە زەحمەت بێت ،چونکە تۆ کاریگەریت لێدەکرێت و کاریگەری لەسەر ئەوانیدیکەش دەکەیت .جا ئەوەیە تۆ
ئەگەر نەتوانی لەناو ئەو مەنزوومە موئەسەسییە خۆی رێکبخەی رەنگە کێشەت بۆ دروست بێت .هەروەها تێنەگەیشتن لەو
بابەتانە لە دامەزراوەکانی دیکە وادەکات هەندێک جار فەرمانبەرانمان یاخود بەخۆمان تووشی رەخنە و گیروگرفت ببینەوە
بەهۆی ئەوەی کە بڵێن ئێوە بیر لە چی دەکەنەوە و کاتی ئەوە نیە بیری لێبکەنەوە .گرفتەکان هەر ئەوەندەن بەاڵم هەندێک
گرفتی دیکەش هەن کە ئێمە دەتوانین زاڵبین بەسەریاندا بەاڵم جێگای باس نیە .بەگشتی هەر ئەوەندی گرفتەن بە بۆچوونی
من و بە فعلیش هەر ئەوەندە گرفتەمان هاتۆتە پێش بەاڵم یەکێک لە کێشەکانی کا باست کرد کێشەی فێربوونە کە گەورەترین
کێشەیە دەبێت ئێمە ئیش لەسەر فێربوون بکەین بۆ ئەوەی بتوانین ئاستی فەرمانبەران بەرز بکەینەوە چونکە ئاستەکان زۆر
نزمن و لە ئاستێکی وا نیە کە تۆ ئیشی لەسەر بکەی و بەئاسانی بەرزی بکەیەوە کە ئاستەکان زۆر نزمن .بۆیە ئەرکەکان
زۆرتر دەبێت و کاتی زیاتریشی پێویستە.
من بەخۆم بە شەخسی تاکو ئێستا یەکێکم نەبینیووە رێگر بێت لەبەردەم جێبەجێ کردنی ئامرازەکە بەاڵم پێشوازی لە
بیرۆکەکە و جێبەجێ کردن ئاستەکەی جیاوازە لەنێوان هەندێک کەس و هەندێکی دیکەدا .بۆ نموونە ،بەبڕوای من لە ئاستی
دیوانی دەستە بڕەک زیاتر بێت لەوەی کە لە بەڕێوەبەرایەتییە گشتییەکان هەیە بۆ نموونە ئەگەر باسی بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتی
گەشت و گوزاری هەولێر بکەم ،رەنگە ژمارەی ئەو فەرمانبەرانەی کە پاڵپشتن زۆر کەمترن لەوانەی کە هەر لە ئامرازە
کە تێناگەن چونکە لەوێ کێشەمان لە ئاستی فەرمانبەران زۆر زۆر نزمترە لەوەی کە پێویستە هەبێت .بۆ نموونە ئەگەر
پۆلینێک بکەین بۆ ئاستی فەرمانبەران لەوێ کە پۆلینمان کردووە و ئەوانەی کە دەرچووی زانکۆکانن رەنگە لە %3-2ی
فەرمانبەران بن و زیاتر نین .ئەوەش کاریگەریی زۆر دەبێت لەسەر کارەکان .زۆربەی ئەوانەی کە لەوێنە دەرچووی
دواناوەندی و پەیمانگان کە ئەوەش وەک خۆت دەزانی پالن و ستراتیژییەت و ئەو بابەتانە هەرچەندە مەرج نیە کە هەموو
فەرمانبەران لە هەموو وردەکارییەکان تێبگەن بەاڵم بتەوێ و نەتەوێ ناتوانیت تۆ ئاستی ئەوان بەرز بکەیتەوە بەو ئاستەی
کە دەرچوونی زانکۆ بن .پێویستە بەردەوام فێربوون و هۆشیارکردنەوە هەبێت .رەنگە پێویستیمان بە هەندێک شتی دیکەش
هەبێت بۆ نموونە ،من بۆخۆم پێرێ کۆبوونەوەیەکم هەبوو ،کە پێویستە تۆ بەئاستی عەقلیەتی ئەوان مامەڵە بکەیت کە
گفتوگۆیان لەگەڵ دەکەیت و بزانی ئەوان چیان دەوێت تا کارەکەیان لەال خۆش و گرنگ بکەیت .بۆ نموونە ،لە کۆبوونەوەی
پێرێ لەگەڵ بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتی گەشت و گوزاری هەولێر پێیانم گوت کە ئێمە ئەگەر بتوانین ئەم ئامرازە جێبەجێ بکەین
ئێمە دەتوانین دامەزراوەکەمان بکەینە تەمویلی زاتی .ئەگەر دامەزراوەکەمان بکەینە تەمویلی زاتی واتا ئێمە فەرمانبەرانمان
هەموویان دەتووانن مووچەی خۆیان وەربگرن لە کات و ساتی خۆی بەپێی ئەو داهاتانەی کە بۆمان دێت .هەموویان
هەستان گوتیان وەاڵ ئەوە بیرۆکەیەکی زۆر گرنگە واتا من لە خاڵی بێهێزی ئەوانەوە چووم تاوەکو هاندەر پەیدابکەم بۆ
جێبەجێ کردن .بۆیە لە پاش ئەوەی کە من چوومە ئۆفیسی خۆم لەوێ دەیان فەرمانبەر دەهاتن بۆ الەم و دەیانگوت وەاڵ ئێمە
پاڵپشتی تۆین بۆ جێبەجێ کردن مادام تۆ ئەم بیرۆکە گرنگەت هەیە کە ئێمە خۆمان بکەینە تەمویلی زاتی چونکە ئێمە
یەکێک لە بابەتە سەرەکییەکانمان کۆکردنەوە و زیادکردنی داهات و کەمکردنەوەی خەرجییەکانە .ئێمەش هەست دەکەم
دەگەینە ئەو ئاستەی ،بەپێی جێبەجێ کردنی ئەم ئامرازە ،کە بەڕاستی یەکێک لە کێشەکانی حکومڕانیی ئێمە ئەوە بووە
داهاتمان %10ی خەرجییەکان نەبووە بگرە گەمتریش بوو لە هەموو دامەزراوەکانی خۆمان .بەاڵم ئێستا %60-50ی لەو
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ماوەیەدا و خەریکین زیادی دەکەین .ئەمە تەنها کەرتی گەشت و گوزارە و ئەوە دەگەینە  .%80-70واتا من بێگومانم بۆ
ساڵی ئایندە داهاتی خۆمان نەک هەر تەنها کافی بێت بۆخۆمان بەڵکو زیادیش بێت بتوانین دامەزراوەیەکی وەکو وەزارەتی
پالندانان بەڕێوە ببەین .تەنها لە رووی پارە مەبەستمە.
تایبەتە بە گۆڕانکارییەکان ،لە رووی ئەدا و پەیوەندییەکان سلوکی چی؟ من بۆ نموونە ئەگەر پیشانت بدەم من گرپێکی
ڤایبەرم هەی ،بۆ زانیاریت گرنگترین شت لەالی من پەیوەندییە ،شەخسی یەکەم ئەگەر پەیوەندیی نەبوو لەگەڵ ئەوانی دیکە
(خوارووی خۆی) ئەوا ئەو دامەزراوەیە ناجوڵێت .بۆیە من بەڕێوەبەرەکانیشم لە دەستە ئەگەر رۆژێک نەیانبینم قەبول ناکەم
و دەڵێم لە کوێ بووی و بۆ ئەمڕۆ نەهاتی سەردانێکم بکەی بەالیەنی کەم مەرحەبایەک بکەین ،بۆ؟ تاوەکو بزانێ کە من
موتابەعەی دەکەم .ئەوانەی کە دوورەدەستی منن ئەمساڵ بەبۆنەی ئەم ئامرازەوە گروپێکم دروست کردووە و هەموو
بەڕێوەبەرەکانی تێدایە .بۆ نموونە ئێستا ئەوە گروپی بەڕێەوەبەرەکانی گەشت و گوزاری قەزا و ناحیەکانن و من لەگەڵیانم.
ئینجا هەموویان لێرە چاالکی خۆیان باڵودەکەنەوە چونکە ئەوە هەموو خاڵی لەسەرە .ببینە کە هەموویان چاالکییەکانیان
باڵودەکەنەوە (وێنەکانی پیشانی من دەدا) .بزانە ئەوە چاوپێکەوتنی کردووە دەربارەی گەشت و گوزار ،ئەوە دەڕوات
خاوێنی دەکاتەوە ،ئەوە دەڕوات سەردانی جێگای گەشتیاری دەکات ،ئەوە خولی راهێنان دەکات ،بزانە! ئەوە پەیوەندی
دروست دەکات ،ئەوە سەردانی قایمقام دەکات ،ئەوە پێشوازی لە کۆمپانیای هێنانی گەشتیار کردووە ،ئەوە سەردانی
چێشتخانەکان دەکات (تفتیش) ،ئینجا لێرە بۆتە کێبڕکێ لەنێوانیان کی بزانێ زۆرترین چاالکی هەیە .ئەوەش تەنها ئیشی یەک
رۆژ بوو .ئینجا زۆر زۆری دیکە .ئەمەش وایکردووە کێبڕکێ وایکردووە کە هەوڵی زیاتر بدەن بۆ کارکردن تەنانەت من
کە گوتم دوو بەڕێوەبەرایەتی لە پێش هەمووانن دواتر تەلەفۆنم بۆ هات لەالیەن دوو بەڕێوەبەری دیکە و دەیانگوت
بەداخەوە نەدەبوایە ئەوانە لە پێش ئێمە بن .واتا ئێستا دونیایان تێکداوە! کێبڕکێیەک دروست بووە و پێشم گوتن کە ئەگەر
پالنێکتان لەبەردەستە و ئەگەر یەکێک لە پالنەکە تێناگات یاخود نازانێت چۆن جێبەجێ بکات ئەوا من هاوکاری دەبم ئینجا
بە تەلەفۆن ،مۆبایل ،نامە ،بەهەر شێوەیەک بێت من هاوکاری دەبم بۆ ئەوەی جێبەجێی بکات .بەاڵم گرنگە ئەوەیە ئەو
هەوڵ بدات بۆ ئەوەی بتوانێ ئیش بکات .ئەمانەش هەمووی پاڵنەری مەعنەوین سەرەڕڕی ئەوەی کە پاڵنەرە مادییەکان کە
ناکرێت .ئێستا بەڕێوەبەرەکانی گەشت و گوزار لە رووی مالییەوە پارەیان هەیە .ئەو پارەیە هی ئەوەیە کە ئێمە ساڵی
 2013بودجەیەکمان وەرگرت بۆ پەرەپێدان لەسەر پترۆدۆالر بەاڵم وامان بۆ بودجەکە کرد کە بۆ چەند ساڵێک بەشمان
بکات کە ریسک مانجمێنتمان بۆی کرد .ئێمە ئەو کاتی پارەکەمان وەرگرت هەستمان کرد کە باری دارایی زۆر باش نیە
بۆیە ئێمە بڕیارماندا کە گوتمان دەبێ ئێمە وابکەین کە ئەم پارەیە بگاتە ساڵی  .2017بە فعلیش وامانکرد تاکو ئێستا ،بۆ
نموونەش ،ئێستا کەس پارەمان پێنادات بەاڵم ئێمە لە خەرجیی خۆمان بۆ هەر بەڕێوەبەرایەتییەک نزیکەی پێنج بۆ شەش
ملیۆن دینارمان بۆی رەوانەکراوە بۆ ئەوەی بتوانێ ئیشەکانی بەڕێوەببات و پێشوازی لە گەشتیار بکات و جێگا
گەشتیارییەکان خاوێن بکاتەوە .ئێمە ئاواین لەگەڵ بابەتەکە بۆ تا ساڵی 2017ش (بە بۆچوونم) بتوانین ئیشی باش بکەین.
تایبەت بە دەسەاڵتەکان ،ئێستا تێور دەکەم لە رووی (کارگێڕی و مالی من دەیکەمە هونەری و دارایی) دارایی ئێستا
هەمووی هەوڵیداوە بۆخۆی دەسەاڵتی دارایی زوو زوو پارەکان وەربگرێت تاوەکو داهاتی دامەرزاوەکەی زیادبێت و بەپێش
ئەوانی دیکە بکەوێت ،ئینجا لەسەر هەموو ئاستەکان .واتا رەنگە پێویست بە منیش نەکات زۆر تەلەفۆنیان بۆ بکەم بەاڵم
دەڵێم ئەو خاڵەی کەمترە و ئەو خاڵەی زۆرترە هەریەک هەوڵدەدات خاڵی لەوی دیکە زیاتر بێت بەبێ ئەوەی من خۆم
ماندوو بکەم .خۆی دەسەاڵت بەخۆی دەدات و هەوڵدەدات .ئەوە یەک ،دووش ،دەسەاڵتە هونەرییەکان بۆ چاککردنی
کارەکان و بابەتەکان ،هەست دەکەم کە خۆشت دەیبینی چ لە رووی پەیوەندی ،چ لە رووی گەیاندن و ئەنجامدانی خول
یاخود خاوێنکردنەوەی جێگاکان یاخود پەیوەندی لەگەڵ کۆمپانیاکان و هێنانی گەشتیار و پشکنینی جێگاکان ،هەموویان
هەست دەکەن خۆیان بەرپرسی یەکەمن بەبێ ئەوەی من داواشیان لێبکەم .واتا باشتر پیادەی دەکەن .بەو پێیش من لە
%80ی ئەرکم کەم بۆتەوە و ئێستا من زیاتر ئیش لەسەر ستراتیژیات و کارەکان دەکەم کە پێشتر من سەرقاڵی زۆر شتی
ورد دەبووم بەاڵم ئێستا تەنها ئیشراف دەکەم .پێشتر من دەچوومە ناو هەندێک بابەتی زۆر بچووک بەاڵم لەو رۆژەوە (من
بەخۆم بە شەخسی باسی خۆم دەکەم) بڕوابکەم خەریک بوو دامەزراوەکە بەجێبهێڵم چونکە من پێویستیم بەوە هەبوو و
خەیاڵی شتێکی وام دەکرد بەڕاستی بەاڵم نەمدەزانی ئەم ئامرازە حەقیقەت بەم شێوەیە .بۆیە دەگەڕاین و دوای ئەوەی کە
جەنابیشتمان بینی کە هەمان مەفهومت هەیە و حافزی جەنابت بۆ ئیمە بۆ جێبەجێ کردنی وایکرد ئێمە بگەین بە ئێستا و ئەو
قۆناغە .چونکە دەزانی بۆ؟ تۆ ئەگەر شتێکی نوێ جێبەجێ بکەیت پێویستیت بە هەندێک خەڵک هەیە لەگەڵت بن لە جێبەجێ
کردن ،چونکە ئەسڵەن کەس بیرۆکەی لەسەر بابەتەکە نیە .واتا دەبێت هەموومان پێکەوە ئیشتی لەسەر بکەین و بەتەئکید
ئەو تێبینییانەی کە لەالی ئێوەوە دراوە ئیشەکانی باشتر رێکخست.
من ئەم ئامرازە بەردەوام لەبەرچاومە بەاڵم ئەوە ئاستەکەشی دەگۆڕێت و هەموو کارمەندەکان وانین بۆ پیادەکردنی ئەم
ئامرازە بەشێوەیەکی رۆژانە .بەڵکو بەپێی ئاست و تێگەیشتنی فەرمانبەران .بەبۆچوونی من دامەزراوەی گەشت و گوزار
دوای ئەوەی پەیڕەوی ئەو سیستمەی کردووە هەنگاوی باش بە ئاراستەی گەیشتن بە ئامانجەکان دەنێین .هەست دەکەم
هەموو پێکەوە (هەموو پێکەوە) یەک بیرکردنەوەمان هەیە کە پێشتر بیرکردنەوەکان جیاوازبوون .ئێستا هەست دەکەم
هەموو ئاراستەکان ،هەندێک هەیە الدەدات بەاڵم دێتە سەر هەمان ئاراستە ،بەاڵم هەست دەکەم هەموو دامەزراوەکە یەک
بیرکردنەوە دروست دەکات( .لێکۆڵەر :واتا پێشتر هەر یەکەو بە ئاراستەیەک دەڕۆیشت لەبەر ئەوەی هەموویان
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ئامانجەکانیان نەدەزانی بەاڵم ئێستا هەموویان پێکەوە دەڕۆن) .ئەمەو یەکێک لە کێشە سەرەکییەکانیشمان ئەوەیە کە زۆر لە
بەڕێوەبەرەکان و بەڕێوەبەرە گشتییەکانیشمان لە ستراتیژییەتی دامەزراوەکە یاخود لە ئامانجە ستراتیژییەکان زۆر گرنگییان
پێنەدەدا لەبەر ئەوەی پێشتر  %15بەڕێوەبەرەکان تێدەگەیشتن ئامانج و ستراتیژییەکە چیە بەاڵم ئێستا نا هەموو دەزانن بیر
لە چی دەکەنەوە و بەتەمای چین .بەڕاستی ئەو بەرنامەیە شتێکی زۆر عەزیمە و ئینشاڵاڵ باشتریش دەبێت .واتا
دامەزراوەیەک بەتەواوی هەمووی بزانێت بۆ کوێ دەڕوات ئەوە زۆر گرنگە .ئەمەو زۆر بە چڕی ئەرک و
بەرپرسیارێتییەکان دابەش دەکەم.
ئێستا ئێمە بەخۆشت بینیت بەچاوی خۆت کە هەموو دامەزراوەکە پێکەوە گفتوگۆ دەکەن ،هەموویان لە کاری یەکتر دەزانن
بۆیە کە هەموو ئەوانەی چ لە سەرێ ئیش دەکەن و چ لە خوارێ ئیش دەکەن کە ئاگایان لە هەموو کارەکانی یەکتر هەیە
دەگەنە باشترین بڕیار .بۆ نموونە ،نموونەیەکی عەمەلی دەینمەوە کە بڕیارماندا ئەم ئامرازە پیادەبکەین و بڕیاربدەین کە
گەشتیاری واڵتانی عەرەبی بۆ هەرێمی کوردستان بۆ زیادکردنی داهات .ئێمە گروپێکی کۆمپانیای ئوردونیمان هێنا  .کە
گروپی گۆمپانیای ئوردونیمان هێنا ،هەموو جومگەکانی دامەزراوەکە دەیانزانی ئەو گروپە هاتووە بۆ ئەنجامدانی ئەم
ئامانجە .بۆیە کە ئەو گروپە نەچوون بۆ چەند شوێنێک هەموویان گەلییان لە ئێمە کرد و گوتیان بۆ نایانهێنن بۆ الی ئێمە
تاوەکو دەڤەری ئێمەش بڕواتە بەرنامەی کاری کۆمپانیا ئوردونییەکان؟ بەاڵم بڕیارەکە لێرە هەندێک هەڵە بوو لەبەر ئەوەی
کە شوێنەکانی سەردانیکردنیان دەستنیشان کردبوو دەبووایە هەموو شوێنەکان ببینن .بۆیە کە پەیوەندییەکەمان دروست کرد
و گوتمان با بزانین بۆچوونیان چیە چونکە ئەوان دەزانن ئەو خەڵکانە دێن ،بۆ ئەوەی ئامانجەکەیان جێبەجێ بکەن .بۆیە
سەرووی خۆیان تاوانباردەکەن و دەڵێن باشە ئێوە کە ئەو بڕیارەتان وەرگرت بۆ ئەوەی جێگاکانیان پیشان بدەن ،هەڵەی
تێداهەبوو .دەبووایە ئێمەش بەشداربین لەگەڵیان تاوەکو وابکەن ئەو خەڵکانە لە پاکێجی گەشتیارییەکەی خۆیان خەڵک بۆ
دەڤەری ئێمەش بێنن( .لێکۆڵەر :بۆ هەڵە بوو؟؟) بڕیارەکە تەواو بوو بەاڵم گشتگیر نەبوو .واتا دەزانی چۆن؟ لەالی هەندێ
لەخوارەو بۆ نموونە هەڵەبجە گوتی هەڵەیە و دەبوایە بانهێنن بۆ هەڵەبجەش .هاتبوون بۆ سلێمانی و چەندین جێگا بەاڵم
ئەگەر ئەو پەیوەندییە باشتر بووایە ،کە بەڕێوەبەری هەڵەبجە مەبەستی بوو ،ئەوا ئەو ئامانجەی ئەوانیش هەیانە تاوەکو
جێبەجێی بکەن .بۆیە یەکسەر داوایکرد لە دیوانی دەستە و ئێمە هەستاین پەیوەندییەکمان دروست کرد لەگەڵ ئەوانەی کە
بڕیاری ئەو گەشتەیاندابوو کە لە ئایندەدا رێکی بخەنەوە بەهەماهەنگی لەگەڵ ئەوان چونکە ئەوانیش نابێت بێبەش بن لەم
گروپە کۆمپانیایە .بەاڵم ئەگەر ئێمە ئەوەمان نەبووایە ئەوەی هەڵەبجە دەیگوت :باش بوو هەر نەهاتن و ئەو هەموو و کێشە
و سەرئێشە بۆ من ،بۆ؟ وانیە؟ چیە ئەوە با هەر نەهاتبان باشتر بوو( .لێکۆڵەر :واتا پەیوەندیی زیاتر ،بڕیاری باشتر بۆ
ئەوەی ئەدایەکی باشتر وەربگرێت) .تاکو ئێستا هیچ بودجەیەک بۆ ئەم ئامرازە تەرخان نەکراوە بەڵکو هەر لە چوارچێوەی
خەرجییەکانی رۆژانە دابین دەکرێت .بەگشتی تێچووی دەگاتە دوو هەزار و پێنجەد دۆالر وەکو سی دی و بەشداری و هەر
ئەوەندەیە.
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Appendix VII: Sample of the Focus Groups’ Transcript
فۆکەس گروپی یەکەم  -ڕاوندی دووەم
لەگەڵ :بەڕێزان
مەولەوی جەبار  -سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار
یاسین فەقێ  -بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی
عوبێدوڵاڵ داود  -بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری دهۆک
پشتیوان عەبدولواحید  -بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان
فەوزی ئەلیاس  -بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان
وەفا جەبار  -بەڕێوەبەری بەڕێوەبردنی جۆری
ئیبراهیم عەبدولمەجید  -بەرپرسی بەدواداچوون و سۆفتوێر
دیدار جەلیل  -بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان  -بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتی گەشت و گوزاری هەولێر
مەهاباد سەعدی  -لێکۆڵەر
رێکەوت٢٠١٦/١٠/٤ :
رۆژ :سێشەممە
کات١٢:٠٠ :ی نیوەڕۆ
دەقی چاوپێکەوتن:
لێکۆڵەر :کورتەیەک سەبارەت بە فۆکەس گروپ و باسکردنی خاڵە ئەرێنی و نەرێنی و جیاوازەکان.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :با ئێمە یەک بە یەک خاڵەکان گفتوگۆی لەسەر بکەین .ئێوە چ کێشەیەکتان لەگەڵ
خاڵە نەرێنییەکان هەیە و پێتان وایە کە وانیە؟ من پێم وانیە کە خاڵی یەکەم کاریگەریی لەسەر ئەم ئامرازە ناکات .ئەمە وایە
و ئێمە کە باسی هەندێک دەسەاڵتمان کرد بۆ نموونە باشترین دەسەاڵتمان یاخود نازانم لە چ بوارێک دەسەاڵت پێویستە؟
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :ئەو دەسەاڵتانەی کە دەبنە هۆی کەمکردنەوەی رۆتین و راییکردنی
مامەڵەی خەڵک بەخێرایی بۆ نموونە ئەگەر هاواڵتییەک بەکرێگرتەی ئێمە بێت و بیەوێ گۆڕانکارییەک لە پڕۆژەکە بکات،
پێویستە بچێت خەریتە بێنێت و دەبێت ئەندازیارەکان هەڵسەنگاندنیان بۆ بکەن بۆ نموونە ئەگەر کولفەکەی دیاری بکات
دەبێت کرێیەکەی بۆ بگۆڕم و بینێرم بۆ رەزامەندیی دەستە و مەبەستم لەوەیە کە بەگشتی زۆر حەلقەی زیادە هە لە مفاتحە
کردن بۆ سەرۆکی کە ێرف کارەکە فەنییە .من بڕوا ناکەم یەکێک لە دەستە زیاتر لە من لەو بابەتە بزانێت کەچی دەبێت
بینێرم بۆ ئەو.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :باشە سەد رەحمەتت لێبێ .باشە بەخۆتان ئێستا لە سلێمانی زۆرترین کێشەت لە
گرێبەستەکان نیە؟
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :ئەگەر مەبەستت گرێبەست بێتن مەتنی گرێبەستەکە ناڵێم بەڵکو تەواوبوونی
گرێبەستەکە چونکە
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :نا نا زۆرترین کێشە لەالی ئێوە هەیە ،بۆ؟ چونکە زۆر دەسەاڵت هەبووە لەالیەن
هەندێک کەس کە نەیانزانیووە دەسەاڵتەکە بەکاربێنن .واتا بە هەڵە بەکارهاتووە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :ئەمە لە حەلقەیەکدایە لە داخڵدا ،لە حەڵقەیەکی دیکەدا ئێمە باسی
دەسەاڵتەکانی دەستەی گەشت و گوزار دەکەین بەرامبەربە وەزارەتی شارەوانی و وەزارەتەکانی دیکە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :ئەمەش هاتۆتە ناو بەڕێوەبەرایەتیەکان و فەرمانبەران و ناو دەستەوە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :کەواتا دەستەی گەشت و گوزار (بۆخۆی حەق وایە ئەو دەسەاڵتانە
تێپەڕێنێت).
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :یەکەم لەبەر ئەوەیە کە بودجەمان نیە بۆیە دەسەاڵت بەم شێوەی پێشتر نەماوە .پێشتر بەڕێوەبەری
گشتی دەسەاڵتی هەبوو تەنانەت پڕۆژە بدات بە کۆمپانیا بەاڵم لەبەر قەیرانی دارایی ئەمە کەمکراوەتەوە بە نووسراوی
ئەنجومەنی وەزیران .ئەوە سەرۆکی دەستە و سەرجەم فەرمانگە حکومییەکانی گرتۆتەوە.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :رەئی من بە دەسەاڵت ،من بە شەخسی ئیعتیراف بە دەسەاڵت ناکەم.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :سەیرکە ،تۆ یاسات هەیە کە دەسەاڵتی بۆ دەستنیشان کردوویت.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :وەڵاڵ تا ئێستا من ئەو ئیشەی دەیکەم لە گەشت و گوزار ،کەس بە منی نەگوتووە
ئەوە بکە و ئەوە مەکە .ئینسان ئەگەر بیەوێ بۆخۆی ئیشەکەی بکا ،وەڵاڵ ئاوها تەرتیبی دەکات خوا عالیمە دەیگەینتە
سەرووی سەروو.
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بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :لە واڵتا یاسات هەیە
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :دەزانم بەاڵم ئەمە کاریگەری لەسەر ئەوە ناکات کە تۆ دامەزراوەکە یاخود
پڕۆژەکەت ببەیە پێشەوە .بەبۆچوونی من ،کاریگەری دەکات لەسەر هەندێک بابەت دەکات (من ناڵێم کاریگەری نیە) بەاڵم
لەکۆی بابەتەکە ئەگەر تۆ بتەوێ پالنێک جێبەجێ بکەیت ،بۆ نموونە ،تۆ بەڕێوەبەری پالندانانی لەناو بەڕێوەبەرایەتی
گەشت و گوزاری هەولێر کە من ئێستا بە وەکالەت لەوێم و بەو سیفەتەش قسەت لەگەڵ دەکەم .کێشەمان هەیە لە جێبەجێ
کردنی پالنەکانمان بەپێی ئەم ئامرازە !.ئەگەر کەمتەرخەمی نەبێت لە بەڕێوەبەرەکانمان چ کێشەیەکی دەسەاڵتت هەیە بۆ
جێبەجێ نەکردنی؟ (ئەم پرسیارە ئاراستەی دیدار خان کرا) شتێکت لەمن داوا کردووە وەکو بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و
گوزاری هەولێر بۆ ئەوەی بڵێی کاکە ئەو بەڕێوەبەرانەی ئێمە هی هەولێر دەسەاڵتیان نیە بۆ ئەوەی ئەم بڕگەیە لە بڕگەکانی
پالن جێبەجێ بکەن.
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانانی هەولێر :من سەرەتاش لەگەڵ مهاباد خان قسەم کرد و گوتم من بە راستی وەکو ئەوەی کاک
مەولەوی بە وەکالەت پۆستی بەڕێوەبەری گشتی هەولێر دەبینێت ،من خۆم چەند جار قسەم لەگەڵ کردووە و ئەو گوتوویەتی
لەجیاتی منیش واژوو بکە و تەواوی دەسەاڵتت هەیە بۆ هەر کارێک.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :لەکاتێکدا ،بۆ نموونە ئێستا دەسەاڵتی وەرگرتنەوەی پڕۆژەمان نیە!
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :بەاڵم تا ئێستا کە نووسراوی بۆمان نەکردووە! مەبەستت وەرگرتنی کۆتاییە؟
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :بەڵێ ،ئەمە نموونەیەکی بچووکە لە دەسەاڵتەکان.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :وەرگرتنی کۆتایی پڕۆژە کاریگەری لەسەر جێبەجێ کردنی پڕۆژەکە ناکات
چونکە ئەسڵەن پڕۆژەکە بەخۆی تەواو بووە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :من نموونەیەکی بچووکم باس کرد.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :وەرگرتنی کۆتایی ئەگەر بێیە سەر راستی لە یاسای بەڵێندەرایەتی (مقاوالت) لە
دەسەاڵتی دائیرەی جێبەجێکار نیە بەڵکو دەبێت لە سەرووی خۆی وەریبگرێت .ئەمە وەکو لێژنەی لێکۆڵینەوەیە ،بۆ نموونە،
سەرپێچییەک لەناو دەستەی گەشت و گوزار هەیە ،لەو حاڵەتەدا پێویستە وەزارەت لێژنەی لێکۆڵینەوە لەسەر ئێمە دابنێت.
بەهەمان شێوە ئەگەر لە بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتی هەبێت ،ئەوا پێویستە دەستە لێژنەی لێکۆڵینەوە دابنێت .ئەمە بابەتێکی ئیداری
و لۆژیکییە لە سیستم .بەاڵم من بۆخۆم ئەگەر دەسەاڵت لەالیەن من بێت ئەوا یەک شت لە بەڕێوەبەری گشتی داوادەکەم (من
ئەگەر بەرپرسی ئیداری بم لەم واڵتە) داوا لە وەزیر یاخود بەڕێوەبەری گشتی دەکەم کە فالن و فالن و فالن کارم بۆ بکە.
پالنم بۆ جێبەجێ بکە ،ئاستی کارەکانت ئەوەندە بەرز بکەوە ،داهاتت بەرامبەر خەرجیت یەکسان بێت ،ئینجا بڕۆ ئەوەی
دیکە دەسەاڵتی تۆیە .ئینجا چی دەکەی بیکە تەنانەت دەسەاڵتەکانیش دابگرە خوارەوە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :کەواتا بەچی کردتت ئەمە؟ بە دەسەاڵت کردت .بۆ نموونە ،ئێمە سەردانی
هەر واڵتێکمان کردووە وەکو شاند ،نموونەی خۆم دەهێنمەوە ،کە چووین بۆ فەرەنسا من پێشنیارێکم کرد .بینیم لە هەر
بازنەیەکدا کۆمیتەیەک پێکهێنراوە .ئەم کۆمیتەیە بڕیاری شارەوانی و گەشت و گوزار و شوێنەوار و دەزگاکانی داراییش
دەدات .سەرۆکی ئەم کۆمیتەیە گەشت و گوزارە .لە سەرۆکی هەرێمی ئەو ناوچەیە لە پێشنیارەکان نووسیمانە ،دەسەاڵتی
تەواو دراوەتە سەرۆکی ئەم کۆمیتەیە بۆ هەر بڕیارێک لە دروستکردنی پڕۆژ ،لە جێبەجێ کردنی پڕۆژە ،لە موسادەقە
کردنی پڕۆژە کە ناوی دەسەاڵتە .کەواتا دەبێ دەستەی گەشت و گوزار ئەو دەسەاڵتانە تێپەڕێنێ وەکو وەزارەتی گواستنەوە
وەکو وەزارەتێکی دیکە کە لە حکومەتی هەرێمدا هەیە بۆ تەواوکردنی ئەو پڕۆژانەی کە رۆژانە پێویستیی بە خێرایی هەیە.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :با زیاتر لەسەر دەسەاڵتەکە نەڕۆین .نەگونجاویی کات بۆ جێبەجێ کردنی ئەم
ئامرازە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :بەڵێ من دەڵێم نەگونجاوە لەبەر ئەوەی واڵت چۆتە شەڕێکەوە ،لەبەر
ئەوەی قەیرانی دارایی ،لەبەر ئەوەی مووچە نادرێت و ئەنواع و ئەشکال کێشەی هەیە ئەم حکومەتە .لەبەر ئەمە کاتێکی
نەگونجاوە بۆ ئەم ئامرازە کە ئێستا جێبەجێی دەکەین.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :من رەئیم جیاوازە ،بۆ؟ چونکە تۆ لە کاتی قەیراندا پێویستە کارەکانی خۆت چاک
بکەیتەوە .چونکە ئەمە بێگومان دەرەنجامی وەزعێکی ناڕێکبووە لە ئیدارە .بۆیە ئێمە تووشی ئەم بارودۆخە داراییە بووینە
چونکە توانامان نەبووە لە ئیدارەی خۆمان .کەسێک نەبووە موحاسەبەمان بکات ،کەسێک نەبووە تەقییممان بکات ،کەسێک
نەبووە بەدواداچوون بکات لەسەر ئیش و کارەکانمان .ئەو کاتەی کە ئێمە بەدواداچوون دەکرێت لەسەر ئیش و کارەکانمان و
ئەو کاتەی کە بەرپرسیارێتی هەڵدەگرین لەسەر ئیشەکانمان ئەو کاتە ئیشەکانمان باشتر دەبێت.
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :ئەگەر بێینە سەر راستی کاتەکە گونجاوە بۆ ئەم ئامرازە بەاڵم لەبەر ئەوەی ئێستا دەوام زۆر ناکرێ
کە بۆ نموونە سلێمانی دەوام ناکەن و ئیلتیزامی پێناکەن .ئەوە زۆر پەیوەست نیە بە پارە .ئەوە دووالیەنی هەیە کە دەکرێ
بڵێی گونجاوە و لە هەمان کاتیشدا نەگونجاوە .بۆ نموونە ،لە هەولێر گونجاوە کە هەموو شتێک دەکەین بەاڵم سلێمانی و
گەرمیان بەو رادەیە بۆیان گونجاو نیە .من شەخسی بە گونجاوی دەبینم لەبەر ئەوەی من ئیشی خۆم دەکەم بەاڵم ئەوان
نایکەن .بۆ ئێمە لە راستیدا کارەکانی ئاسانتر کردووە بەاڵم لەوێ کە راپۆرت ناکەن و ناینێرن ئەوا بۆ ئەوان گونجاو نیە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :چۆن تۆ دەتوانی بەبێ بودجە پالن جێبەجێ بکەی؟
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سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :مەرج نیە .تۆ دەتوانی بی بودجە لە %80ی جێبەجێ بکەی.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :تۆ بە من دەڵێی زیادکردنی شوێنی خەوتن لە هۆتێلەکان .بەچێ زیادی
بکەم؟
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :تۆ لە بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتی زیادی دەکەی؟
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :نا ،لەناو پالنەکە دەڵێ تۆ چیت کردووە لە ماوەی سێ مانگی رابردوودا بۆ
زیادکردنی شوێنی خەوتن؟ بەچی زیادی بکەم؟
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :بە ئاسانکاری کردن ،بۆ نموونە ،لەگەڵ دەستەی وەبەرهێنانی ئیتیفاق دەکەی کە
مۆڵەتی هۆتێل زیاتر بدا.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :ئێستا وەرە ئیعالنی بکە و بزانە لە سنوورەکەی مندا هیچ وەبەرهێنێک دێتە
پێشەوە بۆ جێبەجێ کردنی پڕۆژەی هۆتێل بەتایبەتی؟ بەپێچەوانەوە ،کۆمەڵێک براند وەکو حەیات رێجینسی و هیڵتن ئەمانە
هەمووی پەشیمان بوونەوە لەوەی بێن.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :کاک یاسین خۆی بەرپرسیارە لەوەی کەوا بکات خەڵک بێ و هۆتێل دروست
بکا چونکە ئیشی گەشت و گوزار ئەوەیە تەرویج بۆ ناوچەی خۆی بکا و ژمارەی گەشتیاران زیاد بکا.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :من دەڵێم تەحدیدەن جێگای خەوتن زیادکردن پڕۆژەیە.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :دەزانم ،بەاڵم تۆ ئیشت ئەوەیە وەکو بەرپرسی یەکەمی گەشت و گوزار لە
پارێزگای خۆت هەوڵ بدەی ژمارەی گەشتیار زیاد بکەی بۆ ئەوەی بابەتی گەشت و گوزار ببێتە سەرنج راکێش بۆ ئەوەی
وەبەرهێن بێ و زیاتر متمانە دروست بکا و پڕۆژە بکا .ئەمە بەخۆی کە ئەم بابەتە دادەنرێ ئەمە دەرەنجامی هەڵسەنگاندنی
ئەدای تۆیە چونکە چۆن ئەدای تۆ هەڵبسەنگێنین؟ بێگومان ئەگەر من لە بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتی گەشت و گوزاری هەولێر نە
کۆمپانیام بانگ کردووە و نە گەشتیارم زیادکردووە و نە هەوڵێکم داوە نە وەبەرهێنم بانگ کردووە ،بێگومان لەو حاڵەتەدا
کەس نایەت الی من وەبەرهێنان بکات.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :بە کورتییەکەی حکومەت بەرپرسیارە بەوەی کە خزمەتگوزاری پێشکەش
بە خەڵک بکات .حکومەت موتاڵیب نیە بەوەی کە خەڵک بڕووتێنێتەوە .ئاخۆ خۆ ئەوەی کە خەڵک ئێستا ناڕازییە ،لەسەر
ئەوە ناڕازییە .ئەوجا من دەڵێم کاتەکەی نەگونجاوە لەبەر ئەوەی ئێستا قەیرانێکی دارایی گەورەیە.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :کاک یاسین ،تۆ هەڵسەنگاندنی بەڕێوەبەرایەتییەک دەکەی لەناو دائیرە ،باشە یان
خەراپە؟
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :کورە من چۆن بتوانم تەقیمی بکەم کە بەنزینم نیە بڕوا ئیشەکەی خۆی
جێبەجێ بکات؟ چۆن بتوانم تەقیمی ئەندازیارەکەم بکەم کە ناتوانم ئیفادی بکەم؟
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :کاکە من دەتوانم .بۆ ناتوانم؟ هەر هەمان دەسەاڵتی بەڕێوەبەری گشتیی سلێمانیم
نیە لەناو بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتی هەولێر؟ بۆ دەتوانم؟
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :لە کوێ پارە پەیدا دەکەی بۆ بەنزین و ئەو شتانە؟ ئاخر وانیە؟
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :باشە  30000سی هەزار دۆالرت سەرف نەکرد ئاخر جار بۆ جەماعەتی
پڕۆژەکانی خزمەتگوزارییەکان لەسەر بودجەی پترۆدۆالر؟
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :بەڵی ،بەاڵم تۆ بۆت دیاری کردووین .پڕۆژەی خزمەتگوزاری و
بەبازاڕکردن و  ...من ناتوانم پارەکە بۆ شتی دیکە خەرج بکەم.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :نا نا براکەم ،پڕۆژەی خزمەتگوزاری کۆمەڵێک خەرجیی لێژنەی تێدایە،
خەرجیی بەنزینی تێدایە ،خەرجیی شتی دیکەی تێدایە و دەتوانی وەکو دەسەاڵتی خۆت وەکو بەڕێوەبەری گشتی هەستی بە
خەرج کردنی لەسەر ئەو بودجەیەی کە لەبەر دەستتە .ئەوە یەک ،دوو ،ئەو بودجەیەی باسمان لێکرد ،بودجەی ئەو
پڕۆژانەی کە  %20ەکە هاتووە .ئەگەر بە زووترین کات تەفعیل بکرێ خۆ دەتوانی لەسەر ئەو بودجەیە رێژەیەک ()%3
بەکاربهێنین بۆ دائیرەی خۆت بۆ بەڕێوەبردنی ئیش و کارەکان .ئەمە زۆر کێشە نیە .بۆیە من دەڵێم ئەوەی کە لە سەنتەری
بڕیار بێ دەتوانێ هەندێک شت بکات بۆ تەفعیلی بابەتەکانی.
لێکۆڵەر :نەبوونی هۆشیاریی تەواو سەبارەت بە ئامرازەکە و گرنگییەکەی.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :ئەو رەنگە ،بێگومان لە ئاستێکی جیاوازە و ئەوەش بۆ ئەوە دەگەڕێتەوە ئێمە
چەند بتوانین هەوڵبدەین بۆ ئەوەی خەڵکەکەمان هۆشیار بکەینەوە.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :جیاوازیکردن لە مامەڵە و دابینکردنی بودجە .ئەوە لە بەڕێوەبەرایەتییەکانە .ئەوە
هەموو بەڕێوەبەرایەتییەکان گلەیی دەکەن .ئەو دەڵێ باشە بۆ زاخۆ ئەوەندە وەردەگرێت و خانەقین کەم وەردەگرێت؟
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :سەبارەت بە هۆشیاریمان سەبارەت بە ئامرازەکە ،ئێمە یەکەم ساڵمانە ئەو ئامرازە پیادەدەکەین .کە
بۆمان شەرح کردووە دەزانین هێشتا پێویستییان بە خولی راهێنانی زیاتر هەیە .تۆ کە هاتی مانگی چەند بوو؟ تاکو
گشتاندنمان بۆ کرد و فۆرممان دروست کرد و شەرحمان کرد لە سەرەتادا .چۆن دەڵێم لە وەرزی یەکەم زۆر باش نەبوو
بەاڵم ئێستا باشتر بەهەمان شێوەیە وەرز بە وەرز و ساڵ بە ساڵ باشتر دەبێ.
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لێکۆڵەر :ئەگەر وابی ،هۆکارەکەی چیە؟
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :ئەوە دەگەڕێتەوە الی بەڕێوەبەرە گشتییەکان و نازانم ئەگەر ئەوان وەاڵمیان
هەبێت!
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :من لێرە رەخنەیەکی گشتی لە سیاسەتی حکومەتی هەرێم دەگرم ،ئەوە هەر
دەستەی گەشت و گوزار نیە چونکە بەڕاستی عەقڵی ئێمە لە ئاستێکدایە دەڵێ گەورەکان گرنگترن تاوەکو بچووکەکان .بەاڵم
بەداخەوە لە دونیایا دەبینی کەچی بچووکتر لە پێشترە و ئەولەویەتی زیاترە بۆ ئەوەی ئەویش بەئاستی گەروەکانا بگات .من
کاتی خۆی پێشنیارێکم کرد لەسەر ئەوەی کە چۆن ئێمە زەویەکانمان ئەگەر بە الیەنی بەرامبەر (وەبەرهێن) بدەینەوە بە
شەراکەتی مساهمە و موختەلەتە بێین چی بکەین؟! نسبەتی قازانج لە دێکاندا زیاتر بێت تاوەکو لە ناوەندی شارەکان بۆ
ئەوەی دەستی وەبەرهێن رابکێشین بۆ دێکان .دەبێت نسبەتی بودجە بۆ ئەو شارانەی کە نائین دابنرێن بۆ ئەوەی ئەو
شارانەش هەستنەوە .بەاڵم تۆ دێی هەولێر یاخود سلێمانی یان با بڵێین کەالر زیندوو دەکەیتەوە کە کفری دەستکاری ناکەی
یان هەڵەبجە دەستکاری ناکەی ،کەواتا تۆ تەنها مەبەستت کەالر بوو.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :بە رەئی شەخسی من ،ئێمە زۆربەی تەنانەت سلێمانیش ،زۆربەی پڕۆژەکان بۆ
گوند و شوێنە بچووکەکانە و بۆ ناو شار نیە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :من باسی سیاسەتی گشتیی حکومەت دەکەم کە سیاسەتەکە بەشێوەیەک دەڵێ
بۆ نموونە  300ملیۆن دۆالر تەرخان دەکرێ بۆ هەولێر ،مەفروزە ئەم پارەیە بدرێت بە قەزا و ناحیەکان.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :ئەو پڕۆژانەی کە لەبەر دەستتان بوو هەمووی بۆ قەزا و ناحیەکان بوو (ئەمە
ئاراستەی کاک یاسین کرا) .ئەسڵەن لەگەڵ ئەوەش ،ئێمە کە قەرزی گەشتیاریشمان دا مەرجی سەرەکیمان ئەوە بوو کە لە
گوندەکان بێت.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :هەتاوەکو دوورتر بووایە باشتر بوو .مواقع نائیە.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :بەهیچ شێوەیەک لەناو مەرکەزی پارێزگاکان نادرێت .بۆ؟ تاکو بووژانەوەی
ئابووری لەو جێگایانە ئەنجام بدەین.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :نەبوونی تێگەیشتنێکی تەواو تایبەت بە ئامرازەکە یاخود جیاوازی لە
پراکتیزەکردنی .من بێگومانم ئەم ئامرازە لەسەر ئاستی سەرۆکایەتی ئەنجومەنی وەزیرانیش تێگەیشتنی تەواوی لەسەر نیە.
هەر بەڕاستی خۆی شتێکی زۆر تازەیە بۆ ئیدارەی حوکمڕانی ئێمە .خوا ئاگادارە ،راوێژکارەکانی وەزیر لەمە تێناگەن.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :بەاڵم ئەمە ئیشی زۆر دەوێ چۆن هەموو جومگەکان تێبگەن و هەموو خەڵکەکە
هەوڵ بدەن پێکەوە ئێمە بتوانین ئەم ئامرازە نوێیە بکەینە وەسیلەیەک بۆ چاککردنی واڵت و نەگەینە ئەم قەیرانانە کە ئەمڕۆ
لەناوین.
لێکۆڵەر :نەبوونی کادیری تەواو و شارەزا لەم بوارە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :بۆ ئامرازەکە یان بۆ گەشت و گوزار؟
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :ئامرازەکە و لە کۆتاییدا کە پالنەکانی گەشت و گوزار جێبەجێ بکرێ .بێگومان
ئێمە هاوڕاین لەگەڵ ئەمە بەاڵم ئێمە ئیشی زیاترمان پێویستە.
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :بەڕێوەبەرایەتی هەیە کە کادیری تەواوی نیە ،ئەوە راستە.هەندێک لە کەالر و خانەقین و ئەو الیانە
فەرمانبەری تەواومان نیە کە ئەوانیش پسپۆڕییان گەشت و گوزار نیە و دەرچووی زانکۆش نین .ئەنجا ئەو ئامراز و
بەرنامەیان پێبدەی بێگومان بۆیان زەحمەتە .ئەوە بگرە لەسەر ئاستی بەڕێوەبەرەکانیش هەیە نەک تەنها فەرمانبەران .بەاڵم
بەگشتی باشن.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :ئەنجامنەدانی گفتوگۆی تەواو بەرلە بڕیاردان لەسەر ئەم ئامرازە .وەڵاڵ ئێمە
گفتوگۆمان کرد لە ئەنجومەنی بەڕێوەبردنی دەستە و تەنانەت کۆنفرانسێکیشمان کرد.
لێکۆڵەر :لە ئاستی خوارووتر.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :ئاخۆ ئێمە ئەوەمان پێ دەکرێ .ئێمە کۆنفرانسێکمان کرد و هەموومان
ئامادەبووین و وابزانم هەر پارێزگایەک  15کەسی لەگەڵ خۆی هێنابوو .هەموومان داخلی گفتوگۆکان بووین و بڕیارمان
لەسەریدا .وابزانم  80کەس لە گشت و گوزار ئامادەبوو.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :ئەوەندەی من قسەم لەگەڵ ئەوانی دیکەدا کردووە دەڵێن خۆزگە ئەم ئامرازە
پێشتر بەشێوەی نامیلکەیەک یان شەرح کردنێک یان شتێکی لەم بابەتە لەالیەن دەستەوە بگشتێنرایە و هەموومان
بمانخوێندبایەوە و شارەزاییمان پەیداکردبایە ئینجا بچووینایە بۆ کۆنفرانسەکە .چونکە چووین بۆ کۆنفرانسەکە و شتەکە
کتوپڕ بوو .ئێستا بە برادەرێکمان گوتبوو "ژینگە" ئەو وایزانیبوو ئێمە دەچین بەشێک دەکەینەوە لەناو بەڕێوەبەرایەتییەکەی
خۆمان .بەڕاستی وا تێگەیشتبوون .یان لە هەندێک شتی دیکە .خۆی ئەمە فعلەن وایە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :نەگونجانی ئامرازەکە لەگەڵ واقیع .هاوڕا نین لەبەر ئەوەی هەندێک کەس
هەن کە بە هیوا دەژین و هەندێک لە بێ هیواییا دەمرێ .ئینجا ئەوانەی زۆر زۆر واقیعەکەیان کاریگەرییان لەسەر کردوون
بێهێزی کردوون.
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سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :مرۆڤ ئەو مرۆڤەیە کە بەردەوام لە هەوڵ بێ و بتوانێ ئەوەی کە پێویستە
جێبەجێی بکا و هیچ شتێکیش زەحمەت نیە بەرامبەر مرۆڤ .ئەو مرۆڤە لە حەقی فیل دێ .ئەگەر مرۆڤەکە بەدەست بڕوا بۆ
فیلەکە ئەوا فیلەکە لەوانیە پارچەپارچەی بکا .بەاڵم ئەگەر بە عەقڵ بۆی بڕوا ئەوا دەیڕووخێنێ .چاڵێکی بۆ دەکا و فیلەکە
دەکەوێتە ناو چاڵەکە بە زیندوویی .مرۆڤ ئەو عەقڵەی هەیە کەس لە حەقی نایە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :ئینجا کوردیش بێ!
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :جەختکردنەوە لەسەر ئەنجام و بەهەند وەرنەگرتنی هەوڵەکان .ئێمە لەسەر
ئەنجام دەڕۆین.
لێکۆڵەر :واتا یان رەش یان سپی!
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :نا واش نیە بەاڵم ئەگەر کابرا هیچی نەکردووە و هەوڵی نەداوە ،ئەمەش کاک
ئیبراهیم کە سەرۆکی لێژنەی هەڵسەنگاندنە ،و لە شتەکان وابزانم مونسیفن .بەاڵم ئەوە نیگەرانی دروست دەکات لەالیەن
هەندێک کەس.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :خۆ هەر هیچ نەبێ ژیاوە!
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :دروستبوونی نیگەرانی و فشاری دەروونی .کە یەکێک یەکەم دەردەچێت و
یەکێک دووەم دەردەچێت! ئێمە قبولی ئەم شتە ناکەین لە ناخۆ خۆمان .ئینجا ئێستا کابرایەک بێت و بە من بڵێ کاکە تۆ
تاقیکردنەوەت کرد و دەیەم دەرچووی لەسەر دەیەکە ئەوا دەبێ خەفتە بخۆم! چونکە ئەگەر خەفەت نەخۆم ،من بەشەر نیم.
دەبێ خەفەت بخۆم و واجبیشە خەفەت بخۆم! بەاڵم ئەوە نیە کە خەفەت دەخۆم بڵێم بابەتەکە یان ئیمتیحانەکە غەشی تێدابوو!
یان مامۆستایەکە یارمەتی ئەوانی دیکەی دا .نا خەفەت دەخۆم حەقی خۆمە و دەگریێم بۆی .ئەوەی دەیەوێ موداخەلە بکات
با بیکات! لەبەر ئەوەی ئەو خاڵە زۆر پەیوەندی بە منەوە هەبوو و زۆر پەیوەندییان بە من کرد.
لێکۆڵەر :ئەوان دەڵێن ئێمە لە روعب دەژین و بەردەوام دەترسین لە ئامرازەکە و هەڵسەنگاندنەکەی نەوەک نمرەی کەم
بێنین.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :توخوا ئەگەر قوتابخانە ئیمتیحانی تێدا نەبێ دەبێت کەس دەوامی تێدا دەکات؟
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :من نابینم کە ئەم ئامرازە نیگەرانی و فشاری دەروونی دروست کردبێت.خۆی دوو خاڵە و ئەوان
دەترسێن وەکو تاقیکردنەوە وایە .خۆی شتێکی زەحمەتی تێدا نیە.
لێکۆڵەر :ئەوە لە کەلتووری ئێمە وایە .بەاڵم لە یابان هەتا سێی ناوەندی دەخوێنن و هیچ تاقیکردنەوە ناکەن.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :راستە بەاڵم ئەوە باسی سیستمی پەروەردە دەکات ،ئەوان پەروەردەیان دەکەن
چۆن ئیمتیحانیان دەکەن؟ خۆ ئێمە کابرایەک پەروەردە ناکەین کە تەمەنی  40ساڵە!
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :جا وەرە بە یابان! یابان عەریقترین حەزارەتی هەیە .ئەگەر ئەو
گەلەکۆمەکییە نەبووایە و ئەمریکا لێینەدابووایە ئەوا تەجاوزی ئەوانیشی دەکرد.
لێکۆڵەر :رووبەڕووبوونەوەی فەرمانبەران بۆ ئامرازەکە .دەڵێ بۆ نموونە ،هەر یەکێک لەسەر سیستمێک کاریکردووە
و رووبەڕووی ئەم ئامرازە دەبێتەوە کە سیستمێکی جیاوازە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :بێگومان ئەگەر فەرمانبەرێک نەیەوێ ئەدای واجبەکەی خۆی بکات ئەوا
رووبەڕووی ئەمە دەبێتەوە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری دهۆک :من باسی بەڕێوەبەرەکانی قەزاکان ناکەم بە راستی ،ئەوەی لە مێشکی من
دایە کە دیتوومان ئەو کارەیان کردووە و ئەنجام و خاڵە ئەرێنی و نەرێنییەکان لە هەموو رووێکەوە بۆ جەنابتان روونم
کردەوە ،گەلێک لەم شتانە هەن کە ئێمە لەگەڵیان نین تایبەت بە خاڵە نەرێنییەکان.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :ئاخر مەرج نیە الی تۆ هەبێ .رەنگە لەالی بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتی دیکە هەبێت.
واتا عەیناتە .رەنگە الی ئێمە نەبێت.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :مەبەستی لە خاڵی دوازدەیە!
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :گفتوگۆی تەواو نەکراوە بەرلە بڕیاردان لەسەر ئامرازەکە ئەوە وانیە لەبەر ئەوەی لە کۆنفرانسەکە
زۆر بە باشی بۆیان روونکرایەوە .و هەموو بەڕێوەبەرایەتییەکان هاتبوون و چەندین جار سەرۆکی دەستە بۆیانی شەرح
کردووە .بەاڵم سەرەڕای ئەوەش هەر پێویستیانە خولی راهێنانیان بۆ بکرێتەوە و بۆیان شەرح بکرێت .من دامناوە
تێبینییەکانیان کۆبکەمەوە و لە کۆتایی ساڵ بیکەمە راپۆرتێک بیدەم بە سەرۆکی دەستە .پاشان پێداچوونەوەیان پێبکەین و
بۆیان روونبکەینەوە.
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :سەۆکی دەستە ئەو رۆژە باسی کرد کە لە بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتی هەولێر دەرچووی سەرەتایی هەیە
و خولی راهێنانی لەسەر گەشت و گوزار بینیوە و دەڵێ ئەو پالنە ستراتیژییە هەڵەیە و هەموو کارەکان هەڵەن .سەرۆکی
دەستە دەڵێ ئەو کەسە ناونیشانی چێشتلێنەرە ئینجا هاتووە گفتوگۆم لەگەڵ دەکات .ئێستاش هاتووە تەنانەت بۆ بەڕێوەبەری
گشتی پێشووتریش نووسیبووی کە ئەمانە هەموو هەڵەن .ئینجا سەرۆکی دەستە دەڵێ ئەوە چی دەزانی هەتا بۆچوون بدا و
بزانێ چ هەڵەیە و چ راست! ئێستا سەرۆکی دەستە هەمووی گۆڕیوە و کەسانی گەنجی داناوە کە دەرچووی پەیمانگای
گەشت و گوزارن کە ئەم بەشێکە لە پالنی خۆی .تایبەتە بەوانەی لە بەغدا هاتوون ،داوای فایلیان کراوە و تێبینی کراوە کە
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ئەوان دەرچووی سەرەتایی و ناوەندین بەاڵم لێرە خۆیان بە دەرچووی پەیمانگای گەشتیاری نووسیوە .ئێستا پلەکانیشیان
بەرزبۆتەوە بۆ بەڕێوەبەری پێشکەوتوو و هیدی.
لێکۆڵەر :نەبوونی ئازادیی تەواو لە پەیوەندییەکاندا.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :وەڵاڵ جێبەجێ کردنی پالن لە بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتی پێویست بە دەستە ناکات.
واتا ئێستا تۆ چ پێویستیت بە دەستە هەیە؟ هەندێک شت هەیە کاتێک جەماعەتی ئێمە لە پرسیارەکە نازانن وەاڵمێک عەکسی
بابەتەکە دەدەنەوە( .ئەمە بۆ دیدار ئاراستەکراوە) تۆ بەڕێوەبەری پالندانانی بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتی هەولێری ،بەڕاستی بڵێ،
من دەزانم لە من ئازاتری لە مەوقیفەکان .ئێوە دەیبنن ئەو ئافرەتە زۆر ئازایە و زۆر توندیشە ،باشە ،تا ئێستا چ پێویستیت بە
دەستە هەبووە لە جێبەجێ کردنی پالنەکان؟
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانانی هەولێر :نەخێر ،ئەسڵەن هەر خۆشمان داماننا وەکو هەولێر.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :توخوا بێزەحمەت من با بە یەک وشە وەاڵمی بدەمەوە ،لە پاڵی بنووسە
"بەشێوەیەکی گشتی کورد هەمووی نەخۆشی نەفسی هەیە" .دەزانی بۆ؟ حەز دەکەم بزانی ،نەبوونی ئازادیی تەواو ،باوەڕت
بێ بەشێوەیەکی گشتی فەرمانبەرانی دەستەی گەشت و گوزار ئازادترین فەرمانبەرن ،من وای دەبینم .بەاڵم ئەو
فەرمانبەرانە
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :ئەوە قەیرانە ئەگینا هەمووی لە ژووری کاک مەولەوی دەبوون.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :راستە ،ئینجا ئەو لینکە لەگەڵ کاک مەولەوی ببڕە و بیدە بە دەم نەورۆز
خانەوە .دەڵێ هیچ ئازادیمان نیە چونکە لەگەڵ سەرۆکی حکومەتا پەیوەندیمان نیە .هەمووی وایە ،هەر کورد بە گشتی وایە.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :بڕوا بکە ئەو پەیوەندییەی لەگەڵیاندا هەیە ،تا رادایەکی وا کراوە رەنگە تەجاوز
لەسەر بەڕێوەبەرە گشتییەکان و سەرۆکی دەستەش کراوە .ئەوەندە پەیوەندییەکی راستەوخۆ هەیە...
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :ئێمە خۆمان گلەییمان لە کاک مەولەوی کردووە کە بۆ ئەوەندە رێی داوەتە
ئەوان! من یەکێک بووم لەوانەی کە وتوومە.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :ئازادییەکی زۆر هەیە بەاڵم دەزانی چیە؟ الی ئێمە تەفسیری ئازادی بەو شێوازە
ناکرێ .بۆ نموونە ئێستا لە بەریتانیاش ئیدارە ئیدارەیە! هەر کەسەو ئیشی خۆی دەکات ،هەر کەسەو مولتەزیمە بە سەرووی
خۆی ،ئەمەش ناکرێت کە کابرای پالندانان راستەوخۆ پەیوەندی بە وەزیرەوە بکات .شتی وا نیە.
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :تایبەت بە پەیوەندییەکان ئەوە تایبەتە بەخۆیان کە دەڵێن ئێمە ئازادیمان نیە راستەوخۆ پەیوەندی بە
دەستە بکەین بەتایبەتی گەرمیان کە دەڵێ بەڕێوەبەری گشتی نایەڵێ من خولی راهێنان بکەمەوە و دەڵێ ئەوە مافی تۆ نیە
بەڵکو ئەوە کاری بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتییە .یاخود پارەیان بۆ خەرج ناکات .ئەو شتە هەیە لە هەندێک بەڕێوەبەرایەتییەکان.
لێکۆڵەر :لە خاڵی 13ەوە فاکتەرە دەرەکییەکان دەگرێتەوە واتا لە دەرەوەی دەستە .نەبوونی یاسا و رێنماییەکانی تایبەت
بە گەشت و گوزار.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :ئێمە موناقەشەمان کرد .هەندێک شت هەیە راستە کاریگەری لەسەر ئێمە هەیە
کە پەیوەستە بە وەزارەتی کشتوکاڵ ،ئەوە بە تەئکید.
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :تایبەت بەوەی کە یاسا و رێنماییەکان زۆر گونجاو نین ،ئێمە تاکو ئێستا یاسایەکی تایبەتمان نیە بە
گەشت و گوزار .ئەوەی لە وەبەرهێنان دەکرێت یاسای ژمارە چوارە کە لە کوردستان کاری پێدەکرێ .ئینجا ئەگەر هەندێک
گرفت لە جێبەجێکردنی هەبێت ئەوا ئێمە داوامان کردووە پێداچوونەوەی پێبکرێ .وەک یەکێک لە تەوەرەکانی کۆنفرانسەکە
کە باسی لە هاوبەشی کەرتی تایبەت و گشتی دەکرد و ئەوان گوتیان نابێ و ئەنجومەنی وەزیران رەزامەندی نابێ .بەاڵم
وەک بەڕێوەبەرایەتی ئەوان هیچ دەسەاڵتی پڕۆژەیان نیە و دەسەاڵتەکان و یاساکان هەمووی لێرەیە .بەپێی بارودۆخ دەبێ
گوڕانکاری هەبێ لە یاساکان.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :چواردەش هەر هەمان شتە.
لێکۆڵەر :نەبوونی پاڵپشتی تەواو بۆ کەرتی گەشت و گوزار لەالیەن حکومەت .مەبەستیان ئەوەیە لە ئەولەویاتی
حکومەت نیە لەبەر ئەوەیە کە پاڵپشتی ناکرێت.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :بەس لە تەلەفزیۆن لە ئەولەویاتی حکومەتە .بەس با یەک شتیش بڵێین .وەزیری
شارەوانی ئێستا نەوروز خان نەبێت ئێمە یەک ئیشمان پێناکرێ .وەڵاڵ ئەو پاڵپشتییەی ئەو ئافرەتە دەیکا بۆ ئێمە پێشتر
نەکراوە .هەموو شتێکیش لەبەر دەستە .پێشتریش وەزیرمان هەبووە و قسەم لەگەڵ جەماعەتیش کردووە و رەئیشم داوە،
وانەبووە؟
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری دهۆک :تەنانەت پارێزگارەکانیش پاڵپشتیمان ناکەن.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :دەتوانی بنووسی "نەبوونی پاڵپشتی تەواو بۆ کەرتی گەشت و گوزار و
هەبوونی نێچیرڤان ئەحمەد لە سەرۆکی دیوانا".
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :کەمیی بەشداریی کەرتی تایبەت لە کەرتی گەشت و گوزاردا ،مەبەستت لە
وەبەرهێناندا؟ کەرتی تایبەتی ئێمە هۆشیار نیە بەڕاستی .دەچێ لە پڕۆچەی نیشتەجێدا وەبەرهێنان دەکات ،بۆ؟ لەبەر ئەوەی
ئیستیرجاعی رەئسولمالی زۆر خێرایە و قازانجەکە دەخاتە گرفانی .بەاڵم دانانیشێت هۆتێلێک دروست بکات و لە پازدە
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ساڵدا پارەکەی خۆی وەربگرێتەوە .هەوڵدراوە بەاڵم ئەوەی کە ئێمە یاسایەکی تایبەت بەخۆمانمان نیە کە هاندانی
وەبەرهێنانی گەشتیاری بێت .ئەوەی کە هەمانە هاندانی وەبەرهێنانە بەشێوە گشتییەکە.
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :من وایدەبینم کە ئێستا زۆر گرنگی دراوە بە گەشت و گوزار وەک ئەوەی دەیبینین پێش چەند
رۆژێک کۆنفرانسی کۆمپانیا گەشتارییەکانمان کرد و سەرۆکی حکومەت بەخۆی ئامادەبوو .ئەمەو وەزیری گەشت و
گوزاری بەغداش هاتبوو .تەنانەت سەرۆکی حکومەت زۆر گرنگی بە کۆمپانیاکاندا .تەنانەت ئێستاش ئەو کۆنفرانسانە
دەکرێن.
لێکۆڵەر :پڕۆژە پێشنیارتان ئامادەنەکردووە؟
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :هەمانە و لە ئەنجومەنی وەزیرانە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :ئەگەر لە یاسای وەبەرهێناندا تایبەتمەنییەک بدرابا بە وەبەرهێنان لە کەرتی
گەشت و گوزاردا و ئاسانکاری زیاتری تێدابووایە...
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :لە یاسایە نوێیەکە داوامان کردووە کاتێک لەگەڵ ئێمە دانیشتن .داوای ئەوەمان
کرد.
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :ئەگەر بارودۆخ باش بێ بێگومانم کە کەرتی تایبەت زۆر بە چڕی بەشداردەبێ لە کەرتی گەشت و
گوزار .بەاڵم ئێستا هەموو راوەستاوە وەک کارگە و بونیادنان .ئەگەر تۆ بڵێی کە گەشت و گوزار وەک ساڵی  2013و
2012ی لێبێتەوە ئەوە هەر مەجال نەبوو .ئێستاش ئەگەر ببینی هۆتێلەکان هەر لەوکاتی دروستکراون .ئەوە پەیوەستە بە
بارودۆخی ئەمنی.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :خاڵی  17کاتی خۆی ئێمە لە داخی راوێژکارەکانی وەزیر ئەوەمان گوت،
بوونی گەشت و گوزار لەژێر وەزارەتی شارەوانی.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :بەتایبەت کاک نورەددین ،بەتایبەت کاک نورەددین ،دوژمنی گەشت و گوزاری
یەکەم.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :خۆ ئێمە ئەگەر دەستەیەکی سەربەخۆ بین و راستەوخۆ پەیوەندیمان بە
ئەنجومەنی وەزیرانەوە بێت زۆر زۆر باشترە .هەر چەندە نەوروز خان ئێستا ئەو بۆشاییەی پڕکدۆتەوە...
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :بەاڵم ئەگەر نەورۆز خان رویشت؟ کی زەمانەت دەکات وەزیرەکی دیکە وەکو
وەزیری پێشووتر نەبی؟!
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :ئێمە پەیوەستبوونمان بە وەزارەتی شارەوانی گرفتی بۆ دروست کردووین لەبەر ئەوەی ناتوانین
 %100ئازادانە کاربکەین .بۆ نموونە ،کە وەزارەت بووین و پڕۆژەمان دەکرد وەکو پالن من خۆم دەچووم لە وەزارەتی
پالندانان پڕۆژەکانم داخل دەکرد هەروەها لەگەڵ سەرۆکایەتی ئەنجومەنی وەزیرانیش .بەاڵم ئێستا دەچێتە وەزارەت و
وەزارەتیش پڕۆژەیان زۆرە بۆیە گەشت و گوزار دیارنابێت لەو ناوەدا .ئەگەر من و سەرۆکی دەستە لە ساڵی 2013
نەچووباین بۆ وەزارەتی پالندانان و ئەنجومەن بۆ ئەوەی پڕۆژەکانمان داخل بکەین ئەوا بێگومان پڕۆژەکانمان وەالدەنران.
ئەوکات بۆ گەشت و گوزار زیاترمان داخلی پڕۆژەکانی وەبەرهێنان کرد لە هی شارەوانی .ئەوە بەهۆی پەیوەندیی کەسی
خۆمان بوو.
لێکۆڵەر :باسی ئەوەش دەکەن کە وەزارەت زیاتر گرنگی بە شارەوانییەکان دەدات وەکو گەشت و گوزار.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :ئێستا خۆ جەماعەتمان بەشداری لە کۆبوونەوەی ئەنجومەنی وەزارەت ناکەن.
کاتی خۆی بە فەرمی داوایان کرد کە بەشداربین ،ئێستا من بە زۆری دەچم بۆ ئەوێ و کە دەچم دادەنیشم هەر بە نەورۆز
خان دەڵێم من با بچمە دەرێ لەبەر ئەوەی بابەتەکان هەر باسی ئاو و ئاوەڕوکانە .دەزانی چیم لێدێ کە لە کۆبوونەوەکان
دادەنیشم؟ خوا عالیمە نیە گێژ دەبم لەبەر ئەوەی بابەتی من نیە ،نە لە دوور و نە لە نزیک پەیوەندی بە گەشت وە گوزار
نیە .ئەوە دوو جاریشە پێی دەڵێم توخوا جارێکی دیکە بانگی من مەکە .بەڕاستی پەیوەندی بە من نیە و جیاوازە و عالەمێکی
دیکەیە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :لە حکومەتی عێراقا وەزارەتی رۆشنبیری لەگەڵ وەزارەتی گەشت و
گوزارە .لە هەندێک شوێنی دیکە ،ژینگە لەگەڵ شوێنەوار و گەشت و گوزار بەیەکەوەیە .ئینجا ئەم شارەوانی و گەشت و
گوزارە نازانم بۆ بەیەکەوەن لەم حکومەتی هەرێمی کوردستانە! هەر لە 1991ەوە.
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :ئەوە کاتی خۆی پێشنیاری وەزارەتی گەشت و گوزار بوو .کە لەگەڵ وەزیری
گەشت و گوزار دانیشتبوون...
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :کاک نەمرود بووە؟ ئەک عەمر کورت بێ بۆ خاتری پێغەمبەر!
سەرۆکی دەستەی گشتی گەشت و گوزار :نا نا ،ئەو کاتی گەشت و گوزار بەردەوام داوای زەوی لە شارەوانی دەکرد تا
پڕۆژە بکەن .گوتیان کاکە ئێمە بۆ نووسراو بکەین وەزارەتێکی دیکە و داوای زەوییان لێ بکەین و پڕۆژە دروست بکەین؟
با هەردووک ببێتە یەک و ئەو کاتە زەوی شارەوانی یەکسەر بەکاردێنین بۆ گەشت و گوزار .دوای ئەوە دەرچوو کە ئێمە
شەش ساڵە بەیەکەوەین و یەک زەویمان لە شارەوانی وەرنەگرتووە! واتا ئەو مەبدەئە هەڵەیە کە دانرابوو بۆ ئەم بابەتە.
وەزیری ئێمە و کاک عوسمان شوانی و برادەرێکی دیکەی تێدابوو لێژنەکە .ئێستا کاک عوسمان دەڵێ ئەمە هەڵە بووین و
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نەدەبووایە ئەم ئیشەمان بکردبایە .ئێستاش خۆی یەکەم کەسە دەعمی ئەوە دەکات کە گەشت و گوزار لە شارەوانی البچێت.
چونکە ئەو کاتی خۆی وەزیری پالندانان بوو .دیراسەیەکیان کرد پێش ئەوەی ئیلغا ببێ ،لێژنەیەکیان پێکهێنان کە چەند
وەزیرێکی پەیوەندیداری تێدابوو بۆ لکاندنی وەزارەتەکان.
لێکۆڵەر :هەبوونی عەقلیەتی بیرۆکراتی و بەرژەوەندیی تایبەتی و کەسی.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :ئێمە کوردین ئەمە وایە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری دهۆک :نە بەس لە گەشت و گوزار بەڵکو لە هەموو شوێنێکە کە ئەم بیروکراتیەتە
هەیە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :هەندێک جار شەخسی بەرامبەر واتێدەگات ،بۆ نموونە...
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :فەرمانگە و فەرمانبەران بەرپرسن لەوەی کە عەقلیەتی بیرۆکراتییان کاریگەریی لەسەریان هەبێت
یاخود نا .بەاڵم تایبەت بە ئێمە لە پالندانان هیچ پەیوەندییەکی بە ئێمە نیە .ئێمە خاڵەکانی کارکردنمان هەیە کە پەیوەستە بە
کاری خۆمان .تۆ کە الیەنی دیکە وەربگری لە کاری فەرمانگە ئەوە لەوانەیە هەبێ بەاڵم ئێمە لەسەر هەڵسەنگاندنی خۆمان
بەپێی ئەوەی دانراوە دەیانکەین .بەرنامەمان هەیە و هیچ گرفتی نیە کە کارەکەنەکرێ .بەاڵم شتی دیکە هەیە وەک رێنمایی
لەسەر پۆلینکردن ئەوە لەوانەیە لەوێ هەبێت.
لێکۆڵەر :خاڵی  ،19کەمیی کرانەوەی کارمەندان بە رووی واڵتانی دەرەوە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :ئەوە وایە کاکە دەزانی بۆ؟ لەبەر ئەوەی ئەگەر دە کەسمان بوێ بڕۆن بۆ
پێشانگایەک ئەوا هەشتیان لە دەستە و هەولێر دەڕۆن ،تەنها یەکێکی بەر دهۆک و یەکێیان بەر سلێمانی دەکەوێت و
گەرمیان هەر بەریان ناکەوێت.
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :ئەگەر بارودۆخەکە وانەبووایە لەوانەیە ئێستا هەموو فەرمانبەران بەشدارییان لە خولی راهێنانی
دەرەوە دەکرد .لە ساڵی  2005و  2006کە خولی راهێنان کاری من بوو ،خۆم هەوڵمدەدا و ئیمەیلم دەنارد بۆ لوبنان و
ئەردەن و زۆر فەرمانبەرم نارد بۆ ئەو دوو واڵتە و لەوێ خولێ راهێنانیان دەکرد لەسەر گەشت و گوزار .ئەو کات تازە
شەڕ تەواو ببوو لە  2004و کەس نەچووبووە دەرەوە خۆم رەزامەندیم دەهێنا و تەنانەت لە ئەنجومەنی وەزیران پارەشم بۆ
وەردەگرتن لەبەر ئەوەی تاکو 2013ش پارە هەر هەبوو .بەاڵم ئێستا لەو بارودۆخە نیە .ئەوەش بێگومان شتێکی ئاساییە کە
گرفت بێت ئەگەر بەشدار نەبن .ئەو خوالنە سوودی زۆریان هەیە بۆ فەرمانبەر و دامەزراوەکان.
لێکۆڵەر :بەدەر لە شارچێتی و حزبایەتی ،پێتوایە ئەوانەی دەڕۆن تایبەتن بە بوارەکە؟
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :ناوەڵاڵ ،هەیە لەبەر ئەوەی قۆزە بۆیە دەینێرن و هەیە لەبەر ئەوەی جلی
کوردییەکی جوانە بۆیە دەینێرن!
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانانی هەولێر :ئەگەر کچ بێت ئەوە هەر شتێکی دیکەیە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :دەزانی چیە؟ با من ئەوە بە روونی باس بکەین ،چەندین شاند هەبووە بۆ
دەرەوە ،بەشێوەیەکی گشتی باسی بکەم .ئەوەندەی هەولێر لێی موستەفید بووە ،ئەوەندە دهۆک و سلێمانی و گەرمیان لێی
موستەفید نەبووە.
بەرپرسی بەدواداچوون و سۆفتوێر :مەبەستت دەستەیە یاخود بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتییە؟
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :نا من دەڵێم هەولێر ،ئیتر هەولێر بە گشتی باس دەکەم .دەستە و
بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتی و ئەوانە هەمووی.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :شەرت نیە!
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانانی هەولێر :من دەتوانم بڵێم الی ئێمە وشکی کردووە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :من بە شێوەیەکی گشتی باسی دەکەم .بۆ نموونە ،لە هەولێر چەندین
سەفەرمان کردووە بۆ دەرەوە سەیرەکەی کەناڵی کوردستان تی ڤی هاتووە لەگەڵمان ،کەناڵی رووداو هاتووە لەگەڵمان ،ئەوە
لەسەر هەولێر حیسابە .یاخود پازدە کەس دانراوە بە ژمارە کەچی سەیردەکەی سێزدە کۆمپانیا هاتووە لەگەڵیان.
لێکۆڵەر :ئەو شاندانە حکومیشن؟ باشە کێ دایاندەنێن؟
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :ئەوە لێرەیە و پەیوەندی بە ئێمە نیە .بۆیە لەو حاڵەتانە بیلفیعل فەرمانبەرانی
دەرەوەی سنووری هەولێر بە راستی مەغدوورن.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :بەشێوەیەکی گشتی ئەو خاڵە تەواوە.
لێکۆڵەر :خاڵی  20کە دەڵێ "بێهێزیی پەیکەری رێکخستنی بەڕێوەبەرایەتییەکانی گەشت و گوزار"
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :دەمێکە خۆمان دەناڵێنین بەدەست ئەمەوە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری دهۆک :بەاڵم پێشنیارمان کردووە و ئەمە راستە .بەاڵم هەنگاومان ناوە بۆ
چارەسەرکردنی.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :ئێمە دەڵێین ئەو پەیکەرە رێکخستنە تەقلیدییە ئایا بەپێی سیستمێکی ئیداری
مۆدێرنە یاخود پۆست مۆدێرنە یەعنی نازانم بەاڵم هەیکەلەکان بە شێوەیەکی گشتی لەسەر دەمێکا دۆزینەوەی پلە بوو بۆ
خەڵک .واتا خەڵکێک هەبووە زۆر کوڕی چاک بووە و گوتوویانە چی لێبکەین؟ گوتوویانە بۆ نایکەن بە بەڕێوەبەری
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گشتی؟ گوتوویانە بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتیمان نیە! ئێ گوتوویانە دە بەڕێوەبەرایەتییەکی گشتی دروست بکەن! بۆ نموونە
بەڕێوەبەرایەتییەکی گشتییان لەناو وەزارەتێکدا دروست کردووە لەبەر خاتری زەاڵمێک .راوێژکار بەهەمان شێوە ئینجا
نازانم بریکاری وەزیر! وەزارەت هەیە پێویستی بە بریکار نیە بەاڵم بۆ ئەوەی ئەو برادەرە عاجز نەبێت کردوویانە بە
بریکاری وەزیر .واتا مەقسەدم چیە؟ بە شێوەیەکی گشتی هەیکەلی رێکخستنی دەوائیر و حکومەت و ئەمانە بەپێی دیراسەت
و پێویستی و کەمکردنەوەی حەلقاتی رۆتین و نازانم چی و ئەوانە نەبووە .ئەگەر ئێستاش ئێمە چەند پێشنیارێکمان کردووە
کە هەیکەلی رێکخستنی هەم دەستە و هەم بەڕێوەبەرایەتییە گشتییەکان بگۆڕێن بە شێوەیەک کا کارئاسانی بێ بۆ نموونە
هەموو هەندەسە لە مودیرییەتێکا بوون .واتا چی پالندانان و بەدواداچوون کۆمەڵێک ئەندازیاری لێیە و بەڕێوەبەرایەتی
کاروباری ئەندازیاری کە کۆمەڵێک ئەندازیاری لێیە و باخچەکان سەر بەمە و نازانم دیزاین هەیە و ئیشرافە هەیە! با ئەمە
هەمووی کاروباری ئەندازیاری لە یەک بەڕێوەبەرایەتی دابێت .بۆ نموونە وردبینی بەڕێوەبەرایەتییەکی جیایە ،ئەوە بە
بۆچوونی من نابێت بەڵکو دەبێت راستەوخۆ سەربە بەڕێوەبەری گشتی بێت چونکە وردبینی ئیشێکی وردە .بەاڵم کارگێڕی
و دارایی و یاسایی حەقە بکرێت بە یەک بەڕێوەبەرایەتی! ئەمە هەموو دۆزینەوەی پۆست بووە بۆ خەڵکان.
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :تایبەت بە بێهێزیی بەڕێوەبەرایەتییەکان هەموو پەیکەرەکانیان وەکو یەکە .بەاڵم ئەو وەکو یەکییە
گرفتی هەیە بۆ نموونە ،لە سۆران دەکرێ بەاڵم لە خانەقین ناکرێ لەبەر ئەوەی لە خانەقین سێ فەرمانبەر هەیە بەاڵم لە
سۆران پەنجا فەرمانبەر هەیە .بێگومان ئەمە کاریگەری هەی بەشێوەیەک کە لەگەڵ هەندێک شوێن دەگونجێ و لەگەڵ
هەندێک شوێنی دیکە ناگونجێ.
لێکۆڵەر :وەفا خان تێبینییەکی هەبوو کە لە جێیە! ئەویش ئەوەیە کە دەڵێ ئەو خاڵە پەیوەندی بەم ئامرازە نیە! بەاڵم من
لە سەرەتادا باسم کرد کە هەر پڕۆسەیەک کە لە جێیەک جێبەجێی دەکەی کاریگەریی ناوخۆ و دەرەکیی لەدەوری
دروست دەبێت .ئەوانەش کاریگەرییە دەرەکییەکانن .بۆیە بۆ من پێویستە وەکو خاڵی جیاواز گفتوگۆیان لەسەر بکەین.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :خۆی ئەوەی دەیڵێی تەواوە بۆ نموونە ،لەو پالنەیان پێویستە رەچاوی
تایبەتمەندێتی هەولێر بکرێ کە ناکرێ هەندێک پڕۆژەی تیا بکرێ وەکو ئەوانەی کە لە سلێمانی هەیە بۆ؟ لەبەر ئەوەی لە
سلێمانی خەڵی بەئاسایی قبوڵی ئەوە دەکا موڵکەکەی بدا بە کرێ بۆ دوکانێکی مەشروب بەاڵم لە هەولێر قبوڵی ناکەن .لەبەر
ئەوە بەپێی تایبەتمەندێتی و بەپێی هۆشیاری و بەپێی گونجاوی .بۆ نموونە ،مەعقول نیە لە جێیەکی ئارکیۆلۆجی و مۆژوویی
تۆ بینایەکی تازە دروست بکەی یاخود تۆ بەنیازی دروستکردنی مەحمییەکی مەعقول نیە لە تەنیشتی مەحمیەکە پڕۆژەیەکی
کۆنکریت بەرزبکەیەوە .فیعلەن ئەوە یەکێکە لە عیبەکان.
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :سەبارەت بە تایبەتمەندێتی هەر ناوچەیەک من بەهەندم وەرگرتووە لەبەر ئەوەی ئەو خاڵە ئەرێنییە
راستە.
لێکۆڵەر :خاڵێکی دیکە هەیە کە دەڵێ "هەبوونی جۆرێک لە هەستیاری و گرژی لەنێوان بەشێک لە بەڕێوەبەرەکاندا".
من باسی بەڕێوەبەر گشتییەکان ناکەم بەاڵم بەڕێوەبەرەکان کاتێک مولزەمن بە ئەنجامدانی کارێک ئەوا لەبەر
هەستیارییەکە بەتەنیا دەیکات.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :لەناو کوردا واردە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری دهۆک :لەناو کەسەکان لەوانەیە هەبێ.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :ئێمە پێشنیارمان بۆ هەیکەلی تازە دانا ،بۆ نموونە ،بەڕێوەبەرایەتی
پالندانان و بەدواداچوون لەگەڵ بەڕێوەبەرایەتی کاروباری ئەندازە کردمان بە یەک بەڕێوەبەرایەتی .بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان
لەگەڵ بەڕێوەبەری ئەندازە رێک نەبوون .ئەو دەیگوت کاکە چۆن دەبێ و نابێ دەمجمان بکەن و ئێمە ئیشمان جیاوازە ئیتر
ئەوەندەی تەبریراتیان دەکرد و کەوتنە دژایەتی یەک .ئەوە راستە.
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :تایبەت بە هەستیاریی بەڕێوەبەرەکان من نازانم لە بەڕێوەبەرایەتییەکان چی لە نێوانیان هەیە! من لە
کوێ بزانم؟ بەاڵم کە کارەکەیان نەکراوە دەبێ پێمان بڵێ کە بۆ نموونە ،بەڕێوەبردن و پالندانان کە کاتێک کار لەسەر
پەیکەری رێکخستن دەکەین دەبێ هەردوو بەڕێوەبەرایەتی بەیەکەوە کاربکەین .ئەگەر من و بەڕێوەبەری کارگێڕی
نێوانمان باش نەبێ ئەوا کاریگەری هەیە .بێگومان ئەگەر ئەوان هەمانەنگی لەگەڵ یەک نەکەن ئەوا سەرکەوتوو نابن.
راستە سلبیات هەیە بەاڵم ئەوان بە منیان نەگوتووە کە ئەو شتە لەنێوان بەڕێوەبەرەکان هەیە .دەزانی چیە؟ من کە
هەڵسەنگاندن دەکەم لەگەڵ بەڕێوەبەرەکان دەیکەم .خۆ بەڕێوەبەر ناڵێ لەنێوان من و فالن بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گرفت و
هەستیاری هەیە لەبەر ئەوەی کە ئەو بەڕێوەبەرە کەواتا ئەو هۆکارەکەیە .تەنانەت لە بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتی ،بەڕێوەبەری
پالندانان دێت بۆ هەڵسەنگاندن .ئەو کات ئێمە نازانین چی لەنێوانیان هەیە.
لێکۆڵەر :نەبوونی وەسفی وەزیفی و دابەشنەکردنی ئەرک و بەرپرسیارێتییەکان .ئەوەی بزانم لە دەستە هەیە بەاڵم لە
بەڕێوەبەرایەتییە گشتییەکان نیە ئەوەش تێکەڵی لە ئەرک و بەرپرسیارێتییەکان دروست کردووە.
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :وەسفی وەزیفی ئاشنا خان دەیکات و نازانم ئەگەر ئەو بیکات بۆ بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتی یاخود نا .من
هی بەڕێوەبەرایەتی خۆمم کردووە پێمدان و ئەوان هی هەموو بەڕێوەبەرایەتییەکان یەکدەخەن و دواشت راپۆرتی
پێدەکرێت .بەرلە ئاشنا من لە پالندانان ئەو کارەم دەکرد لە ساڵی  2008و  .2009بەاڵم ئێستا کارەکان زیاتر دابەشکراوە.
پێشتر هەموو کارەکانیان بەمن دەسپارد تەنانەت ئێستاش لە زۆر بۆنە بەشداردەبم.
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بەڕێوەبەری پالندانانی هەولێر :من یەکێکم لەوانەی هەولێر کە لەگەڵ وەفا خان وەسفی وەزیفیم دروست کرد .دوای من و
وەفا وەسفی وەزیفی نەما و عەرز قووتی دا .ئەمە دەلیلی ئەوەی کە من نامەوێ ئیشم بۆ بکەی ،نامەوێ سیستمیشم بۆ دابنێی
و نامەوێ پێشم بڵێی مەهامی من چیە.
لێکۆڵەر :ساڵی چەند بوو وەسفی وەزیفیتان دانا؟
بەڕێوەبەری بەڕێوەبردنی جۆری :لە دیوانی دەستە هەمانە
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانانی هەولێر 2012 :بوو.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :الی خۆم هەیە و کارەکان دابەش کراوە بەاڵم وەسفی وەزیفی بۆ شەخێ تا
شەخێێکی دیکە دەگۆڕێ .سااڵنەش تەسەور دەکەم لە هەموو بەڕێوەبەرایەتییە گشتییەکان ئەوە هەیە (تەحدیدی وەزائف)
دەکرێ و بە فەرمانێک هەموو وەزیفەکە تەحدید دەکرێ بۆیان و وەسفیش دەکرێ مەهامی ئەم بەڕێوەبەرایەتیی چیە .بەاڵم
ئەوە ناچاالکیی لە بەڕێوەبەری بەشەکانە کە ناتوانە تەوزیعی مەهامەکان بەپێی شەخسەکان بکەن.
لێکۆڵەر :هەبوونی قەناعەتی جیاواز لەنێوان دامەزراوەکاندا دەربارەی ئامرازەکە .واتا بەڕێوەبەرایەتی و
بەڕێوەبەرایەتی گشتی هەیە قەناعەتی وایە کە ئەم ئامرازە ناگونجێ لەگەڵ واقیع و هیدیکە پێی وایە زۆر باشە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :وایە ،قەناعەتەکان جیاوازن لەسەر هەموو ئاستەکان جیاوازن چونکە
بیروبۆچوونەکان جیاوازن .تموحەکان جیاوازن ،بیرکردنەوەکان جیاوازن ،پالنەکان جیاوازک .لەبەر ئەوە ئاساییە تۆ
شتێکی دەهێنی دەتەوێ بیسەپێنی بەسەر هەمووان بەاڵم هەموو لەو ئاستەی تۆیا نین بۆ تێگەیشتن یان بڕواهێنان بەو شتە.
لەبەر ئەوە ئاساییە قەناعەتی جیاواز دروست دەبێت .ئینجا ئێمە لە ئەزموونی خۆمان لەناو ئەم حکومەتەیا دەڵێین بەڕاستی
زۆر سوریالیستە ئەو کۆمەڵگایەی ئێمە! زۆر سوریالیستە! سوریالیستی چۆن؟ بۆ نموونە ،یەک ئەمەنە پڕۆژە یاسا
لەبەردەمی پەرلەمانی کوردستانە بۆ بڕیار ،کەچی لەناو هەموویانە دەچێ شتێ دەرەهێنێ کە نە کاریگەری هەیە بۆسەر
ژیان ،نە کاریگەری هەیە بۆسەر کۆمەڵگا ،نە کاریگەری هەیە لەسەر خێزان ،نە کاریگەری هەیە لەسەر ئابوری ...هیچ!
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :بەپێچەوانەوە خەراپی دەکا .بۆ نموونە وەرگرتنی زانیاری لە دامودەزگاکان
بۆ رۆژنامەوانی.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری سلێمانی :ئەگەر بۆچوونی من بپرسی دەڵێم ئەو میللەتەی ئێمە میللەتێکە لەبەر ئەوەی
باکگراوندێکی هۆشیاریی رۆشنبیریی ئەوەی نیە ،زۆر بە هەڵە لە شتەکان تێدەگا و هەر ناوی پالنی لێبنێ ئیتر دەتۆقێ! هەر
باسی پالنی لەگەڵ بکە .ئینجا ئەگەر حکومەتێک وەکو سەرۆکایەتی ئەنجومەنی وەزیران پالنی نەبێ ،من لەخوار ئەوم
وەکو دەستە چۆن دەتوانم پالنم هەبێ.
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :راستە قەناعاتی جیاواز هەیە لەنێوان بەڕێوەبەرایەتییە گشتییەکان .بەڕێوەبەری گشتی سلێمانی
تەنانەت ئیعتیرافی پێناکەم لەبەر ئەوەی هەموو کارەکانی بەفشە وەرگرتووە .بەاڵم دهۆک زۆر جدین و هەر کارێکیان
پێدەسپێری بۆ رۆژی دووەم کردوویانە .سەرکەوتنی بەڕێوەبەرایەتییەکانیش پەیوەستە بە توانای کەسەکان بۆ جێبەجێ
کردنی کارەکان .سەرۆکی دەستە کارەکان دەدات بە من بۆ بەدواداچوونی لە ئەنجومەنی ئابووری لە ئەنجومەنی وەزیران
یاخود وەزارەتی پالندانان لەبەر ئەوەی دەزانێ کە من پێمدەکرێ بەاڵم ئەگەر کاک عەبدوڵاڵ بنێرێ ئەوا هەرگیز پێی ناکرێ
لەبەر ئەوەی کەس نایناسێ.
لێکۆڵەر :خاڵی کۆتایی ،هەبوونی دوو ئیدارە (ناوەند و هەرێم) لە هەندێک ناوچەدا .کاتێک کە لەجاتی دوو رەزامەندی
پێویستتانە دوو رەزامەندی وەربگرن.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :لە هەندێک ناوچە وایە بەتەئکید .وایە لە هەندێک جێگا ئەو کێشەیە هەیە
بەتایبەت بۆ نموونە خانەقین.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری دهۆک :شێخان ئێمە تەعامول دەکەین بەاڵم شنگال وایە.
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :ئەمەو بوونی دوو ئیدارەییش لە هەندێک ناوچەدا گرفتن لەبەردەم کارەکان و کۆی پڕۆسەکە
بەگشتی .بەاڵم ئەو خااڵنە ناڕاستەوخۆ کاریگەرییان لەسەر ئامرازەکە هەیە.
بەڕێوەبەری گشتی گەشت و گوزاری گەرمیان :بەشێک لەو زەوییانەی سەربە دارایی حکومەتی ناوەندە و بەشێکی سەربە
ئەم دیوە .بریمەر دەڵێ تا ئەم حدودە هی ئێوەیە و ئەوە حدودی ئەودیوە .ئەمە کێشەیە.
لێکۆڵەر :الپەڕەی دواتر پڕۆسەکە پیشاندەدات بە چ شێوەیە بووە تاکو ئێستاش.
هەموویان :راست و دروستە.
بەڕێوەبەری پالندانان :لەکۆتایی ئەو هیڵکارییەی دروستت کردووە پێویستە کاتێک کە ئەنجامدان تەواو دەبێت ئینجا خاڵە
ئەرێنی و نەرێنییەکان دەستنیشان دەکرێت وراستکردنەوەی پالنی کارەکان دەکەین.
لێکۆڵەر :زۆر سوپاستان دەکەم.
بەڕێوەبەرە گشتییەکان :هیوای سەرکەوتنت بۆ دەخوازین.
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Appendix VIII: List of the First-Cycle Codes - 75 Codes
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Appendix IX: List of the Second-Cycle Codes - 17 Codes
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Appendix X: ISO 9001:2008 Certification
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Appendix XI: Performance Assessment Format - 21 Points (for GDs)
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Appendix XII: Performance Assessment Format - 12 Points (for Directorates)
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Appendix XIII: Axes of the General Meeting
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Appendix XIV: Modified Performance Assessment Format - Nine Points (for GDs)
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Appendix XV: Modified Performance Assessment Format - Eight Points (for
Directorates)
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